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Preface
Dear Participants of the 6th Conference on Diaspora, Transnationalism, Transculturalism and Inter-Cultural Communications as New Forms of Social Capital.
At the beginning I would like to wish Welcome in Ohrid, the city of Cadmos, St.
Erasmus, St. Clement and St. Naum, the king Samuel, Sinan Celebi, Grigor Prlicev,
Kuzman Shapkarev, Zhivko Chingo, the city where is found the temple of Egyptian
goddess Isis, where you can see magnificent cultural monuments as a church. Sophia, St. Bogoridica Perivleptos, St. John Kaneo, Plaosnik, Tekke of Zenel Abedin
Pasha and Memorial House Robevci, Memorial House of Prlicev.
This year for the 6th time we are organizing the traditional annual international
conference onDiaspora, Transnationalism, Transculturalism and Inter-Cultural communications as new forms of social capital, before the holly Christian holiday “Vodici” (Baptism), which in a city of Ohrid is a cultural and touristic attraction.
For this conference are registered 87 participants that are coming from 14
states.
This year a Conference is devoted to the “Diaspora, Transnationalism, Transculturalism and Inter-Cultural communications as new forms of social capital“.
Migration and migration-related topics currently have a prominent place in social sciences and humanities. Among an assortment of topics social scientists are
involved in the study of areas such as migration and identities, citizenship, law and
legal status, religion, family and kinship, children and ‘the second-generation’, language, education, health, media consumption, internet use, the construction of
‘home’, sexuality, remittances, hometown associations, development and social
change, local politics, workplaces and labor markets. Contemporary migration is a
complex and multiple process and the movements of people often are not unidirectional – migrants could continually move between different places. All the more
so as contemporary modes of communication and transport across the borders enabled them to work and live in different countries, keeping in touch with those left
behind as never before. Socio-cultural transnational activities cover a wide array of
social and cultural transactions through which not only economical resources but
also ideas, meanings and practices are exchanged, organized and transformed. Recent researches have established the concept and importance of social remittances
which provide a distinct form of social capital between migrants living abroad and
those who remain at home. To say that immigrants build social fields that link those
abroad with those back home is not to say that their lives are not firmly rooted in
a particular place and time. Indeed, they are as much residents of their new community as anyone else.
Individuals may migrate out of desire for a better life, or to escape poverty,
political persecution, or social or family pressures. There are often a combination
of factors, which may play out differently for women and men. Intra-family roles,
statuses, relations and inequalities related to generation and gender affect who migrates and the impacts on migrants themselves, as well as on sending and receiving
areas. Experience shows that migration can provide new opportunities to improve
9

women’s lives and change oppressive gender relations – even displacement as a
result of conflict can lead to shifts in gendered roles and responsibilities to women’s
benefit. However, migration can also entrench traditional roles and inequalities and
expose women to new vulnerabilities as the result of precarious legal status, exclusion and isolation. The impact of migration upon children is also considerable.
These remained in the place of origin may have better living condition due to material point of view, but often they suffer because of the lack of intimacy with their
parents working abroad.
On researching of diaspora context, there are studies of the second generations
and their successful integrational trajectories based on the various forms of transculturalism and inter-cultural interactions and communication. Other empirical
data, however, show that the second generation often may continue maintaining
a strong sense of belonging and ethnic enclosure. Among some compact migrant
communities mixed marriages are socially unacceptable. To find a spouse back in
the sending areas is an actual practice. The everlasting flow of new migrants to diaspora areas has a double impact. Diaspora clubs and organizations support easier
settlement and employment for the newcomers. Simultaneously migrants carry
with them a specific local ethnic culture, religious traditions and behavioral habits
of their birthplaces.
Thank you for your attention and I wish you a pleasant stay in an ancient city of
Ohrid.
							 Prof. Rubin Zemon
Ph.D.
				
Chair of the Conference Program Committee
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Rubin Zemon Ph.D.1
Diaspora, transnationalism and trans-culturalism as social capital
in a Macedonian contemporary every-day life
Abstract
The diaspora refers to people who either voluntarily or involuntarily move away
from their ancestral homelands into new frontiers for various reasons. Today, there
are millions of people who fall into this category. The volume of people within the
diaspora has caused many researchers to claim that the modern citizen is only a
passenger-in-transit, i.e. that ‘homelessness’ and being ‘in-between-homes’ is
a natural condition of our times. More importantly, the modern phenomenon is
complicated by the fact that we can experience multiple migrations in one lifetime.
Social capital has also become a relevant theoretical concept in migration studies, in terms of understanding the way in which migrants gain or fail to gain access to resources and participate in the social, economic and political life of their
settlement country and beyond. These studies explore individual and community
development as a result of interacting in bonding (intra-community ties), bridging
(extra-community ties) and linking social networks where resources might be embedded. In the context of migration studies, social networks (ethnic, religious, etc.)
are seen as a tool that can enhance social mobility and help overcome disadvantages for marginalized, subordinated individuals and communities such as diasporic
groups.
Socio-cultural transnational activities cover a wide array of social and cultural
transactions through which ideas and meanings are exchanged. Recent researches
have established the concept and importance of social remittances which provide
a distinct form of social capital between migrants living abroad and those who remain at home. To say that immigrants build social fields that link those abroad with
those back home is not to say that their lives are not firmly rooted in a particular
place and time. Indeed, they are as much residents of their new community as
anyone else.
***

Migration and migration-related topics currently have a prominent place
in the discipline of anthropology. Among an assortment of topics, anthropologists are involved in the study of areas such as migration and identities,
citizenship, law and legal status, religion, family and kinship, children and
‘the second-generation’, language, education, health, media consumption,
internet use, the construction of ‘home’, sexuality, remittances, hometown
associations, development, local politics, workplaces and labour markets.
During the past decades, globalization has come within the purview of
anthropology. Today, migration, mobility and the social groups they produce
1 University Euro-Balkan Skopje, Associate Professor
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– refugees, tourists, labour migrants – are on anthropology‘s research agenda. Increasingly, anthropologists study the cultural effects of the worldwide
diffusion of commodities, technologies and media products, as new communication and transportation technologies bridge huge distances in ever
briefer intervals of time, and release people from geographically restricted
communities of interaction. Cultural artefacts – not just material things but
also political ideas, scientific knowledge, images of the future and interpretations of the past – travel further and more swiftly than ever before. They
are available simultaneously almost everywhere. However, their accessibility is restricted to those social actors who have the economic means or the
cultural capital to make use of them.
When in the early 1990s, social scientist discovered the concept of transnationalism in migration research
h, they assumed the novelty of the phenomenon; this was also due to
the epistemology of their disciplines, as social scientists focus on the today,
while historians are inclined to believe that there is nothing new under the
sun. In fact historian working on the immigration to the United States have
shown that processes which scholars now call transnational have a long history. (BrunnbauerU., 2012:14) Emigrants who left the Balkan territories for
the US before 1914 established various cross-border connections with their
homelands: they remained attached to their families, sent money home,
become involved in hometown associations, and many eventually returned.
The areas of transnational practices by migrants from the Balkans are
similar to what has been shown for migrants from other regions. The main
realms in which cross-border links were and are of importance are economy, family and kin relations, hometown association, and politics.
Developing of the trust and social capital is another very important pillar
of the phenomenon of diaspora’s everyday life. Civil society which includes
the business, voluntary organizations, educational organizations, clubs, syndicates, religious life- are founded on families, through assistant people are
integrating in its own culture, gaining habits which facilitating them to live
in a wider community, and values and knowledges are transferring from
generations to generations (Fukujama F. 1997, 14).
According to James Coleman, social capital is presenting the capability of
people to work together, for common aims in groups and organizations. A
concept of social capital, widely used among the economists, is starting from
the hypothesis that capital is not lying on the land, factories, machines, but
in a knowledge and skills of the people. A bid part of a human capital is on
a people skills to associate each other, skill which is not important only the
economic life, but and for the other realms of the society. A skill for associating is depending on that how much in a community are respecting the norms
and values, as well as how much individual interests are structured into the
interests of the wider group. (Стојановиќ Лафазаноска Л., 2008: 66).
12

Contemporary identity issues and multiculturalism and ineterculturalism
debates are also very important for the migration researches and diaspora.
We are more inclined to conclude that, in conditions of developed social
networks, the dominance of English and strong technological development,
the differences between cultural and ethnic groups are rapidly eroded and
suppressed. The logical extension of the “End of History”, as the final victory
of liberal theory and practice, is a debate on the beginning of the end of
cultural differences. In doing so, it is easily ignored that technological developments, advanced forms of communication and modern transport have
provoked the “awakening of ethnicity” in the second half of the 20th century, and that ethnicity, as a form of social organization, was ever threatened
, has shown great vitality, and often developmental and creative aspects in
its nature. (Башиħ Г., 2016: 51)
In this complex, one cannot bypass the role of language, which at the
same time is a product and expression of culture, its carrier and creative
principle. There is no culture without a language expression, nor is there
a language without cultural content. In addition, one language can serve
multiple cultures (for example, world-wide languages), and one culture can
be expressed in multiple languages (for example, many multilingual countries), so the ratio of type 1: 1 or one nation-one language , is more an
exception than a rule. Anthropologist and linguist Edward Sapir changed
the face of language and culture studies at the beginning of the 20th century, saying that the language of a particular culture directly influences how
people think. The network of cultural models of civilization is indexed in the
language through which this civilization is expressed. Language is the guide
to society’s reality. People do not live alone in the objective world, but much
more are the mercy of the particular language that is the medium of expression for his society. People perceive the world around it, including the natural and social environment, instructed by their language. People who speak
different languages see different worlds, are directed to different types of
observation, and so they are not equivalent as observers and reach different views of the world. This means that two individuals who speak different
languages think differently, and thus intercultural communication is very
difficult. From this comes the growing need for learning and using other
languages in the community we live in, or at least actively accept, through
penetration into communication in the common life. (Земон Р.., 2018: 84)
Also, the process of revitalizing the influence of religions and the significance they have in preserving and the contemporary changes of ethno-cultural identities and their interactions are necessary to perceive. The
predictions that the secular liberal state will place religions exclusively in
the private sphere and that it will take away their collective significance by
recognizing religion as a human right that is the subject of free choice is
increasingly subject to re-examination. This is even more because certain
13

groups and communities, especially in the diaspora, develop their ethnocultural identity around the faith. The acculturation reflected in the change
in the way of eating and clothing, the attitude towards the marriage and the
position of the woman, or the forgetting of the language of the ancestors,
failed to enter the faith and move it from the core that is a strong stronghold
of maintaining connections with the mother country and preservation of
the ethno-cultural identity. (Земон Р., 2018: 85)
The migration champion of Europe- the Balkans- gained this reputation
in the beginning of the 1990s. This period was characterized by rather contradictory trends in the Eastern and Western sub-regions. Scholars are differencing three periods after the fall the Berlin Wall of migrations from the
Balkan: The first period is from 1989 to the mid-1990s which also mark the
end of the wars in former Yugoslavia, the second period started after the
Dayton Agreement of 1995 in the first decade of the new century with the
EU accession of Romania and Bulgaria (2007) and the third period when European integration is already reality, forthcoming or pending for the whole
region. The first period is characterized by the sudden and huge increase
of the migration flows, considerable increase of the intensity of labor and
non-labor migration and literal “flight” of the Western and Eastern Balkans
towards two opposed migration poles. The second period has two characteristic trends- transition to post-conflict migration flows on the Western
Balkans and gradual and slow Europeanization of the migrant on the Eastern Balkans. The third period is characterized with a labor migration which
gradually occupies a central position as the main source of the migration.
(Zemon R., 2017: 297)
Balkan migration flows may to be divided into two large groups: 1) “Nonlabour” (trafficking, retirement or asylum) and 2) “labour migration” (emigration, including curricular migration and the free movement of people
and immigration, return, including that of representative of Diaspora). Nonlabour migration is extremely heterogeneous. The most worrying issue is
with the human trafficking, where the biggest “exporters” are Albania and
Romania, followed by Bulgaria. The other two forms of migration in the first
category are related to the labour, too. Those who have been granted refugee status have equal rights to the labour market as the rest of the citizens,
while some of the representatives of retirement migration start their own
business.
Labor migration has stable traditions on the Balkans, where it is referred to by the word “gurbet”, “pechalbarstvo” etc. It is among the most
stable sources of labor migration in Europe. The most targeted destination for the migrants are Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Austria, UK, Sweden,
Greece etc.
The profile of the Balkan’s labour migrant unfolds in the wide expanse
between the two poles- so called “euro- plumbers” and “euro-stars”. The
jobs of the first group often fall under the term “3D”- Difficult, Dirty and
14

Dangerous. Migrants from the Balkans are typical reflection of dual labor
market theory according to which there are sectors which are not attractive for the locals and are being filled by foreign workforce. In this case
the sectors are construction, tourism, hospitality, domestic help, care for
elderly etc. (Zemon R., 2017: 297)
To the second category of migrants has been given a different label:
“brain drain”. This category of migrants is at the center of political and academic discourse in all countries. “Brain drain” is a serious curse for fragile
economies because it disempowers the most highly qualified and innovative segment of the workforce.
Labor migration today is central to all national migration models in the
Balkans in relation to all flows.
Despite the problems of terminology, the transnational approach is very
fruitful for conceptualising not only the migration history of the Balkans but
also the overall history of the region. This does not mean that all social phenomena should be conceived as transnational, or even that there was anything “transnational” before the nation was invented.
Case of Republic of Macedonia
Republic of Macedonia from its proclaiming of independency in 1991
surfaced with serious political and economic challenges in its development
and efforts for integration in EU. It is not easy to describe Macedonia as
a ‘democracy’, or ‘multiethnic democracy’. It would be closer to the real
political process to say that the country adopted a liberal democratic framework in 1991. In view of the different level of democracies, Macedonia most
probably belongs to the ‘electoral democracies’, although the elections are
not always free, honest and fair. After the dissolution of the Yugoslav Federation, Macedonia was built up as a nation-state with a majoritarian political design. After the violent armed conflict in 2001 and with the mediation
of EU and USA, the leaders of the four main parliamentarian parties, two
Macedonian and two Albanian signed a peace treaty, the Ohrid Framework
Agreement. The country was put on a new track of ‘power-sharing arrangement’. The main challenges for this ‘peace plan’ are two tendencies: nationalism and the poor level of democracy. (Maleska M., 2013:1).
From other side Macedonia is one of the poorest countries in Europe.
The Gross Domestic Product per capita in Macedonia was last recorded at
5245.36 US dollars in 2017. The GDP per Capita in Macedonia is equivalent
to 42 percent of the world’s average. GDP per capita in Macedonia averaged
3922.74 USD from 1990 until 2017, reaching an all-time high of 5249.22
USD in 2016 and a record low of 3057 USD in 1995.
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Measuring of the unemployment rate is Macedonia always had a political dimension because all previous governments attempted to show in
a public that success for decries the percent of unemployment people in a
country. For that reason many time come to the changing of the methodology of measuring of the unemployment rate. According to the State Statistical office of the Republic of Macedonia, unemployment Rate is updated
quarterly, available from Mar 2004 to Jun 2018, with an average rate of
31.45 %. The data reached an all-time high of 38.70 % in Mar 2005 and a
record low of 21.10 % in Jun 2018. [www.1]
RepublicMacedonia has a serious obstacles and blockades on its integration in NATO and EU, because of Greek’s fears that the name of a states
Macedonia encourages irredentist aspirations to its territory but also that
the Macedonian heritage is a part Greek cultural and historical heritage. In
1993 with UNSC two resolutions (No. 817 and No. 875) and in 1995 with an
agreement between Greece and Macedonia, started negotiations for finding of a common solution for the so- called ‘name issue’, and Macedonia
in UN and other international organizations is accepted with a temporary
reference “the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia”. But almost three
decade of the so called “name issue with the name of the state” solution is
not found, yet, and the dispute grown into a identity conflict, cultural conflict, cyber- space conflict, protests and even incidents among the Macedonian and Greek diasporas in Australia, USA, Canada and Western European
countries. Actually, the biggest part of Macedonian diaspora in Australia,
USA and Canada is with origin from the Northern Greece, which historically is known as Macedonia, where the Macedonian minority in 1948 was
evicted during the Civil War in Greece. For that reason Macedonian Scholars
are saying that actually behind the “name issue” is a question of a more
16

complex set of minority rights that Greece has to provide to its citizens as
national minority, but Greece is not recognizing in its territory. The issue
also has a security dimension, because Macedonia is not a NATO member,
yet. However, the 17th of June 2018 turned out to be a historic day for a
region trapped in the politics for almost thirty years. The prime ministers
of Greece and Macedonia, Alexis Tsipras and Zoran Zaev as well as the EU’s
High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Federica Mogherini and EU Commissioner for neighborhood policy and enlargement negotiations, Johannes Hahn, were present when the two foreign ministers,
Nikos Kotzias and Nikola Dimitrov, signed the agreement on the banks of
Lake Prespa, in the Greek village of Psarades (Nivitsi). Matthew Nimetz, the
UN Special Representative for naming dispute between the two countries,
also attended the signing ceremony and praised both sides for their vision
and political courage, which eventually proved able to produce fruitful results. Once ratified in both countries, this agreement will officially rename
Greece’s neighbor into Republic of North Macedonia. Moreover, both parties have committed themselves to being close partners and allied from
now on, which would mean that Greece will put an a end to its ‘policy of
blocking’ and no longer veto any application by the Republic of Macedonia
on international, multilateral and regional organizations and institutions.
Macedonia in turn held a referendum and now will have to make many constitutional amendments before Greek parliament ratifies the Agreement.
Macedonia as a divided society has been for two and a half decades.
The state is relatively poor, there are no new jobs, the standard of a large
part of the population is miserable, thousands of citizens are moving out,
and the political elites swim in luxury and corruption. In order to find a way
out of the multiethnic knots, all forces in society must begin to seek what
connects. There must be a search for mergers, which will have to be reflected and reflected in the public sphere. The “battle” will have to lead to a
more equitable distribution of resources, the development of a democratic
society, the building of a society, as opposed to “divided”, and investing in
intercultural dialogue and tolerance rather than in “differences.” Absoluting ethnic differences leads the citizens to an unequal position in the state.
Multiculturalism must not be identified with ethnic democracy, nor with a
model of selective justice. Ethnic democracy is an exclusive, discriminatory
by definition, celebrates ethnic power and the privileges of ethnic elites.
(Атанасов П. 2017:136)
All of these social, political, economic, cultural, identity issues cause
Macedonia to have a great mobility of population, especially in emigration
and permanent leaving of the country. This process was accelerated after
2009 when Macedonia gain free- visa regime for moving into the EU member states in a Schengen zone. Unfortunately, we don’t have fresh official
exact figures of people that emigrated from Macedonia. According to the
17

World Bank more than 600 thousand people leave Macedonia from 1998,
which is more than 30% of the total number of the population.
Because Macedonian citizens have restricted regime for residence in EU
member states, and visa-regime for entering in UK, USA, Canada, Australia
and other states with high economic standard, they used and are using different alternative ways for immigration in those countries, as are: “fake marriges” with partner that has EU/UK/USA/Canadian/Swiss or other passport
(nationality)/ residence or work permission; “Getting Bulgarian passport”;
“Fake asylum seeking”; establishing of companies in EU member states; etc.
A great emigration in last decade from Macedonia has an influence on
social, cultural, economic and political life on Macedonia. Empty villages
and towns with new western architecture models, changed the sociocultural micro systems, the habitus of people and established “new traditions” especially on customs related with a life cycle (customs on baby-birth,
weeding and death). Identity conflicts are establishing new boundaries and
new collective cultural models.
Emigrants and emigration organization are becoming more influential
in public and political life on of Macedonia. Their investment in domestic
economy is very welcome. They got a possibility to have 3 seats in Macedonian parliament and their voice for the “name dispute with Greece” is
very “loud” in public media.
Socio-cultural transnational activities cover a wide array of social and
cultural transactions through which ideas and meanings are exchanged. Recent research has established the concept and importance of social remittances which provide a distinct form of social capital between migrants living
abroad and those who remain at home. These transfers of socio-cultural
meanings and practices occur either during the increased number of visits
that immigrants take back to their home countries or visits made by nonmigrants to friends and families living in the receiving countries or through
the dramatically increased forms of correspondence such as emails, online
chat sessions, telephone calls, CDs/ VDOs, and traditional letters.
Instead of Conclusions
Contemporary migrations and mobility in last 2 decades have significant
influence in changing of socio-cultural system(s) in Macedonia as a new social capital in a everyday life of Macedonia. Traditional houses almost disappeared and new types copied from the “western culture” are changing their
places. Weddings are shifted from the winter time to summer time, from
“7- days” to few hours in a restaurants, etc. Practicing of traditional rituals
related with baby-birth, death, holidays are almost disappearing and are restructured according to the set complex of developing of new identities of
individuals (families). Attempts for Diaspora to become an influential actor
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in public and political life, at the moment is not seriously undertaken by a
great percent of people that are living abroad. The majority of young people
that are living in Macedonia are dreaming to leave the country and the finding of a solution for legal emigration is considering as a “Greatest success”.

Photo 1 and 2: Contemporary empty emigrant’s houses in Macedonian villages
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Д-р Лилјана Поповска, Собрание на Република Македонија
The influence of inter-culturalism in the civil sector in Republic of
Macedonia towards social cohesion
A multicultural society, whether autochthonic or immigrant by structure, has
a need of strengthening its social cohesion. The civil sector is very important in
this sense, beside official Governmental policies. The inter-cultural relations in
the civil sector create new inter-cultural values that strengthen the cohesion of
entire society. Republic of Macedonia has a valuable experience with multicultural
connections in civil sector. This is shown through: 1. Research of 11 multicultural
civil networks and initiatives (in the field of women’s rights, persons with disabilities,
environment, democracy etc.); 2. Case study of Macedonian Women’s Lobby, as a
wide multicultural women’s network. All these civil movements have lasted more
than a decade, confirming their sustainability and efficiency, by working across the
ethnic, religious and party lines. They were very influential in public policies and
contributed the social cohesion, but were somewhat limited toward whole integrity
of the society, because of the lack of strong institutional and political support. The
political actors in the country changed their attitude towards civil sector and made
it their ally during the political crisis in Republic of Macedonia 2015-17. The intercultural approach of the civil activists from different background visibly contributed
the social cohesion of the whole movement for democracy, making strong their
voice and activities. Finally, it was crucial in resolution of the political crisis and
changing the political climate.
Key words: inter-culturalism, civil sector, social cohesion

Интеркултурализмот на граѓанскиот сектор во Република
Македонија во функција на социјалната кохезија
Секое мултикултурно општество, независно дали неговата структура
е автохтона или имигрантска, има потреба од јакнење на социјалната кохезија. Во таа насока треба да има насочени и децидни владини
политики, базирани на јасна нормативна рамка, за да се овозможи
недвосмислена заштита на правата на секоја културна заедница во државата, но и амбиент за комуникација и запознавање на граѓаните на
лично ниво. Токму во оваа сфера, низ граѓанската комуникација, доаѓа
до нови поврзувања и пријателства, кои потоа создаваат заеднички
интеркултурни вредности, збогатувајќи го општественото живеење и
јакнејќи ја социјалната кохезија на целото општество.
Познато е дека дел од внатрешните видливи и невидливи поделби во општеството можат да се надминат, или барем да се намалат,
со јакнење на граѓанскиот сектор, кога групи граѓани се обединуваат
околу заедничка цел и мисија во граѓански здруженија, организации,
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лоби-групи, или ад хок иницијативи. Успешноста на активностите зависи од длабочината на зафаќањето во општествените слоеви и групи,
како и од подготвеноста за надминување на политичките, етничките,
верските и др. граници. Ваквите мултикултурни поврзувања во граѓанскиот сектор директно влијаат врз јакнењето на внатрешната кохезија
и граѓанскиот концепт на државата.
Потребно е силно лидерство и критична маса спремна за надминување на стереотипите и ограничувањата. На тој начин, може да дојде до меѓусебно проникнување на различните култури што живеат во
едно општество, при што се создаваат специфични поврзувања кои водат кон создавање нова реалност и интеркултурализам. Тој е основа
од која се гради стабилно мултикултурно општество со силен граѓански
карактер.
Постои обемна литература во светот за позитивната улога што ја
игра граѓанскиот сектор во едно мултикултурно општество. Lehning
(1998:221) ја анализира врската помеѓу социјалниот капитал и демократското граѓанство во едно мултикултурно општество и заклучува
дека е потребен развиен цивилен сектор за поголема интегрираност,
социјална кохезија и стабилен демократски поредок.
Познатиот мултикултуралист Bhikhu Parekh (2000:222-223) препорачува „развиено граѓанско општество“ како заедничка сфера во која
ќе се приближат различните културни заедници и ќе научат да живеат заедно и покрај постоењето на разликите: „Локални и регионални
консултативни комитети составени од претставници на различни заедници, мултирелигиски мрежи и слично, го олеснуваат интеркултурниот
дијалог и обезбедуваат вредни институционални простори за меѓукултурна соработка.“
Истражувајќи го патот до интегрирано мултикултурно општество,
Mennens (2011:1) посочува:
Во граѓанското општество има простор каде што луѓето доброволно
соработуваат и се вклучени во активности за општо добро. Ова е посредничка алатка за социјална кохезија помеѓу државата и приватниот
сектор... Во соработката помеѓу луѓето во овој простор постои толеранција за различностите и се прифаќа дека имаат различни интереси...
Целиот социјален капитал е работа на односи и доверба. ...Посебно
оние организации во цивилниот простор каде што луѓето дејствуваат
во блиски односи, ќе донесат повеќе доверба - голема придобивка за
социјалната кохезија.
Мултикултурализмот во Република Македонија
Република Македонија во текот на својата 26-годишна самостојност повеќе пати се соочува со предизвиците што произлегуваат од
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мултикултурализмот, а најжестоко со воениот конфликт во 2001 година. Нашето општество е фрагилно и склоно кон политички дестабилизации, што го попречува економското закрепнување. Нашата држава има
неопходност од механизми за јакнење на својот граѓански карактер и
граѓанската кохезија, во функција на своето опстојување и напредок.
Мултикултурниот политички образец е силен стабилизатор, но недоволен, ако не е поддржан од граѓанското општество. Зашто граѓаните
се тие што ја прават или ја рушат стабилноста на една држава. Токму
мултикултурните поврзувања во граѓанскиот сектор се препознаени
како заеднички именители, кои обезбедуваат интеркултурен дијалог
и ја зголемуваат граѓанската кохезија.
Република Македонија е потписник и на Белата книга за интеркултурен дијалог од Советот на Европа (2008), со што формално-правно
сме декларирале спремност за примена на овој пристап во јавните политики, како модел за траен и хармоничен соживот. Но, во праксата
има сериозни отстапувања.
Македонскиот истражувач Рубин Земон (2010:4-5) смета дека во
јавноста, во политичките, академските и другите кругови провејува
терминолошка конфузност во користењето на термините мултикултура, мултикултурализам, мултиетничност, мултиконфесионалност
итн. Честопати се употребува терминот „мулти-култи“ со пежоративно
значење. Тој се залага да се прифати диверзитетот во општеството и го
нагласува значењето на толеранцијата:
Толеранцијата е темелна претпоставка на цивилното општество. При
тоа толеранцијата не треба да се разбере како инфериорност и незаинтересираност спрема различниот, кој мора да се трпи, туку како самосовладување и грижа кон другиот. Толерантното однесување спрема
„другиот“ и „различниот“ значи и ДИЈАЛОГ со „оние што се покрај нас“.
Дијалогот упатува на размена на култури, на меѓусебно примање-давање, што е многу повисоко ниво од толеранцијата.
ИСТРАЖУВАЊА: Влијанието на мултикултурните поврзувања во
граѓанскиот сектор во Република Македонија врз јавните политики и
граѓанската кохезија
А) Интервјуа со граѓански активисти (мај-јуни 2016 година)
Спроведени се серија интервјуа со претставници од граѓанскиот сектор и со негови проследувачи. Тоа е репрезентативна група на автентични и истрајни граѓански активисти од мултикултурни поврзувања кои
работеле со различни целни групи и на различни теми, а имаат богато
искуство во периодот од последниве две децении (од 9 до 26 години).
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Во резултатите, испитаниците вбројуваат: иницирање закони и подзаконски акти, заедничко лобирање на жените за поголема застапеност во политиката, формирање парламентарни лоби групи за жени,
лица со хендикеп, животна средина и лица со ХИВ, меѓусекторско поврзување на актери од граѓанското општество со институции и бизниссектор, обезбедување пристап до објекти за лицата со хендикеп и др.
Во резултатите се препознава и намалувањето на недовербата меѓу
граѓаните од различно етничко потекло на лично ниво, како и придонесот кон подобри интеркултурни односи. Севкупно, истражувањето
ги дава следниве заклучоци:
1) Република Македонија има солидно искуство со мултикултурни
поврзувања во граѓанскиот сектор во текот на изминатите две децении (мултикултурни организации, коалиции, мрежи или иницијативи,
на различни теми од интерес на граѓаните).
2) Во граѓанскиот сектор постои спремност за надминување на политички, етнички и верски разлики и обединување околу заедничка
кауза. Има можност за одлични резултати и за силно влијание врз јавните политики и социјалната кохезија. Тоа е понекогаш попречено од
политичките партии и од институциите, кои немаат доволно разбирање
за важната општествена улога на овие појави.
3) Во општеството во целост не постои доволно свесност за потребата од градење и негување на граѓански мултикултурен концепт, кој
со текот на времето би се прелеал во интеркултурализам, ниту пак, за
значењето на граѓанскиот сектор.
Б) Студија на случај за Македонското женско лоби (2016 година)
Македонското женско лоби (МЖЛ) (2018) е формирано во 2000 година како мултикултурна женска мрежа и група за притисок во насока
на подобрување на статусот на жените во Република Македонија. МЖЛ
беше дел од регионална женска мрежа, т.н. Gender Task Force (GTF) при
Пактот за стабилност на Југоисточна Европа1. Gender Task Force (2000)
направи големи промени во поглед на политичкото јакнење на жените
во 12 земји од регионот.
По неколкугодишно делување на GTF, бројот на жени во политиката
од едноцифрен стана двоцифрен и се приближи до европскиот просек.
Во анализата на Соња Локар (2010:72) за периодот 1999-2008, има скок
од 7% на 17% парламентарки во регионот, додека во европските земји
1 Пактот за стабилност настана на 10 јуни 1999 година во Келн, како помош од страна на
западноевропските земји, САД, Руската Федерација, Канада и Јапонија, но и на клучните
меѓународни организации, по конфликтите на Балканот и транзиционата криза во
постсоцијалистичките земји, еден вид нов Маршалов план за Југоисточна Европа. За
тоа пишува Специјалниот координатор на Пактот за стабилност, Bodo Hombach (2000:1).
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е 20,9% (IPU, 2008). Република Македонија има најдобар резултат со
30% парламентарки.
МЖЛ се изгради како автентична и одржлива женска мултикултурна структура, обедини жени од различни сектори и ги премости
политичките, етничките и верските разлики. Таа функционира и денес
како мултисекторска структура, единствена која ги обединува женските
групи во политичките партии и е важен сегмент во националната родова машинерија, со капацитет за застапување и лобирање за заеднички
цели. Обединува жени од: невладини организации, политички партии, Парламент, Влада, локална самоуправа, медиуми, синдикат, како
и жени-експертки од различни области. Функционира по принцип на
хоризонтална координација, без хиерархија и субординација. Се водат
отворени демократски дебати, сѐ до наоѓање заеднички заклучок со
консензус, кој се испраќа како заедничка порака во јавноста.
Долгорочни цели при формирањето беа: повеќе жени во политиката и јавниот живот; промена на законите за обезбедување на женските
права; создавање родова машинерија; родова рамноправност во сите
сегменти на живеењето. Резултатите на МЖЛ по речиси 18 години активно функционирање се видливи и мерливи:
1) Политичко јакнење на жените - Многукратно е зголемен бројот
на жените во телата за одлучување, преку примена на четири вида родови квоти во изборните закони: од 6,6% до 37,5% во Парламентот и од
5,5% до 34% во локалните совети, над европскиот просек од 27,3%, според IPU (2018). Бројот на градоначалнички е покачен од нула на само
6, што е индикатор дека без квоти и во овој сегмент, не може да има
значаен напредок.
2) Влијание врз јавните политики - законска регулатива и родова
мaшинерија - Постигнат е голем напредок, тргнувајќи од нула: родови квоти во изборните закони (Antic, Lokar, 2006) и (Dimitrievska, 2005);
семејно насилство; бесплатни гинеколошки и мамографски прегледи;
санкционирање мобинг, психичко и сексуално вознемирување; мерки
за економска поддршка на жени претприемачки и рурални жени; антидискриминациска регулатива. Законите речиси целосно ги следат европските директиви, но варира примената. Република Македонија има
најразвиена родова машинерија во Југоисточна Европа со цела мрежа
од институции: сектори, државни советници и координатори за еднакви можности во Владата; собраниска и локални комисии за еднакви
можности; локални координатори; Клуб на парламентарки; Комисија
за спречување и заштита од дискриминација; Народен правобранител.
Ефективноста варира, зависно од капацитетот и политичката волја.
3) Зголемување на социјалната кохезија - Жените од МЖЛ ги надминаа политичките, верските и етничките разлики, обединувајќи се
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околу прашањето за градење родово балансирано општество. Низ заедничките кампањи изградија пријателство, доверба и свест дека си се
потребни како сојузнички за подобрување на својот статус во општеството. Себеси се доживуваа како „соборци за истата кауза“, практикувајќи техники од интеркултурниот дијалог што го препорачува Парек. Во
време кога мажите политичари одвај разговараа меѓу себе, жените од
различни партии, со различно потекло, беа пријателки, се поддржуваа
во своите активности и заеднички јавно настапуваа со исти, усогласени
барања. Жените од Лобито останаа заедно дури и во воениот конфликт
и дадоа силен придонес во постконфликтниот период за враќање на
довербата помеѓу граѓаните (Popovska, 2001:20-21).
Севкупно, двете истражувања недвосмислено покажаа дека
мултикултурните поврзувања во граѓанскиот сектор во Република
Македонија може да имаат силно влијание врз јавните политики и
социјалната кохезија. Постигнати се извонредни резултати од полза
за целото општество во одредени сектори, каде што такви мултикултурни групации делувале граѓански, надминувајќи ги разликите на
своето потекло и припадност.
Во граѓанскиот сектор постои огромна спремност за надминување
на политички, етнички и верски граници, во насока на исполнување
заеднички зададени цели од заедничката „кауза“. Но, постои расчекор помеѓу граѓанскиот сектор и другите општествени актери. За да
можат големиот број формални и неформални мултикултурни мрежи, коалиции и иницијативи да постигнат позначаен успех и влијание, недостасува целосна спремност за надминување на границите
од други актери во општеството, пред сѐ од политичките структури,
кои влијаат инхибирачки врз институциите и пошироката јавност.
Затоа беше констатирано донекаде ограничено влијание на овие
мултикултурни поврзувања врз севкупната интегрираност на општеството, поради отсуство на силна и трајна институционална поддршка за граѓанскиот сектор, базирана врз јасен концепт за градење
на интеркултурализам.
Овозможувачка околина на граѓанскиот сектор во Република
Македонија
Големо влијание врз граѓанскиот сектор има политичката состојба
во земјата, начинот на финансирање и неговата структура. За развој
на силен и динамичен граѓански сектор со активно влијание врз јавните политики, пресудно е создавање околина која го поддржува.
Прв Извештај за овозможувачката околина е направен од МЦМС
во 2014 година, а се однесува за периодот од 2010 до 2013 година и
во него се анализираат состојбите во законодавството и во праксата.
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Според него, „граѓанските организации во Македонија дејствуваат
во релативно овозможувачка околина“ (Нурединоска, Огненовска,
2014:7). Подоцна се направени уште два извештаја (Огненовска, 2015)
и (Огненовска, 2016), кои нотираат влошување на овозможувачката
околина.
И во 2015 година продолжи недостигот на вистински дијалог помеѓу
Владата и граѓанскиот сектор, дури и се влоши, речиси без можност за
вклучување во подготовката на закони. Финансирањето на граѓанскиот
сектор остана проблематично, со истата скромна буџетска поддршка
од само 200.000 ЕУР. Долгоочекуваните измени на даночните закони не
се случија и граѓанските организации продолжија да бидат третирани
како профитни субјекти.
Во 2015 година Македонија беше погодена од две кризи - бегалската (со војната во Сирија) и политичката (со објавувањето на прислушкуваните разговори). Кризите драматично ја влошија околината
за дејствување на граѓанскиот сектор во поглед на комуникација со
институциите и дијалог со Владата, но истовремено и ги мобилизираа граѓаните на самоорганизирање со акции и иницијативи, со голем
ентузијазам.
Во бегалската криза граѓанскиот сектор изреагира пред институциите, кои беа „затекнати“ од бегалскиот бран. Организираше хуманитарна помош за бегалците, но и измена на законот за престој на странци,
кој беше во кус рок подготвен и донесен во парламентот.
Во политичката криза, пак, граѓанскиот сектор влезе како партнер на
политичките субјекти, барајќи можност да влијае и да одлучува за решавање на кризата и за одредување на иднината на земјата. Тоа беше
година на масовни собири на различни граѓански групи, поттикнати од
заеднички интереси, со јасно артикулирани барања до институциите за
демократизација на земјата.
Сиве овие бурни превирања резултираа со подигање на граѓанската свест на, веројатно, највисоко ниво дотогаш, како и на зголемување
на довербата на голем дел од граѓаните во граѓанскиот сектор. Нагласуваме, „голем дел од граѓаните“, зашто паралелно со ова течеше и процес на „демонизација“ на граѓанскиот сектор од страна на владиниот
политички блок, што придонесе друг, не мал дел од граѓаните, да го
доживуваат како „непријател на државата“.
Функционирањето на граѓанскиот сектор во овие неподдржувачки
околности се карактеризира со две специфични појави: вмрежување
на организациите и надминување на етничките и верските граници.
Вмрежувањето на организациите доби масовни размери, базирано на голема солидарност, соработка и меѓусебна поддршка на формалните и неформалните граѓански организации и здружувања. Како
да исчезна традиционалниот антагонизам и наместо него се случуваа
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редица природни сојузи врз програмски платформи. Многу лесно се
случи и надминување на етничките и верските граници (Огненовска,
2016:10): „Граѓанското општество и граѓаните, Македонци и Албанци,
покажаа мултиетничко единство и не дозволија разнишување на безбедносната стабилност на земјата и по судирот на македонската полиција и вооружената група етнички Албанци кој се случи во Куманово на
9 мај...“.
Забелешките во Извештајот на Европската комисија (2015) се речиси идентични со оние во извештаите за овозможувачката околина подготвени од тимот на МЦМС - растечки притисоци за граѓанскиот сектор,
отсуство на дијалог со власта и отсуството на соодветно државно финансирање. Но, како позитивен момент се нагласува интеретничкиот
пристап на граѓанскиот сектор и покажаното „меѓуетничко единство“
по трагичните случувања од Диво Насеље во Куманово во пролетта
2015 година.
Улогата на граѓанскиот сектор во Република Макеедонија
Граѓанскиот сектор во Република Македонија има две специфики во однос на други земји од Централна и Источна Европа, според
долгогодишниот граѓански активист и аналитичар, Сашо Клековски
(2010А:73-74) - левата политичка ориентација и јакиот нормативен
пристап. Законски е дефиниран како сектор „воден од вредности“, со
што е забрането „регистрирањето организации кои поттикнуваат расна
дискриминација, нетолеранција и насилство“.
Истиот автор во друг труд (2010Б:8) дополнително го прецизира македонскиот граѓански сектор како „активистички“, со тенденција за редистрибуција на моќта во општеството од државата кон граѓаните.
Генерално, граѓанскиот сектор ги игра улогите, според дефинициите
за него: здружување на граѓаните заради остварување заеднички цели;
контрола на власта и спроведувањето на законите; социјални сервиси;
застапување и лобирање за одредени јавни политики итн.
Но посебно треба да се нагласи важната улога на граѓанскиот сектор
во поглед на: 1) демократизацијата на општеството и 2) зголемување
на граѓанската кохезија и воспоставување интеркултурен дијалог.
1) Демократизацијата на општеството се одвива преку вклученост
на граѓанскиот сектор во јавните политики, а последниве години и во
тековните политички процеси во земјата. Од самиот почеток на плурализацијата на општеството граѓанските организации во земјава создадоа свој код, свој систем на вредности, кој е сега и дел од законската
регулатива. Тоа е прогресивен концепт, кој се однесува на соработка,
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почитување и толеранција, а борба против предрасуди, насилство и говор на омраза.
По речиси четврт век, во текот на 2015 и 2016 година, граѓанскиот сектор во Македонија масовно влезе во политичките процеси, барајќи да ја одигра својата улога во решавањето на политичката криза
во земјата. Според Џабир Дерала, од организацијата „Цивил“ (Делимитов, 2015), граѓанскиот сектор не треба да бега од политиката, туку
активно да влијае врз неа, како што го сторија тоа студентите преку
своето неформално здружување во Студентскиот пленум во 2015 година, борејќи се против предложените „реформи“ во Законот за високо
образование:
Најголемата пречка за граѓанскиот сектор да го добие вистинското
место е токму тоа, политиката. Но не влијанието на политиката, туку
фактот дека тој предолго не сакаше да се занимава со политика, чие пак
значење е обратно од она што ние секојдневно сакаме да го разбереме
како политика. ...Политиката подразбира една поширока активност која
им припаѓа и на граѓаните, а не само на партиите.
За улогата на граѓанскиот сектор во годините на политичката криза
има многу дебати и анализи, но најголем дел се согласуваат дека е направено големо поместување. Борјан Ѓузелов (2016) го анализира секторот:
Во 2015 година граѓанското организирање во Македонија го достигна својот врв. Се организираа студентите, средношколците, професорите, хонорарците и многумина граѓани кои кафеаните ги заменија
со улицата и граѓанските пленуми. Активни беа граѓани од различни
позадини (етнички, возрасни, професионални) кои застанаа зад заеднички вредности и цели... Иако денес изгледа дека организираните
граѓани сепак не ја победија летаргијата и партизираниот политички
дискурс, сепак тие направија поместување во процесот на „учење“ на
демократијата...
2) Зголемување на граѓанската кохезија и воспоставување интеркултурен дијалог е уште една извонредно важна мисија на граѓанското општество. За неговата улога што може и треба да ја игра во едно
мултикултурно општество со „паралелни светови“ како нашето, пишува
граѓанскиот активист Бујар Љума. Тој го опишува искуството со организацијата „ЛОЈА“, со која во 1999 година започнал да формира Вавилон
центри, каде што се запознавале и се дружеле деца од различно етничко потекло. Целта била да се надминат предрасудите, стереотипите
и недовербата меѓу децата од различно етничко потекло, создадени
преку бикултурниот образовен систем во Македонија. Љума предлага
„иновативни, независни и соодветни интеркултурни иницијативи“, за
да се отворат и одговорат прашања преку кои ќе се изгради доверба
помеѓу луѓето уште од мали нозе.
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Можат ли луѓето од различни култури да живеат заедно во едно
мултикултурно општество во вистинска интеракција...? Како влијае размената на различни култури врз личноста? Способни ли сме да се соочиме со разликите околу нас? Можеме ли да развиеме почит кон овие
разлики? Можат ли различните култури да коегзистираат заедно? ...Интеркултурното учење значи дека на почетокот мораме да си ги познаваме сопствените култури и себеси, пред да бидеме во состојба да ги
разбереме другите култури. Тоа е процес што носи многу предизвици и
содржи длабоко вкоренети идеи за тоа што е правилно и што е погрешно. Развојот на интеркултурна сензитивност е процес што се движи од
одбивање до интеграција на различностите. (Luma, 2010:83)
На крајот од своето промислување, Љума заклучува дека граѓанското општество е тоа што може да направи луѓето во едно мултикултурно општество да живеат во вистинска интеракција, обезбедувајќи
„простор во кој настаните ќе се одвиваат без товарот на минатото“.
Речиси идентична порака испраќа и Андреас Клајн (2010:52), проучувајќи го развојот на граѓанското општество во Латвија и Македонија,
две земји со слична големина, историја и мултикултурно миље. Тој го
нагласува ангажманот на невладините организации во интеркултурниот дијалог:
Покрај политиката, исто така и организациите на граѓанското општество имаат водечка улога при надминувањето на општествените
несогласувања. НВО со своите мерки во областа на образованието и социјалниот ангажман, како и во културата, спортот и слободното време
придонесуваат да се зголеми довербата и да се намали сомнежот. Во
општествата во Европа, кои сѐ повеќе стануваат мултикултурни и мултиетнички, и понатаму примарна задача на политиката и граѓанското
општество останува да биде нивното залагање за поднослив и мирен
соживот на сите луѓе и национални групи, за европскиот дом да го направат погоден за живеење.
Јакнењето на граѓанското движење во Македонија дојде до ниво,
кога за современиците стана видливо неговото влијание врз зголемување на граѓанската кохезија и воспоставување интеркултурен дијалог.
Затоа и Ѓузелов (2016) вели:
...Токму плурализмот и различноста треба да бидат сржта на македонското граѓанско општество. Оттука, секој треба да биде свесен за
својата улога и вредност, почитувајќи ја улогата и вредноста на различниот... На македонското општество му се потребни повеќе и различни
граѓански чинители. Нека победи плурализмот!
Севкупно, може да се каже дека во периодот на најострата политичка криза 2015-17, граѓанското општество во Македонија одигра извонредно значајна улога и стана препознатлив двигател на
многу демократски промени во општеството. Притоа, очигледно
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беше мултикултурното поврзување на граѓаните според заедничките интереси и интеркултурниот дијалог кој се изгради спонтано и
ненаметливо.
Воспоставувањето на новата политичка структура по парламентарните избори на крајот на 2016 беше проследено и со редица неочекувани политички потези и настани, кои директно удрија по меѓуетничката
доверба и кохезија. Се покажа уште еднаш колку е опасна секоја непромислена акција со нагласен етнички предзнак. Сето тоа ја внесе
државата во нови кризни состојби, кои требаше да се премостуваат,
за да може да продолжат и да се интензивираат евро-атлантските интегративни процеси, кои се толку важни за стабилноста и напредокот
на Република Македонија и на целиот регион на Западен Балкан.
По политичките промени во Република Македонија во 2017 година, новата власт ги покани граѓанските активисти со различно културно потекло да се вклучат во реформските процеси што и претстојат на
земјата, вклучувајќи ги директно во законодавната и извршната власт.
Ова значеше збогатување на институциите со стручни лица од граѓанскиот сектор, специјализирани за различни области, како и можност за
продолжување и надградување на интеркултурниот дијалог на граѓанските активисти, сега во рамките на институциите. Но, истовремено, со
овие потези се осиромаши донекаде автентичниот граѓански сектор и
се отапи неговата критичка острица.
Во моментов на пишување на овој труд тешко е да се процени степенот на социјална кохезија на нашето општество - дали и колку е зголемен или намален, по сите турбуленции. Состојбите може само да се
нотираат, но рано е да се анализираат и длабински истражат. За тоа ќе
биде потребен одреден временски период и научна дистанца, за да
се направи објективна интроспекција на сегашниве комплексни политички и општествени процеси, со последиците и резултатите што ќе ги
дадат.
Сиве овие настани последниве години повторно потсетуваат дека
кај политичките елити во земјава треба да се изгради јасна свест дека
треба кај граѓаните од различните етнички заедници да го развиваат
чувството на припадност кон заедничката држава, која секој ќе ја чувствува за своја и ќе придонесува за нејзин напредок, очекувајќи така и
свој личен напредок. За да сe изгради едно општество во кое нема веќе
да се случуваат вербални и не само вербални, политички инциденти,
кои одат во исклучивост и дивергенција, доведувајќи ја под прашање
стабилноста на заедничката држава.
За да се дојде до посакуваната стабилност и одржливост на Република Македонија, покрај јасни политички мерки, треба да се применат и други мерки, ползувајќи ја интегративната моќ на граѓанскиот
сектор. Тој треба да биде вграден како важен сегмент на концептот
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за мултикултурно општество со развиен интеркултурен дијалог и силна
социјална кохезија.
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Abstract
Over the years, there have been various developments and advances in the
forms of social capital. The changes in the processes can then be related varied
impacts of social capital towards globalization and empowerment of societies,
groups of people, and individuals at various levels in the society. Consequently, the
contemporary society has realized the formation of new forms of social capital,
which include Diaspora, Transnationalism, Transculturalism and Inter-Cultural communications. Thus, this paper investigated the roles of and impacts that these new
forms of social capital create within societies, in terms of the developments and
embracement of social capital. In order to achieve this objective, a comparative
analysis of primary and secondary evidences of both negative and positive effects
of these forms of social capital was conducted. Thus, the overall content of the
paper is focused on highlighting how each component plays a role in contributing
to social capital, and the potential impacts, theoretical and practical, on the society. Overall, the author illustrates the positive effects of Diaspora, Transnationalism,
Transculturalism and Inter-Cultural communications within societies, which include: empowerment of the local countries both socially and economically through
financial and non-financial diaspora remittances; sharing of knowledge, ideas and
values that impact positively on the lives of the diaspora community’s counterparts
in the country of origin; building an integrated and assimilated communities that
fosters worldwide security and coexistence; and helping in the fight against insecurity cases such as terrorism. On the other hand, these forms of social capital results in marginalization, labour exploitation and segregation among the societies;
especially where the immigrants do not have better opportunities to offer to the
majority of the receiving societies or in cases where they are desperate to better
their lives having fled their countries due to pressures from political, poverty and
other socially-castigated pressures. Therefore, this paper is useful in appreciating
the sociological and anthropological advances in the contemporary society in terms
of the role of various forms of social capital.
Keywords: Social Capital; Diaspora, Transnationalism; Transculturalism; InterCultural communications

1.0 Introduction
In the contemporary society, and specifically within the social sciences
and humanities, the emerging forms of social capital are a reality; thus, they
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have gained a prominent place in the society. As a concept, social capital
has recently become fashionable, where both economic and cultural capital
has become central in the social networks, as well as the norms of reciprocity (Crossan et al. 2004, p. 181; Torcal and Montero 2006, p. 131). Notably,
there have been varied descriptions of the concept of social capital (Crossan et al. 2004, p. 181; Torcal and Montero 2006; Woolcock 2001; however, in this paper, the description of social capital depicts the view of Adler
and Kwon (2002) and OECD (2001). Thus, social capital involves activities
through which governments and societies seek economic growth (Adler and
Kwon 2002; OECD (2001). Nevertheless, the two entities are increasingly
getting concerned with the impact of economic growth on both natural and
social environments (Adler and Kwon 2002). This description includes the
concern on how various groups within a specific society (which may include
ethnic, gender, or age-related) all work towards sharing economic progress;
including other concern on the new, hidden forms of poverty or exclusion,
quality of health and life of children, women, men, and elderly, and a group
within society who are confronted by either physical or social disadvantage
(Adler and Kwon 2002). Therefore, in order to appreciate the whole concept
of social capital, both Robert Putnam’s concept and Pierre Bourdieu’s have
been put into perspective; where the regional accumulation of social capital
leads to useful accumulation of social capital (Putnam 1994; Putnam 2001);
and the theoretical dimensions of social capital such as economic, cultural
and the social aspects (Lareau 2001), are considered as addressed by Siisiainen (2003).
Inasmuch as the new forms of social capital may present varied views
on their impacts in the society, which is adversely referred to as negative;
it is no doubt that majority of the forms of social capital are beneficial to
an economy and the society in totality. Notably, Adler and Kwon (2002) established that some aspects of the social capital have the potential to significantly decrease the cost of transactions as well as encourage trust and
cooperative behaviour, which in this case, trust and cooperative behaviour
are embodied in the inter-firm networks (p. 8). For example, social capital
exhibited in specific jurisdictions like Australia; portray a great interest of a
larger number of government agencies, research institutions, community
and other social welfare groups, and the general community development
practitioners (Commonwealth of Australia 2002). Thus, it is envisaged in this
paper that there coexist positive and negative effects of diaspora, transnationalism, transculturalism and inter-cultural communications as the new
forms of social capital.
Overall, the measurement of these new forms of social capital will provide insight into the social functioning of the society as well as how the
networks and even links can be effectively utilized within a given social stratum to help contribute towards having the desired positive outcomes for
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a community and more importantly for individuals and groups. Besides,
several states and territory governments will find this paper useful in appreciate how they can embed social capital and community building as well as
the whole government approach to their workable policies.
2.0 The impacts of new forms of social capital in the society: diaspora,
transnationalism, transculturalism and inter-Cultural communications
In this section, the author considers the new forms of social capital in
terms of their role in the contemporary society and how their conceptualization impacts the society. The specific aspects addressed include how the
new forms of social capital portray both positive and negative effects on the
society and as conceived within the idea of social capital. The descriptions
of the forms of social capital take into consideration the economic performance with regard to ambitious claims that constitute an independent and
as a factor of production that shapes the economic growth of a given society. Thus, the structure of the networks and social relations are included
as the aspects that bring much attention to the social capital among social
scientists and economists.
2.1 Transnationalism as a new form of social capital
Transnationalism is widely known as the social phenomenon, which interconnects between people as well as the receding social and economic
significance of boundaries of various countries (Hearn 2015). According to
Basch et al. (1994), transnationalism is “a process by which migrants, through
their daily life activities create social fields that cross national boundaries”.
This implies that transnationalism involves the diffusion and the extension
of economic, political and social processes by individuals amongst themselves and beyond the sovereign jurisdictional boundaries of countries or
states. For example, there are reports that social structure in different communities is increasing becoming transnationalized (Robinson 1998). Otherwise, some scholar believes that the concept of transnationalism points out
to the weakening of the control a nation-state has over its borders, territory
or the inhabitants (Bauböck 2003; Guarnizo and Smith 1998). Therefore, it
is important to appreciate the role of processes that contribute to transnationalism such as economic and globalization effects on the corporation
that operates at the global level. Moreover, the development and successful
establishment of the theory of transnationalism through the 1990s to date
can be seen to involve migrants and the effects these migrants have in both
countries, of origin and where they settle, as well as the impact they create
among the societies where they settle.
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There are various impacts of transnationalism, in terms of the societal
coexistence, the global security, and the transfer of cultural practices and
social capital. An aspect that we cannot fail to realize is that the immigrants
are often not delinking themselves from the home country; and thus, they
keep and even nourish their linkages to their place or origin (Itizigsohn et
al. 1999). Further analysis of the effects of transnationalism indicates that
the concept does not only involve populations but also the multiple ties and
linkages between institutions across the borders of various countries. Thus,
it is imperative to appreciate the fact that transnationalism is linked to the
global forces, and the role of new technologies and advances in communication and diaspora activities contribute to the enhancements of inter-cultural exchanges, and thus, the creation of a new dynamics in social capital.
The anthropological perspectives of the effects of transnationalism include various aspects such as (1) the development and spread of global capital (Space 2006); (2) shifting of social capital and labour across the borders
(Hannam et al. 2006); and (3) spread of both identity and cultural models
in either direction (Space 2006). An ethnographic evidence of the effects of
transnationalism is the settlement of Mexicans, Caribbeans, Central Americans and other South Americans in the United States, where all these groups
identify themselves as Latino and not Americans. It is, therefore, possible
that they embrace their culture and consequently influence the neighbouring communities or influenced by their neighbours, and thus a social change
is experienced in such a case.
Is transnational migration a national and global security risk? Well, Fauser
(2006) investigated the security risks associated with the transnational migration and the securitization of the policies on migration is countries such as
Spain, the United Kingdom, and Germany. The world is increasingly experiencing threats of drug and human trafficking, organized crime, and terrorism,
and many of these activities have been linked to the transnational migration.
Notably, Fauser (2006) recommends securitization policies which outline policies on how the transnational migration and effects should be curbed. The
enactment of the security policies to protect the transnational migrants as
well as control their activities in various countries would ensure that such
challenges to the economic and social systems that are created by the migrants are not addressed. Gerstle (2004) indicates that terrorist bands and
other migrant groups have the potential to harbour and support terrorists,
and thus encourage those terrorists to emerge in public discourses as well as
in policies. As at this point, it is evident that transnationalism creates a social
perspective, where immigration of societies is linked to challenges in the social systems and securities of the foreign countries. Otherwise, it is not obvious that individuals who migrate to other countries are up to no good, and
thus, should be protected by the laws; instead, some of these people migrate
from poverty, social or family pressures, and political persecutions.
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In the context of globalization and how transnationalism (specifically
the transnational corporations) affects the societies, these corporations
are associated with damages on a country through an exploitation of the
workers and their resources. Most of the transnational corporations may
exploit cheap labour offered by the migrants who may have run away from
poverty and other social pressures. Such exploitation may eventually degrade such humanity, especially by exploitation their vulnerability towards
living a stable life in the foreign countries. Some companies (such as Nike
in India) have been found to engage in such activities, whereby they move
into developing countries with the intention to exploit cheap labour, generate high profits and eventually establish a large budget that can promote
their brands in other countries (Claude and Weston 2006). In contrast, in
the UK, there is a strong relationship between social capital and transnationalism, especially among Britons and young Pakistan Muslim women
who live in Bradford (Sanghera and Thapar-Bjorkert 2017). Sanghera and
Thapar-Bjorkert (2017) there are unprecedented advances in the modern
media and telecommunication, where transnationalism is omnipresent in
the everyday lives of these migrants; whereby, these second-generation
migrants share faith-based social capital to resist transnationally gendered expectations, practices, and values. Thus, the UK government used
the women migrants from Pakistan to help fight radicalisation among the
imams in the mosque; and this can be seen as the achievement of transnationalism as a social capital.
Overall, transnationalism has a significant implication in the way we
conceptualize various global activities involving immigrants. Thus, it is important that countries appreciate the role of transnational movements or
immigration; where such activities help create a sense of mutual obligations between countries. Howard (2011, p. 21) explains that social ties and
exchange of services as propagated by transnationalism enable individuals
to benefit from such relations through gaining access to social capital such
as ideas, information concerning the economic, social and human capital.
Thus, the benefits of transnationalism in the social capital can be associated
with those of the diaspora, where transnational diasporas have been established to constitute a very critical component of the transnational community who create common practice (Howard 2011). Otherwise, the negative
effects of transnational diaspora include creation of a divisive society, which
may then create a link for possible violation of human rights.
2.2 Diaspora
In the last decade, diaspora became an overly used terminology, which
eventually resulted in overgeneralization of the word and the concept of
diaspora as a human and social capital (Ataselim 2014). Logically, diaspora
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engagement cannot be generalized; however, Ataselim (2014) indicates that
the diaspora initiatives and engagements defy generalization. In this paper,
the generalization of diaspora is not held due to the nature of the humans,
where a population that shares a common ethnic identity may forcefully or
voluntarily leave their settled country and finally settle in other areas, such
as in the foreign jurisdictions. Thus, the whole idea of diaspora requires that
societies talk globally but think locally; whereby various cultures and homelands play a critical role as a human and social capital. Thus, the generic
application of diaspora is that it refers to the communities of migrants who
live or are settled permanently in a foreign country, but the communities
are aware and still maintain contacts with the country of origin (Kuznetsov
2006). Besides, Ataselim (2014) argues that the contemporary society works
at both global and local levels, where Diaspora provides a link to both, due
to its flexibility. For example, through a diaspora, a society is capable of enabling new institutional forms to effectively address issues related to local
developments so that the whole idea of ever-evolving global agenda can
be realized (Gupta 2005). Otherwise, the major concern is, how important
diasporas are to the conceptualization of social capital?
Diaspora is associated with financial, human and social capital (Ataselim 2014). In terms of the social capital, the incorporation of diaspora as
the new form of social capital implies that resources are created for others
through the already established social networks and connections (Kuznetsov 2006; Ataselim 2014). Thus, in the contemporary society, diasporas are
mainly used to give back home in the form of remittance to various entrepreneurial investments, which may include financial and non-financial
remittances such as philanthropic contributions and technology transfer
respectively (Ataselim 2014). Notably, the impact of diasporas as a social
capital is measured in a similar manner, with the impact of financial remittance being felt on the entrepreneurial investments. It is therefore important to appreciate the social networks that are involved in the diasporas and
the increasing involvement of diasporas in the economic growth of the local economies. For example, the World Bank reports a worldwide diaspora
remittance to developing countries to amount to $429 billion in 2016 (The
World Bank 2017). The financial remittance by the diasporas has not only
been witnessed among the developing countries but also among the developed countries. For example, in China, it is reported that Diaspora has built
a virtual community through languages, associations, ethnicity, and Confucianism, which all contribute to the development of social capital, particularly from the Chinese Diaspora living in the Southeast Asia (Cheung 2004).
Thus, the concept of diaspora and continued embracement of diaspora
community is not only beneficial to the individual societies of communities
but also to the general economy of a specific country.
Another aspect of diaspora as a source of social capital has been witnessed in the increase in veritable explosion of Diaspora conferences,
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symposia, and conventions, which have attracted concerns from various jurisdictions with the US presenting an exemplary performance in such activities (DiasporaMatters, 2017). Also, Portugal and Africa are in the forefront
in the establishment of a Global Diaspora Council and Diaspora Conference
respectively (DiasporaMatters, 2017). It would not be of any use to incorporate such initiatives if at all the concept would not benefit either party.
Therefore, it is no doubt that the idea of Diaspora and local development is
a key piece of economic recovery as well as economic development, which
comprise even the social remittance in the form of values, practices, and
ideas. Thus, most governments are coming to the realization that for economic and social resources to be researched and solicited, economic and
social remittances must be incorporated into the society through engagement of the Diaspora to contribute towards social capital.
The incorporation of diasporas in the social capital concept present some
negative effects, where the impacts are either realized locally or in the foreign country. First, the concept of diaspora remittances (specifically social
remittance, which include ideas, mindsets, practices, attitudes and values,
that are mediated by the diasporas from the host to home country (NorthSouth Centre of the Council of Europe 2006 in Gakunzi 2006)), has a strong
effect in the economy and thus the society. According to Gakunzi (2006), the
social remittance by the diasporas are in the form of systems of practice,
social capital, and normative structures contribute to the development of
the home countries. Notably, in the social capital, diasporas contribute to
the social and political norms, which are then incorporated into the local
societies and eventually changing the shapes of the social structure, institutional relationship sand structures, and the rate and pattern of economic
development (Gakunzi 2006). Suppose such ideas and views shared in the
form of diaspora remittance were radical and security threat, or other form
of criminal activities, it is evident that the society will realize a disintegrated
community that would end up threatening the entire world’s security as
well as contribute to victimization of other population with good motives
with their diapoara remittances. Further, social remittance is also affected
by various challenges including political disinterest in the social capital of
the Diaspora residing in various countries (Gakunzi 2006); for example, social remittance from countries perceived to be politically incorrect as per
the government in place. Besides, there are adverse macroeconomic effects
of Diaspora and social remittance to the local economy, where there is a
possible increase in the income inequality and reduction in labour supply
(Özden and Schiff 2006).
Overall, social remittance (Diaspora) as a form of social capital constitutes a critical external financing strategy for the recipient country reduces poverty or social imbalance in the recipient society and improving the
country’s economic conditions. Moreover, remittance of social resources
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improves the ability of households or the community to participate in other
social activities that can improve the local physical infrastructure and access
to various health care and other social benefits.
2.3 Transculturalism
The concept of transculturalism is one of the integrative and overarching
concepts that have been employed in the analysis of migration, especially
across borders. Transculturalism, just like diaspora and transnationalism,
have various impacts in a given country and within a specific group or gender in terms of their contribution to the social capital. Notably, transculturalism is particularly rooted in the quest to define common values and
shared interests across national and cultural borders (Slimbach 2005). Thus,
transculturalism simply highlights the creation of the new cultural phenomenon in the society, where communities or societies benefit across borders
through sharing of values and cultural practices that all contribute towards
social capital and globalization (Allolio-Näcke 2014).
Transculturalism exhibit various characteristics, which constitute both
negative and positive benefits to social capital. According to Lewis (2002),
transculturalism emphasizes on various problems that are associated with
the contemporary culture, which include the contemporary relationships,
power formation and transitory nature of culture. For example, transculturalism have created various impacts right from the time the Caribbean and
Asian people started helping to build England from the 70s - 80s to present
to Terrorism and interlocking communities that refuse to accept western
culture (Kim 2011). In this instance where these diasporic communities are
treated with force to accept the western culture, it simply shows the negative effects of the transcultural towards ensuring social capital. Besides, in
Germany, transculturalism has been witnessed among Indian immigrants,
where the Indian students and travelers who passed through Germany were
mobilised and politicised by the active communist groups; thus, requiring
the attention of the German regime and the Indian exile networks (Cho et
al. 2013, p. 143). Therefore, it is important that government take keen consideration into looking after the social welfare of the migrants who have diverse cultural values and practices. Otherwise, women tend to suffer more
from mistreatments that are propagated by the transcultural practices, especially when they are forced to abandon their cultural values and adopt
the western cultures.
Despite the identified cases of how transculturalism negatively affects
the societal coexistences and how the specific jurisdictions have handled
the effects of diaspora communities, it is important to appreciate the positive effects transculturalims towards the development and fostering of social capital. In cases where the communities share beneficial trans cultures,
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it is no doubt that a mutual relationship and benefit is realized amongst
these societies. For example, with respect to development in technologies
and globalization, learning of languages that are used in the social media
such as English in a specific country, may impact positively on the social capital within that society; particularly, in terms of creating awareness amongst
the community as well as empowering them with ideas on how to improve
their lives. Besides, transculturalism can help fight radicalisation or terrorrelated activities in countries especially where the diaspora transcultural
never sides with a specific moral perspective over another.
2.4 Inter-Cultural communications
Since the development of the “race-relation-cycles” as a concept in the
sociology of migration in the 1930s and 1940s, there are various assumptions that have been made concerning the roles that inter-cultural communication play in the society. Nauck (2001) investigated the possible outcomes of the intercultural contact, where it was found that inter-cultural
communication results from simulations of communities, especially between immigrants and the locals. Such cases have been established in the
North American countries as well as Germany, where the behaviour of the
migrant labourers from various countries proved that assimilation is related
with the difference in the distribution of individual resources through the
level of education and communication (Nauck 2001). This points out to the
need to appreciate how intercultural communication affects the social capital, especially in the contemporary society where literacy levels are considerably higher among the migrants as well as the active roles of the diaspora
groups in the respective countries. Thus, various scholars have established
that intercultural communications foster integration, assimilation as well as
negative effects such as segregation and marginalization (Nauck 2001; Inguglia and Musso 2015; Chi and Suthers 2015).
Integration simply requires that there must be the high supply of both
social and cultural capital of the migrant families (Nauck 2001). Thus, there
is the need for a mode where parental investment addresses the optimal
placement with both segments in the society (majority and minority) irrespective of gender are provided with a comparably better opportunity
structures for their social placement. Notably, it is through proper intercultural communication where such practices and processes can be achieved,
with the society appreciating the role of migrant cultural communication
and accepting to allow such opportunities create an adequate social placement (Inguglia and Musso 2015). Further, in terms of inter-cultural communication and assimilation, there is the need for high cultural capital just
like internal social capital, where the migrant families that have high internal social capital are required to be part of the receiving society through
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contributing towards better opportunity structures for the local community.
Otherwise, segregation and marginalization result from intercultural communication, where low social and cultural capital results in lack of opportunities in the receiving society, especially where the migrants are not providing better opportunity structures (Nauck 2001). Moreover, marginalization,
which is marked by the absence of social capital, results from the absence
of opportunities and resources for the migrants to foster inter-cultural communication. Overall, intercultural communication has the ability to create
direct and noticeable effects on the strategic flexibility in how societies coexist; whereby, both personal and social interactions are enhanced, solving
misunderstandings and mistrust amongst the communities concerned, and
enhancing and enriching the quality of globalization and civilization.
3.0 Conclusion
The paper presents specific aspects of how new forms of social capital;
diaspora, transnationalism, transculturalism, and inter-Cultural communications; impact the contemporary societies. The main aspects of social capital
that is portrayed in this paper include the role of globalization, diaspora
communities, and cross-border cultural exchanges and communication towards the creation of social capital in various societies. Notably, all these
new forms of social capital are critical in creating societies that embrace
different cultural values for immigrants and the local communities as well
as the countries of origin of the immigrants. Nevertheless, there are various
negative effects of diaspora, transnationalism, transculturalism and interCultural communications; which are associated with segregation and marginalization among other effects.
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Kamil Lipiński, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań
Transcultural visions of migratory aesthetics and displacement
In the following I shall present selected ways of interpreting migratory
aesthetics as a phenomenon devoted to movement, and - from the point
of view I have adopted - a specific way of describing spatial culture. I will
begin with the invertigation the relationship between multifaced meanings
of migratory aesthetics and the ambivalences of displacement in various
configurations. Inspired by Frederic Jameson’s concept of “spacing” as the
centrality of the era of late capitalism I will briefly classify semantic differences between the terms exile, diaspora and nomadism. In discussing these
spatial metaphors one may argue that “geography of theory should be an
important branch of analysis of scientific practice”1. In discussing the theoretical importance of migratory aesthetics, one may elaborate a literature
devoted to spatial differentiation addressed to key issues of contemporary
culture such as”displacement” that produces discontinuities, reversals, inertia, and hesitations that overlap each other”2. Such trajectory in the diasporic imagery „blasts open the continuum of history to reveal moments,
fragments, traces that can be re-captured and transformed into another
story”3. In what follows, this displacement seen from multiple viewpoint, as
Nicholas Mirzhoeff puts it, demonstrate the way how it “moves beyond the
one-point perspective of Cartesian rationalism in the search for a forwardlooking, transcultural and transitive place from which to look and be seen”4.
Our concern aims at rethinking the identity, its essence, origin and a multiplicity of points of view, from the perspective of which the transcultural
takes a completely new azimut depending on the context. Such “transcultural epistemology of visuality” is marked by anti-essentialist perspective
and demonstrates the way in which “the geo-aesthetic and de-colonializing
potential of art is strategically translocated within the international contemporary art system”5. Let us stress that prefix “trans” in the word transcul1 T. Majewski, A. Rejniak-Majewska, W. Marzec, Migracje intelektualne. Paradygmaty
teorii i materializm biograficzny, in: Migracje modernizmu, eds. Tomas Majewski, Agnieszka
Rejniak-Majewska, Wiktor Marzec, Wydanictwo Officyna, Łódź 2014, p. 49
2 N. Mirzoeff, The Right to look. A counterhistory of visuality, Durnham University Press,
Durnham & London 2011, p. 5.
3 V. Mishra, Postcolonial differend. Diasporic narratives of Salman Rushdie, in: Salman
Rushdie, op. cit..,p.65
4 N. Mirzhoeff, Multiple viewpoint: diasporic visual cultures, in: Diaspora and Visual
Culture. Representing Afraicans and Jews, ed. N. Mirzhoeff, Routledge, London & New York
2000, p. 6
5 J. Barriendos Rodriguez, Global Art and the Politics of Mobility: (Trans)Cultural Shifts in the
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ture moves alongside spaces and boundaries, not only between points in a
double- time frame. The combination of ethnography and visibility defined
assumes the new geopolitical point of view which is considered as „paradigm for de-colonization of geo-aesthetic thought”6.
In this light, the following paper investigates “visions of migratory aesthetics and displacement” conceived as a perspective seeking to verify our
prejudices based on the general knowledge that shapes our views flowing
from the images. One of the reason of this fact, as Hans Belting pointed out,
is that “the relationship between picture and place” has shifted, because
“instead of visiting pictures at their given geographical places, we prefer
now to visit places in pictures”7. This “look from the distance”, to reiterate
Claude Lévi-Strauss’s words, conceived as the expansion of the Weltanschauung make us possible to describe this transcultural narrative in terms of
Homi K. Bhabha’s “exilic optics” to demonstrate the way how “the modern
media landscape and characteristic features of acceleration and displacement emerge: the increasing speed of modern communication networks
and their continuous movement towards new representations”8 . Providing
insight on the media representation of others one may understand “exilic
optics” in terms of the representation of both social and psychological repressed knowledge and as a reverse side of the image. It is worth to notice that Marina Gržinić clearly demonstrated that the breakthrough of the
space-time relation has been started in 1910 as the moment in which the
constitution of the physical space paradigm destabilized in favor of the space
of representation, because: “the space of classical perspective and geometry, which developed from the Renaissance in the tradition of the Greek
Euclidean logic, began to disintegrate. Until then, a certain shared space of
knowledge and political power, grounded both in everyday discourse and
abstract thought, was shattered as a result of increasing industrialization.
The disappearance of embodied spatiality, of the very concept of space, had
far-reaching consequences for a shift in the field of representation.”9. To illustrate this conceptual link let me highlight the relativistic view providing
International Contemporary Art-System, in: Art and Visibility in Migratory Culture. Conflict
Resistance and Agency, ed. Mieke Bal, Miguel A. Hernandez-Navarro, „Thamyris”, No 23,
2011 p. 328
6 J. Barriendos, El sistema internacional del arte contemporáneo, Universalismo,
colonialidad ytransculturalidad, p. 15 http://artglobalizationinterculturality.com/wp-content/
uploads/2012/11/Joaquin-Barriendos_el-sistema-internacional-del-arte-contemporaneo.pdf)
(access: 10.05. 2015)
7 H. Belting, An Anthropology of Images: Picture, Medium, Body, trans. Thomas Dunlap,
Princeton University Press, Princeton & Oxford 2011, p. 41
8 H. K. Bhabha, Arrivals of departure, in: Home, Exile, Homeland, Routledge, New York
1999, p. VIII-IX

9 M. Grznic, Spectralization of Space, The Virtual-Image and The Real-time interval,http://
www.mars-patent.org/projects/marina/marina.pdf(access. 20.03. 2015)
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an insight into perception of the world in terms of cultural differences resulting from the spatial distance. As Claude Lévi-Strauss explains:
“Human beings undoubtedly developed different cultures because of
geographical distance, the particular characteristics of the environment
in which they found themselves, and their ignorance about other types of
societies. But alongside the differences attributable to isolation, there are
equally important ones attributable to proximity: a desire to set oneself
apart, to distinguish oneself, to be oneself. “10.
Shifting emphasis at the universal desire we may distinguish one another
from each other. These operations refer both to the field of physical geography and to a space of communication. Unlike monocultural space, in the
multicultural environments “cultures are not holistic, but they are multilayered, decentralized and fractured systems of action and signification”11.
This passage is pivotal to understand the idea of migration of aesthetics
itself across the arbitrary borders that separate music, architecture, theater
and film say”12. In parallel perspective, as Arjun Appadurai stressed, we may
explore “media and migration as it two major, and interconnected diacritics
and explores their joint effect on the work of imagination as a constitutive
of modern subjectivity13.This imaginary combination enables us to meet and
discover new cultures and the people who are only the subject of general
knowledge about the world. Furthermore, migratory aesthetics ceases to
reconstruct the actual experience of migrants but would like to follow sensible traces, migratory movements across the media that feature contemporary culture. The importance of Mieke Bal’s theories is that they present
her most complete account of semiotic models on movement and demonstrates how: „migratory dimension of culture is connected to a fundamental
metaphoricity that evokes a permanent state of movement. By virtue of this
features of materiality, proximity, performativity i metaphoricity, art offers
systemic opposite of the hegemonic use of media, which promotes illusions
of immateriality and distance“14.There is no more only direct communication, because “the new forms of entanglement are a consequence of migration processes as well as worldwide material and immaterial communication
10 C. Lévi-Strauss, Anthropology confronts the problems of modern world, trans. Jane Marie
Todd, Belknap University Press of Harvard Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, London 2013,
p. 42
����������������
M. M. Kraidy, Hybridity: The Cultural Logic of globalization, Temple University Press,
Philadelphia 2005, p. 54
12 S. Dasgupta, The Aesthetics of Displacement and the Performance of Migration, in: Essays
in Migratory Aesthetics: Cultural Practices Between Migration and Art-making. eds. Sam
Durant, Catherine M. Lord. Amsterdam University Press Amsterdam 2007. p. 93
13 A. Appadurai Modernity at large. Cultural dimensions of globalizations, University of
Minnesota Press, Minneapolis & London 1996, p. 3
14 M. Bal, M. Hernandez Navarro, Introduction, in : Art and Visibility in Migratory Culture,
„Thamyris“ no. 23, p. 11
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systems and economic interdependencies and dependencies”15. In a broaden sense, this suffering of vanishing cultural values can be found in Culture,
as “for hundreds of thousands of Israelites assimilated to surrounding civilizations and to nations of Diaspora, Judaism not longer even claim to be the
cultural content”16. In a similar manner, migratory aesthetics leaves traces
and design new, makeshift destinations overcoming the dialectics of “emplacement” and “displacement”. One may use this dualism as a possible
framework by means of which we can explain the problems associated with
the inclusion of post-socialism in a post-colonial schedule17. Building an insight into intricate ramblings of today‘s transcultural exchanges our focus is
to go beyond positioned dichotomy - between post-colonial migrants and
Western travelers, as “migration becomes a double movement, a double
metaphor: of transport, hence of instability - the first movement; and the
subsequent productive tensions - the second movement”18. This double
perspective assumes to read traces of movement as the forms remapping,
flow, and mutation”19.Using these terms, the spatial thought evolves taking
into account selected cultural topics as useful for thinking about moving
in space and the clash of cultures. Not without a reason Fernand Braudel
observed: “the transition from cultures to civilization arises as a result
mutation”20. Given this starting point, transcultural theory emerges from
dialectics of departure and return to reflect how “contradictory and nonlinear, perpetual movement multiplies temporal and spatial coordinates”21.
This orientation aims at reviving identity, its essence in the new conditions
described by Jürgen Habermas in terms of a post-national constellation.
The purpose of this article is to discuss the contexts staying behind Richard Rorty‘s utopian desire that “someday my remote descendants will live
in a global civilization, in which love is pretty much the only law”22.

15 W. Welsch, Transculturality: the Puzzling form ofCulture Today, in: http://www2.
uni-jena.de/welsch/papers/W_Wlelsch_Transculturality.html
16 E. L, Beyond the Verse. Talmudic Readings and Lectures, Continuum, London & New
York 2007, p.183
�������������
R. Hladik, A Theory’s Travelogue: Post-colonial Theory in Post-Socialist Space, “Theory
of Science”, no. XXXIII 2011, p. 571
18 M. Bal, M. H. Navarro, Introduction, in:Art and Visibility in Migratory Culture, „Thamyris“
np. 23 p. 11
19 J. Benett, Migratory Aesthetics. Art and Politics beyond identity, in: Art and Visibility in
Migratory Culture. Conflict Resistence and Agency, ed. Mieke Bal, Miguel A. HernandezNavarro, „Thamyris”, No 23, 2011, p. 115
20 F. Braudel, Écrits sur l’histoire, Flammarion, Paris 1969, p. 277
21 M. Bal, M. H. Navarro, Introduction. op.cit. p. 9
22J. Habermas, Obituary to a friend and philosopher Richard Rorty, in: http://www.
signandsight.com/features/1386.html
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Briefly discussing the specifics of diaspora, let us claim that this polyphonic space-time variability emerges as a very notion of modernity that
oscillates between longing to one defined place, what is the subject of our
earlier life or our roots and the contemporary life, the place where we live.
In this way home (the Heimlich) became ambiguous because as the epistemological logic of modernity is considered „as the condition of living here
and belonging elsewhere”23. This dual nature consists in the classification of
relationships with a place based on the distinction between “place-based”
and “place-bound” that corresponds with physical and emotional knit24. As
Vijay Mishtra pointed out, “home” has indeed became a “damaged” concept for people living in the diaspora. In some cases, what is heimlich forces
us to „face up to the scars and fractures, to the blisters and sores, to the
physic traumas of bodies on the move”25. Meanwhile, an unquestionable
source of cultural transformation is a state of living beyond the native land
that revises the existing codes and values depending on the place where we
live. In Salman Rushdie’s view, the “writers in my position, exiles or emigrants, are haunted by some sense of loss, some urge to reclaim, to look
back, even at the risk of being mutated into a pillar of salt [... ] that we will
not be capable of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost; that we will,
in short, create fictions, not actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary homelands, Indias of mind”26. In this passage, the life in discontinuous sociability entails creating their own memory image of homeland. Not
without a reason, the diaspora is marked by “distance and separation, as in
the context of exile: the prohibition of return or its retreat into the distant
future is essential”27. This situation evokes “successive scattering and reconstitution-in-dispersion of the Jews after the Assyrian, Babylonian and Roman conquests”28. In this light, diaspora is regarded not only as a “loosely
coherent, adaptive constellations of responses to dwelling-indisplacement”29 but also as “a network of movement, identity and
reproduction”30. With regards to these metaphors of dissemination one
23 Ibidem
24 D. Massey, Double articulation. A Place in the World, in: Displacements. Cultural
identities in Question, Indiana University Press, Indianapolis & Bloomington 1994, p. 112
25 V. Mishtra, Postcolonial differend: Diasporic narratives of Salman Rushdie, in: Salman
Rushdie, ed. Harold Bloom, Chelsea House, Broomall 2003, p. 63
26 S. Rushdie, Imaginary homelands. Essays and Criticism 1981-1991, Granta/Viking, London
1991, p. 10
27 S. Hall, Cultural Identity and Diaspora, op. cit, p. 224
28 J. Durham Peters, Exile, nomadism and diaspora. The stakes of mobility in Western canon,
in:Home, exile, homeland. The stakes of Western canon, ed. Hamid Naficy, Routledge, New
York & London 1999, p. 18
29 J. Clifford, Diasporas, “Cultural Anthropology”, Vol. 9 No. 3 1994, p. 310
30 N. Mirzhoeff, Introduction, in: Diaspora and Visual Culture. Representing Africans And
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may take a closer look on the drive to blur national borders which aims at
rediscovering diverse faces of cultures at the distance based on ephemeric
connection stemming from various environments. However, being inscribed
in this dispersion, „multi-locale diaspora cultures are not necessarily defined by a specific geopolitical boundary“31. A particular example of such
scattering is the state of Jewish culture where “the place or the diaspora or
migrations) of Jewish people among nations, its ancientness as one people
throughout the various and contradictory eras of History, ought already to
bring into the question the exclusive nature of political conceptualization”32.
One basic flaw of this dispersion is that the “missing knowledge of its sources and foundations and in a way of life that is totally foreign to that of orthodox communities. Judaism is reduced to vague memories of memories and
to few words that have lost their meaning”33. Significantly, visual culture
immersed within diasporic imagery becomes the subject of migratory aesthetics as “an expression of movement within the fault lines of unhospitable
territories”34. In this manner, Bal and Navarro introduced a concept of “little
resistance” as the acts to overcome this impasse and escape from the technologies of control”35. Furthermore, migratory aesthetics assumes also that
“delocalization can be politically productive“, as this process aims at leaving
from “uncertain territories”36. To explain this point, one could say that “a
whole history remains to written of spaces, which would at the same time
be the history of powers (both these terms in plural) – from the great strategies of geo-politics to the little tactics of habitat)”37. This orientation to reveal internal differences of the hidden ideology of control enables us to
solve contradictions between multiculturalism, deconstruct community
identities that span “the mechanisms of differentiation has become more
complex – but it has also become genuinely cultural for the first time, no
longer complying with geographical or national stipulations but following
pure cultural interexchange processes”38. In a similar manner, Joacquin Barriendoz argued that “decolonization of view” finds some reflection in
Jews, London &New York, Routledge 2000, p. 1
31 J. Clifford, Diasporas, op. cit. p. 304
32 E. Lévinas, Beyond Verses. Talmudic Readings and Lectures, Continuum, New York 2007,
p. 7
33 Ibidem,
34 J. Benett, Migratory Aesthetics. Art and Politics beyond Identity, in: Art and Visibility in
Migratory Culture, „Thamyris“ no. 23 2011, p. 115
35 Ibidem.
36 M. Bal, M. H. Navarro, Introduction, op. cit., p. 9
37 M. Foucault, The eye of power, in: Power/Knowledge. Selected Interviews & other writings
1972-1977, ed. Colin Gordon, trans. Colin Gordon, Leo Marshall John Mepham, Kate Soper,
Pantheon Books, New York 1980, p. 149
38 W. Welsch, Transculturality, -the Puzzling Form of Cultures Today, op. cit.
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transcultural visual exchange. In the context of dispersion the diasporic imagery “art is diasporic, it is contradictory in its heart, being both international and particular. It may be incoherent, which is the main blasphemy to
the logic of most art education because life in the diaspora is often incoherent and tense”39. These contradictions of capitalism are marked by the expansion of diversity in modern times reflect that diaspora and exile are a
concept based on moving from the center40. In other words, global nomadism presents circulation of global economy as combination of transnational
spaces of supranational states. In this view, the word nomad stems from the
„greek nomas (nomados in the genitive case), a word for feeding or pasturing and is related to nomos (law) and nemsis (the root of nem – having to do
with alottment and sharing“41. This vision of nomadism is marked by providing a metaphor of homelessness that finds its expression in stories devoted
to “not just with physical but intellectual mobility” but also entails a “mobile
diversity” as well as “heroic mode of life”42. Nomadism from Middle Ages
was considered as a „subject of expeditions, banishment, impossible love,
so in the nineteenth-century romanticism“, as much as the picture of humans as pilgrims deprived of „theological content”43.One may list manifold
social categories of displacement such as „stranger, pilgrim, vagabond outcast, a resident of a tent and nomads whose first words appear in the Jewish
Bible”44. Developing Gilles Deleuze’s philosophical perspective, let’s argue
that “we understand European nomadism, as a movement of subjectivity
through signs, otherness and time, where this break determines the shifting
of accents”45. Thus, nomadism receives a multifaceted meaning depending
on
the
context.
Particularly
interesting
is
that
fashionable term - “nomad”- “applied indiscriminately to all contemporaries of the postmodern era, is grossly misleading as it glosses over the profound differences which separate the two types of experience and render all
similarity between them formal and superficial”46. The advantage of this
ambiguous perspective is that it brings about the political, social and economic dependence of the established patterns by crossing the national
39 Ibidem.
40 J. Durham Peters, Exile, nomadism, and diaspora. The stakes of mobility in western canon,
op. cit. p. 20
41 Ibidem, p. 25
42 Ibidem.
43 D. Morley, Home territories. Media, mobility, identity, Routledge, London & New York
2000, p. 230
44 J. Durham Peters, Exile, Nomadism and Diaspora: the Stakes of Mobility in the Western
Canon, op. cit., p. 22
45 R. Braidotti, Nomadyczna tożsamość europejska, op. cit. p. 113
46 Z. Bauman, Globalization. The human consequences, Polity Press, Cambridge & Oxford
1998, p. 87
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borders and belonging to the relocation (or exile) of others. “47. Similarly, an
exile may be compared with a feeling of rejection understood as a “painful
and punished exile from one homeland”48. In the Greek philosophy, Socrates
before choosing death or exile, stood up, expressing that death is a better
solution than exclusion from community and polis. In this light, Peters reiterated that „Galut and Golat are used in Hebrew for captivity and deportation, especially for Jews taken captive in Babylon after Nabuchadnezzar‘s
conquests of Jerusalem in 597 and 587 BCE“49. However, in contemporary
culture, „Galut became a style of life (and death) in accordance with Jewishness in itself, although Israel was born again”50. In general terms, this feeling
of exclusion is „rooted in all types of literary exile is the desire to integrate
not to integrate the desire: to remain integral to the society left behind rather than to merge with the society lived in (Mickiewicz, Joyce), the desire not
to belong to a society left behind, but to a more the desired society Gissing,
Conrad, James, the desire not to integrate either with the society left behind, except thematically the need for separateness or with the society lived
in the American expatriates and manz ambiguous postmodern variations
Kundera, Calvino, Beckett, Nabokov, and, more generally perhaps
Peterkiewicz)”51. From straight different angle, this feeling of exile can be
also „very productive”, as “marginalization attracts a new perception of the
place, in some cases a connection between places, and second dislocation
facilitates personal transformation, [...] rejecting long habits and practices,
rejecting social education and discovering new forms of self-expression”52.
Let us stress that this oscillation between “rooting” and “uprooting” people
and concepts balanced between the past and modernity, just like “yugozombes” - intellectuals with a continuing commitment to multicultural Yugoslavia in which they grew up, but which no longer exists”53. Having that at
mind, this continuous literary journey from the past appears as a condition
of ultimate loss and at the same time a powerful, even enriching, motive of
modern culture. Reaching the etymological roots, the genesis of
47 B. Ashcroft, Postcolonial Transformations, Taylor & Francis, London & New York 2008, p.
4-5
48 J. Durham Peters, Exile, Nomadism and Diaspora: the Stakes of Mobility in the Western
Canon in: Home, Exile, homeland: Film, Media and the Politics of Place, Routledge/AFI Film
Readers, London & New York 1999, p. 19
49 J. Durham Peters, Exile, Nomadism and Diaspora: the Stakes of Mobility in the Western
Canon, op. cit., p. 22
50 R. Kitaj, First Diasporit Manifesto, in: Exile and Creativity: Signposts, Travelers, Outsiders,
Backward, ed. Susan Robin Suleiman, Duke University Press, Durham & London 1998., p. 36
51 C. Brooke-Rose, Exsul, in: Exile and Creativity: Signposts, Travelers, Outsiders, Backward,
ed. Susan Robin Suleiman, Duke University Press, Durham & London 1998, p. 22
52 L. Nochlin, Art and the condition of exile in: Exile and Creativity, Signposts, Travelers,
Outsiders, Backward Glances, Duke University Press, 1998, p. 38
53 D. Morley, Home territories. Media, mobility, identity, op. cit., p. 50
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this neo-greek word of the German heimweh (homecoming) includes both
nostos (return home) expanded by a word algus meaning a painful feeling.
It testifies a pain separated from their homeland and home and spatial separatiom “54. More precisely, longing from imaginary center may be articulated on the basis of four feelings expressing the emotional attachment to
the home: “The German term Heimweh depicts the preoccupation of the
homeland (Heimhat) with both the hated and beloved utopian cry for utopian places (Fernweh), the schizoid perception of the present, the loss of
identity and belonging, and the social desire of others and foreigners
(Fremde)55. This typology of feelings reflects homesickness and articulates
“uprooting” as a condition of exile and life in the diaspora. This “longing for
the home” features a hopeless fate of large number of people affected by
exile understood as a condition of final loss that concerns both mental space
as much as a physical one living among the „network among compatriots”56.
In a similar manner, nostalgia may be understood in terms of shift from “lost
home in space (the patria) to a lost home in time (the past)”57. Let us also
stress that the practice of living in diaspora undermines the sense of a common cultural and historical identity of social movements. What exemplifies
the processes of nostalgia is the Rastafarian‘s idea of repatriation that reflects how “promised land” proclaims the “return to the roots” positioned
by specific narratives of the past. This form of representation, return, national longings and the mission widespread in the lyrics of songs, may be
considered as „concrete form to ideological concept” 58. Importantly, this
spacing in the diaspora is not reduced to „one shared culture, a sort of collective “one truth self” hiding inside the many other, more superficial or
artificially imposed “selves”, with a shared history and ancestry hold in
common“59. Similarly, this feeling of vanishing in the East, as Uwe Stemple
pointed out, may be understood as “Ostalgia” being the combination of the
words ost (east) with nostalgia which expresses “heterogeneity, unevenness
and contradictory emotions related to the experience of nostalgia and being” between”60. The ambigous nature of the suspension between the past
and the present demonstrates the ways how “the recurring background of
54 E. Said, Reflections on Exile and Other Literary and Cultural Essays, Granta Books,
London 2001, p. 184
55 H. Naficy, Accented Cinema. Exilic and Diasporic Filmmaking, Princeton University
Press, New Jersey 2001, p. 206
56 J. Durnham Peters, Exile, nomadism and diaspora: the Stakes of Mobility in the Western
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their experience was something that contradicts the most widespread belief that modern thinking always turns out to be related to the territory, its
horizon changes above all topographically, and only then conceptually and
categorically”61. This operational capacity of moving some units to another
locus has significantly changed. Reflecting upon these ideas we may focus
on the concept of “third space” that points not as much to Third Worldism
proclaimed by Jameson, but rather to a multiplicity of contemporary national approaches that feature an inter-space arising as a result of the transition, entrance in dialogue. In other words, “third space” can be perceived
conceptually as “the discursive conditions of enunciation that ensure that
the meaning and symbols of culture have no primordial unity and fixity; that
even the same signs can be appropriated, translated, rehistoricized and
read anew”62. In this manner, it emerges a possibility to “initiate new signs
of identity, and innovative sited of cooperation and contestation”63. This
transcultural visions of articulation the antagonistic and contradictory elements” is the basis “in critics of the absolutism of pure and authentic culture, boundaries appear as space between, the third space, the contact
zone transbarier”64. This transcultural perspective “seeks to understand the
depth, scope and direction of various levels of hybridity at the social - not an
individual - level”65. This transcultural shift, reconstextualization enables to
elaborate and support the movement and liquidity in contrast to the essential cultural approaches, assuming that „transcultural communication believes that all cultures are internally mixed up66”. In this light, there are now
single and pure culture, they are all hybrid, heterogeneous, extremely diverse and non-monolithic. Therefore, theorists introduce the “paradigm of
intercultural exchanges, transcultural transgressions, mixes”67. What is particularly interesting from the persepective chose here is that this critical
transculturism “integrates both discursive and politico-economic analysis in
the study of international communication and culture”68. Furthermore, it
reveals the ways how one may interact with each other to underline policy
of openness and tolerance, as the “immigrants are pioneers of civilization
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based on connecting cultures”69. However, they lose a possibility to find
their locality where they are treated as an extra program, so called „remnants people70. In this sense, the subaltern studies plunged in the transnational movement of diasporic imagery concern equally not only „a particular
population, but a state of the culture we share. This culture is full with
movement, people on the move, leaving traces and projecting new, provisional destinations”71. By way of example, let us note that this mechanism of
migration undergoes a process of “reverse globalization’ understood in
terms of displacement of “inhabitants of the poorer regions of the world:
the Middle East, Africa and Southeast Asia are en masse to big cities such as
London and Paris, Toronto and Rome, Madrid and Amsterdam. These groups
- a large part of them came to Western countries as mercenary employees
and emigrants - in recent decades these groups have been heavily fed, as a
result of the influx of asylum seekers and asylum seekers to residents of
other regions of the world”72. Building upon the spatialized vision of culture,
this “dispersal attendant on migrancy disrupts and interrogates the overreaching themes of modernity: the nation and its literature, language, and
the sense of identity, the metropolis, sense of center, sense of psychic and
cultural homogeneity. In the recognition of the other, of radical alterity, lies
the acknowledgment that we are no longer in the center of the world”73.
Therefore, one may argue that we can witness “cosmopolitan turn in social
and political theory and research”74. This persepective aims particularly at
actively crossing national borders, as “the perception of national communities is openly expanded”75. Cosmopolitanism is comprehended as a forum
where „the language of transnationalism” makes possible to receive
transdisciplinary knowledge resulting from transnational translation of culture rather than transcendent knowledge”76. One may argue that this constant translation is marked by the absence of one particular place in the
situation of displacement, emerging from the necessity of considering the
glocalization processes that results from “dearticulation of mimicry, which
occurs the moment the cultural capital of the dominant culture is
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appropriated, is also disarticulation which propels the consuming subject
from emulgation to transformation”77. This ambiguous transnationalism
presents a movement and transition that makes aesthetics political, by
shifting it, - literally mobilizing it - into new set of relationships”78. In this
light, this coexistence one may call “metizo logic (logique métisse), as Achille
Mbembe argued, understood not in the sense of racial mixture, but mainly
in the cultural sense of social hybridity, being the paradigm that meets the
complexity of human cultures and is a “new fetishization of what mestizo is:
a new objectified and aestheticized anthropologisation of otherness”79. Interestingly, the idea of metizo which sets members of the society next to
each other is a remarkable feature of modernity which demands further
analysis. To put it another way, transculturality or migratory aesthetics
bridges social differences and spatial separation, seeking to reflect the ways
in which “transcultural identities comprehend a cosmopolitan side, but also
a side of local affiliation”80.
Conclusion
Let us briefly reiterate that manifold conceptions of migratory aesthetics
outlined here can be seen as the basis of new conditions in which we can
imagine themselves in the area of spacing. The shrinking of space forces us
to say that local cultures are increasingly less difficult to find in the place
from which they originate. Seeking new formulations migratory aesthetics
this study aimed at discussing a diversity of trans-cultural dillemas inscribed
in diasporic imagery which are marked by “the theory of rooting, alienation
and psychological distance between individual groups, on the one hand, and
fantasies (or nightmares) with affinity on the other”81. Certainly in the case
we are dealing with, to condemn “look from the distance” may be morally
satisfying, but together, appearing simultaneously with close observation
, they make explosive, beneficial mixture of scientific research.”Nomadic
character of today’s art, presented in various constellations, here and there,
both in the spaces of the traditional institution and outside them, increases
the chances of its educational effectiveness in examing practices that can
indirectly make Europe a more hospitable space, and so less foreign to both
77 B. Ashcroft, Postcolonial Transformations, Taylor & Francis, London & New York 2008,
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visitors and ourselves”82 . Given these two perspectives, if this statement is
accurate travelling across such multicultural terrain may let us claim that the
only home truly available in the era of sociability-at-distance, though fragile
and vulnerable, is writing.

82 A. Zeidler-Janiszewska, Od jednoczącego ducha do (nie) tożsamości kulturowej
mieszkańców Europy, „Kultura Współczesna”, no. 5/2011, p. 215
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THE LAHIJS IN THE MULTICULTURAL SPHERE OF AZERBAIJAN AND THE
LAHIJ FOLKLORE 1
ABSTRACT
In modern globalizing period the investigation the communal life of the different cultures (coexistence, community) problem attains the important urgency. The
urgency of this process is also settled on the migration movement surrounded the
whole world now. Noting and ruling this problem, that is ethno-cultural variety
appears as the possible solution ways of the problem – the policy of the multiculturalism. In all cases in polyethnic society in order to get the harmony of the
ethno-cultural relations multiculturalism presents the progressive tendencies and
the modern views. The main sign of multiculturalism is “the living equal in rights of
the different forms of the cultural life” (1, 4). This sign includes the preserving the
cultural identity in the multinational state. One of the most punctual determinations is so: “Multiculturalism is the theory, practice and policy of the peaceful life of
the many different cultural groups in any place” [2, 15–20].
If we consider that the multiculturalism policy carries the passive and active
character (3) we must acknowledge the active peculiarity of multiculturalism in
Azerbaijan. In the first case if the multiculturalism policy expresses the tolerant attitude to the cultural variety, in the second case it means being supported and propaganda of this variety actively. It is known that in Azerbaijan the national minorities
have always used their rights to create their national centers, associations and other organizations. These national cultural centers acting in Azerbaijan such as “Birlik”
society, “Ukraine” society, “German-Azerbaijan” society, “Azerbaijan-Europe” Society, “Azerbaijan-Slavic Cultural Centre”, “Tat Cultural Centre”, “Azerbaijan-Israel”
Society, “Ronai Kurd Cultural Centre”, “Samur” Lezghin National Centre, Ahiska
Turks’ “Veten” Society, Talish Culture Centre, Mountain Jews’ Community, Europe
Jews (Ashkenazi) Community, Konshaus German Culture Community, “Pologiya”
Polish Culture centre and others show the active character of multiculturalism in
our country. As the President of Azerbaijan Republic Ilham Aliyev says: “Today multiculturalism in Azerbaijan is the state policy and at the same time it is the life style”.
The other signs of this activeness are the formation of Baku International Multiculturalism Centre with the order the 15th May 2014 of President of Azerbaijan
Republic, the different meetings held by this centre from the formation day till nowadays and finally to declare the 2016th year as “Year of Multiculturalism” with the
order of the 11th February 2016 of the President of Azerbaijan Republic.
As we mentioned above some of the events realized by Baku International Multiculturalism Centre “paying attention to the importance of introducing Azerbaijan
1 The work has been carried out on the financial support of the Fund of Development of Science
near the President of Azerbaijan Republic – Grant № EİF-KETPL-2-2015-1(25)-56/51/5
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as the tolerance example to the world, where the multiculturalism has turned into
the life style, the analysis and propaganda in Azerbaijan reality, including the philosophical, social, political and other aspects belonging to the various multicultural
models in different countries” were held with organizational activities of Baku International Multiculturalism Centre and Knowledge Fund near the President of Azerbaijan Republic “Multiculturalism in Azerbaijan as the life style: the national and
religious values” the 3rd International multiculturalism school representatives’ visit
to Lahij (on the 23rd of July, 2016), arranging the project “Solidarity camp” by the
Organization ASAN Volunteers (July 2016) and the round-table talk on the theme
“Multiculturalism and Azerbaijan folklore” in Lahij, of course, were not accidental.
Key words: Multiculturalism, Lahij, folklore, tolerance

Lahij being one of the ancient living places of Azerbaijan and its population the Lahijs have their own specific place in the colorful ethnic cultural
map of Azerbaijan. Elucidating the Lahijs’ life and living style, the history
of this small village, traditions and customs provoke the great interest according to the investigation of Azerbaijan multicultural sphere, the culture
of national minorities, life style by the rights and freedom provided by the
government.
As it is said in the sources, “the Lahijs are the minority of Iran ethnos
speaking in the languages Persian, Dari and Tajik, including the Tat language
belonging to the South –West group of the Persian languages. Majority of
the Lahijs use two languages: the Tat language, including the Azerbaijani
language” (4). But about the language of the Lahijs it is said that this language is the most isolated variant of the Tat language, it looks like to the
Persian language and it is called the Lahiji language. This language belongs
to the Persian language groups of India-Europe languages and it is considered the dialect of the new Persian language. But we think that the most
correct information is that the Lahijs are the minority nation living in Lahij,
belonging to Persian group, but it is mixed with Turkic languages.
It is possible to get the information about the Lahijs and the village Lahij
from the historical and ethnographical sources belonging to the end of the
19th century and to the beginning of the 20th century.
The information about the population of Lahij is given in the work “Gulustani-Iram” by A.Bakikhanov as the following: “In the region between
Shamakhi and Gudyal (present-day Guba) cities, for example: in Shirvan
Hovz, Lahij and Goshunlu; in Guba barmak, Shampara, the down part of the
Budug and all Baku area – except six cattle-breeding nomad villages – all
population speak the Tat language” (5, 29). A.Bakikhanov noted that the
ancestors of tats were moved to Azerbaijan during the 4th-6th centuries by
the Sassanid kings.
One of the first and greatest historical-ethnographic-literary essays
written about the Lahijs till nowadays has been reflected in the journal
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“SMOMPK” (Collection of Materials describing the nations and tribes of Caucasus). It is known that at the end of the 19th century the journal “SMOMPK”
being published in Tiflis had the important role in the investigation of the
statistical information about the history, literature, life style, folk pedagogy,
ethnic-national structure, birth and death, living places of the minority nations living in the Caucasus, including in Azerbaijan.
In 1901 in the 29th volume of this journal the essay with 50 pages and
called “Lahij village, Goychay region, Baku state” by Mammadhasan Afandiyev was published (6, 45-96). The author was a teacher for a long period
at the school in Lahij and he had presented the collected materials to the
journal “SMOMPK”. The first part of the article was dedicated to the history of Lahij village. The author had presented the materials collected from
the village population and the materials read from the historical sources.
M.Afandiyev wrote that according to the local peoples’ sayings they had
come from the Lahijan region of Iran and they still considered Lahijan their
native land. There was also a historical legend about it: “It is known that two
countries – the rich Iran and the firm Turan were always enemies; the nations of both countries often had wars and when they were in a peace, they
began to miss for fight. But the Iranian king Key-Khosrov was oppressed by
those wars, killing the Turan king Afrasiyab and occupying his lands he gave
all his kingdom not to his heirs, but to his cousin, and with his close men he
decided to leave Iran; and that is why he chose the place with the beautiful climate in the north (Caucasus) and the rest of his life praying he spent
there. That place was Lahij, the region Lahijan. As it is said Khosrov died in
Lahij and was buried there; according to the teller’s conclusion in the cemetery in Lahij there is a grave stone and the name “Key-Khosrov” can be read
clearly” (6, 45).
As we mentioned this legend has been collected from the people living in Lahij. The investigator V.Ivchenko presented the same information in
1984 in a little changed form: “According to a legend thousand years ago
the Iranian king Key-Khosrov defeated the neighbor king in the fight, being
afraid of the revenge he run to the north. Hiding in the mountains he had
spent the rest of his life in the prayers. He was buried in the strange place,
on the river valley and in the bottom of the Niyal mountain, the grave-stone
written “The first Key-Khosrov” was put on his grave. The late king’s slaves
settled down there and the village was called Lahij” (7). The investigator
A.Alizade also considers the Lahijs coming from the region Lahijan (Gilan
region) of Iran (8).
The orientalist Vladimr Minorski’s writings about this settlement are very
interesting, in his writings he addresses to the Eastern sources: “Layzan (it
is writing as Layzan, Laizan, Laican, etc., even as a mistake al-Iran and alAbkhaz) – fits the modern Lahij valley which is in the mouth of the Gardaman River (Girdiman River – A.Kh.), in old days it was one of the Sassanid
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vassal principality (Masudi’s explanation (Abulhasan al Masudi – the Arabic
historian of the 10th century – A.Kh.) is as the following: (II, 40-6)… According to Istakhri’s opinion (Abu Ishag Istakhri – the Arabic geographist of the
10th century – A.Kh.) Layijan was bordered with Shirvan, Muganiyya and Anbasiya (now it is Gabala). Ibn Hovgal (Abulgasim Ibn Hovgal – the Arabic
geographist and traveler of the 10th century – A.Kh.) mentions al-Layijan’s
name among the small principalities and adds that it is situated in the chain
of Gabk (Caucasus). But Mugaddasi (Shamsaddin al Mugaddasi - the Arabic
geographist of the 10th century – A.Kh.) shows its place as the following:
from Shamakhiyya till Shirvan – two passages, from there till Layijan – two
passages, from there till Samur bridge – two passages, from there till Bab-al
–Abvab – one passage” (9).
Lahij was always considered the ancient mastery centre. As the village
located in the mountainous area the local population was not busy with the
agriculture, but they were busy with the handicraft and the folk applied art.
During the 18th-19th centuries Lahij was one of the main centers of manufacture of copperware and arms. It is not accidental that in December 2015 the
copperware art of Lahij was entered the Representative list according to the
Immaterial cultural heritage of UNESCO.
Till the beginning of the 20th century more than two hundred skillful
workshops acted in Lahij. About one hundred twenty seven kinds of art
(copper art, tanning industry, jeweler’s art, the profession of a blacksmith,
tinning, potter art, carpet-making, wood-cutter art, etc.) were developed.
Now about forty of them are still developed in Lahij. It is interesting that Lahij is also called “The city of forty arts”. The “kurebend” (sewerage system)
prepared eight hundred years ago (in some information it is said one thousand five hundred years ago) are considered the unique architectural event.
Not only the rich material culture of the Lahijs (in 1873 the collection
of copperwares prepared by the Lahijs were presented to the exhibition in
Vienna, the copper things from Lahij were exhibited in Louvre, but the guns,
swords and daggers with the rich decorations and ornaments prepared by
masters from Lahij are protected in Bern museum), but also the spiritual
cultural monuments – oral word art examples decorate the collections of
the world museums. If we begin from the first primitive thoughts the belief
of the sanctity of the number seven was very strong among the Lahijs. There
were seven streets, seven springs, seven mosques, seven baths, seven religious schools in Lahij which was surrounded by seven mountains.
As we noted the Lahijs have a rich oral word art. Tales, proverbs, sayings,
riddles, lullabies, quatrains and so on take the main place in the folklore
fund of this ethnic group. The unique peculiarity of Lahij folklore is that the
Lahijs create folklore in two languages, both in the Turkic and Tat languages.
The other interesting point also shows the unique of the oral word art of
this ethnic group – according to the genres the creation and telling differ.
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For example, proverbs and sayings take the important part among the
examples created in the Tat language in Lahij folklore. The proverbs and
sayings are created and told only in the Tat language, it means in the Lahij
language.
Many times these proverbs and sayings become as the equivalent of the
examples living either in Azerbaijan or in other nations:
A suxda gö düvə mıdəro – There is no fire without smoke
Aqil (ağıllı)umuna nə miyofu , gij ə tö miyo – The clever can’t find us, but
the crazy is always in front of us.
But sometimes one can meet the very original proverbs and sayings
belonging only to the Lahijs. The other peculiarity of the proverbs is the
superiority of vulgarisms used in these examples in many times. It is pity
that this point makes difficult the process of noting these examples. The
informatory-teller shames to tell them, but the collector avoid noting them.
So not being used these original examples are got out of the circulation and
are forgotten little by little.
The tale genre is mainly told among the Lahijs in the tat language, but
there are also tellers using the Turkic language. The tales about the king Abbas take the important place among these tales and some tales are only the
translation from the Turkic language into the Lahij language.
The genre riddle in Lahij folklore is also created and told in two languages. There are riddles told in prose and poetry forms as in Azerbaijan folklore:
Əloməti, əlomət
Ye çol ataş salomət.
Tar zərum,
xişg vakandum. (Nun, tənür)
Əlamətdi, əlamət,
İşi od, çölü salamat.
Yaş vurdum,
Quru çıxartdım (çörək, təndir)
(Translation: it is a sign, its inner part is a fire, but the outward is quiet, I
touched wet, But I took it out dry) (bread, oven)
A rafd-umo xəbərum,
Ə sər yeqoş zəvərum.
Dirum qe səs bısoxdan,
Bı pöyi ruğan zərum. ( Dər)
Gedib gələndən xəbərdaram,
Başdan bir az hündürəm,
Gördüm çox səs edir
Ayağını yağladım (qapı)
(Translation: I am aware of everything, I am a little tall, When I saw its
making noise I greased it) (door)
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Çətin vinum ürə man,
Vö bıstənum bürə man. (Vini)
Çətin görəm onu mən,
Onunla bilirəm iyi mən (burun)
(Translation: I can’t see it, but I can smell with it) (nose)
In Lahij the lullabies and quatrains are told mainly in the Turkic language. The Lahij women are told the quatrains only in the Turkic language.
The quatrains created lately have enriched the Lahij folklore.
Dədemun Qorqud bire,
Zəreyi soz, ud bire.
Ye mısqol bı zuhunman,
Tıra dire pud bire.
Dədəmiz Qorqud olub,
Çaldığı saz, ud olub.
Dilim bir misqal idi
Səni görüb pud olub
(Translation: Our grandfather was Gorgud, His instrument was saz, my
tongue was little, but seeing you it became great)
Pöyıste ba duhun dər,
Ə dərdhonman bixəbər.
Çı güyi soxtagorum,
Tı ağeyi, man nükər.
Qapının ağzında dayanıb,
Dərdlərimdən bixəbər
Nə desə edərəm mən
O ağadır, mən nökər.
(Translation: Standing in front of the door, not knowing my sorrows, I
shall do everything he asks, he is a master, but I am his slave)
Looking through the general scenery of Lahij folklore a point attracted
our attention. The folklore events, the texts accompanying the ceremony
folklore, especially witchcrafts accepted as the archaic or the initial genre
by us in folklore are told among this ethnic group only in the Tat language.
As in other regions of Azerbaijan in Lahij there is also a special joke hero
(as it is said , “Haji dayi” of Lahij region), he is Gulu Sheyda who lived in the
middle of the past century. The funny episodes about him, his quick wittedness have been material for creation of many legends:
“Gulu Sheyda earned his living with selling the milk. One day the hatmaker Abdul knowing Gulu as the religious and perfect man he asks:
“Abdul kishi, if it is not a secret, what are you going to cook?
I want to cook the milk porridge,
Ok, it is good, but when you begin to cook the milk, please don’t
add the water, I have already added”…
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Trying to make a short excursion to the oral word art of Lahij folklore,
naturally, is very colorful according to its genres, and according to its material it is very rich. The region Lahij and the Lahijs are the component of Azerbaijan ethnic map, but the folklore examples of this ethnic group are the
rare pearls of the rich Azerbaijan folklore. Telling as Haydar Aliyev, “When
we say Azerbaijan we mean its resources, its beautiful nature. But the main
wealth of the republic is the people from the different nations, believing in
different religions, living in these lands from the ancient times. The more
nations the country combines the richer it will be…”
Conclusion. At last we want to complete our speech with the French professor Fransua Jorjo’s thoughts who is the investigator of Ottoman’s history
and took part as the speaker in the scientific seminar of Baku International
Multiculturalism Centre last month (in November 2016). The honorable
professor’s words show the whole essence of Azerbaijan multiculturalism
clearly:
“I have been promoting the idea of multiculturalism it up, spread, leading to a nation’s centuries – long line of public policy is a way of life and the
first time I’ve seen. There was a great interest in the model of multiculturalism, and I’m honored to know this area… I think that the people in the
world live in peace, to preserve pluralism and multiculturalism is a valuable
example of a model of multiculturalism”.
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THE MACEDONIAN DIASPORA IN OVERSEAS COUNTRIES: FROM ETHNIC IZOLATION TO TRANSNATIONALISM
ABSTRACT
Members of the Macedonian diaspora are comfortable in, and have a sense of
belonging in both Macedonia and Overseas Countries, with both countries featuring strongly in their personal identity. It is clear that transnationalism is a prominent
feature of Macedonian life. The duality of Macedonian identity is also manifest in
their language use and skills, with high rates of fluency and literacy in both Macedonian and English. Use of Macedonian clearly reinforces Macedonian identity. This
in turn facilitates access to Macedonian media, which itself further reinforces the
Macedonian element in the person’s identity. These show that there are a number
of means by which the Macedonian diaspora is reproduced. These include a high
number of visits to the homeland, family ties and regular communication between
thecountries. Engagement in this contact reinforces knowledge, care and identification with R.Macedonia. What is also evident is that the main driver of the diaspora’s relationship with the homeland is strong family ties. This primarily explains
visitation, communication and the emotional concerns and empathy. It is often the
extended rather than nuclear family that ties the diaspora to the homeland, and as
such the nature of the family unit and its status within Macedonian culture is arguably the most important driver in maintaining a diaspora-homeland relationship.
Ties with Macedonia may be weakening for younger Macedonians born in overseas
countries. This is evidenced by lower levels of engagement and identification than
those born overseas, and a diminution in the depth and nature of ties is likely. This
means that other models for engagement between this younger overseas born diaspora and the homeland are necessary if these ties are to be maintained. Social
media is one obvious tool that can be effectively utilised for this purpose.
Key words: diaspora, Macedonian identity, ethnic isolation, transnationalism

INTRODUCTION
The emigration of Macedonians in overseas countries appeared to some
degree in the social, economic, political and cultural development of Macedonia. From the second half of the 18th century until today all the primary
and secondary reasons for the emergence, development and emigration
1 Full professor, UNIVERSITY SS. CYRIL AND METHODIUS IN SKOPJE, FACULTY
OF PHILISOPHY
2 Associate professor, UNIVERSITY SS. CYRIL AND METHODIUS IN SKOPJE,
FACULTY OF PEDAGOGY
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from Macedonia are mentioned.If a historical retrospective is made, it will
be revealed that the basis of emigration is of economic character. The term
emigration relates to the term employment, which in the broad sense of the
word means a person who painstakingly saves. This is primarily an economic
movement outside the birthplace of Macedonians of different age, spent
both rural and urban.
Macedonian community in overseas countries was originally established
asa economic diaspora in the 1920s. More recently, and despite the conflict
and instability in the Balkans, it can be described as a “quality of life” diaspora. This is a community whose migration and settlement is determined by
the pull factor of economic and lifestyle opportunities in overseas countries,
rather than being forced to leave Macedonia as such. The Macedonian community has indeed made the most of the “quality of life” opportunities that
overseas countries provides, as shown by the positive outcomes achieved in
terms of professional and educational status. Macedonians feel very much
at home in , and their high uptake of overseas countries citizenship appears
to reflect both practical considerations and their actual identity. This is a
community that is comfortable in the two worlds that define diaspora: the
old ethnic homeland and the newly settled diaspora. The strong sense of
belonging in overseas countries coexists with a very high degree of identification with the ethnic homeland which is central to the community’s identity. This is manifest in multiple ways: high visitation rates with the homeland,
the consumption of Macedonian media and high personal communication
with the homeland.
The emigrants from the R. Macedonia in large cities (Toronto, Detroit,
Gary, Adelaide and Sydney) spontaneously inhabit certain settlements.
Thus, some emigrant colonies are created in overseas countries.The Macedonian emigrants who have already started there welcome their relatives,
and give them selfless help until they meet.On the other hand, expatriates
want to be close to their kinsmen in order to eliminate the psychological
trauma caused by relocation and living in another environment.Those who
are already there want to increase the number of their relatives due to mutual friendship and organized gathering.The main places where Macedonians meet in overseas countries are the Macedonian Orthodox Churches
in which a large number of expatriates come every week. Churches have a
religious and secular function.After religious services in the evening, dances and plays are organized almost every week.Also organized are celebrations of the Macedonian national holidays. When weddings or baptisms
are made, Macedonians invite almost all of their relatives. However, certain
members of the third generation of Macedonian immigrants are starting to
shift from the Macedonian ghettos to other parts of the city in search of an
even better standard and success in life.
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DUALITI OF MACEDONIAN IDENTITY IN OVERSEAS COUNTRIES
Under the Macedonian ethnic community in overseas countries we
mean Macedonian emigrants in one place who are interconnected and organized collectively through the Churches, cultural arts, educational and
sports associations.The basis of this community is the national affiliation
and the need of its members for national affirmation and expression.Macedonian emigrants want to be affirmed because they have been anonymous
for a long time and this has bothered them.Participate in traditional parades, festivals for folk and entertaining music, sports competitions and
New Year’s parties.Macedonians are members of these communities to
preserve their national identity, language, culture, tradition, customs and
religion.Also through these communities, parents keep their children for
themselves.They feel the fear of other people’s culture not to take their children.They insist that their children go to Macedonian celebrations, dances,
and picnics where they associate with each other.In the end, the animal
is interested in their children getting married with Macedonians.However,
Macedonian ethnic communities cannot be isolated oases in societies in
overseas countries.By transmitting their cultural values and traditions, they
simultaneously receive the cultural values of the new environment in the
United States, Australia and Canada, while retaining their national identity.
Multicultural societies such as Australia and Canada are also interested in
this.A significant proportion of Macedonian emigrants have dual citizenship.
They integrate it into the societies of overseas countries, but do not break
the ties with their native land, origin and past.
The duality of Macedonian identity is also expressed through language
use and skills with high rates of fluency and literacy in both Macedonian
and English. Use of Macedonian language clearly reinforces Macedonian
identity. This in turn facilitates access to Macedonian media which itself
further reinforces the Macedonian element in the person’s identity. Property ownership in Macedonia is another characteristic of the transnational
nature of the diaspora. The high rate of property ownership in Macedonia
by members of the diaspora also adds another deep layer of connection
to the homeland. Given that such acquisitions were regarded as a good financial investment, this is a perhaps means by which to encourage investment in Macedonia that simultaneously serves to enhance the diasporas
relationship with the homeland. The main driver of the diaspora’s relationship with the homeland is family ties. This primarily explains visitation,
communication and the emotional concerns and empathy. It is often the
extended rather than nuclear family with whom the diaspora have ties in
the homeland, so the nature of the family unit and its status within Macedonian culture is arguably the most important element in maintaining a
diaspora-homeland relationship. Members of the diaspora often combine
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visiting family with having a holiday.With these holidays often have a “roots
tourism” dimensions.
MASS MEDIA AND COMUNICATION WITH HOMELAND
Along with visits, mass media use and personal communication are a cornerstone of diaspora-homeland ties. Locally and overseas produced Macedonian language media is widely accessed by the community in overseas
countries, often in order to keep up to date with political and current affairs
developments in the homeland. Social media is having a strong influence on
the nature of both private and public diaspora-homeland ties. Facebook in
particular, allows for ongoing contact with greater frequency. It allows the
benefit of sharing broader information and mediums, such as photos and
videos, that expands the scope of information exchange. Although this is
a medium between individuals and is thus in the private realm, its impact
often extends to the public realm of political and community organisation.
Indeed, Facebook is a link not only between the overseas diasporas and
the homeland, but also between the Macedonian diaspora in other countries. Similar to Facebook, Skype is a new technology that has been actively
embraced by the Macedonian diaspora. It allows for visual as well as audio
communication, enhancing the qualitative nature of the contact with the
homeland. Thus it is not the only frequency of contact that Skype allows
which enhances diaspora-homeland relations, but also the nature of the
contact it facilitates.
Interest in the political circumstances of the homeland is one distinct
expression of Macedonian identity in overseas countries. While all forms of
media are used to share information of interest to the diaspora on political
and current affairs.There is a disconnection between the level of concern
expressed about these issues and the absence of action in relation to them.
The very high degree of conviction on political issues between overseas
countries and R. Macedonia suggests that the community can increase its
lobbying efforts on issues of concern, primarily relating to name recognition and overseas countries diplomatic representation in Skopje. As long as
these issues remain unaddressed, the Macedonian community in overseas
countries is likely to feel disadvantaged and discriminated against by the
overseas countries Governments. The fact that members of the Macedonian community tend to consider these policies when they cast their vote
in overseas countries elections is a factor the community could utilise to
enhance their lobbying efforts.
Given the importance of language and family ties, there is clearly scope
for greater involvement of the diaspora with the homeland. One aspect of
this, and a direct example ofbrain circulation, is Macedonians from overseas
countries living and working permanently or temporarily in the homeland.
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There is clearly scope to develop a formal strategy to encourage and facilitate such a return with all the brain circulation benefits that will follow.
While the skills and networks of the diaspora can assist the homeland’s economic development.One barrier to the diaspora’s permanent or temporary
return to the homeland is the weak economic situation in the homeland
where salary levels are low. Tax policy in relation to temporary or permanent diaspora returnees is an issue the Macedonian Government may want
to consider to advance of this scenario. The culture and way of life in the
homeland is a pull factor for the diaspora which the Government in Macedonia is failing to utilise as a mechanism to attract more members of the
diaspora to live and work in the homeland. A major obstacle to meaningful
public ties in the homeland are perceptions of corruption and a political
culture that lacks the principles of good governance experienced by the diaspora in overseas countries .
PROFESSIONAL TIES OF MACEDONIAN DIASPORA IN HOMELAND
Transnational care giving is not a strong feature of the Macedonian diaspora-homeland relationship having ties to friends and family in R. Macedonia. In terms of remittances and philanthropy, this was primarily limited
to family and was not of significant financial amounts. Given the economic
resources of the community in overseas countries, the level and range of
philanthropy to causes in the Homeland is clearly an area for potential development. This may be a matter both for developing a culture of giving
and frameworks for giving in the diaspora, but also presenting more philanthropic option in the homeland. Given the mistrust of official systems and
organisations in R.Macedonia discussed earlier, it follows that philanthropy
occurred in a more informal way, often tied to the place where people originate from. The place of origin remains an important element of identification with the homeland. Developing philanthropic and other ties based on
this basis may be an option for a Macedonian diaspora strategy. While business and professional ties with Macedonians are low, motivation to have
trade and professional engagement with the homeland is high. These are
driven by connections to kin, identity and a national pride, rather than pure
business and professional reasons. There is clearly an enormous degree of
social capital in terms of language skills and networks that the diaspora offers as a basis for enhancing trade with the homeland. However, there is
little evidence of this being utilised by either the USA, Canadian, Australian
or Macedonian Governments. The data suggest that were such frameworks
created for such engagement, the community would respond and that organisational contacts would facilitate networks that extend beyond family
and friends.
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If more formal diaspora engagement in a wide array of public life, from
commerce, to philanthropy is to be encouraged, government, business and
NGOs in R.Macedonia will need to assure the diaspora that governance issues are addressed. Such measures would significantly enhance the potential for diaspora engagement in the homeland on multiple levels, such as
trade, relocation and involvement on public life. Flowing from the issues
raised above, formal contact with business and professional associates remains very low. There was a feeling that the community in oversear countries has tried to develop business ties with Macedonia, but these efforts
are not supported or facilitated. Macedonian community organisations in
Australia, USA and Canada are clearly failing to attract and retain community members. Perceptions of such organisations being personal fiefdoms
protected by the “old guard” who are unwilling to make way for younger
members of the community threatens to disenfranchise many Macedonians, particularly younger Macedonians, from being associated with formal
community life. Many of the community organisations operating in overseas
countries are also failing to tap into and advance the high sense of Macedonian identification in the community, and as a result such organisation are
failing the community in overseas countries. If these issues are addressed,
community organisations can have a much more active and productive role
in facilitating more public diaspora engagement in the homeland. Association and involvement with organised public life in R. Macedonia, including
in economic, social and political organisations, was of a limited nature. The
community does participate extensively in events featuring visiting dignitaries, artists or celebrities from Macedonia so these should be considered
by the local community as an important tool for engaging the community
and an area for potential expansion. Such events are a “win win” as they
involve the diaspora and enhance their identity and raise the potential for
the homeland to involve the diaspora in their public life.
CONCLUSION
There was a feeling that the Macedonian community in overseas countries has tried to develop business ties with Macedonia, but the bureaucracy in R. Macedonia is an obstacle. Bureaucracy in R.Macedonia was a
huge frustration to participants indicating that there is a need for the development of mechanisms to facilitate trade between to two countries in
order to overcome negative perceptions and experiences. Transnationalism
is a prominent feature of Macedonian life. However, despite the high identification with being Macedonian it is important to recognise that there are
factors that mitigate against this, including marriage between Macedonians
and non-Macedonians which brings other cultures, languages and potentially homelands into the equation. While high identification by the diaspora,
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evidence was also provided that younger non-professional members of the
community identify less. This is an area of potential further research, as well
as being an issue the community needs to consider.
Overall, it can be said that identification and engagement with the homeland is very high for those born in overseas countries and those aged over
and under 40. However, given the relatively recent migration to overseas
countries, the widespread knowledge and use of Macedonian is not surprising. The question is whether this will diminish as native Macedonian
speakers pass away and subsequent generations of ethnic Macedonians are
born in overseas countries. Those born in have lower levels of engagement
and identification than those born overseas, and as subsequent generations
are born in overseas coutries and are further removed from the original migration in the homeland, a diminishing in depth and nature of these ties is
likely. This means that other models for engagement between this younger
born diaspora and the homeland will need to be developed. Social media is
one obvious tool that can be effectively utilised for this purpose. Innovative
tourism packages customised to the diverse needs and expectations of the
Macedonian youth is another strategy for connecting them with R. Macedonia. These may include cultural, educational, adventure, environmental and
other forms of tourist.
The young generation is educated within the Macedonian tradition.Parents constantly suggest to their children how to behave. The greatest influence on young people is exercised by their parents when choosing their
future spouse. In this case, the youth are exposed to some kind of psychological pressure by the parents. On the other hand, the young generation
is influenced by the social institutions in their social life.Children are in a
very specific situation of double pressure. How this process develops can
not be assumed with certainty. It will probably move in two directions. In
one, young people will continually receive the socio-cultural influence of
overseas countries, while in the other they will try to maintain their national identity. The emigration to the overseas countries of R. Macedonia
is a manifestation of difficult economic and social conditions and seeking
an exit for a better material basis of life for itself and for its family. The income of the expatriates was influenced by the general economic situation,
especially in the villages in R. Macedonia.In its essence, emigration is a kind
of exporting labor force. Within this framework, it should be treated as an
economic category in terms of the elements that comprise labor and labor
relations. The basic motive that forces most of the Macedonians to move
out is determined by economic reasons.
The majority of Macedonians in overseas countries live in Macedonian
ethnically clean communities. The largest emigrant colonies are in Toronto,
Detroit, Gary, Adelaide and Sydney. Macedonian communities help expatriates to more easily overcome the problems of adaptation and acculturation
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in their social environments. How will the evolution of the Macedonians
in the overseas countries develop further depends on the socio-economic,
social, political and cultural development of R. Macedonia as a country of
emigration on the one hand and social and economic and cultural development and immigration policies of the United States, Canada and Australia
as immigration countries.
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“Културиот идентитет како општествен капитал во Македонија”
Абстракт
Сместена во централниот дел на Балканскиот полуостров, Република
Македонија од античко време е раскрсница за различни културни групи. Секоја култура што e или била присутна остава/ла траги зад себе. Историски,
Балканот е динамична миграциска територија. Портата на Европа кон исток и
спротивно, создала специфичен културен простор. Секоја културна група која
мигрирала на денешната македонска територија донела со себе различна
културна матрица. Сите овие различни групи имаат различен етнички, верски
или културен идентитет. Живеат заедно на една релативно мала територија
во која се случуваат многу процеси како акултурација, мултилингвизам и
сл.Различните културни групи ја прават Македонија таписерија од различни
култури.Овие процеси го создаваат социјалниот и културниот капитал во едно
општество. Доколку сите овие карактеристики се стават во интеркултурен контекст, како,, капитал `` или, база`` за градење на интеркултурно општество, овој
“капитал” или “база” може да се трансформираат во моќна алатка за постигнување на одржлив социјален развој на локално и национално ниво.Давањето импулс на локалните култури со добро приспособени политики и практики
им дава на луѓето чувство на припадност кон одреден простор или територија.
Овој труд ќе истражи како културниот капитал може да му даде општеството,
,гориво`` за позитивни промени.
Клучни зборови: култура, Македонија, идентитет, интеркултура, акултурација,
културна проекција
Abstract
Settled in central part of Balkan Peninsula, Republic of Macedonia since ancient
times has been crossroad for different cultural groups. Every culture that has been
present left traces behind itself. Historically Balkan in one dynamic migratory territory. Being gate from east to west and opposite cultural influences here created
specifically cultural space. Every cultural group that migrates on today’s macedonian soul brought with self different cultural matrix. All these different groups have
different etnical, religious or cultural identity. Living together on one relatively
small territory a lot of processes as aculturaltion, multilingvism are present along
time ago. Different cultural groups makes Macedonia tapestry of different cultures.
Throut these processes social and cultural, capital, of one society in built. If all these
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characteristics are put in intercultural context as, capital`` or, base`` for building
intercultural society, this ,,capital`` or ,,base `` can be transformed in powerful tool
for achieving sustainable social development on local and national level. Giving impulse to local cultures through well tailored policies and practices gives people feeling of belonging.
This paper to examines how can cultural capital give to society, fuel`` for positive changes.
Keywords: culture, Macedonia, identity, interculture, acculturation, cultural
projection

Вовед
Секој поединец или група поседува одредени културни карактеристики кои ја сочинуваат културната марица на поединецот или групата
кој го прави различен од останатите.Културните различности може да
бидат основа врз која може да се развиваат различни социјални интеракции.Со случајот на Република Македонија имаме примери како за
конфликни така и на позитивни примери за културна интеракција помеѓу различни културни групи.Она на што ќе се осврнеме во овој труд
е како тие културни карактеристики и комуницирање може и треба да
се преточи во ефективни интеркултурни политики кои на општеството
ќе му овозможат одржлив и релативно мирен развој во услови на културна разнобојност.Културното наследство во нашиот труд се однесува
повеќе на културниот идентитет на поединци и групи,зошто и важно
истиот да биде ставен во функција на општесвен развој преку механизмите на интеркултурен дијалог.
Зошто е важно едно општество кое има за,, културно
наследство``културно разнообразие да се развива во насока на интер
културализам?Интеркултурната комуницација преставува процес кој
овозможува непречено фунционирање на социјално политичкиот живот ,едновремено давајќи простор за изразување на културниот идентитет на поедницот или групата која се наметнува како неопходност во
држави во кои се присутни различни културни групи.Односно ,,станува неопходност особено во многу националните држави, во кои интеркултурализмот и интеркултурниот сензибилитет се наоѓаат
на врвот на приоритетите, заедно со хуманизмот, и почитувањето на човековите права,, (Драгиќевиќ – Шешиќ, Стојковиќ, 2003).
За ова да може правилно да фунционираво едно општесво потребно
е интервенирање од страна на државата преку соодеветно регулирање
на процесите на културна интеракција во која се анулираат можностите за културни конфликти кои може да имаат последици врз вкупниот
општесвено политички и социјален поредок,а воедно и да создава услови за културен развој на секој група.
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,,Колку повеќе постои желба за поттикнување на слободниот развој на разни култури во едно општество, а помалку ограничување,
толку и севкупната клима во тоа општество е подемократска, а
творечките резултати во различни области се позабележителни“
(Драгиќевиќ – Шешиќ, Стојковиќ, 2003:49).
Интеркултурниот дијалог, подразбира уредување на односи врз основа на учество и доверба помеѓу сите културно различни групи во
општесвото. Во општествата кои се стреми да стане граѓанско општество, неопходни се интеркултурни иницијативи, како и разбирањето дека
културните разлики може да се премостат,не со акцентирање на разликите, туку преку потенцирање и зајакнување на меѓусебно почитување
и соодветно справување со сите видови дискриминација по било која
културолошка основа.
Предизвици на интеркултурна комуниникација во Република
Македонија
Предизвикот на РМ е како да се искористи богатството на културно
различни општества и како истото да се стави во јавен интерес? Предизвикот лежи во потребата од активирање и учество културно различните групи во обликувањето на соодветни програми од јавен интерес
во кој секоја група ќе ја препознае потреба од активно учество и градење на истите не само во функција на задоволување на сопствените
културни потреби ,туку и кон зајакнување на вкупниот културен развој
на општеството во целина.
Европската Унија истотака преставува наднационален мултикултурен ентитет и културна разновидност,што отвора ново подрачје и
потреба од дефинирање на облиците на интеркултурен дијалог и разрешување на културните конфликти и со Република Македонија.Ова се
наметнува и како потреба во процесот на евроинтегрирање на земјата
во ЕУ во годините што следат.
Иако носечката улога во овој процес треба да одиграат политичките фактори олицетворени во институции на национално или локално
ниво,како би се избегнала замката за строго инстиционално делување
овој процес треба да се пренесе на едно постополитичко ниво ,ако
може така да се изразиме во кое своја улога во секој сегмент од делување ќе бидат вклучени сите опшествени фактори (НВО,групи од
интерес,поеднинци и сл).
Вториот момент кој треба да биде надвладеан дека е интеркултурниот дијалог не е средство за изразување на политичките вредности,
во која културниоте права се прикажуваат исклучиво како политички
права кои понатака се ползуваат како инструмент за распределна на
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оштесвено политичка моќ ,туку истите да бидат правилно дефинирани со рамки на културни политики и потреби,како истите не би преставувале извор на културни конфликти помеѓу групите.Афирмацијата на
културната разновидност и поттикнувањето на дијалог меѓу претставниците на различните заедници има за цел да се обезбеди правичен и
еднаков одговор на потреби на различни културни групи.
За да се постигне ова потребно континуирано афримирање на културната разновидност можеби не толку како различност во смисла на
развојување,туку само како другост во однос на културната референца
на поединецот и групата во насока на збогатување на културната разновидност и можност за акултурација до одреден степен,која во услови
на фунционална интеркултурна комуницација е неизбежна.Во крајност
и главната цел на интеркултурниот дијалог е воспоставување на стабилна интеркултурна комуницација кој несомнено во одреден временски период сама по себе би призвела нови културни вредности кои се
необременити од состојбите на културна конфликност од минатото и
воедно отвораат можности нов културен развој и нови форми на културно живеење.Иако на прв поглед ова гледиште може да се чини утопистички ако подлабоко се навлезе во културниот хабитус за различни
групи во Македонија несомнено може да се видат форми на акултурација кои субтилно се појавиле во секојдневно живеење како резултат
на континуираната инеракција помеѓу групите.
Зошто сето горенаведено би било важно и како истото би го ставиле
во фунција на одржлив развој на едно општество?
Како едно општество би се развивало врз приципте на одржливост
,поединецот својот целосен потенцијал може да го развие и да го даде
својот придонес,само доколку истиот се чувствува дека неговите права
се почитувани,дека тој може слободно да се изразува од позиција на
својата културна рамка која самиот по слободен избор ја определил на
самиот себе и може истата слободно да ја практикува во услови на
ниво на поединец и на група.Предизвици кои ги поставува мултикултурализмот а се основа на интеркултурализмот, пред сè се однесуваат на способноста на едно општество за интеграција на автентичните
различности во него, наметнувајќи се како вистински цивилизациски
предизвик (Semprini, 1999).
Предноста на интеркултурализмот е во неговата динамичност или
која цели кон отворени модели на културата односно поттикнување
на културните контакти во една општествена заедница, од статичкиот
мултикултурен однос, кон динамичен дијалошки однос меѓу културите“
(Месиќ, 2006).Колку повеќе овие културни контакти се позачестено толку поединецот се чувствува истовремено и како корисник на право,но
и како носител на должност да даде свој придонес кој развој на заедницата било на локално или национално ниво.Она што е крајна цел
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на овие политики во основа е културениот плурализам како модел на
живеење во едно општество во ко е,,Различноста на културите не значи
дека некои од нив се повеќе, а некои помалку вредни. Тие се само различни. (Стојковиќ, Шешиќ, 2003:382).
Втората генерација на теориите на одржлив развој кој културата ја
вметнуваат како еден од базичните елементи на одржливиот развој,а
со тоа интеркултурализмот станува рамноправен фактор во развојот
на севкупното општество.Ако првичните дефиниции истиот го дефинираа како концепт кој се базира на екологија ,економија и социјален
дел,новите дефиниции се повеќе одат во насока на дефинирање на
истиот како четири димензионален.во кој покрај екологијата и економијата, наместо социјален сегмент се јавуваат сегментите на добро управување и култура.Ова е посебно важно да се спровреде во земји како
Македонија во која бројноста на различни културни групи кои ги побаруваат своите културни права,често се формулираат како политички
права и истите може да бидат причина за застој во развојот на државата во иднита како и во процесите на евроинтегрирање на државава
и да имаат иста тежина како и останатите општествени прашања ,а во
одредени моменти и да се од особено значење во која насока ќе одат
политичките и општесветните текови во општеството.
Заклучок
Различните културни идентитети во Република Македонија претставуваат појдовна точка од која произлегува потребата за градење ефективни интеркултурни политики со цел обезбедување на опстесттвен
културен развој ,кој понатаму обезбедува и опшстеввена стабилност.
Воедно тие претставуваат и ,,општествен капитал`` на државата во
однос на културно богатсво кое всушност е и одлика и на европскиот
континент во целина.Позитивната афирмација, интеркултурна комуникација и дијалог на сите општествени нивоа во одреден дел ќе придонесат за како и полесна интеграција на земјата во ЕУ.Како потреба за
институционално регулирање на културниот идентитет како вредност
и афирмација на истиот, секако останува да се креираат ефективни национални и локални интеркултурни политики кои преку институционална афирмација во догледно време ќе создадат позитни промени во
општеството.Како овие политики би имале позиивни резултати неопохно е во нивносто креирање да се вклучат што поголем број за различни
културни групи кои преку своите видувања може да ги инкорпорираат
културните потреби на граѓаните за истите да бидат прифатени од пошироката јавност.Развојот на интеркултурниот дијалог, на национално
и локално ниво несомнено ќе придонесе за зајакнување на општествената стабилност Р. Македонија со што би се намалила можноста за
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појавување на конфликти во општеството,а воедно би одела и во насока на зајакнување на граѓанското општество.
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PREVENTIVE DIPLOMACY AS A TOOLS FOR DIALOGUE AND COHABITATION BETWEEN MIGRANTS AND DOMICILE POPULATIONS

Abstract
In this paper the author focuses on preventive diplomacy in order to increase
confidence and diffuse tensions between migrants and domicile population. The
concept of preventive diplomacy in last 30 years has become richer with soft, cultural, sport, citizens and many other forms of informal diplomacy. It is a growing
model with large potential which could build trust and partnership relations in
order to reduce the prospects of violent conflict between migrants and domicile
populations worldwide. The paper also deals with different forms of migration and
their sources, with a specific focus on possible solutions for avoiding tensions and
problems.
Key words: preventive diplomacy, migrants, migration, concept

1.Introduction -what it is “Preventive Diplomacy (PD)”
The basic idea was promoted by UN General Secretary U Tanta and developed by UN General Secretary Boutros Boutros – Ghali in a UN Report
“Agenda for Peace”1. The idea is that, at the very least, by recognising and
paying attention to the appearance of “smoke” we may be able to prevent
the outbreak of “fire and conflict”. This focus on prevention was discussed
at numerous international conferences.
It was not until 1971, however, when the expert of psychodynamics of
ethnic conflict, Professor Joseph Montville2, pointed out the importance
and essence of preventive diplomacy (PD) as a mechanism for preventing
the emergence of conflicts, that PD really became an integral part of global
processes. This was the reason why I addressed this concept of Preventive
Diplomacy in a book issued in 20033 under the same name.
In that book I am pointing out that this concept moves beyond the
1 http://www.un-documents.net/a47-277.htm,Agenda for Peace, Preventive diplomacy,
peace making and peace-keeping, Report of the Secretary General, UN, 17.jun 1992.,
A/47/277
2 Dr Josef Montwille, Interrview, Radio Deutsche Welle, 18.jun 1995
3 Zoran Vitorovic.: „Preventivna Diplomatija,kako spreciti sukobe i ratove”, Ars
Libry,Beograd,2003., str. 23-27
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diplomacy of everyday situations which are linked by “vertical lines” inside
of one society, and “horizontal lines” through the so called “bridges of interest groups” between two states, that can be in some form of conflict.
People of the same ideas connect first through informal groups, after
that when the number of informal group members increases they begin to
put pressure on the top of the pyramid in the society or state administration. This bonding takes place in various spheres of sports (sports diplomacy), and in literature, science, culture, politics.
The basic motives for all those involved in these informal groups are
spreading the idea of communion, unity of diversity, and ultimately (at the
end) the prevention of conflict. From the basic ideas of the preventive diplomacy during ages has been “born” ideas and concepts of cultural diplomacy,
public diplomacy4, soft diplomacy5, sports diplomacy, and more. Basically,
today we are talking about “permanent transformation” of classical diplomatic theory and practice.
2. Types and kinds of migrations/migrants
The term “migration” and migrants according to modern classification:
The words migrant and migration originate from the Latin word “migration”
which means “walking”: migrare. Moving certain groups of people from one
to another state, region, place of residence.
Migrant/Migration : The term migrant can be understood as “any person who lives temporarily or permanently in a country where he or she was
not born, and has acquired some significant social ties to this country.”6
The UN Convention on the Rights of Migrants defines a migrant worker
as a “person who is to be engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is not a national.” From this
a broader definition of migrants follows: “The term ‘migrant’ in article 1.1
(a) should be understood as covering all cases where the decision to migrate
is taken freely by the individual concerned, for reasons of ‘personal convenience’ and without intervention of an external compelling factor.”7

4 Christopher Ross,“Public Diplomacy Comes of Age,” in The Battle for Hearts and Minds
(Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 2003), p. 252
5 “Soft power” concept, Nye, Joseph S. Jr. 1991. Bound to Lead: The Changing Nature of
American Power. NY: Basic Books, p.330
6 Migration and Integration-some basic concepts
7 United Nations, Measures to improve the situation and ensure the human rights and
dignity of all migrant workers.1998. Report of the working group of intergovernmental
experts on the human rights of migrants submitted in accordance with Commission on
Human Rights resolution 1997/15. COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS Fifty-fourth session,
Intergovernmental working group of experts on the human rights of migrants
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This definition indicates that migrant does not refer to refugees, displaced or others forced or compelled to leave their homes. Migrants are
people who make choices about when to leave and where to go, even
though these choices are sometimes extremely constrained. Indeed, some
scholars make a distinction between voluntary and involuntary migration.
The Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights has proposed
that the following persons should be considered as migrants:
(a) Persons who are outside the territory of the State of which they are
nationals or citizens, are not subject to its legal protection and are in the
territory of another State;
(b) Persons who do not enjoy the general legal recognition of rights
which is inherent in the granting by the host State of the status of refugee,
naturalised person or of similar status;
(c) Persons who do not enjoy either general legal protection of their
fundamental rights by virtue of diplomatic agreements, visas or other
agreements8.
Turning to the concept of migration, it is the crossing of the boundary
of a political or administrative unit for a certain minimum period of time. It
includes the movement of refugees, displaced persons, uprooted people as
well as economic migrants.
Migration is an important factor in the erosion of traditional boundaries
between languages, cultures, ethnic group, and nation-states. Migration is
not a single act of crossing a border, but rather a lifelong process that affects all aspects of the lives of those involved.9
I would like to add to this UN definition of migration and migrants three
main definitions of migrations/migrant, based on sources of migrations: political, economic and climate migrations.
i) Political migration - is any migration motivated primarily by political interests. Typically, political migration is in one of two classes, private
or government, depending on who encourages the migration. Political migrations differ from other migrations by attempting to change aspects of a
political system and also because of wars and inter-state or regional crises10.
ii) Economic migrations/migrants - Usual definition is that these are
persons who leaves their home country with aims to live in another country
because of better working or living conditions.
iii) Climate migrations/migrants - Climate migrations /migrantsare
8 Gabriela Rodríguez Pizarro, Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human rights in
A/57/292, Human rights of migrants, Note by the Secretary-General. 9August 2002.
9 http://www.unesco.org/new/en/social-and-human-sciences/themes/international-migration/
glossary/migrant/
�������������������������������������������������������������
http://www.definitions.net/definition/political%20migration
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people who must leave their homes and communities because of the effects ofclimate change and global warming.
3. Political migrations
According to numerous definitions in the category of “political migrants”,
people who, due to changed political relations, were forced to change the
state, city and place of life. In modern global processes, the economic crisis, the multifaceted and growing tensions between “old” and “new” the
superpowers (rising), the renaissance of radical religious fundamentalism
(present in numerous forms in all monotheistic religions and most exposed
in Islam) - have fragmented and weaker / fragile / within a dysfunctional
structure, and have directly caused the explosive growth of politically motivated migrations.
The Syrian crisis found itself in the focus of the Europeans only when it
caused the migration of millions of new people to Europe, and it was also a
“global samar” to the Council and alarmed that something must be urgently
changed in the approach to solving existing problems. Until the emergence
of hundreds of thousands of “Syrian migrants”, Europe has followed this
conflict in the Middle East with a certain amount of autism and ubiquitous
logic “this is happening there, and therefore those who are in the Middle
East Region are dealing with it.”
The migration of more than a million migrants has sparked debate not
only about the war in Syria, but also for Mali, conflicts in Libya and crises in
North Africa, but also in Ukraine.
In the global world of today, we have more than 22 armed conflicts that
can turn every second into global conflicts. From North Africa, the Middle
East, Ukraine to Asia. Most of them are in Africa and in the Near and Far
East.
According to UN data, UNHCR in the World in 2016 there were 65.5 million displaced persons, 22.5 million refugees, stateless 10 million, of which
55% were from three states: South Sudan, Afghanistan and Syria.11
Middle East countries (26%) and Africa (30%), Europe 17%, America 16%,
Asia and Pacific 11% received most refugees.
And according to the countries, the most refugees in Turkey are 2.9 million, Pakistan 1.4 million, Lebanon (1 million), Iran 979,400, Uganda 940,800
and Ethiopia 791,600
4. Economic migrations/migrants
The number of international migrants — persons living in a country other than where they were born — reached 244 million in 2015 for the world
11 http://www.unhcr.org/figures-at-a-glance.html
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as a whole, a 41 per cent increase compared to 2000, according to new data
presented by the United Nations today.
In November, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon announced a roadmap
to address the issues on migrants and refugees. In response, the General
Assembly decided to convene a high-level meeting on large movements of
migrants and refugees on 19 September 2016. The Secretary-General has
now appointed a Special Adviser to prepare the high-level meeting, Ms.
Karen AbuZayd.
The new UN data set, “Trends in International Migrant Stock: The 2015
Revision,” shows that the number of international migrants has grown faster than the world’s population. As a result, the share of migrants in the
global population reached 3.3 per cent in 2015, up from 2.8 per cent in
2000. There are, however, considerable differences between large regions
of the world. In Europe, Northern America and Oceania, international migrants account for at least 10 per cent of the total population. By contrast,
in Africa, Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean, fewer than 2 per cent
of the population are international migrants12.
India has the largest diaspora in the world, followed by Mexico and
Russia.
In 2015, 16 million people from India were living outside of their country,
compared to 12 million from Mexico. Other countries with large diasporas
included the Russian Federation, China, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Ukraine.
Of the twenty countries with the largest number of international migrants
living abroad, 11 were in Asia, 6 in Europe, and one each in Africa, Latin
America and the Caribbean, and Northern America.
5. Climate migrations/migrants – main global problem of our future
Climate refugees /migrants are people who must leave their homes and
communities because of the effects of climate change and global warming.
Humans are increasingly influencing the climate and the earth’s temperature by burning fossil fuels, cutting down rainforests and farming livestock.
International Organization for Migrations says: “Environmental /climate
migrants are persons or groups of persons who, for compelling reasons of
sudden or progressive changes in the environment that adversely affect
their lives or living. This document draws on IOM’s programmatic, research
and policy work, including relevant international seminars and reports prepared with partners on migration and the environment.13 conditions, are
obliged to leave their habitual homes, or choose to do so, either temporarily
or permanently, and who move either within their country or abroad”.
12http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2016/01/244-million-internationalmigrants-living-abroad-worldwide-new-un-statistics-reveal
�����������������������������������
IOM/MC/INF/288 Page 2,1.nov.2007.
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Many of these gases occur naturally, but human activity is increasing the
concentrations of some of them in the atmosphere, in particular: carbon
dioxide (CO2), methane, nitrous oxide and fluorinated gases.
CO2is the greenhouse gas most commonly produced by human activities
and it is responsible for 64% of man-made global warming. Its concentration in the atmosphere is currently 40% higher than it was when industrialisation began.
Other greenhouse gasesare emitted in smaller quantities, but they trap
heat far more effectively than CO2, and in some cases, are thousands of
times stronger. Methaneis responsible for 17% of man-made global warming, nitrous oxide for 6%. Cutting down forests (deforestation). Trees help to
regulate the climate by absorbing CO2 from the atmosphere. So when they
are cut down, that beneficial effect is lost and the carbon stored in the trees
is released into the atmosphere, adding to the greenhouse effect.14
In its First Assessment Report (1990) the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) posited that “the gravest effects of climate change may be
those on human migration”. In its Fourth Assessment Report (2007) the IPCC
notes population movements as a likely key consequence of climate change.
These effects of climate change as well as its adverse consequences for livelihoods, public health, food security, and water availability will have a major
impact on human mobility, likely leading to a substantial rise in its scale15.
The consequences of global warming are expected to be far-reaching,
long-lasting and, in many cases, devastating. One consequence is that average global sea level has increased eight inches since 1880. The average
annual rate of global sea level rise accelerated from 1993 - 2013, increasing
65 - 90 percent above the twentieth century average16.
“You know that with a sea-level rise of over 1.5 metres, hundreds of millions of people would be dead. They would simply be wiped out,” President
Mohamed Nasheed of the Republic of Maldives told the UN Chronicle just
two days after he addressed other world leaders at the 2009 UN General
Assembly Summit on Climate Change. The threat posed by rising sea levels
has been the centrepiece of climate change negotiations, the main issue
emphasized by Small Island Developing States, also known as the SIDS.
Once the former President of the Republic of Maldives, Maumoon Abdul Gayoom, gave a dramatic speech referred to as the “Death of a Nation”
at the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting and at the UN General Assembly in October 1987, the idea of a bloc of island nations gained
momentum.
14 https://ec.europa.eu/clima/change/causes_en
15
https://www.iom.int/jahia/webdav/shared/shared/mainsite/activities/env_degradation/
CCEMA_top_10FAQs.pdf
16
https://www.stimson.org/content/treading-water-climate-change-maldives-and-deterritorialization
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With climate change emerging as a security issue, one thing is certain,
that the international community in 2009 has reached a global consensus:
the scientific argument about whether global warming is real, is over. “With
the effects of climate change real and immediate, those with dissenting
views about the implications of global warming now have their head stuck
in the sand,” Raymond Wolfe, the Permanent Representative of Jamaica to
the United Nations told the UN Chronicle. “For the Caribbean region, hurricanes present a clear and present danger; they are occurring more intensely
and at alarming levels.” In fact, the cost of Hurricane Ivan which struck the
Caribbean Island of Grenada destroyed 90 per cent of built infrastructure
– nearly twice the value of the country’s annual gross domestic product
(GDP). In addition to hurricanes, Ambassador Wolfe said, “We’ve also been
hit by a triple tsunami – a food, energy, and financial crisis – all of which
have been exacerbated by climate change.”17
6.Preventive diplomacy instruments to help overcome the problems of
political, economic and climate migration
Experts predict that humankind is awaiting massive population movements that are tens of millions of people and that will trigger numerous
policies but also economic tensions and represent a reservoir of potential
new conflicts. Migrants will have to come somewhere, and those are some
countries from Australia, for Polynesian residents of small island states, or
Latin America to Europe and USA.
In any case, the “affluence” will cause all those problems that the domicile population has so far felt by the so-called economic migrants. Economic
migrants throughout Europe have, as a rule, formed in countries such as
Belgium or France, the so-called “enclaves” of immigrants in which life follows the models, daily habits and style used by immigrants in their homes.
The “enclave” of migrants reinforces the sense of security and affiliation
among the immigrants. At the same time, such enclaves constitute a major
problem for the domicile population that feels threatened and divisions are
created on the “we” and “they”. People begin to live in separate “neighbouring” parts of cities, limiting or diminishing the effect or integration of
immigrants, and reinforcing all aspects of radical perceptions of reality-from
political radicalism to religious.
A special problem that “enclave immigrants” pose for the countries
of origin of migrants is a traditionally conservative way of life that differs
greatly from the modernity of the country of origin. Psychologists say that
the inhabitants of the “enclave” live in a specific way. For example, the media that they follow are the most often “patriotic” media of the country of
origin, restaurants, clubs and gathering places are in the native language of
17 https://unchronicle.un.org/article/small-islands-rising-seas
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the country of origin, and de facto enclaves “live everyday life by succinctly
physically realizing in the host country and mentally and psychologically in
the country of origin”.
In this way, the inhabitants of the “enclave” speaks, little or totally not,
the language of the host country, do not engage directly in everyday social
and political life, etc. Such “enclaves” de facto represent a major problem
not only for example, Belgium, but also for the countries of origin, due to
their traditionally conservative way of life. Members of the “enclave” thus
start a real life “neither in Heaven nor on Earth,” with the feeling of nonincarceration neither of the state of origin nor of the state of immigration.
Such “enclaves” slowly become the oasis that connects, throughout Europe,
and begin to form an exceptionally specific social and religious structure
that abounds in all forms of radical potential: from political to religious.
When an ethnic group that inhabits a certain area is reduced to a “minority” nap that is de facto degraded with respect to a majority ethnic group.
A far more efficient mechanism for the development of coexistence (and
not life “one next to another”) is the development of a system, political and
social, in which it will be insisted that “all citizens of an community regardless of ethnic religious or racial origin are FIRST Citizens, with all equal rights
and equal obligations and opportunities”. But first -citizens then members
of one ethnic group.
Hon. Charles Clarke, Former Home Secretary of the United Kingdom18,
said that “The core point about Cultural Diplomacy is the need for different groups of people, whether religions, faiths, political groups, or ethnic
groups, to understand others and to understand what they are trying to
achieve, and what they’re preoccupied with”.
And that’s a large part of what I think Cultural Diplomacy is all about.
It’s about respecting other people individually, other people’s cultures. But
I think there’s another dimension to it too which is very important, and
which for me is summed up in a book by Amartya Sen, called “Identity and
Violence”.
What he said was that each of us has within us a whole series of different forms of identity- being man, being British, being white, and so on. And
I have the right to decide which of those identities I promote in my own life,
and take forward in my own life. I think that’s a very important belief and I
think it has big implications for Cultural Diplomacy, because you stop classifying people just as being a woman, a black woman, a white woman, a white
man, or whatever, but say that actually every individual has a whole set of
identities which they chose for themselves in the way they want to express
themselves. That has implications for Cultural Diplomacy, and I think it is the
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Hon. Charles Clarke,Former Home Secretary of the United Kingdom, The International
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & International Economics 2012; Berlin, Germany, June
22nd, 2012
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way we should be looking at the world much more these days... Solution:
we urgently need to start with finding and reexploring all (and new) aspects
that connect us and who are common for each one.
By using standard models of preventive, soft, cultural, sports, religious,
children’s diplomacy and the maximal exploitation of modern IT technologies, it is possible to develop strong relationships between people, citizens
and people. Such informal groups should have as a basis - the development
of friendship and personal friendly relations of all. Individuals, people, citizens who are friends with everyone regardless of the colour of the goat,
race, ethnic or religious group can influence the overcoming of all forms of
tension and the development of the coexistence of all CITIZENS.
And this is exactly the essence of all the concepts of preventive diplomacy, the development of long-term peace and stability. In addition, jointly
solving global, regional and local issues such as climate change, demographic, economic, the problem of maintaining natural resources such as water
and food, and so on.
7.Conclusion
We live in the modern world of “Global Chaos”, neither war or peace,
neither stability nor total chaos that abounds with problems and tensions,
crises and wars. Such a global world is characterized by increasingly individual insecurity of an individual and increasingly defragmentation of existing national state structures. Wars and crises are growing at an exponential
rate, and the accumulation of global problems, primarily climate change and
the economic crisis, are vigorously increasing population movements. The
lines of population movement, migration, from Africa, the Pacific, the Near
and Far East, are moving towards more developed countries of the world
and geographic continental areas safe from raising the ocean and sea levels.
In such circumstances it is indispensable to quickly, concretely and thoroughly implement all the mechanisms from the “Preventive Diplomacy
sets” in order to minimize or completely offset the existing and possible tensions between “immigrants” and “domicile” population. Such an approach
requires the involvement of all segments of society. The development of
individual relationships between individuals creates a network of informal
groups that will, at the moment of increased tensions, respond to all potential problems most adequately. Answer to the problems is”we are frist
friends and huge family then “we” and “they””!
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Armanda Hysa
On Albanian – Serbian mixed marriages:
going beyond the paradigm of enmity
Mixed marriages among Serbian men and Albanian women is a phenomenon of transition period, and has not been researched so far. But for
Albanian society this is not a trend sui generis. Within the framework of
Albanian migration to Greece, many women from Southern Albania, Orthodox or Muslims, married men from Northern Greece. Also women of
certain age married Italian men. Albanian men in migration married as well
non- Albanian women, but it rarely happened that Albanian men living in
Albania would marry a foreign woman. Beginning with early 2000, Macedonian Orthodox men from rural areas of Eastern Macedonia, started to marry
Albanian catholic women of the North. I differentiate Albanian – Serbian
mixed marriages from other mixed marriages categories in Albania, because
they are not result of free movement and individual choice (for the Greece
case this is true up to a certain degree). What makes the Serbian – Albanian mixed marriages a special case is the recent history of non-communication, war, and hatred. Regardless of nationalist perceptions, relations with
Greece have played a crucial economic, political and social role for Albanian
post-socialist reality. Relations with Macedonia have also been important
economically (tourist destination) as well as socially. While relations with
Serbia have been weak on multiple levels. The phantom of hostility (from
both sides) has affected even the everyday communication among various
strata of the population. This was the first reason that triggered me towards
starting this research
Theoretical framework and initial hypothesis
Focusing on intimate relations among Albanian men with Macedonian
women, Vasiliki Neofotistos argues that it is important to understand the
relation between masculinist and ethno-nationalist ideologies (Neofotistos
2010:291). Neofotistos maintains that the nation-state which is constructed
in ethno-chauvinistic bases, is imagined as a masculinist entity, whose social
and moral coherence rests “on the readiness of its men to defend its borders
and protect the purity of its ... women. Ethno-nationalist ideology elevates
women to powerful symbols of the nation, and predicates the honour of the
group on the honour of its women, who need to remain chaste and reproduce an ethnically pure nation, and the masculinity of its men, who stand
up for their women and aim to make men from a different ethno-national
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background appear inadequate.” (Neofotistos 2010:292). Thus, up to a certain level, the ethno-national nation-state is viewed symbolically as a family, where male patriarchs make the decisions, and own the sexuality and
fertility of their women. I would call it symbolic patriarchy. This is one of
the theoretical directions that deals up to now with the question of mixed
relationships, at least for the Balkans. Sure that on a theoretical level, but
also in media discourses, discourses of many intellectuals from the area,
nationalism as symbolic patriarchy might seem as a dominant perception,
to the level of ideology. It has played a role in gender relation during the
dissolution of Yugoslavia and the wars that are associated to it, especially in
the form of rapes towards women of “the other”.
It is also a male excuse in justifying a “forbidden relationship” as it is the
case in Macedonia. Anyway, my intention is to question this perception, or
this ideology (See Dimova 2006). From a preliminary research i was able to
formulate the following, preliminary hypothesis: when the existence of the
very traditional family – which is at the core of real patriarchy (here we have
to understand it as a patriarchy not so much on the ideological perspective
of dominating men and oppressed women, but more as a system of family organisations for practical reasons of dealing with rural life and work)
– faces the danger of extinction, real patriarchy overcomes, overpasses or
breaks the rigid borders of nationalist ideology (or symbolic patriarchy). In
this case, positive stereotypes among members of two ethnic groups, who
are in constant conflict situation, plays a role in negotiating the need to preserve identity with the need to simply live a descent life, with a good honest
and hardworking wife, and with their children.
The innovative aspect of this research is that it reverses somehow this
interest on nationalism and brings into focus problems of everyday life, difficult economic conditions, and effects of remotedness and marginality on
the life choices of these people.
It is crucial to investigate how practices of everyday life overcome ideological and real borders and boundaries, precisely when these borders are
presented as untouchable.
Therefore, this research not only expand, and somehow overturn, the
‘normal’ topics of research on Albanian-Serbian relations, but also due to
its comparative character can bring useful data in the context of general
research on post-communist transformation in the Balkans and largely.
Methodology of research
Going to the field:
The relation insider/outsider comes into discussion each time that a foreign researcher conducts research on a sensitive issue of another society.
I consider problematic this very categorisation insider / outsider, since it
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takes for granted that a native researcher is an insider to all levels of her
society, class, gender, cultural groups and so on. The insiderness is defined
precisely by the borders of nation - state. If the researcher is born within the
borders of the nation-state where she is conducting research, she is a native
researcher, a homogenized insider. If the researcher is born outside these
borders, she is an outsider by default, no matter how long, or how much efforts she puts in researching the topic at a given society, no matter the level
of intimacy that she creates with the people among whom she is doing the
research. My research is quite unusual in anthropology, since it goes differently, the 2 general trends: either a western anthropologist who research a
non-western society, or the native ethnologist, whose limits of research are
either those of nation state, or the linguistic ones.I am an Albanian, doing
research in Serbia. On one hand, one would detect a scale of insiderness
considering that both are Balkan countries, with similar socio-economic and
political contexts and with a similar rural landscape. The truth is that neither
the socio-economic and political history of both countries are so similar, nor
am I familiar with the rural life in Albania, to not mention Serbia. As a woman who was born and lived the entire life in a Balkan country, I am familiar
to a certain degree with ideas related to family, honor of the family, women
feelings, bodies and sexualities, probably to a higher degree than researchers who are not from the region or who never did research in it. But being
from the capital of Albania, belonging to a certain category of population,
even this insiderness is questionable to a certain level.
Therefore I opt that these are not fixed positions, and that sometimes
intentions, and not the origins, are decisive for a good or a bad research
work.
I would like to thank here my friend and colleague, ethnolinguist Marija
Mandic Ilic from Balkanological Institute who helped me the first days of
fieldwork. She helped me to put the first contacts in the field and we were
conducting the interviews together the first days of fieldwork.
I mentioned at the beginning the articles published in the media of both
countries. there have been broadcasted also some documentaries. It is important to follow them not only because of the data and stories that they
give and describe, but also in order to have an idea on the geographical
space, the areas in which such marriages are taking place. It is interesting to
note, however, how much the media, especially the written one, relays on
stereotypes, and reproduces them. Albanian women are portrayed by the
Serbian media as obedient and hardworking wives, non-selfish, and more
important, fertile. They are giving life to Serbian villages and are quite the
contrary of Serbian women, who are portrayed as selfish, who want city
life and are lazy and disobedient to the husband. In the Albanian media on
the contrary, one can note a negative stance towards these women who,
according to the documentary of Top Channel TV are “sleeping with the
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enemy” and they give the impression that their families are selling them
for 2000 or 3000 euro. This is why I decided to analyze the media only after
exploring the field and having the possibility to compare.
The Sanjak region is the place where such marriages are concentrated
the most, but the phenomenon is spreading allover Serbia, and lately republika Srpska and among Serbs of Kosovo. Albanian women married in
Serbia hailed mostly from Catholic areas of Northern Albania, that is from
villages of Malesia in Shkoder, and also from Lezhe and Puke. We do not
know the exact number of such couples, but some estimate to be almost
350 of them. Up to now I have done field research in 5 villages and a town,
among 13 couples.
Here i will not mention the real names of people and will refere to the
villages as village X, Y and Z.
There exists an opinion among various Albanian citizens that we deal in
this case with politics of demography. The story goes that there is a political strategy of the Serbian state underlying these marriages and it has to
do with the low birth rate of Serbian population. Fearing the extinction of
Serbian nation, encouraging such marriages makes it possible for the Serbian population, hence Serbian nation, to survive, especially in areas such as
Sandjak, where the majority of population seems to be now Muslim. From
this point of view, it does not matter the origin of the bride, since the outcome is that they give life to Serbian children, Serbian population, hence
Serbian nation. This presumption would go precisely against my proposition
stated above, and in favour of the logic of nation as a symbolic patriarchy,
considering these women as mere wombs, an instrument in the preservation of nationhood.
But let us look at what these persons, involved in mixed marriages, say.
The first day I and Marija arrived at village X, Zoran was waiting for us at
the coffee of the village. He immediately offered us shelter at his house,
we were his guests, and we should forget about hotels, or eating out, he
would feel insulted. Zoran called his wife, Djella, who had adopted another
more common, not precisely Serbia name with a spelling not far from her
Albanian name. Zoran was very much concerned. They have been married
from 6 years now, but his wife still had not received citizenship. Serbian
citizenship can be taken after 4 years of living and working in Serbia, but
the procedures take long and the papers should be done in Cacak. The village X is nearer either to Sjenica or Ivanjica, but the travel to Cacak takes
long. First Diella had to prepare all the papers in Albania, and then apply
in Cacak, but all that requires days of travel, time and many expenses, and
leaving the small children alone for a long time. This is why it was not possible for her to apply immediately after the fourth year of marriage. Also, as
I came to know for other cases, often the civil marriage did not happen immediately with the arrival of the bride. 6 years ago there existed a strict visa
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regime between Serbia and Albania, it was not so easy to go respectively
to Belgrade and Tirana, so the border was being passed illegally during the
process of engagement and after that of the traditional wedding. Therefore
although many Albanian brides have been living in Serbia for more than five
years, de jure they have not yet filled 4 year of legal stay in Serbia.
What was so crucial about citizenship? The point is that Serbian state
gives a financial help for second and third child, and these families in the
remote areas of Southern Serbia, where salaries are not higher than 150 up
to 200 euro, were in need of those money, that is, 60 euro per child. There
was actually no facility at all for these women to speed up the process of
citizenship, and to make it more easily and accessible. It all depended from
the help of their families in Albania and from the free time of husbands in
Serbia. Zoran possesses land, where he grows potatoes and raspberries. He
also possesses cows, sells milk and produces cheese, the famous sjenicki
sir. All the cash depended from sales and the financial help was considered
by him as a needed security in case of bad trade. But he was not in desperate need. I have visited couples in more remote areas, almost unconnected
from the rest of the world, to whom this help was crucial. Such was the
case of Milutin, inhabitant of the same village. He was a paid worker, with
a salary about 20 000 dinars, round 180 euro. He possessed land very high
in the mountain, which was useless, and had three children. His wife Diana
– who had not changed name, could not work, because she should look
after her 3 children, one of them of only 5 months of age. Even if she would
have a chance to work somewhere, theoretically speaking, she could not do
so. Bright and brilliant as she was – had learned Serbian perfectly within 3
months – she was completely illiterate.
Another couple, Zlatan and Alma had the same problem. They lived
in village Y, in the highest and disconnected areas of mountain Javor. Because of the geographical position trade was not going well, which means
that their gains in cash would not surpass the 60 euro per month. As consequence they had no car, so if Alma would have to travel for documents
she should pay dear a taxi. Finding a taxi driver willing to go to that village was another issue. As consequence, although she had legally been
married from 5 years now, she has not been able to prepare the papers
for citizenship, and the much needed financial help was unthinkable for
another couple of years.
Milutin and Zoran, told us smiling that they were considered in the area
as part of “albanski zetovi” group. They were not worried only about the
delay and difficulties in getting the citizenship. There was a rumor running
those areas, which said that precisely because these women were Albanian, they would be given a fake citizenship. Both of them suspected that
there would be a nonvisible sign at the passports of their wives, and they
would have always problems with papers during their lifetime because of
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this invisible sign. They were so stressed about this that I and Maria had to
tell them that we did not believe it, and looking at us as some authorities
working at state institutions they were somehow relieved.
Let me go to the village Budjevo. I am telling the name of this village,
since it has been subject of many articles in the media and documentaries
as well. For 13 years there have been no marriages inside the village, meaning that people of course got married, but when they moved to other areas
of Serbia. The village had experienced no childbirth for years. The first Albanian woman ever married in Serbia, was married in this village and from
20 families living in Budjevo, 8 had Albanian spouses. All the children born
in the village are children from these mixed marriages, 17 of them. Now the
village needs a school, but it can’t be confirmed yet, because there should
be more children to open it. The municipality of Sjenica did not approve
the request to put a van for the children in order to follow the preparatory
classes, and this was the reason why the oldest boy who is now 6 and a half,
could not go to school half an hour away because he did not go to the preparatory class. His parents are concerned what will happen next year, and
also they are worried because the other children as well are coming to the
age of preparatory class.
How it all started? There is a name given for the person who started to
mediate such marriages from 12 interviewed couples, Vera. I wouldn’t have
mention her if it wasn’t for the fact that she openly appeared in a Croat
documentary on these marriages. Most of the couples wanted to avoid
mentioning her, as she was considered as a dangerous person. One couple
specifically asked me to never published their story related to Vera, which
will be respected by me. Only one woman, Mira, who is the first woman to
marry in Serbia, told me how it all started with Vera. Apparently Vera was
part of a wider network, which during the 90-ies dealt with oil and iron contraband between Northern Albania, Kosovo, Montenegro and Serbia. She
was married to a Kosovar Albanian who was as well part of this network. So
she knows well the area, she had the right contacts at customs of 3 countries
and she new many people in the region of Shkoder, Puke and Lezhe, northern Albania, who one way or another had had business with her during the
years. Very occasionally one of her acquaintances in Serbia complained that
he was not able to find a woman who would accept to get married and live
with him in the village, so Vera thought about her divorced niece. It is not
easy for divorced women to remarry in Albania so this seemed to her a solution. And this is how she realised within a moment that this was a new opportunity for business. Vera had all the needed contacts and they could be
used in this occasion. Through her contacts in Serbia she spread the news:
unmarried man who had lost all hopes now had a new chance. The ground
for a good business was so fertile. Before the visa regime changed she was
the only channel for bride finding. Through her contacts in the customs men
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in search of wife could avoid going to Belgrade asking for a visa which had
many chances to be refused. Vera created a new network of taxi drivers and
silver makers, she would charge the man up to 4000 euro for all her services, that is, bribing the customs, paying the taxi driver and the silver maker,
since according to the Albanian tradition it is obligatory for the groom to
buy not only ring and watch for the bride, but also a golden bracelet and
necklet. And she would have a gain in all this. If she would come to know
that any of the Serbian men she mediated to marry was helping a friend
to find a wife in Albania avoiding her, there would be trouble for the man.
And she lied a lot. She would not give the money back to a man when there
was no deal, and she would lie to Albanian girls and their families about the
economic conditions of many man in Serbia. After the visa regime changed
she lost monopoly, since there is an official matrimony agency as part of
Serbian and Montenegrin Minority Association in Albania dealing with the
issue. Also people are using their own networks. There is an arrest order released in Serbia against her so she does not dare to leave Albania anymore,
but now she is operating via skype. People still contact her, because she is
the fastest and most skilful in finding a woman. Strangely enough, in Albania
people still trust her. But I have to tell here the word of one father in law at
the village z: “yes these people have done many wrongs, yes they took too
much money from us. Yes they lied. But if it was for Serbian state, who is not
helping us even for the citizenship of my daughter in law, what would have
been mine and my son’s destiny? We would have finished up two drunk
abandoned old men. And look at them” – said he pointing to his 2 nephews
“there is no price that can pay the joy they brought into our lives. So, if a
mafia woman made all this possible, blessed then be her”!
Most of the men looking for an Albanian wife were those of a certain
age, above 37 (and this is too much for a village area) up to 50 years old. But
what about women? In 13 cases I examined, age was a factor only in 4 cases.
If an Albanian girl living in a village has not been married up to the age of 24,
her chances to find an Albanian single man are very low. And then there are
personal motives. 2 of these women have had a bad marriage in Albania,
and by bad, I mean terrible domestic violence. Other girls who were still
young, lived in a fanatic environment. Dora, for example from village Z, said
that she had refused 2 Albanian men because she just could not trust that
they would let her work and meeting friends. “My own father, she said, let
me work in a factory, but I would go out with my friends during lunch time
for a fast coffee, always hiding so that none could spy me at my father. This
is how I decided to get married in Serbia, i though, whatever, I am sick of
this fanatism, there will for sure be better. But no way, destiny is destiny,
I had to marry the only guy who is jealous in this village – she said smiling. Anyway I am happy, it will be very different for my daughter. You can’t
imagine how much free Serbian women are in this area. I see my teenage
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neighbors, they go where they want, without anyone spying at them, they
even go to Ivanjica for parties or at the disco. And my daughter will have the
same freedom, and I am so happy for this”. Diella whom I mentioned earlier
told me: “it is not that there are no boys in Albania. But we originate from a
very remote village of Malesia and we were so poor there at the outskirts of
Shkoder. Nobody would like to make in law alliance with such a poor family.
My brothers started to work in construction in Ulcinj. I was already 24 and
none was interested in me. My sister decided to become a nun so what I
would do? When we received the news that Zoran was interested in me my
father did not want to marry me, it is too far he said. But then I said: father
and what will become of me. Why should I live with my brothers and raising
their children when they will get married while this is the chance for me to
create my own family?”
Alma who was married in that very remote village of Javor said that she
had refused 4 offers in Albania. She was from Theth, the most touristic part
of Northern Albania. Her family was doing very well in the business of ecological tourism, and 2 of her 4 brothers lived in Greece. I refused, she said,
because I was pretending for better. But as time went by, I and my father
started to worry, I was already 28. So when Vera introduced us Zlatan, and
she lied so much about his economic conditions, we decided to take it into
consideration. My father came here and saw the hell that it is here, but Vera
told him that Zlatan had put the money in the bank and would invest them
after marriage for a better home. But this was a lie. Zlatan confirmed to me
that this was the story, but that he did not know that Vera had invented all.
He paid to her all that he had spared during his life. All these lies happened
because neither Zlatan new Albanian, nor Almas family knew Serbian. My
brothers, she said, were terribly mad at my father, but to Zlatan as well. Just
a year after our marriage, my father died from bitterness. When I asked her
if she had any dilemma for her husband being a Serb, she was the second
Albanian woman to not avoid answering – while the others either avoided
answering, or raised their shoulders meaning – what is the problem? Alma
told me: Look, I do know everything happened among Albanians and Serbs.
My own Grandmother had told me stories from 100 years ago, when Serbian armies burned her village and solders violated many women. But, my
sister, 100 hundred years have passed since then, and for more, what has
my Zlatan, who has lived all his life in this lost village got to do with all that?
I married Zlatan and not all the Serbs that exist in this world.
I could go on long with these stories, but what I wanted to say is that yes,
age factor plays a role, poverty as well, but that most of the reasons differ
from case to case and are deeply personal.
When asked about going to Albania, none of my male interlocutors
denied that at the beginning they were a bit afraid to go there, but then
they added how wrong is all that, what wrongs have done to “our people
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the politics and media”. Albanian is spoken freely at these homes, Albanian women married in Serbia tend to know each other and they speak for
hours to each other via mobile. Serbian men of the same village who married Albanian women, have become more close to one another and they call
themselves Albanski zetovi. Each celebration, birthdays, or New Years, they
celebrate together – which was not the case during the time when these
men were single. Albanian women not only speak to each other for hours
only in Albanin, but they are developing a sense of collective belonging:
they are always informed who is the new bride coming from Albania, who is
ill and how they can help, who has marriage problems and so on. They joy
for each other when there are good news, and they suffer for each other
when there are bad news. All their children understand Albanian, although
they cannot speak it, or poorly speak it.
There are so many issues I might have explored here, and so many other
issues which need further investigation. Different levels of patriarchy and
male domination between northern Albanian and Southern Serbia is also a
crucial point to investigate further. Also questions of adaptation and of how
they deal with identity issues are very important.
But what is clear here is that people looking for an Albanian wife not only
do not do this for any concern related to any demographic situation of Serbian nation, but they simply do not even care about it. Same with Albanian
women.
From all 13 cases I have been researching it is clear that there was no
open or hidden favour from any state organ or agency made to these couples. Albanian woman are equally treated as any foreigner who lives in Serbia as far as it concern to the citizenship rights. Their position is somehow
worst because of the places where they live. If the state would have an
open or hidden demographic policy, in order to resolve the demographic
question through encouraging Serbian men to marry Albanian women, certainly these couples would not have faced such problems. Indeed the Serbian state neither encourages, nor discourages these marriages. These, and
also many other data which were impossible to include in this presentation,
indeed confirm that these mixed marriages break many prejudices and ideologies, and up to now confirm my initial hypotheses.
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TRADITIONAL BELIEFS AND PRACTICES IN KONYA RELATED TO PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH
ABSTRACT
It is the moment life begins when the mother is conceived. The baby grows for
a while in the womb and reaches the level to live in the outside world. Prenatal
development is terminated by birth and is one of the most critical periods since it is
a developmental stage. Pregnancy and childbirth are the periods of frequent use of
traditional beliefs and practices.
The purpose of the research is to introduce traditional beliefs and practices related to pregnancy and childbirth in Konya to young generations.
Using a survey design, the study sampled 15 mothers living in the central districts of Konya (Meram, Selçuklu, Karatay). The data were collected through the
interview form developed by the researchers. The findings have been discussed and
interpreted and suggestions have been offered.
Keywords: Pregnancy, birth, traditional, belief.

Child development is a discipline that covers the fields of study such as
sociology, anthropology, history, economics, educational sciences, medicine, biology, physiology, and genetics. (Yıldız and Temiz, 2005).
The Chinese calculate the age of a person starting from the day when s/
heis conceived inthe mother’s womb, not from the day of birth. They argue
that the human fetus begins to live from this moment (Eastman, 1974). Prenatal development starts with fertilization and continues during the pregnancy of the woman. Pregnancy refers to the condition of a woman carrying
a fertilized human egg, or to a nine-month period which a woman has spent
until the birth of her baby. The woman’s average gestation lasts 266 days or
38 weeks (or 9 months and 10 days)(Fenwick, 1999).
Prenatal development is the period when the human organism grows and
develops fastest. Especially the first three months are the most critical periods of human life (Senemoğlu, 1997, Gander and Gardiner, 2001). Prenatal
development is of great importance in terms of a child’s life and future as it
is a developmental stage and a starting point for growth and development
1 Asist Prof. Dr., Selcuk University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Child
Development, Konya, Aysel_cagdas@hotmail.com
2 Lecturer., Selcuk University, Faculty of Health Sciences, Department of Child Development,
Konya, fulkuyildiz@gmail.com
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(Bilge, 1979). Pregnancy is the period in which all organs and systems function at the highest level in the life of a woman (Kırkıncıoğlu, 2000). Various
changes specific to pregnancy occur in a pregnant woman’s body. These are
distinctive characteristics of each woman (Dogramaci, 1990).
Turkey, which has hosted various civilizations throughout the history, is
a country with rich folklore. The unique lifestyles, traditions, customs and
beliefs of the societies are the most important elements that enable people
in that society to live in unity. Pregnancy followed by delivery is the period
in which traditional beliefs and practices occur most frequently. Some of
these practices may negatively affect pregnancy and baby health. However,
the health care services to be provided to the pregnant women should also
be in line with the cultural characteristics. No services that exclude cultural
characteristics may be adopted by society (Spector, 1995, Henkle and Kennerly, 1990 Act Erbil and Sağlam, 2010).
Special emphasis is given to a pregnant woman in Turkish culture. The
woman needs to be careful with her behaviors and take extra care of her nutrition, appearance and clothing. Pregnant woman is held inhigh esteemby
the family and society, and pregnancy brings joy and happiness to their relatives. This study was needed because Konya is a province where traditions
are considered dominant factors and the number of studiesconducted on
this topicisquite limited.
Main Objective of the Study
The main objective of the study is to identify and introduce the traditional beliefs and practices related to pregnancy and childbirth in Konya to
young generations. In response to this main objective, answers to the following questions have been sought;
1. What are the traditional beliefs and practices for the pregnancy of
woman?
2. What are the traditional beliefs and practices to predict the sex of the
baby to be born?
3. What are the traditional beliefs and practices for protecting the health
of the pregnant woman and the baby to be born?
4. What are the traditional beliefs and practices for an easy delivery?
METHOD
The study was designed on the basis of survey model. The survey model
is a research model aimed at describing a past or present situation as it exists (Karasar, 2012). The sample of the study included 15 mothers from central districts of Konya (Meram, Selçuklu, Karatay). The data were collected
using the interview form developed by the researchers.
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RESULTS - DISCUSSION AND INTERPREATIONS
The findings of the literature review and the results of interviews with
the source persons are discussed and interpreted below.
I. What are the traditional beliefs and practices related tothe woman’s
conception?
1. On the day of the wedding, a small baby is given to the bride and the
groom to hold in their laps.
2. After wedding, the baby is rolled on the bed of the bride.
3. The woman’s waist is pulled up. Soap is put in the groin of the woman
and the uterus is lifted up with the help of a belt.
4. The woman is laid on her back. A neighborhood midwife puts her foot
between the two legs of the woman and pulls the woman towards herself
by holding the hands of the woman.
5. The sacrificial meat dried and brought from Hajj by the pilgrims is fed
to the woman.
6. The woman is taken to the spa with the thought that she has caught
a cold.
7. Rice collected from 41 pregnant women is cooked and then served to
the woman to eat.
8. The woman is seated on the warm placenta of a woman who has just
delivered a baby.
9. Fabrics and yarns are collected from seven houses with a son and a
father named Mehmet and made intoa garment for the newborn baby.
10. To make a bodysuit, money is collected from seven houses with a son
and a father named Mehmetand it is put on the baby as the first garment.
11. Needles are collected from seven houses with a son and a father
named Mehmet. The collected needles are put into the water and the woman is washed with that water.
12. Money is collected from seven houses with a sonand a father named
Mehmet. A golden bracelet is bought for the mother to wearon her arm
with the collected money.
II. What are the traditional beliefs and practices to predict the sex of the
baby to be born?
1. A pair of scissors is placed under one of pillows and a knife under the
other in the room. If the pregnant woman sits on the pillow with the scissors, she will have a girl, if she sits on the pillow with the knife, then she will
have a boy.
2. On behalf of the pregnant woman, a singed head (sheep or lamb head)
is divided into two parts. If the back part of the upper jaw is meaty, then it
is a girl; If it is only the bone, then it is a boy.
3. A piece of thread is passed through the pregnant woman’s wedding
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ring and the ring is held upright on the inner surface of the wrist. If the wedding ring rotates in a circle, it is a girl; if it moves horizontally it is a boy.
4. If the abdomen of the pregnant woman grows up to the front, it is a
son;if her hips get larger and wider, it is then a girl.
5. It is a girl if the pregnant woman becomes more beautiful; it is a boy
if she getsuglier.
6. If the pregnant woman craves for sour foods, she will have a daughter;
if she craves for sweet things, then she will have a son. (Eatthe sour and give
birth to Ayşe (a common female name), eat the sweet and give birth to a
horseman)
III. What are the traditional beliefs and practices to protect the health of
the pregnant woman and the baby to be born?
1. Pregnant woman is recommended to eat two times more than usualby telling her that “you have two lives.”
2. The food that the pregnant woman craves for is obtained for her to
taste as soon as possible. It is believed that if she cannot taste or eat it then,
the baby will be born with a missing body part.
3. If the food that she craves for or that is spoken to her cannot be found
right then, the pregnant woman is asked to lick her palm.
4. After eating liver, kidney, cherry, strawberry and so on,Ifthe pregnant
woman touches her bodywith dirty hands, her baby will have a mark on his
body.
5. Pregnant woman does not go to places such as the zoo or circus and
does not look at animals. It is believed that the baby will look like the animal
she looks at.
6. Pregnant woman is not allowed to look at disabled people. It is believed that the baby will be disabled like them if she does.
7. Pregnant womanis not allowed to drink water from containers such as
teapot or coffee pot. It’s believed that the baby will have lips like those of a
rabbit if she does.
8. For a woman who makes a miscarriage after having a bad dream or
a nightmare, a local healer called hoca is asked to writeamuska (a triangular amulet made from paper with written relevant verses from the Quran)
against the jinn called Ummu Subyan (the jinn that is believed tobother
pregnant women to cause them to suffer miscarriage).
9. When frightened at nights, the pregnant woman is asked to drink water from the tıtap(a kind of healing cup with forty keys and the verse of
Aayat al-Kursi engraved inside).
IV. What are the traditional beliefs and practices for an easy delivery?
1. The water sanctified by Quranic prayers is drunk by the pregnant
woman.
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2. The woman who has easily given birth is patted on her back.
3. It is recommended that the pregnant woman move a lot and do
housework.
4. It is suggested that the pregnant woman have the delivery at home to
feel more comfortable.
Findings of the present study are in line with those obtained in previous
research studies; Acıpayamlı, O. (1974), Katebi, V. (2002), Biltekin Ö, et al.,
(2004), Teke, E. (2005), Başal, A. (2006), Erbil, N and Sağlam, E. (2005), and
Bertekin Ö, et al., (2004) 2010), Çakırer, N and Çalışkan, Z. (2010), Yalçın, H.
(2012). (Peler, G. A. Y, 2013).
As a result of the study, the existence of traditional beliefs and practices
related to pregnancy and childbirth in Konya has been determined. The existence of traditional beliefs and practices can be seen as a sign of the importance given to women, pregnant women and babies. Nevertheless, some
of them could be said to be harmful to the health of the pregnant woman.
The growth and development of the fetus depends on the diet and nutrition of the pregnant woman. If the pregnant woman cannot eat a good
diet, the nutritional requirement of the fetus is met to some degree by the
pregnant woman’s reserve. Then the tissues of the pregnant woman begin
to collapse. Resistance to infections breaks down andthe signs of fatigue
and getting tired easily are observed. Inadequate and unbalanced diet in
pregnancy may also cause the birth of the baby with various birth complications (Eastman, 1974, Doğramacı, 1990, Kırkıncıoğlu, 2000, Isıksolugu, 2003,
Arlı and et al., 2006).
It is not true that the pregnant woman should eat two times more than
usual (Eisenberg and et al.). Improper habits, beliefs, traditions and lack of
education are among the main causes of malnutrition in pregnancy (Arlı and
et al., 2006).
Pregnant woman is advised not to go to places like the zoo or circus because it is afraid that their babies will look like the animals they see there.
Such beliefs have been around for centuries. However, such bad impressions do not pass from pregnant to infant (Eastman, 1974). Some traits and
behaviors in infants are determined by genetic factors (Doğramacı, 1990;
Taşkın, 1995). Genes contribute to the nature and development of every
human being. Gender is all about the chromosome regulation (Senemoğlu,
2013).
Ultrasonography is one of the most important methods in terms of diagnosis and monitoring of pregnancy. Gender can be determined by ultrasound (Pernoll, 1994, Yüksel, 1997).
Exercises made outdoors strengthen the muscles. It relaxes the nervous
system and increases the appetite. Walking in clean and sunny weather is
beneficial for every pregnant woman (Taşkın, 1995). Sun rays are needed to
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fully make use ofthe food taken in the body (Doğramacı, 1990).
At the beginning of the twentieth century it was difficult to convince a
pregnant woman to give birth in hospital. In those years, only those who
were all alone and suffered frompoor economic conditions would do that
(Eastman, 1974). However, some births might call for episiotomy; forceps,
vacuum or caesarean section. These operations are performed only by doctors (Hughes, 1992; Al-Azzawi, 1995; Fenwick, 1995).
CONCLUSION
As a result of the research, it was found that there are traditional beliefs and practices about pregnancy and childbirth in Konya. It was seen that
some of these beliefs and practices areneither helpfulnor harmful to the
health of the pregnant woman and the baby, yetsome others are harmful
to their health.
SUGGESTIONS
1. Marriage schools and family education programs should be extended
throughout the country, and disadvantaged areas need to be given a high
priority.
2. In the education of parents, mass media such as newspapers, radio
and television should be exploited.
3. In order to train parents-to-be, elective courses for family education
should be available inthe program of senior students at universities.
4. The results should be tested by conducting similar research studies in
different regions of the country.
5. Health institutions providing healthcare services to pregnant women
and infants should be extended.
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Özet:
“SÜRDÜRÜLEBİLİR MİMARİNİN BELGESİ MİMYATÜRLER”
Kitap sanatlarının bir kolu olan minyatürlü yazmalar incelendiğinde,
minyatürlerin genelde bir metne ve saray çevresine bağlı eserler olduğu
anlaşılmaktadır. Özellikle tarih konulu yazmalarda bulunan minyatürlerin bu gün belge niteliği taşımaları hakkında tam olarak bir farkındalık
oluşturulamamıştır.
Oysa minyatürlerin birer sanat eseri olmalarının yanında, mimariye ve
birçok farklı disipline belge oluşturma özelliklerinin de olması eserlere farklı
bir değer yüklemektedir. Minyatürlerin sadece sanatçı kurgusu ile üretilmiş
eserler olarak hatalı algılanmalarının yaygınlığı, belge niteliği olmayan, gerçek dışı, yoruma bağlı tasvirler olarak tanınmalarına neden olmuştur. Minyatür sanatçılarının sadece değişen minyatür kurguları ile çalışmadıklarının,
belge özelliği taşıyan gerçek ölçü, konum ve çok detaylı özellikler ile betimlemeler de yapmış olduklarının daha fazla anlatılmasının gereği de burada ortaya çıkmaktadır.
Mimari planlar ve uygulamaların araştırma ve analizlerinde, belge
niteliği olan bazı minyatürlerin, konusunda uzman azlığı ve farklı disiplinlerin iş birliğinin zayıflığı nedeni ile belge nitelikleri öne çıkacak şekilde
kullanılmadığı görülmektedir. Mimari detay araştırmalarında, mimarların
minyatürlerin çözümlemelerini yapacak uzmanlıkta olmamaları nedeni ile
özellikle mimaride bu nitelikleri ile çok fazla çalışılan minyatür örneği de yer
almamaktadır. Bu yüzden mimari proje belgeleme çalışmalarında, fotoğraf,
pul gibi sanat eserleri resmi belge nitelikleri ile sıkça kullanıldığı halde, minyatürlerin belge niteliği ile kullanıldığı görülmemektedir. Bu nedenle özellikle restorasyon projelerinde, belge niteliği taşıyan minyatürler ile daha
fazla çalışılması, farkındalıklarının arttırılması gereklidir. Bu çalışmalar için
ise, minyatür sanatında tasvir tekniklerini, minyatürlerin genel anlatımlarını
çözümleyebilecek, kuramsal bilgi donanımında uzmanlara ihtiyaç olduğu
görülmektedir. Farklı disiplerin mimari ile iş birliği sonucu yapılacak çalışmalar
1Yard.Doç. Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi Geleneksel Türk El Sanatları Bölümü, Tezhip Ana
Sanat Dalı, Narlıdere İzmir, 0 232 238 90 75- 242, ayse.cetin@deu.edu.tr
2 Doç.Dr.Hikmet Sivri GÖKMEN,. Dokuz Eylül Üniversitesi, Mimarlık Fakültesi, Buca,
İzmir, 05324720880 hikmet.gokmen@gmail.com
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ile bu örneklerin artması ve belge özelliklerinin yaygın kullanılabilir hale getirilmesi mümkündür.
Bu bildiri kapsamında, günümüz mimarisi ile minyatürlerin karşılaştırmalı
olarak incelenmesi, bu mekânların günümüzdeki mekânlarla ilişkisinin,
gerçek ölçü ve görselliği ile karşılaştırılması çalışmalarına örnek sunum
yapılacaktır. Bu sunumda, yapı öğelerinin, mekânların karşılaştırmaları
ile minyatürlerin mimari belge nitelikleri görsellerle incelenecektir.
DOCUMENTS OF SUSTAİNABLE ARCHİTECTURE: MİNİATURES
Miniature which is a branch of visual arts, usually is a form of art interdependent on written documents or the rulers of the palace. Today there
is no complete awareness of documentation value of miniatures especially
found in manuscripts on history. Yet miniatures are works of art in addition
to being documents for architectural heritage and many other disciplines
can make use of miniatures which are valuable for being the evidence of
the past. The general perception of miniatures is that they had been fictionalized by the artists. This perception led miniatures to have a reputation
as having no documentation value, unrealistic and speculated descriptions.
The unjust reputation emerges the need to explain that the miniature artists not only painted according to developing styles during centuries but
they also described their objects with correct proportions and locations in
detail.
It’s observed that the value of the miniatures are not recognized as much as
it deserves during the process of historical research for architectural heritage
due to lack of specialists and poor interdisciplinary collaborations examining
the documentation value of the miniatures. Because the architects whom are
conducting the historical research for the architectural heritage do not have
adequate knowledge to analyse the miniatures, examples of researches using
the potential documentation value of the miniatures are rarely found while
old photographs and stamps are frequently used. As a result, especially for
the projects of architectural heritage it’s crucial to make use of the documentation value of the miniatures and raise awareness to the matter. In order to
use the potential of the miniatures, specialists with academic knowledge on
general content and representation techniques of miniature art is essential. It
is possible to increase the number of researches benefits from the documentation value of miniatures with interdisciplinary studies.
The current situation of architectural heritage and the related miniatures
will be compared and similarities, proportions and the visual consistency
will be revealed in the presentation with examples in accordance with this
essay. In the presentation the documentation value of miniatures for architectural heritage will be examined.
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SÜRDÜRÜLEBİLİR MİMARİNİN BELGESİ MİNYATÜRLER
GİRİŞ: Kitap sanatlarının bir kolu olan minyatürlü yazmalar incelendiğinde,
minyatürlerin genelde bir metne ve saray çevresine bağlı eserler olduğu
anlaşılmaktadır. Özellikle tarih konulu yazmalarda bulunan minyatürlerin bu gün belge niteliği taşımaları hakkında tam olarak bir farkındalık
oluşturulamamıştır. Oysa minyatürlerin birer sanat eseri olmalarının
yanında, mimariye ve birçok farklı disipline belge oluşturma özelliklerinin de
olması eserlere farklı bir değer yüklemektedir.
Mimari projelerin belge sorununa katkıda bulunacak belgeler niteliği
taşıyan bazı minyatürler, bu konuda yetişmiş uzman eksikliği ve eserlerin
yeterince güçlü yorumlanamaması gibi nedenler ile belge nitelikleri öne
çıkacak şekilde kullanılmamaktadır. Belge niteliği taşıyan minyatürlerin, bu
özelliklerinin farkındalığının oluşmaması sorununun en önemli nedeni ise
sanatçı yorumu ile çalışılmış hayali eserler olarak algılanmalarıdır.
MİNYATÜRLERİN BELGE NİTELİĞİ
Osmanlı İmparatorluğunda, seferlere çıkan, saraya davet edilen veya
gezgin olarak gelmiş olan sanatçıların batıdan doğuya, doğudan batıya gözlemlerinin etkileri sonucu, geleneksel sanat üreten Saray Nakkaşhanesinde
yer alan sanatçıların eserlerinde, batı sanatına açık farkı yorumlar da ortaya
çıkmıştır.
Siyasi ve sosyal değişimlerin, sanat eserleri üzerindeki etkileri, doğal
olarak, Osmanlı resim sanatının temeli olarak kabul gören minyatürlerde de
görülmüştür. Saray Ekolünün kuralcı minyatür kalıpları dışında eserler ortaya
çıkmıştır. ( Siyah Kalem, Matrakçı Nasuh örnekleri gibi ) “Minyatürlerin,“17.
yy’dan itibaren, duvar resimlerinde de görülen, ufuk çizgisi, istifte ölçek göndermeleri, sokak nizamlarının minyatürde adeta kent planı belgesi olarak
işlenmesi, bitki örtüsü, bölgeye ait canlıların betimlenmesi gibi birçok detayda gerçekçilik ve belge niteliği taşıyabilecek unsurlar” taşıması,(Renda,
1959:5) ve farklı tasarım teknikleriyle üretilmesi,özellikle mimari için
belge eser niteliğinin de oluşmasını sağlamıştır.
Bu değişimin benimsenmesi kolay olmamış ve bu etki değişerek de
olsa günümüze kadar devam edebilmiştir. Bunun sonucu olarak minyatürlerin, özellikle sürdürülebilir mimari için çok değerli detaylar içeren belge
niteliği değerlendirilememiştir. Oysa bu farklı teknik ve nüanslar ile üretilmiş
olan eserler, minyatür sanatı için yeni akımların oluşması açısından önemli
olduğu kadar belge niteliği taşımaları açısından da önemlidir. Bunun sonucu
olarak da günümüzde minyatürlerin, tarihten mimariye birçok alanda, belge
niteliklerinin değer kaybına uğraması sorunu ortaya çıkmıştır.
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SÜRDÜRÜLEBİLİR MİMARİ PLANLAMALARDA, MİNYATÜRLERİN BELGE
NİTELİĞİNİN YAYGIN OLARAK KULLANILMAMASI SORUNU VE NEDENLERİ:
Fotoğraf, resim, pul, gravür gibi eserlerin yanı sıra minyatürlerin de belge
niteliğinin projelerde yer almaması sorunu öncelikli olarak minyatürlerin
varlığının farkındalığının oluşmamasından ortaya çıkmaktadır. Minyatürlerin irdelenmesi, belge niteliğinde kullanılması için araştırmacıların, minyatür çözümleme yeteneğinin ve uzmanlık alanı bilgisinin gerekmesi bu
farkındalığın oluşmasını zorlaştırdığından, belge olarak yaygın kullanımlarını
ötelemektedir. Batının yüzyıllardır belge niteliği taşıdığını kabul ettiği gravürlere karşıt eser olarak algıladığı minyatürlerin, uzmanlar tarafında yeterince
ve güçlü olarak yorumlanmamış olmaları da niteliklerinin ortaya çıkmasını
engellemiştir. Gerçeği betimleyen minyatürler tasarlayan sanatçıların eserlerinin, belgesel özellikleri öne çıkarılarak çözümlenmesi bu bakımdan
önemlidir. Öncelikle ve ivedilikle, mimaride önemli belgeler oluşturan minyatürlerin, sanatçı kurgusu olarak yanlış algılanmasına neden olan bu hatalı
yorumlardan arındırılması gerekmektedir.
ÖNERİLEN YÖNTEM;
Mimari planlar ve uygulamaların araştırma ve analizlerinde, belge niteliği
olan bazı minyatürlerin, konusunda uzman azlığı ve farklı disiplinlerin iş
birliğinin zayıflığı nedeni ile belge nitelikleri öne çıkacak şekilde kullanılmadığı
görülmektedir. Mimari detay araştırmalarında, mimarların minyatürlerin
çözümlemelerini yapacak uzmanlıkta olmamaları nedeni ile özellikle mimaride bu nitelikleri ile çok fazla çalışılan minyatür örneği de yer almamaktadır.
Bu nedenle özellikle restorasyon projelerinde, belge niteliği taşıyan minyatürler ile daha fazla çalışılması, farkındalıklarının arttırılması gereklidir. Bu
çalışmalar için ise, minyatür sanatında tasvir tekniklerini, minyatürlerin genel anlatımlarını çözümleyebilecek, kuramsal bilgi donanımında uzmanlara
ihtiyaç olduğu görülmektedir. Farklı uzmanlık alanları ile mimarinin iş birliği
sonucu yapılacak çalışmaların artması, belge özelliklerini yaygın kullanılabilir
hale getirecektir.
Farklı disiplinlerin işbirliği ile yapılan bilimsel belgeleme çalışmalarında,
değişen yüzyıllarda yapılmış yapıların incelenmesi, yine farklı dönemlerde
ortaya çıkmış olan eserlerden yararlanılan analizler ile mümkündür. Örneğin
Evliya Çelebi’nin Seyahatnamesinde anlattığı yerlerin, Matrakçının Menazilnamesinde de yer alması nedeni ile renk, doku, kullanım gibi birçok detayın
karşılaştırılarak kontrolünün yapılması mümkündür. Farklı alanlarda iki eser
bilimsel olarak gözlemlendiğinde, bu karşılaştırılma minyatürlerin belge
niteliğinin adeta sağlamasının yapılmasını mümkün kılmaktadır. Yazılı ve görsel eserlerin karşılaştırılarak “Eserlerin Belge Özelliklerinin” ortaya çıkarılması
çalışmalarında, çözümlemeler, sanatçı ve yazarlar tarafından yapılmalıdır.
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Bu belgelerin karşılaştırması yönteminde, yazarın gitmiş ve anlatmış olduğu
yerlerin, minyatürlerde yapılmış betimlemeleri ile karşılaştırılması yeni belgelerin de oluşturulmasıdır.
Günümüz mimarisi ile minyatürlerin karşılaştırmalı olarak incelenmesi,
bu mekânların günümüzdeki mekânlarla ilişkisinin, gerçek ölçü ve görselliği
ile karşılaştırılması ile mümkündür. Yapı öğelerinin yer aldığı mekânların
gerçekliğinin karşılaştırmalı ölçümleri, minyatürlerin mimari belge niteliklerini, dönem anlayışı, sosyal yapı, fen bilimleri gibi farklı disiplinlerin belgesi olma özelliklerini ortaya çıkaracaktır.
Farklı disiplinlerin işbirliği ile yapılan bilimsel belgeleme çalışmaları ile
farklı yüzyıllarda yapılmış yapıların analizlerinde yine farklı dönemlerde ortaya çıkmış olan eserlerden yararlanarak analizler de mümkündür. Örneğin
Evliya Çelebi’nin Seyahatnamesinde anlattığı yerlerin, Matrakçının Menazilnamesinde de yer alması nedeni ile renk, doku, kullanım gibi birçok detayın
karşılaştırılarak kontrolünün yapılması mümkündür. Farklı alanlarda iki eser
bilimsel olarak gözlemlendiğinde, bu karşılaştırılma minyatürlerin belge
niteliğinin adeta sağlamasının yapılmasını mümkün kılmaktadır.
Yazılı ve görsel eserlerin karşılaştırılarak “Eserlerin Belge Özelliklerinin”
ortaya çıkarılması çalışmalarında, çözümlemeler, sanatçı ve yazarlar
tarafından yapılmalıdır. Bu belgelerin karşılaştırması yönteminde, yazarın
gitmiş ve anlatmış olduğu yerlerin, minyatürlerde yapılmış betimlemeleri ile
karşılaştırılması yeni belgelerin de oluşturulmasıdır.
SÜRDÜRÜLEBİLİR MİMARİDE MİNYATÜR ESERLERDE ÇÖZÜMLEME İLE
MEKÂN TANIM VE ANALİZİ
Bugünkü yapılar ile minyatürlerdeki eski yapıların karşılaştırılması yöntemi ile minyatürlerin belge özelliklerinin ortaya çıkarılması mümkündür.
Yaşam şekilleri, dönem anlayışı gibi kavramların da incelenmesi gereken bu
çalışmalarda, kent konum tasarımları ve yapılar incelenirken; mekânlarda
gerçek ölçü ve görselliğe ne kadar sadık kalındığı incelenmelidir.
Sanat eserlerinde yer alan, canlı cansız betimlemelerinin, bina, alan
gibi mimari detayların, günümüz medya verileri ile karşılaştırılmasıyla ortaya çıkan, kurgularının gerçekliği, gerçek olay mekân belgeleme akımını
da, ayrıca belgelemektedir. Günümüz medya verileri ile minyatürlerde
betimlenmiş olan mimari detayların, karşılaştırılarak yapılan bu analizler
sonucunda ortaya çıkan bilgi ve görseller, minyatürlerin belge niteliğinin
farkındalığını da oluşturmaktadır. Minyatürlerde yer alan yapıların günümüze ulaşmış olanların yapım hedeflerine yakın kullanımları ile işlevlerinin
sürdürülebilirliğinin devam ediyor olması, tarihi yapıların tasarımlarında ve
kent içi kullanımlarında planlama süreçlerinde işlevlerinin ne kadar başarılı
olarak seçilmiş olduğunu göstermekte ve sürdürülebilir mimarinin belgelerini de sergilemektedir.
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Resim 1-2-3 : Farklı alan ve teknikler ile Galata Kulesi belge çalışması

Kent yapılaşma karşılaştırmasının da günümüz verileri ve minyatürlerde
yer alan yapılar üzerinde analizinin yapılması sonucu, sürdürülebilir mimarinin, kent planı ölçeğindeki verilerinin incelenmesi yapılabilir. Günümüze
dek ayakta kalan yapıların karşılaştırması ile aynılık ve aynılık oranlarının
sayısal verilerine ulaşmak mümkündür. Bunun mimaride sayısal belge
çıktısı olarak kullanılabilmesi, yani incelenen alanın, minyatürde ve günümüzde genel yapı detay tipolojilerinin karşılaştırılmasının verileri, değişen
kent yaşamının ve kent planlarının sayısal çıktılarını içerebilmektedir. Bu gibi
karşılaştırmalı belgeleme çalışmaları, kent plancıları açısından yeni bir veri
tabanı oluşturmaktadır

Resim 4-5 : Minyatürde ve günümüz medya belgeleme görüntüsüyle yapı alanı
tespit çalışması

Sürdürülebilir mimaride, restorasyon çalışmalarında araştırma ve analizlerden elde edilen sonuçlar, belge niteliği taşımaktan başka yönlendirici
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özellikler de taşıyabilmektedir. Gerçek Olay Mekân Belgeleme Akımı ile
üretilmiş minyatürlerin, araştırma çalışmalarında, günümüzde de var olan,
varlığını sürdürebilen yapıların yer aldığı minyatürler seçilmelidir. Kent
planlarının sürdürülebilirliği; işlevlerinin, konstrüktif yapı özelliklerinin
devamının, konumlarının korunmuşluğunun, günümüz kent planına etkilerinin belgelenmesi çalışmaları için minyatür analiz çalışmaları önemlidir.
SONUÇ: Mimari sürdürülebilirliğin geçmişten günümüze belgelerini
oluşturan günümüz yerleşim planları ve yapı verilerinin, minyatürlerdeki
karşılıkları ile karşılaştırmalarının incelenmesi, sonuçlarının irdelenmesi
yeni planlama çalışmaları için önemli veriler sağlamaktadır.
Bu çalışma sistematiği, aynı zamanda minyatürleri anlamak için projelere
ve minyatürlere detaylı bakış tekniğine de örnek olabilir. Genel minyatür
bilgilerinin yanı sıra, sanatçı ve eserin de incelenmesini gerektiren bu
çalışmalarda, minyatürlerde yer alan, günümüzde de var olan yapılar üzerinden, oran, malzeme, strüktür gibi tespitler ile betimlemenin gerçekliğinin
araştırılması da mümkündür.
Analiz çalışma plan hedefinde olmamasına rağmen elde edilen sonuçların
restorasyon projeleri kadar sürdürülebilir mimari açısından da belge değeri
taşımaktadır.Karşılıklı olarak iki farklı minyatürde yer alan mekanların günümüz görüntüleri ile karşılaştırılması dahi bölgesel, zamansal farklılık analizlerine veri oluşturabilmektedir.
Belge niteliği taşıdığı kabul edilen fotoğraf, pul gibi eserler ile
birlikte minyatürlerin de belge niteliği taşıyan eserler olarak anılması ve
çalışılması mümkündür. Belge niteliği taşıyan minyatürlerin, bu özelliklerinin
ortaya çıkarılması, belge niteliklerinin vurgulanarak bilinirliğinin arttırılması
gereklidir.
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Проф. Д-р Александар Манасиeвски
ГЛОБАЛИЗАЦИЈАТА И РЕЛИГИЈАТА
Секој човек има трајна и сложена потреба за чувство за сигурност
и заштита. Во периодот на детството потребата за сигурност ја задоволуваат родителите. Подоцна хиерархиската моќ се пренесува на суштество помоќно од човекот. Затоа човекот од вишите сили, преку разни
обреди и молитиви бара помош, благосостојба и милост. Но тој исто
така обавува и низа ритуали со кои им возвраќа на вишите сили. Така
религијата станува симболичка комуникација помеѓу човекот и Бог.
Религијата е мошне сложен и комплексен феномен кој е присутен
во сите општества од праисторијата па до денес. Почнувајќи од тотемизмот, како типично обележје на првобитното општество па до современите светски религии (христијанство, ислам, јудаизам, будизам) како
обележје на современите општествени системи можеме да забележиме дека нивниот број и разновидност се неизмерни.
Но последиците на религиските верувања и дејствувања не се само
религиски туку и општествени. Во онаа мера во коај религијата предизвикува општествени последици, во таа мера таа станува предмет на
социолошките истражувања. Но и обратно, во мера во која општествените промени предизвикуваат промени во религиското искуство, верувањето и однесувањето, тие се од интерес на социолозите на религија.
Ако сакаме на наједноставен начин да ја дефинираме религијата,
тоа би го направиле со определбата дека таа преставува верување во
надприродното. Најголем број на религии се базират на верувањето во
оностраното, натприродно битие (кај монотеистичките религии) или
оностраните натприродни битија кај поилитеистичките религии, како и
посебните религиозни чувства спрема тоа или тие надприродни битија.
Надприродното битие човекот го замислува како нешто надмоќно, сезнајно, неограничено.
Многу векови големите универзални светски религии како што се
будизмот, конфучијанството, хиндуизмот, јудаизмот, христијанството,
и исламот им нудеа на своите приврзаници ексклузивистички и генералистички сет на вредности кои стоеја како над државата така и над
економијата. Во средновековниот свет христијанството беше сметано
како Господово кралство на земјата, а исламот секогаш бил сметан како
општествена заедница на материјални и политички интереси, која ја
истиснува државата. Овие две теократски единици во 13 и 14 век дојдоа до конфликт околу контролата на едно од нивните заеднички верски места. Тие религии имаа мисија во глобализирачка смисла во која
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бараат да ги заменат оние религии кои биле дефинирани од нив како
безбожни и пагански со било каков притисок. Тие требаше да бидат
споени со експанзивните империи кои имаат глобални амбиции (на
пример, Арабската, Светата Римска империја, Отоманската империја
Теоријата за глобализацијата наведува на заклучокот дека религијата во различни општества треба да се разбере во контекст на промените во светот како целина. Но сите се темелат на претпоставката дека
границите меѓу општествата стануваат се помалку важни, и дека општествениот живот во поедини општества се повеќе е под влијание на
настаните во другите делови на светот, и дека некои одредени промени се очигледни во целиот свет, а не се само ограничени на одредени
места. Некои автори се обиделе да проникнат во причините како тие
промени се одразиле на религијата.
Питер Бејер-глобалоизацијата, религијата, партикуларизмот
(склоност кон одвојување, чување на поединечните интереси. Мислење на Евреите дека тие се избран народ Господов и дека Бог им дава
на нив предност над сите останати народи и дека само тие ќе имаат
учество во вечното блаженство) и универзализмот (тежнеење да се
опфати светот, теолошки-учење декамилоста божја се простира на целиот човечки род).
Питер Бејер смета дека глобализацијата вклучува ситуација во која
народите, културите, државите и цивилизациите кои порано биле помалку или повеќе изолирани едни од други сега непрестано и неизбежно делуваат едни на други. Тоа има два спротивни ефекти. Од една
страна се поголема е опасноста од избивање на судири помеѓу различните култури, кои сега се во исто општество, бидејќи може да доведе
до неразбирање и непријателство. Од друга страна, сите поблиски контакти помеѓу различните култури и религии може да ги смали раликите
помеѓу нив, па со тоа и да се смали можноста од судири (Beyer, 1994).
Глобалното општество го карактеризира судирот помеѓу партикуларизмот и универзализмот. Партикуларизмот ја нагласува важноста на
карактеристиките на поедините општествени групи. Тие разлики можат
да бидат национални, регионални, културни или религиски. Универзализмот ја нагласува важноста на сличноста помеѓу луѓето, поедини
општества и системи на вредности. Во тој контекст религијата може да
тргне во една од трите насоки.
1. Религијата може да има релативно маргинална улога во глобалното општество. Со оглед на тоа што не може да понуди универзален збир
на вредности и верувања кои би биле заеднички за сите членови на
општеството, понекогаш се повлекува во сферата на приватното и има
приватизирана улога. Бејер смета дека во глобализираниот свет ќе доминираат специјализирани подсистеми. Во врска со тоа тој вели: Токму
затоа што светската капиталистичка економија функционира насочена
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кон парите, глобалниот политички систем во смисла на бирократска
организација на моќта, научниот систем во потрага за вистината која
што може да се провери. На сите тие системи целта им е да се постигне
што поголема ефикасност и рационално остварување на целите.
Религијата како подсистем на глобалното општество нема јасно дефинирана улога. Додека во минатото религиозните ритуали се употребувале бидејќи се сметале за неопходни за успешни жетви, подобро
здравје и воен успех, сега тоа не е случај. Без глобалната улога, на религијата и се препушта само задачата за соочување со личните прашања
и проблеми, како што е на пример смислата на животот. Следејќи го
таквиот пат религијата ја губи својата улога која ја имала во јавноста и
приватизираната религија продолжува да се развива во безброј плуралистички насоки, користејќи низа на можности. Поединците ја одбираат сектата, култот, деноминацијата или една од главните светски
религии која сакаат да ја следат. Меѓутоа, религијата не мора нужно да
биде ограничена на сферата на приватното.
2. Главните подсистеми на модерноста и глобализацијата создаваат
проблеми. Глобалната економија, глобалната наука и глобалниот политички систем можат многу малку да му понудат на поединецот или
на општетсвените групи за потврда на идентитетот. Идентитетите се
повеќе се релативизираат: на луѓето им недостасува еднозначно одредување што всушност се. Тие имаат низа на поединечни улоги (на пр,
на работното место или во семејството) но им недостасува единствено
чувство на идентитет. Во плуралистичкиот свет, во кој различните култури и религии се цврсто испреплетени и се во поблизок контакт, тешко е
да се изјави дека одредена култура е подобра од некоја друга.
Религијата може да има важна улога и да им помага на луѓето да се
носат со таквите проблеми. Поединците и општетсвените групи можат
да посегнат кон религијата за да им се осигура единственото чувство
на идентитет. Можат да ја употребуваат за потврда на супериорноста
на поединецот или на општествената група над другите. Таа може да
ги мобилизира (да ги направи подвижни) општетствените групи, со
желба да остварат моќ и влијание во глобализираното општество во
кое се чувствуваат маргинализирани или мислат дека тоа им е закана. Религиите кои се обидуваат да ги потенцираат посебните разлики
кои многу често се тесно врзани со национализмот. Затоа Бејер смета
дека Израел, Иран, Индија и Јапонија се примери на земји во кои конзервативните (оној кој е против новините, со застарени сваќања) или
фундаменталистичките религии (верски фундаментализам е назив за
различните политички идеологии и движења кои се обидуваат целокупниот општествен живот да го ускладат со доследно толкување на
одредена верска доктрина(учење). Верскиот фундаментализаме е релативно нов феномен кој е забележан дури во последната четвртина на
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20 век. Најчесто се врзува за Исламот и земјите од Блискиот Исток, и во
нешто помала мера со протестанизамот во САД. Верскиот фундаментализам често се манифестира како потполно или делумно отфрлање на
модерните идеи, било да е во прашање верската толеранција, секуларизацијата, различните достигнувања во науката и технологијата кои од
различни причини не се во склад со одредена верска доктрина). Затоа
овие религии често се поврзани со национализмот. (култ кон сопствената нација, кој создава шовинистички однос (ширење на омраза) кон
другите нации).
3. Третата опција е религиите да се обидат да остварат поуниверзален пристап. Бејер тоа го нарекува либерална опција. Во овој случај религијата се обидува да постигне екуменизам (движење за зближувње
на сите христијански цркви, грчки екумена-населениот дел од светот,
цел свет), па настојува да ги приближи и обедини различните вери и
верувања. Наместо да тргнува од нагласување на различностите, таа ги
нагласува заедничките вредности и верувања, кои би требало да станат
глобални, заеднички за целиот свет. Како пример може да послужи верувањето во универзалните човекови права или одредена концепција
за социјална правда. Бејер ја смета теологијата на ослободувањето како
добар пример на развој. Иако теоријата на ослободувањето се темели на католицизмот, нејзините интереси се политички и религиски, со
грижа за сиромашните во Латинска Америка. Многу од проблемите на
сиромашните можат да се препишаат на начинот на функционирање на
капиталистичкиот систем. Втор пример за универзалистички пристап е
религискиот енвиронментализам (според оваа теорија, човековото однесување се обликува исклучиво од влијанието на околината, односно
општеството и културата, а не од некои вродени фактори. Оваа теорија
била актуелна за време на просветителството кога постоело уверувањето дека сите луѓе се табула раса и дека културата е таа која ги создава
разликите помеѓу сталежите. Посебно тоа мислење се однесувало на
агресијата,бидејќи верувале дека лошите институции, лошото воспитување и општествената хиерархија го расипале по природа добриот и
рационален човек). Религискиот енвиронментализам се обидува да ги
поттикне различните религиски групи заеднички дејствуваат во обидот
за спасување на она што го нарекуваат од Бог создадена земја.
Бејер заклучува дека глобализацијата нема да доведе до слабеење
и пропаст на религијата, но ќе и го ограничи влијанието. Религијата
веќе не е интегрален дел на моќните подсистеми како што се глобалната економија, политичките системи и науката. Се уште ќе остане важна
како систем за комуникација, ќе може во одредена мера да влијае на
настаните на светот но нив директно нема да ги обликува.
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NEW APPROACHES TO RESEARCH AND PROMOTION OF
NOMADIC TARAKAMA FOLKLORE IN AZERBAIJAN

ABSTRACT
In 2017, the project «I am a Shepherd, and I have a Lamb: The Creation of a
Group for the Research and Promotion of Nomadic Tarakama Folklore in the School»
was realized in the secondary school of the village of Gagali named after Hagigat
Musayev, Agsu region of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The manager of the project is
Sabit Abdullayev - the director of this school, as well as the expert and trainer - Dr.
Fariz Khalilli. The project was financed by the Ministry of Education of the Republic
of Azerbaijan in the framework of the «First competition of grants for development
and innovations in the field of education».
As a result of the project, a group was established at the school to study and
promote nomadic tarakama folklore. The group is organized by school teachers,
students and parents. Working with schoolchildren, teachers and parents through
out the project, the members of the group gathered in the study «History», documented and exhibited the archaeological materials found in the necropolis of Nargizava, which refer to the Antique period and Early Middle Ages.
The members of the Nomadic Tarakama Folklore Research and Promotion Group
explored the folklore of the village, conducting ethnophilological surveys among
the elderly and informed residents of the village of Gagali. 50 villagers answered
their questions. 73 collected folklore samples, 24 bayatis, 3 riddles, 1 patter, 28
phrases and rituals, 4 types of game in the style of the nomadic, 8 culinary recipes
of the nomadic, 3 defensive tricks are represented in the collected written and still
unpublished literature, referring only to the village of Gagali, and 3 samples from
traditional medicine.
Schoolchildren who are members of the Nomadic Tarakama Folklore Research
and Promotion Group prepared folklore games and performances. The script for
the performances was written by the project manager Sabit Abdullayev. Games and
performances were demonstrated on December 16, 2017 at the ritual meeting of
the nomadic tarakama «yurd».
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The main goal of the Nomadic Tarakama Folklore Research and Promotion
Group is to study the folklore of the communities that conduct a nomadic lifestyle,
not only in the territory of the village of Gagali, but also in the whole of Azerbaijan
and the world in ancient times and nowadays, to promote its preservation from the
ethnographic point of view and its promotion through festivals.
Key words: Nomadic, Tarakama, Gagali, folklore, ethnography.

Despite the fact that it is one of the largest settlements in the Shirvan region in Azerbaijan, little was written about the settlement of Akhtachi and it
was outside the research of historians, ethnographers and folklorists. When
the Shirvan Khanate was liquidated, there were two settlements of Akhtachi
and one village throughout Shirvan. The settlements were located in the
province of Khanchoban, and the village - in the province of Rudbar.
The Akhtachi settlement was the second largest settlement in the Khanate in 1821, consisting of 129 families (95 families paying taxes, 34 families
were exempt from paying taxes) and in 1831 of 331 families (with 1,068
males). The settlements generally paid 84 “chervonets” taxes. The population of the Akhtachi settlement was mainly engaged in animal husbandry
and led the semi-nomadic way of life “Terekeme”.
Documents indicate that the settlement of Akhtachi at that time consisted of five parts. In fact, when the settlement was fragmented, that is,
when they had settled, it was divided into Akhtachi-Gagali Akhtachi-Yekegurshagly, Padar-Gulmaly, Akhtachi Soltan-bey and farm laborers of bey. This
happened through Ghana Bey, the son of Sadig Bey and Sakina Khanum
(1740-1796), the daughter of Allahverdi Bey, who came from a Khan’s family from Shirvan, Akhtachi settlement. The names of Ghana Bey’s sons (The
1760-1798) Huseynali Bey, Mikail Aga, Musa Bey, Jabrail Bey, Nurmamed
Bey are mentioned in the genealogy. Jabrail Bey (1790-1853) and Nurmamed Bey (1793-1846) in particular continued their relations with the settlement of Akhtachi. The family members were mostly buried at Narli Pir in
Agsu and at the Gumbezler cemetery in Shamakhi. During the riots in Shamakhi in 1918, the bailiff of Shamakhi was a representative of this pedigree
- Jabrail Bey, son of Ghana Bey Jabrailbekov. One of the famous personalities
of this pedigree is Jamo Bey Jabrailbekov, son of Adil Bey, who is the son of
Jabrail Bey.
Akhtachi Gagali of Agsu district, Padar Gulmaly, Ekegurshagly village, Aktachi Kurdamir district, Akhtachi-Garabudzhak, Mehdili, Oylegulu, Gochulu,
Dayikyazymly, Yolchubeyli of Sabirabat district, Juhari Akhtachi, Akhtachi
Mugan, Akhtachi-Shirvan of Hajigabul district from the settlements, having
settled down, have reached the present day. Most of the population of the
cities of Shamakhi and Agsu was formed at the expense of the Akhtachi
families, who were related by kinship with the khan’s family.
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Who are Akhtachi? One of the common names of the Turks and the
Mongols is the name Akhtachi. The root of the word akhta is associated with
castration - it is in Mongolian. Attached to it the suffix çi is in Turkish. Ahmed
Zeki Validi Togan associates this name with Oghuz. But for the first time in
the sources, the name Akhtachi was found in the events related to Genghis
Khan. Later it was noted that the heads of the Mongol-Turkic states and the
ruling tribes were Akhtachi, and separated from the original meaning, were
used in the sense of a commander, head of the tribe. It's interesting, that
Sultan Alaeddin Keygubad, who received the address Akhtachi, and Akhtachi Ertugrul Ghazi, headed the raiders. But the Akhtachi gradually functioned as settlements, and so far represented a mixture of Muslim Turkic
and Mongolian settlements. The semi-nomads, Akhtachi, leading a nomadic
way of life, were distributed in the territory of Azerbaijan, Turkey, Iran, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan and Ukraine. These states took part in the
development of Turkic society and in the formation of nations.
In the 341th column of the work of Francesco Meninski “Thesaurus Linguarum Orientalium. Turcicae. Arabicae. Persicae. Lexicon Turcico. Arabico.
Persicum” in the 17th century, the Mongolian word “akta” was given as a
substance, and the original form was “achte”. In Persian, this word has the
correspondence in the form of “horse motive”. The word in all dictionaries
in Jagatay is spelling axta, meaning “neutered” for all animals, especially for
a horse. This word in Turkish, with the addition of the suffix “chi” means the
word “veterinarian.” In the dictionaries of the Jagatay language, the word
Akhtachi is used to denote the word “veterinarian.” Ahmed Zaki Validi Togan
recognizes the name “Akhtachi” as a position and calls them people who
care for horses in Turkic settlements. Akhtachi of this settlement, who was
the creator of the state or the head of government, later led the cavalry
corps of the state. The name Akhtachi serves as a position in the society
of the Anatolian Oghuz-Seljuks, as well as the organization of the cavalry
corps. It’s interesting, to prevent the conquests of Anatolia, the Seljuk sultan
of Konya, the Great Alaeddin Keygubad, appealed for reconciliation to the
Mongolian Supreme Khan Ogedei Khan, Khan gave him the title “Akhtachi”.
Thus, the borders of the Seljuk state of Konya were rescued from the Mongol raids. As we will see from the state organization of Genghis Khan, the
title Akhtachi was the third largest post after Khan. Ogedei Khan gave the
title Akhtachi to the Sultan the Great Allaedin Keygubad, it was exactly the
third post after the Khan.The Iznik Empire often organized attacks on the
borders of the Seljuk state. Therefore, the Sultan the Great Alaeddin Keygubad in 1231 arrives with his army in the direction of Sultanenya. Ertogrul
Bey with his family and sons takes place next to Sultan Alaeddin. Sultan
Alaeddin appoints Ertogrul bey as head of akhynchy (advanced) - akhtachi
detachments. Gazi Ertogrul attacks the Greek army. He fights with the Aktava Tatars, whom the Iznik emperor Laskaris called for help from Rumeli,
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and defeats them, the Greek army flees from the battlefield and the army
traces them to Inegol. Having met with Sultan Alaeddin in the vicinity of
Eskishehir, Kazi Ertogrul acquired Sogut and Saraydzhik districts as a winter
one, and Domanich Mountain as a summer settlement.
As can be seen, the akynchy - vanguard Akhtachi teams played one of
the main events in the creation of the Ottoman state. It is very interesting
that in Anatolia, the Gayis community has an “atcheken” community and Ertogrul Bey was appointed the head of the “Akhtachi” Akhynchy - advanced
detachments. This shows that in Anatolia, instead of Akhtachi, the name
“student” was more used. Subsequently, the Akhtachi created other settlements, as well as being located as an atchecken among the Gayis.
In the work of Abdulkasim Abdullah Kashanly, there is information about
the system of government in the time of Oljaytu Khan. Here, the expression
“The Sutay Emir Akhtachi-Biladi-Diyarbekr protects the border of Farath and
the borders of Sham” means that the Sutay Akhtachi rules the province of
Diyarbekr. This shows that present-day Southeastern Anatolia covers the
province of Diyarbekr and continues from the Ferat valley to the western
lands along the border of Sham.
Fazlullah Rashidaddin in the work “Jami-et-Tavarih” (“Cəmi ət-Təvarix”),
telling about the Mongols and Hyulaks, gives information about numerous
emirs wearing military addresses “Akhtachi”. The names of some of them
are: Sutay Akhtachi, Nard Akhtachi, Bukday Akhtachi, Shadai Akhtachi, Qajar
Akhtachi, Tamudai Akhtachi, Kaban Akhtachi, Konichi Akhtachi, Jebe Akhtachi. Fazlullah Rashidaddin writes that the Akhtachis received lands and
advantages by special Berats - decrees. From the source it becomes known
that they become rich in a short time. In Azerbaijan, the village of Gagali of
the Agsu region is one of the organized settlements of Akhtachi. Some of the
folklore samples of this Turkic settlement, which is engaged in animal husbandry in its historical winter, summer and spring pastures, are themselves
peculiar. Such interesting ethnographic observations of folklore events as
the etymology of the name “Akhtachi”, the history of its geographical location, gatherings at dusk night Cherschenbe (Tuesday) before dawn morning, passing between two fires of people and domestic animals, faith in the
horse’s chewing were brought to the study.
At first, it will be appropriate to look at some place names of the village
of Gagali. Derebulagi - is a very colorful place. It is surrounded by slightly
steep cliffs with limestone rocks. Since ancient times, one of the roads in
Shemakha passed from here. Travelers stayed here and rested. As part of
the water Derabulagi, which flows earlier through clay, and now the iron
pipes have many different minerals that give it a smell. Not far from the
spring, there is the “Shirelik” mine, the walls and floors of the houses of
the Gagali people and other villages are covered with glazes from this mine.
The top of the eagle “Qaraquş zirvəsi” is the highest peak that can be seen
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on the horizon line from the village of Gagali. Taken on behalf of the golden
eagle. The bridge “Shirmammad” and - erected inside the village, above the
great gorge. Designed and built on the initiative and with the help of the
collective farm chairman Shirmammad Mammadov and therefore received
his name.
The sanctuary “Uzun Ata” (“Uzun Ata piri”) - in the village of Gagali kids
are buried around this sanctuary. There is almost no information about the
history of the sanctuary “Uzun Ata” among the elders of the village. According to legend, this sanctuary is one of the places of washing before the
Namaz of Hazrat Baba. The legend about the gift of the Turks - the white
horse “Uzun Ata” to the Baku Khan Huseyngulu Khan is also interesting.
Hasan Bey’s field - sowing field. Associated with the name of the landowner Hasan Bey. Hasan bey was not from the village of Gagali. Umid Bey’s
field - sowing field. It is associated with the name of one of the wealthy
Beys of Shirvan, the Naib of Khanchoban Province, Melik Umid Bey. Aryk
Shykhalibeyli - one of the ditches originating from the Javanshir reservoir. It
is associated with the name Shikhali Bey. Shikhali Bey was from the dynasty
of the Shirvan khans, he lived in 1763-1817. His father Mamedhuseyn Bey
is the son of Allahverdi Bey, mother of Maha Khanum, daughter of Iranian
Ahmed Khan. Shykhali Bey was one of Mustafa Khan’s generals (1792-1820),
appointed by Naib of Sheki (three months). He had three sons (Huseyn bey,
Nuh bey, Shahbaz bey) and one daughter (Bedirnisa khanum). He is buried in the city of Shemakha, in the Gunbezlar cemetery. One of the domes
that have survived intact in the cemetery is Shihali bey and his family’s. The
name of the field Shikhali bey on the territory of the village of Gagali is associated with his name. The tomb of Granny Zeyva - granny Zeyva from the
Sheikh Eyyub dynasty, one of the sheikhs of the Zikrchi school. She died
during the war between Armenians and Muslims in 1918, returning from
Goychay to Shemakha and was buried in the cemetery of Gagali, which was
considered a Muride village. Residents of the village Gagali built a tomb
over her coffin. Locals often visit the tomb. The sanctuary “Sulu Dyamrov”
(Sulu dəmrov piri) - Tabakh Sharifli of the village of Gagali was distinguished
by its religiosity. Molla Isa is the most famous of these tabakhs. During his
life, he called people to science, education, law, justice, he became a model
for others with his deeds. Even after his death, the love for him continued,
people constantly visited his grave and house. The house of Molla Isa was
the first secondary school of the village of Gagali, the first graduates studied
here.
“Goyaran agaj piri” Shrine (“Göyərən ağac piri”) is associated with the
name of Haji Sharif and “Göyərən ağac piri” - “The Greening Tree” - associated with its unusual strength. So, Haji Sharif in front of the eyes of non-believers in his power plant a burning piece of wood on the ground and after
a while a green tree grew from this piece. Since that time, Gagali residents
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have respected Haji Sharif and his dynasties. Yasamal gorge - is the deepest
valley that passes between the villages of Gagali and Bijo. At its entrance
to the field there is the ancient housing settlement Nargizava. In the village
of Gagali there are sixteen tabs: l. Sarily; 2. Tahmazli; 3. Mamedli; 4. Chobantepeli; 5. Nagily; 6. Dashdemirli; 7. Mamedyarly; 8. Gyulalily; 9. Deshobaly; 10. Hashimkhanly; 11. Bagirli; 12. Khaputlu; 13. Eyvazly; 14. Sharifly;
15. Mehralily; 16. Gasimly. Tabakh-name of the dynasties are mainly taken
from anthroponyms (from the name of the person), only Chobantepeli from
the Chobantepesi winter settlement, Deshobaly from the geographical concept, Hashimkhanly and Khaputlu originated from the settlements of the
same name. In the village of Gagali there were also supporters of councils and collective management, and many who opposed it. So, the resident
of Gagali Gachag Soltan was one of those who were fighting with arms on
their hands against the Soviet power. A special squad was sent to deal with
him. Soltan fought with this squad for a long time and died. Folk proverb
“Gagali is a village that gives bread” appeared in the 40s of the twentieth
century, during the presidency of the collective farm of Shirmammad Mammadov. The trades and demandingness had their effect, while the country
was starving, the people from Gagali helped the neighboring villages and
districts. Shirmammad Mammadov, his son Alasan Mammadov did many
good deeds for the village of Gagali, turned into the honorary symbols of
the village.
Residents of the settlement of Akhtachi-Gagali each year, traditionally,
sit on the last Tuesday before Novruz Bayramy all night until dawn. They
make wishes; meet the morning together, with public solidarity. This public
solidarity (relatives, neighbors) brings together the parties that have not
seen each other for a long time. The people who live in another city, in another place, the whole world gather in the house of sitting, so that they can
sit until morning together, without falling asleep. Here they recall the past,
traditions, epos, revealed legends, which many may not even have heard,
did not know.
Ruminant horse? Turks ate horsemeat and drank horse milk before
Islam, but after the adoption of Islam, this tradition suddenly abolished.
Among the many Turkic settlements there is still the remains of the belief in
horse chewing. In the settlement of Akhtachi-Gagali, they make a wish and
wait, not closing the eyes, when the horse begins to chew. Whoever sees
how a horse is chewing, their wishes will come true, and the rest will wait
for the next year to repeat everything again. Thus, people indirectly believe
that horses belong to ruminants. Animals pass between two lights. Thus,
the darkness of the last Wednesday is completed. Dusk. Gyagyaly residents
pass between two lights along with the animals. The stall doors open and
the animals, passing between two fires, begin a new day, a new year. This
perhaps shows us by opening the doors of the stall and passing the animals
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between the two fires, opens the entrance to the novelty, to the new life, to
the pastures that have received new inspiration. In contrast to the settled,
the settlements that have lived a semi-nomadic lifestyle think of animals. In
the Chershenbe animals go ahead of everyone.
A resident of the village, Mukhtar kishi, says that "in our settlement the
fires were lighted with an Avar, an irmig, they did not use firewood. Avar and
irmiy are unnecessary grass, weeds, scraps of animals. People, jumping over
the fire, lit by an avar, say: "Let all gravity, unluck leave with the ground. May
the Almighty bestow abundance. “ But we must not forget one moment,
if you do not jump over the fire facing the Kibla, things will not go well.
"In historical sources there is an information about the passage of people
between two fires. In the 6th century, the Byzantine chronicler traveled to
the country of geyturk (celestial Türks). At the border it is carried out between two fires, and then passed into the country. Mustafa Akkush writes
that, according to the Turkish-Mongolian belief, fire will cleanse everything
and drive away evil spirits. There are many examples the Mongols have regarding the purification by the fire. When Plano Karpini reached the palace
of Bati Khan, he was told to go between two fires, but he did not agree
in any way. Then the Mongols said: "Come through this flame with great
calm, we do it in order to find out if you have any evil intentions against
our leader or that you don't want to poison him. Fire destroys all kinds of
evil", they noted. That is why Karpini wrote: "Everything was cleared by fire,
even ambassadors, princes or any foreigners coming through two flames
to be free from any suspicion." Later, when the Russian heir to the throne,
Mikhail visited Bati Khan, we see that the Mongols also conducted through
two flames. One of the envoys sent by the Western world to the Mongols
wrote that Rubruk did not go through 2 flames, as he did not bring any gifts.
Rubruk and Karpini describe the event of purification by fire as follows: "After kindling two fires, they bury two spears nearby and the spears" ends are
connected to each other with one rope. Several pieces of fabric are tied on
this rope. People, animals, carriages and things pass under the fabric tied
between a rope and two flames. Two women, one on each side, splashing
water and reading some sad bayati. “The Mongols continued to believe in
the existing traditions of fire worship in the states that were later created
and even forced foreign ambassadors to worship fire. Rites associated with
fire from the Elkhanides also spread to Iran, Azerbaijan, Syria and Anatolia.
The building where Argun Khan, the ruler of Elkhanides, spent the night,
burned down as a result of the storm, many of his relatives died in the fire.
Then high-ranking servicemen spoke of the need for self-purification, passing through two flames in accordance with the traditions of the Mongols and
the law of Genghis Khan, and the bakhshi ceremony of purification with fire.
After the Mongols accepted Islam, the fire purification ceremonies continued in the same way, and one can see that during the Muslim khans the fire
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purification ceremonies were also held. On a rainy night in the Gilan area,
during entertainment, the Sultan Oljaytun's guards were struck by lightning,
and the bakhshi, considering this incident as a sign of no luck, asked the
Sultan to undergo a fire purification ceremony between two lights. Thus, in
the Turkic history, there is a famous passage ceremony between two lights.
In any case, this is a manifestation of the opening of new doors.
At a time when the Turkic peoples on the historical scene differed in the
sphere of politics among the peoples of the world, they also differed in the
fields of economics, folklore, writing (Kultekin’s letters) and in other spheres
of culture. Products of gold and silver, made by Turkish artisans, are the
main exhibits of world museums. They not only have metal objects, but also
have the necessary equipment for processing sheep, goat and camel wool,
from which they wove for houses of terekeme - floor coverings, farmashi
(mafrashi) for the transport of household items, felt-form to cover the hut,
carpet, carpet to decorate inside the hut and others. Among our people,
particularly in Shirvan, have a widespread style of weaving a lint-free carpet - “palaz”. The palaz itself was also of several types. In addition to palaz
weaving horizontally from cotton, there are also carpets weaving in a complex and interesting way from wool called “qollu”, “qobustanı”, “xoruzlu”.
In addition to these types of carpets, there are also those that are woven
in a different way “qayaq” and “sumağı”. But now there is almost no palaz
of this type. Unfortunately, few people want to revive this historical tradition of our people. In order to start weaving the carpet, it is necessary to
choose sheep wool and prepare its clean and long pieces. Gray wool is used
most often. However, threads from sheep wool of white color must be woven to the spot as needed. In general, threads of 8 kg of wool are used for
one carpet. First, the wool is cleaned and combed (now it is combed and
cleaned with the help of a machine), and then it is wound on a spinning
wheel. Coiled threads come in the form of dükcə”(a spike of yarn). After
stretching the threads of both cobs, the yarn is unwound manually. Thus,
all threads unwind in pairs. These threads are then rewound onto yarn using the “bükdərmə” method (twisting). After the end of the winding phase,
the “kələf” correction stage (tangle) begins. The process of winding on the
ball is similar to the sitting of people on the floor, and the ropes are wound
on the knees of people in the form of a figure eight. The rope twisted on
your lap breaks up and is divided into thin skeins (şoqqalar). Threads divided
into skeins are called “kələf” (ball). After this begins the stage of staining
threads. Pomegranate peels, onion peels and rhizomes of “bəlgə” tree were
used in staining yarns. When the threads were dyed in a saucepan, the urine
of the black sheep was used there. Modern technology, however, uses sulfuric acid, simply called “acid.” For dyeing one carpet, you need the following number of colored threads.
2 kg red
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2 kg aby (blue)
2 kg black
1 kg green
0.5 kg flower color
0.5 kg yellow
0.5 kg white
0.5 kg orange.
This number of threads goes on one carpet 4x2 in size. Historically, a basis of mixed cotton and wool yarns was used for weaving palaz. Each palaz
requires 2 and 2.5 kilograms of base. In order to weave the carpet, the lower
part of the machine - “xana” is buried in the ground, and “ox” is located in
the nest, called “corridor” in “xana”. “Xana” usually has nests - “corridors”
come in three places”. The “corridor” located in the middle of the “xana”
is called “çuvallıq” because they wove a bag on the “ox” that wears on the
“corridor”. Before weaving the carpet, it is necessary to wrap the base with
crushed pomegranates around the “ox” (this procedure is called “çiləmə”
(spraying). Then the process of “lengthening” of “xana” begins, that is, the
warp threads are fixed along the length of the “xana”. Need 2 person to
wind the base on the lower and upper “ox.” One person stands at the highest place and straightens the base on the “ox.” The person sitting below
strung the base on the lower "ox." After the bases are already folded, on the
base in the top “xana” pour out some flour and some ash, mix with water
and apply on a base. This is to ensure that the base was not weakened and
is like a string and does not move. After that, a tree called “kücü” (7-8 cm in
diameter) is tied to the “xana” on the right side and to the “xana” on the left
side. The tree densely adjoins to the base with threads slightly thicker than
that used as the base of the carpet, before starting to weave the carpet, parallel to the lower “ox”, a thick thread is drawn inside the warp threads and
begins to weave. In the process of weaving carpet, tools called kirkid and
həvə are used. Kirkid is made of iron, and həvə is made of a tree with strong
wood. There are some sayings, folk beliefs and phrases about the palaz.
-- Expect what you own.
- If someone sees not cut oriental carpet in a dream, it that the needing
woman will give a birth to the child.
- The new oriental carpet in a dream is an indicator of increase in earnings.
- To dream an oriental carpet is a sign of the settlement, area.
CREATIVITY TEREKEME:
I am a herdboy, to a pass of lambs,
I will collect and bring to the village
Oh light-eyed tat-girl,
Your kerchief remained with me.
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Ember fell on your kerchief,
Wounded in the chest, jinxed
I was a tongue person, but the tongue was withered
When it was about you.
Buta in the edge of your kerchief
Washed and dried in water
Life comes to an end without you
It is unlikely to forget you.
I am a herdboy, to a pass of lambs,
Sorry, tell me the news
Let the lamb fall prey to your eyes
Invite me back to visit you.
Again stayed away from you
My black hair has turned gray
Soul gone, out of the body
Look at me, hey, fluttering wool.
My dear, will not become the sea
Without fish, will not be the sea
İf you do not force down
Wool does not become clean.
Spinning wheel, spinning wheel, oh spinning wheel,
Spinning my leg
If I could quickly break you
I would walk around the village, spinning wheel.
Roads of our village
With rose bushes around
Would be a gold watch
Hands of my beloved.
My sheep’s wool is white
A cream trough.
Do not let him bleat a lot
Let go of the lamb quickly.
Put the wool in the corner,
Scratched comb.
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Shor (cheese) remained in the bag,
And the milk ran off at the stake.
Left a stone on the roads
Gave head for him
Blood is flowing from the eyes
But called it a tear.
Dear I’m on a throne
I am on “Ayat Al Kursi”
Though father and jigit (horseman)
Irritable, the one who drank such milk.
Suspension should be heavy
The heart must be full
The one who came out of a noble province
Must be too kind.
Houses left in that part
Houses standing in a row
Let your houses become ours
Houses that laugh at us.
I died, mother stayed
Burning, from grief remained
Draw my grief like a string
Beauty, my bride has remained.
The stranger has sweaty mane
Flowers are gilded
I really believed in my love
It turned out impudent sadness.
Dere Bulag - the Bride
Unreachable now she
You haven’t come in life
Here, I die, come though now.
I’m in love with you, dear
Semi angel, semi virgin
Take a vow to the shrine “Sarah”
She will bring a lover, dear
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The stone of the hearth, the stone of the motherland
Call a friend, comrade
I rushed off
My fellow became a stone road.
In that side the cow moaned
No sound, silently whispered
Let the tongue fall on the head of the enemy
How the tongue so irritably moaned
Darling, you became Ozan
Became ozan-khyzan
The notebook of sadness is on the hands
Became a grief clerk
The cemetery has become a village
Around has become a haven
Let it be empty
Everyone who left did not return.
Hey sleeping guy
The guy selling a golden apple
Bring My Tulle Shoe Back
Bring back my colorful shoe.
If you stay at your home
If I find my tulle shoe
If you become my lover
I’ll give you your tulle shoe
I will return your colorful shoe
Riddles
Directly set, cross press
Sometimes fleecy and lint free
(xana; nappy - carpet; lint-free palaz)
For meat is meat, for hair is hair
At night - constantly, in the afternoon -sometimes
(Eyelashes)
Fireplace, oh fireplace
Smoke rises
One guy comes down from heaven
He is wearing a Circassian coat
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(snow)
Tongue Twisters
Hey man, walking on the other side with a pot of coffee in his hands,
even if you greet me with a coffee black hand and a coffee pot, I don’t care
to greet you with a coffee black hand.
Aphorisms, beliefs
1. You pour dust on the sheep’s head, if you do not shake the head; it
means that the patient is violent.
2. A ram without ear will not give birth to a lamb with ears.
3. The ram with its ears will not give birth to a lamb without an ear.
4. A round sheep can give birth to a lamb with both ears and earless.
5. The sheep says: feed me full, drip me in the snow, the goat says: even
if I’m hungry, bury me in the coals. Goat cannot stand the cold.
6. Steppe bird, like a sling. (This is about the homeless, idlers. That is, the
steppe bird does not have a nest and the sling of the target)
7. A camel is a monument (holy), a lamb is a sacrifice, a goat is a shaitan
(mischievous)
8. Ayran from the settlement, nettle from the valley. (indicates the abundance of something. In the settlement of Terekeme everyone is engaged in
animal husbandry and therefore ayran is always abundant, and in summer
and winter pastures, where the bulk of the nettle year remains in bulk)
9. We have our own dog and our own “kut”. (It has such a meaning that
what is related to you, has any relation to you, do not allow others. The dog
is an inseparable part of the life of a terekeme, “kyut” is bread that fell, in
an unbaked form into ashes, slipping from the wall of tandir. It is unbaked
and polluted with ashes, and therefore it cannot be eaten, it is given to dogs
as food. If you say more specifically, your own unbaked dough should be
eaten by your own dog. This expression is used in the form of “refusal” to
matchmakers)
10. If my fate were like Rustam from Kolana (most likely the village Kolana of the Shemakha region is meant), my wife would be led by a horse, a
wolf - by sheep, gold - by mudslides. There is an epic about it.
11. Temporary settlement Terekeme called “Digya.”
12. The breeding period of a sheep is called “dolley”.
13. Chul (animal cover) camel called “argan”.
14. Time “tarchyg” is called the period of grass landscaping in spring,
when animals on pastures are preparing for reproduction.
15. “Jaramana” gave a loud signal, the message reached the Koch.
16. “Dogramage” must be so crushed so that it is not visible on the spoon.
Terekeme Games
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Types “Laid on top”
This game is played in the evening. Participants are divided into two
teams. Build “Yurd” at a distance of 30-40 meters from each other. One person from each team in the “Yurd” is firmly covered with clothes and a dressage. When they are ready, whistling or clapping their hands let the other
team know. After the opposing team repeats the same signal, it means they
are ready to play. Then, to find out who the enemy team was covering, the
teams switch places at a distance of 10-15 meters from each other. To not be
recognizable by gait, growth, team members are closely gathered together.
In order to find who was covered when approaching the “Yurd” of the enemy, they say: “Grandfather shepherd, whistle!”, Thus, they only need to
give a voice, whistle. Covered with a dressage whistles. Several times you
can ask for a whistle. Which team finds out covered with a whistle and correctly says his name, that team is considered the winner.
Milk sulyuk (bone)
This game is played in the evening when the night is clear. All participants are like a team. To play the game you need to find a bone, the size of
a palm. First, with the consent of the team, the bone is given to anyone, one
person. The remaining participants turn their faces, close their eyes. The
participant holding the bone in his hand must be sure that no one will see
where he will throw the bone. Therefore, it controls all participants. Then
throws the bone in the direction of all his strength and asks the participants,
opening his eyes to look for him. If the item to be found is late, then the
bone-thrower can indicate the direction of the throw and join the search.
The winner is the one who finds the bone and he will receive the privilege
of the next throw of the bone.
Ard tree
This game is played in the afternoon. It is the favorite game of the
Terekeme. Because during this game the ability to jump in length and hit
the target with a hand tree from a distance is revealed. And here all the participants play as a team. One person takes all the reeds (improvised tree).
Holding in the direction of the face throws back. The owners of the reeds,
who have fallen directly, take their sticks and wait. This is also the basis for
practicing first-place sticks. The reeds, which fall perpendicular to the reeds,
which are fallen straight, are assembled and re-dropped. If any stick does
not fall directly again, the process will be repeated anew. After the initially
taken sticks are laid across the distance between each size in the leg (about
20-25 cm). If the number of participants is large, then the distance is lengthened. And the participant, whose trotter is first, jumps over the rest of the
sticks. The main condition is to jump over all the sticks and not to touch
the foot of the last cane. After the stage is completed, folding one leg with
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the knee, holding it with a hand, and passing all the sticks, jumping over
with one leg. It’s not allowed to touch the trees. After passing this stage,
the participant gets the right to move to the next stage. If he breaks a rule
in these two stages, his cane is put up to the last. Thus, all participants go
through all these stages one by one. The reed of the participant who did not
pass and was the last to be buried as a target in a high place. Starting from a
stick, dripped as a target, they dig a “mərə” recess (Mərə is a shallow recess
on the ground with a size of about one egg) in the number of participants,
the distance between which is one step. Participants must shoot down the
target, throwing their canes from the last Mərə distance. The owner of the
stick - target must stand close to the target and wait. Whoever hits the target will be free to go, collect all the canes and bring them. Although a participant who does not hit the target does not have the right to go forward
from Mərə (if he could not knock down the first mərə, he will not be able
to move closer to the target), if he tries to annoy the target owner or bring
his stick, or crossed the target owner touches him, then the intruder will
replace him. If no one can hit the target, then everyone should take his cane
and try to get back from the target. At this time, the remaining behind person becomes the owner of the target.
Shepherd’s oath
This game was conceived in order to “deceive” and “confuse” young and
inexperienced shepherds. The scarf is placed between the thumb and index
finger and deepens in the middle. Then put a straw in the recess. The enemy
must try to quickly take a straw with his tongue. Who knows this game, a
quick movement of the tongue takes a straw or removes the tongue. Who
moves slowly, his tongue is grabbed and held with a handkerchief. Then the
“got” shepherd agrees with all the conditions. Until he agrees, his tongue
is not released. Conditions are usually such: “Today you will graze the flock,
and I will relax”, “You will go to the settlement and bring lunch”, “Today you
will drag my products and a vessel with water” and etc.
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Miyase ÇAĞDAŞ1
Derya CELEP2
TÜRK KÜLTÜRÜNDE HEYBE VE ÖZGÜN ÇANTA TASARIMLARI
ÖZET
Türk kültüründe heybe dokuma, geleneksel el sanatları içerisinde önemli
bir yere sahiptir. Türkler heybeyi sadece eşya taşımak amaçlı değil alışverişte
değişim amaçlı kullanmışlar ve çeyiz olarak da heybe dokumuşlardır. Heybe
dokumacılığı Anadolu’da yaygın olarak görülse de, Anadolu dışında Orta Asya
da yaşayan Türk Cumhuriyetlerinde ve akraba olan diğer Türk boylarında da
görülmektedir.
Türklerde heybe ‘’ Yörük’’ olarak adlandırılan yaşamlarını sürekli yürüyerek geçiren, konar-göçer topluluklar tarafından kullanılmıştır. Göç ederken
evlerini oluşturan eşyalarını yünden dokudukları heybe ile hayvanların üzerine koyarak veya omuzlarında taşımışlardır.
Yörüklerin yerleşik hayata geçmesiyle günümüzde heybe kullanımının
oldukça azalması, heybelerin unutulmak üzere olduğuna işaret etmektedir. Türk kültüründe heybenin dışında çuval, yazma gibi dokumalar ile birlikte aplike, kanaviçe(çapraz iğne) gibi el sanatları da yer almaktadır. Bu el
sanatlarının gelecek nesillere aktarılması ve moda tasarımında kullanılması,
bu kültürel değerlerin sürdürülebilirliğini sağlamak bakımından önem
taşımaktadır.
Bu araştırmanın amacı; geleneksel el sanatlarını tanıtmak, günümüze aktarmak, bu değerlerden esinlenerek çağdaş çanta tasarımları oluşturmak,
böylece Türk kültürünün yaşatılmasına katkı sağlamaktır.
Konu ile ilgili literatür taranmış, yazılı ve görsel kaynaklardan yararlanılmış,
eski heybe örneklerine ulaşılarak incelenmiştir. Heybeden esinlenerek dört
adet çanta tasarlanmış, imkanlar ölçüsünde geleneksel dokumalar ve güncel dokumalar kullanılmıştır. Süslemede; geleneksel süsleme tekniklerinden
yararlanılmış, güncel süsleme malzemeleri ile bütünleştirilerek süsleme
uygulanmıştır. Bulgularda; çanta tasarımında esinlenilen kaynak, kullanılan
malzemeler, kullanılan renkler, çantanın kalıp çizimi, uygulanan dikiş ve
süsleme teknikleri ile tasarlanan çantaların görsellerine yer verilmiştir.

1 (Yrd. Doç., Selçuk Üniversitesi Sanat ve Tasarım Fakültesi Moda Tasarımı Bölümü, Konya,
miyasecagdas@selcuk.edu.tr)
2 (Yük. Lis. Ögr., Selçuk Üniversitesi Sanat ve Tasarım Fakültesi Moda Tasarımı Bölümü,
Konya, deryacelepp@gmail.com)
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INTRODUCTION
From the moment they are born, human beings work and struggle to
produce in order to continue their lives. These efforts made to live a more
comfortable and orderly life form the culture of the society as a result of the
interaction between the individual and the society. Regional conditions also
influence the formation of the culture of the society (Ünsal, 1991: 178-179).
Turkish culture is a rich and a diverse one. It has existed since the earliest
times of history, continued its existence in various parts of the world from
Central Asia, Urals, Altay to Anatolia. Saddlebags (Heybe) have an important
place in the rich culture of Turkey (Uğurlu and Koca, 2010: 1-2).
The tradition of weaving saddlebag, though mostly known in Anatolia, is
actually of Central Asian origin. Therefore, it is seen in the Turkish Republics
in Central Asia and in other relative Turkish tribes, as well (Yıldırmış, 2015:
2).
In Turkish dictionary, saddlebag is a kind of bag made of rugs or carpets
with two pouches which is placed on the saddle of the pack animals such
as horse or donkey or carried on the shoulder, and used to put stuff inside
(http://www.tdk.gov.tr.) It also means “sattel-Ttasche” in German. The two
pouches of the saddlebags are called “Heybe gözü”, and the large piece of
fabric that connects these pouches together is called “Heybe ağı” (Atlıhan,
1999: 37).
The culture of the saddlebag was born as a result of living conditions.
It belongs to nomadic people called “Yörük” who spend their lives moving
from one place to another and live in these places temporarily.
When Yörüks migrate, they place and carry their belongings that make
up their homes on their animals. The reason why they prefer weaving is to
transport these materials easily. Due to their nomadic lifestyle, they have
produced easily transportable and functional goods. They wove saddlebags
using the wool of the animals which they cared for and which were their
means of livelihood, they therefore easily acquired wool and hair yarns. This
has a significant role in the development of weaving (Oyman and Akdag,
2013: 238, Dead and Ethan, 2014: 65).
A woven fabric with two pouches, the saddlebag is a property which is
most commonly used by the people in rural areas. The function of the saddlebag is not only to carry goods, but also to serve as a means of payment
like money. It is an asset given or exchanged to pay off debts in the villages.
In weddings, it is considered a valuable property woven for gift giving and
dowry (Akan, 2007: 27).
The saddlebags are given names such as neck saddlebag, horse saddlebag or donkey saddlebag based on the place where it is used, (Ölmez and
Etikan, 2014: 65). At the same time, there are saddlebags named as wool
saddlebag, hair saddlebag and henna saddlebag (Deniz, 2005: 2).
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Some saddlebags are for horses and are used on the rump of the horse
while some others are for humans and used by passing it around the neck
through the center slit or carrying it over the shoulder. Those made for humans to wear around their neck have an opening in the center as they have
two pouches (Ölmez and Etikan, 2014: 65).
To ensure that the saddlebag laid across the back of an animal is balanced, the pouches of the saddlebag are hung on both sides of the animal,
and a vertical slit is opened in the center of the saddlebag. The reason for
opening this slit is to let the higher part of the saddle come out of this slit
and to keep the saddlebag fixed when the animal moves. The saddlebags
made in this way are used comfortably by the people. The head is passed
through central slit and the saddlebag is carried on the shoulders in a balanced and comfortable manner (Atlıhan, 1999: 38).
Henna saddlebag is one of the most eye-catching ones. Especially in the
Central and Western Anatolian regions, the groom’s family takes the gifts to
the bride’s home in the handmade and most delicately embroidered saddlebag the day before the wedding. Once the saddlebag is seen, the arrival
of the woman to apply the henna is announced and the festivity then takes
place. These saddlebags are hung in the most favored places of the house
and used for the most valuable possessions. This tradition indicates how
important the saddlebags are in Anatolia (Deniz, 2005: 2).
Woolen and hair saddlebags were named according to the material used
in the fabric. While the richer people used woolen fabric, those with lower
incomes used hair to weave their saddlebags (Deniz, 2005: 2).
Saddlebags used as a sign of wealth are woven with five different techniques; cicim (a kind of weaving done with different colored design threads
applied and tightened between weft and warp thread), cicim with thick motifs, knotting, button knot and warp face weaving. (Kılıç and Yayan, 2010:
192, Bayraktaroğlu, 1982: 303, Atlıhan, 1992: 40),
Saddlebags are a cultural heritage that seems forgotten today. Nowadays there are fewer, if any, people who weave saddlebags. Those inherited
ones are used on the walls for decorative or for some other purposes apart
from their intended purpose. This topic was considered significant with the
thought that contemporary bag designs made inspired by saddlebags can
help raise awareness in this area.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to introduce the saddlebag which was once
woven on the looms at homes and is now almost forgotten, to make the
new generations be familiar with saddlebags and, to make them be used as
a source of inspiration in designing bags with cultural features that can be
used in contemporary life.
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Significance of the Study
The study is significant as it brings the tradition of weaving saddlebag to
the present day and offers designers an insight into using cultural values in
the contemporary designs they create.
METHOD
The study used survey design to collect data and a review of literature
was conducted. Source persons were contacted personally to obtain information on the topic.
Population and Sample
The target population included 15 saddlebags from Konya which were
woven in Turkey. Of these saddlebags examined through field research, 3
were sampled for the study.
Data Collection and Instruments
Three modern bag designs were created based on the properties of
saddlebags. Findings related to the images of the handbags made using
traditional textiles and traditional embroidery techniques, the images of
the saddlebags inspired by, the pattern drawings and technical information
were presented.
RESULTS
The traditional hand-woven saddlebags of Yörüks and images of
the modern bag designs created inspired by these saddlebags, the pattern
drawings and technical properties are presented in this section.
Sample 1

Photo: 1-A, A hand-loomed saddlebag from Sivas region
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Photo: 1-B
Pattern Drawing

Photo: 1-C
Bag Design

Photo: 1-D
Embroidery Details

Designed as inspired by a saddlebag the bag functions as a garment as
well. The bag made of sack and sewn on the machine using plain stitch was
doubled whereby a clean appearance was ensured on the interior side. It
was embroidered using the techniques of cross stitch, canvas, applique and
blanket stitch.
Sample 2

Photo: 2-A, A hand-loomed saddlebag from Konya- Dedemoğlu Region

Photo: 2-B
Pattern Drawing

Photo: 2-C
Bag Design

Photo: 2-D
Embroidery Details
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Inspired by a saddlebag and designed based on Tokat’s hand-painted headscarf, the bag was sewn on the machine using plain stitch. Interior
sides of the pouches were lined and it was embroidered with sequins and
beads.
Sample 3

Photo: 3-A, A hand-loomed saddlebag from Konya

Photo: 2-B
Pattern Drawing

Photo: 2-C
Bag Design

Photo: 2-D
Embroidery Details

Inspired by a saddlebag and designed based on Tokat’s hand-painted
headscarf, this bag was also sewn on the machine using plain stitch. Interior
sides of the pouches were lined and it was embroidered with sequins and
beads using cross stitch (canvas).
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CONCLUSION
Saddlebags which have an important place in Turkish culture date back
to the Central Asia. There are saddlebags used on animals such as horse and
donkey, as well as those used to carry goods on people’s shoulders or on the
front and back of their bodies. There are also some varieties of saddlebags
according to the materials used in the textile and other areas of use. It can
be seen from the samples that various techniques were used in weaving.
Saddlebags used to carry goods in the past are now used for decorative
purposes. In the bag designs made as an indication that saddlebags can also
be used for different purposes, particular care was taken to maintain their
original intended use and to make them ergonomic by means of using body
pattern in pattern drawing. In the bags, traditional textile products were
used and traditional embroidery techniques were applied.
In line with the study results, it is suggested to preserve saddlebags, an
ethnographic artwork, for the next generations, produce them in smaller
sizes for tourism purposes and use in fabric production and utilize these
produced fabrics in home textiles and clothing designs.
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Ahmet AYTAÇ1
THE TURKISH CARPET WIEVED IN THE ITALIAN PAINTER Piero Della
FRANCESCA’S FAMOUS PAINTING MADONNA AND CHILD WITH SAINTS
(İTALYAN RESSAM Piero della FRANCESCA’nın MERYEM VE
ÇOCUĞUYLA AZİZLER İSİMLİ TABLOSUNDA GÖRÜLEN TÜRK HALISI)
									
ABSTRACT
Weaving has an important place in traditional Turkish arts. Especially carpeting
has become an important art line for the Turks from Central Asia to Anatolia.
As of the 15th century, Turkish carpets became an artistic chain, which was popular for an elite class in Europe. Moreover, they became the subjects of paintings
of famous painters of the period. The present paper covers the Turkish carpet depicted in the Italian painter Piero della FRANCESCA’s painting “Madonna and Child
with Saints”.
Key words: carpet, weaving, painter, painting, colour.
ÖZET
Geleneksel Türk sanatları içerisinde dokumacılık önemlidir. Özellikle halıcılık
Orta Asya’dan Anadolu’ya kadar Türkler için önemli bir sanat kolu olmuştur.
Türk halıları 15. yüzyıldan itibaren Avrupa’da da elit zümrenin rağbet ettiği bir
sanat kolu haline gelmiştir. Hatta dönemin ünlü ressamlarının tablolarına konu
olmuştur.
Bildiride İtalyan ressam Piero della FRANCESCA’nın “Meryem ve Çoçuğuyla Azizler” adlı tablosunda tasvirlenen Türk halısı ele alınacaktır.
Anahtar kelimeler: Halı, dokuma, ressam, resim, renk.

INTRODUCTION
Weaving, which has an important place in traditional Turkish arts, has
spread over a great period of time and has reached the present day. With
their colours, patterns and the symbolic language, Turkish hand weavings
come out as valuable products all over the world from the past to present
day. Especially during the 15th and 16th centuries, the Turkish carpet was
very prevalent in Europe. The empty walls of the Protestant, Lutheran and

1 Selçuk University, Turkish Handicraft Research and Application Center, Konya.
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Calvinist churches in Hungary were decorated with Turkish carpets2. After
the 15th century, there was an extreme demand for Turkish carpets in the
Balkans and Europe. So much so that a Turkish carpet hanging from the balcony was a symbol of wealth and nobility3.
Turkish hand-woven carpets, which functioned as an important compositional element from time to time in foreign art works, also contributed
significantly to art works and were directly influential on their values.
We can only recognize the past weaving culture through the antiques.
Since the material used in the woven products was generally wool, and this
material decays and dissolves over time, unfortunately most works from the
past unfortunately did not reach to present day. One of the most important
sources for the history of Turkish paintings is the paintings of Renaissance
painters.
Piero della FRANCESCA and his Painting “Madonna and Child with Saints”

2 BATARI, Frenc, “Macaristan Uygulamalı Sanatlar Müzesi’ndeki Türk Halıları”, Türkeli
Dergisi, Ankara, 2004, s. 74–79.
3 ROSAMOND, E. Mack, Doğu Malı Batı Sanatı, İstanbul, 2005, s. 126-156, (Çeviren: Ali
Özdemir).
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1. Description
Piero della FRANCESCA was an Italian painter and mathematician. Firstly,
he was influenced by A Lorenzetti’s sense of colour and Gentile de Fabriano’s style based on the clarity and elegant shaping. The artist was later
influenced by Weyden. His works include “The Resurrection” and “Brera
Altar”.
The oil painting on board sized 170x248 cm and named Madonna and
Child with Saints that was painted by Francesca between 1472-1474 is kept
in Milan Pinacoteca di Brera4.
The eight-cornered star border and the large medallion-shaped eightpointed star pattern in red-coloured mid-composition of the carpet, which
is depicted as laid under the throne, can be seen partially. The star in the
red medium composition area has a structure reminiscent of the 14th-15th
century animal patterned carpets5.
It has a vertical, closed composition. There are 13 figures including one
baby, five women, and seven men in the painting. In the lower right corner,
there is a male figure dressed in armour unlike the other figures, which is
kneeling and praying in front of a woman figurine with a child in her lap.
In the work, a composition called “holy/sacred conversation” was
constructed.
The ostrich egg hanging with the help of a thread from the middle of the
apse in the form of oyster shell, which is visible in the architectural plan,
points to the immediate above head of Madonna. The ostrich’s egg defines
Madonna as a symbol covering meanings of fertility, renewal, and promise
of immortality. Likewise, considering that this hanging sphere is pearl, it can
be associated with the oyster shell, the centre of which it hangs from, which
can also be associated with the concept of Immaculate Conception, one of
the three great dogmas in Catholic faith. On the other hand, it is also known
that the ostrich figure is one of the dynastic symbols of the Montefeltro
family.
2.
Analysis
In general, cold colours are dominant in the painting. In the composition,
the figures to the immediate right of Madonna are St. John the Baptist, St.
Bernardino from Siena (referring to the origin of the painting in Siena) and
St. Jerome. The figures on the left are St. Francis, St. Peter Martyr and St.
Andrew. The figure depicted as kneeling is Duke Federico da Montefeltro,
who was also the artist’s patron in making the painting.
4 TÜKEL, U., “Domenico Ghirlandaio Maddesi”,Eczacıbaşı Sanat Ansiklopedisi, Cilt.1-2,
İstanbul, 1997, s. 667.
5 AYTAÇ, Ahmet; AKSOY, Aslı, Yabancı Ressamların Tablolarında Tasvirlenen (15-20 Yy.)
Türk Halıları, Konya, 2006.
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The cold colours are balanced by using red as a warm colour on the carpet standing in the centre, the figure on the right and the figure on the back.
The red coral necklace on the baby’s neck, the red carpet under the
throne, the red kinship and lace belts of the sword, the Duke is wearing
around his waist, St. Jerome’s red scarf, the red belt and clothing additions
in the angels’ clothes are important in terms of providing the painting with
asymmetrical balance in the horizontal-vertical relationship, as well as emphasizing religious elements. The motif carpet on the floor also adds an orientalist atmosphere in the painting.
3.
Interpretation
The painting defines a sacred meeting, a sacred conversation. The man
kneeling in the lower right corner in the armour is the Duke of Urbino, and
the child in Madonna’s lap is his child, Guidobaldo. In the painting, Madonna is blessing the Duke’s child6.
4.
Argument
The painting is a work that the Duke of Urbino made the painter paint
for his child in the Renaissance period.The child who is blessed by Madonna and his father by her side, who made painting painted, are in the foreground of the painting. Religious elements are in the foreground in general
in the painting.
5.
Theory
First of all, since the painting is realistic, it can be included in the reflective theory, then as it serves a religious purpose, and this is quite in the
foreground, it can be included in the functional theory.
CONCLUSION
The relationship between colours and motifs on the carpet and the colours and objects in the painting named Madonna and Child with Saints by
Piero della FRANCESCA is quite clear.
One of the most important sources for the history of Turkish paintings is
the paintings of Renaissance period European painters. With the 14th century, it is known that Turkish carpets had a great importance both in terms
of use and transferring them to the paintings by painters of the period. European painters of that period were quite impressed by Turkish carpets and
they depicted Turkish carpets, which were a kind of fashion, in their paintings and frescos in a way leaving a mark on the history.
This feature of the Anatolian-Turkish weaving was noticed in the 14th-15th
centuries by the Europeans, who both tried to possess these products in
6 h t t p s : / / w w w. s a y l o r. o rg / s i t e / w p - c o n t e n t / u p l o a d s / 2 0 11 / 0 6 / B r e r a - m a d o n n a .
pdf.11.12.2017.11.31.
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that period and carried these deeply meaningful masterpieces, which included the incitement, love, events and beliefs in their patterns, to their
own works as they couldn’t produce themselves. The carpets depicted by
the European painters consciously in their paintings provide the producers
of present and future times with a light.
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THE ROLE OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN ARCHITECTURAL THINKING OR
THE METHOD OF BEHAVIOR IN THE ENVIRONMENT
ABSTRACT
In the world of architecture and design “environment” – being the object of
designing is considered a combination of the purpose and result of creative activity
in the designing culture. In a broad sense, the environment is our surrounding, the
subject-space periphery, and the system of “ready-made relations”. The environment has great and indisputable role in the forming and defining the “healthy”
position of a person in society.
The concept of environment may acquire the following values:
– Social-domestic mechanism or space that has natural conditions for the passage of certain activities;
– A saturated spatial environment of the mutual relationship between a person
and objects
From these definitions, it should be extracted such a meaning that the environment is our dynamic surrounding or a limited space in which something can
happen.
Further, the environment is divided into “macro” and “micro” environments.
Macro environment is a period of time, surrounding a certain socio-economic formation, natural-geographical surface, city, region and the system of ready-made
relations within the country. On the whole, the environment is perceived as a substantial factor in the spiritual formation of a person throughout life. Even a famous
saying explains this: “a person comes out of the environment, but the environment
never leaves him.” The environment, as a kind of system of ready-made relations,
has inherent modes of behavior within the limits of regularities. These include:
norms of behavior, public ideology (dictating the same norms), culture, food, clothing, music, genetic, traditional-ethnic, spiritual qualities, temperament, color perception and memory, the properties of visual solutions to natural and geographical
conditions.
Key words: environment, macro environment, microenvironment, object environment, “second nature”, aesthetic concept, delight, aesthetic taste, environment
design, color environment

The current epoch presented new fundamental tasks before the designing of the environment and harmoniously combined all its parameters
(material-physical, emotional-artistic, social and functional-pragmatic).
“Design of the environment” takes a special place among other types of
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environment (scenic, religious, intellectual, social, etc.), which have close
ties with architecture.
The architecture and design of the architectural environment combines
common characteristics - methods of spatial organization, goals and results
of the work done, visual means of forming the future object, etc. Their distinguishing peculiarity may seem only in the final result.
The nature has invaluable role in the formation of the environment. During the creative evolutionary process, human intuitively and consciously always appealed to live nature. Public work, including the assimilation of wild
nature, has provoked in man not only physical but also spiritual features
that have been improved and passed from generation to generation. In the
literal sense, as a result of labor activity was formed human’s subordinate
ability to the laws of beauty. First of all, from nature human learned the
laws of creating objects according to the forms and purpose. In turn, this
is a property present in nature, which results from a “perfect” aesthetics.
Namely humanity could create an “artificial environment” as a result of
the evolutionary process, conquering nature. And already, in the absence
of elements of an artificial environment, technological progress would cast
doubt on life and all of humanity. It is impossible to represent our era without the intervention of network and media resources in the period of global
modernism and computerization. That is, the formation of the environment
“artificial”, managed to bring to the forefront of the “artificial environment”.
In utilitarian subjects, human created a “second nature” according to
its spiritual and practical needs, and consequently, also made a striving for
“beautiful”. The public and material environment is not only the external
environment of human, the condition of his existence, but also a factor in
his/her life. Elements of the “second nature” expand the physical and creative capabilities of human. Dwelling, clothing and household items make
human fit for life in different climatic conditions. By the help of elements of
the “second nature” are improved even the work of the organs of senses:
thanks to things human sees, hears, and feels better. In the objective world,
human claims to be physically and spiritually!
People are divided into 2 groups for the things they are interested in:
increasing personal values on account of the object and acquiring an object
that reveals its real value.
Art plays an important role in shaping the sense of beauty in human.
Arising from the labor activity of human, it began to influence on human,
especially his aesthetic representations. The objective basis of beauty in art
is reflected in the artistic images of the beauty of reality, the foremost and
the just in life, of everything that elevates human and drives society forward.
Creators of objects for various purposes throughout the human history
have mastered the ability to “breathe” life into dead material, the ability to
make it satisfy not only functional, but also aesthetic, spiritual needs.
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The world of things bears in itself a lot, valuable information about the
era, on the relationships that determine the nature of the way of life of
people who create these things and use them. Its known that things are to
serve people’s needs. Changes in needs lead to changes the form of things.
Ancient Greek philosopher - materialist Democritus, believed that “Great
joys come from contemplating fine works…”
The material world of past epochs was created by the hands of the working people for the ruling classes. However, the immediate creator of things
brought own attitude, ideals, his understanding of form to the subject environment of the epoch and, thus, became an active participant in the formation of the entire material environment of the epoch.
New needs arise in the course of historical development, especially in
the periods of formation of new social and economic relations, which in turn
give rise to new objects on form and content. New materials, new designs,
new art forms, new beauty ideals are created. Beauty is often identified
with fashion, and fashion is identified with style, which covers all spheres of
person’s ideological and art activity. For many centuries, fashion extended,
as a rule, only to the most mobile elements of the material environment
satisfying direct needs of a person. The fashion was created as a result of
the natural aspiration of a person to refresh the material environment, to
improve household items etc. Subjects of the objective world, which exist
longer than human life, shouldn’t be affected by fashion. They have to be
embodied by a stable aesthetic concept of the era. However, there are yet
household items in the sphere of constant influence of fashion.
As Chernyshevsky wrote ‘the object in which life is manifested, or which
reminds us of life is beautiful’. And the way to the cognition of beautiful
is the universal development of aesthetic taste. A wonderful “admiration”
evokes noble feelings in a person, enriches his spiritual world. This happens
when a person works and relaxes surrounded by beautiful things.
One of the important ways of conversion that exists in the environment
is a color ambiance. In general, the color ambiance and the ability to perceive a color is an incredible gift from God in the name of humanity.
Based on scientific data, it can be concluded that a color is the “key to
secrets of a soul” given to us by nature and even the most beautiful means
for creating harmony in life. Looking through our history, one can see ambiguous beliefs and symbolic positions of the color ambiance that existed
in the vital environments of different peoples. If the economical position of
the color prevails in one environment, then in another it has a completely
different meaning. For example, black color, accepted as the color of “grief”,
is replaced by white color in India. Thus, the position of individual perception of a color is symbolic not only from any country, but also from any
person, and it turns into means of information and conversion as a strong
emotional factor.
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The aspiration for color, which exists in the society, depends on many parameters: age category, mood, seasonality, climate, sun illumination, norms
and ideology of behavior, temperament, styles and fashion.
The color ambiance is one of the climatic characteristics that have a profound effect on a person’s temperament. Multicolored “natural environment” has a huge impact on the stimulation of human emotions. The role
of sunlight in the perception of any color is invaluable. Correct use of this
quality has an influence on the visual imagery, external perception of architectural buildings. Given that, some bright colors fade under the sun, the
exterior of buildings is painted white in hot countries. It is possible to bring
plasticity to the foreground using properties of light and shadows, or vice
versa, facades can be made visually memorable by painting them in bright
colors.
Color in the urban environment is actively used in order to transmit information in communication media.
Thus, by summarizing the above mentioned aspects, should be drawn
the following conclusion that in the environment there may be an influence
of ways of addressing the public “organizational” system. And the existing
creative activity in the world of architecture and design can be taken as a
process of changing human’s environment in accordance with personal and
social needs.
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THE LIFE CHRONICLE OF ONE FAMILY
ABSTRACT
Turkic world left its unique mark on history through heroic sons. In this regard,
Azerbaijan has always had great sons who burnt their lives like a candle for their nation. But the occupation of Azerbaijan by the Bolsheviks in 1920 darkened the lives
of those great people like many other people and tried to make them be forgotten
by people. We can mention the names of Agha Musa Naghiyev, Zeynalabdin Taghiyev, Murtuza Mukhtarov, Ismail Bey Hajinski, Shamsi Asadullayev and other Baku
millionaires who faced the brutality of Red Empire.
One of the famous millionaires of Azerbaijan is Agha Musa Naghiyev who is considered to be the Baku millionaire, philanthropist, and the king of oil. This article is
devoted to the great person and his children. The life of Agha Musa Naghiyev who
holds a special place among the philanthropist s of his time for his goodwill, intellect is like the tale: from poverty to wealth, from fame to being left behind. But it
is impossible to forget people who lived their lives for the sake of the nation as it is
our past and history. The nation who is unaware of his history can`t have any future.
Key words: Victims, Red Empire, Baku millionaire, Agha Musa Naghiyev

Although Baku oil made many people rich in late 19th century and early
20th century, only a few of them spent their wealth for well-being of their
people along with their own. One of the most prominent roles amidst them
belongs to Agha Musa Naghiyev.
Agha Musa Naghiyev, known for his diligence from his childhood and
whose experience and attachment to labour increased as grown up become
one of Azerbaijan’s outstanding millionaires in a very short time thanks
to his innate talent given by God, profound intellect and successful time
(Naghiyeva 2010: 248).
The person, who set the work in accordance with the requirements of
the time, had a specific place in the history of the Oil Industry of Azerbaijan.
Perceiving oil’s being a national treasure and directing the investment obtained from that to the development and architecture of Baku made Agha
Musa Naghiyev’s vision and the basis of his idea.
Agha Musa Naghiyev was the first among 11 million people on the account of buildings he constructed and which made Baku architecture beautiful, as well as the means. Soviet chauvinism and policy of Communism
ideology attempted to portray negative image of the millionaire, who has
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done a great job for his people before future generations. Mainly, there is a
limited literature about Agha Musa Naghiyev from this aspect. But despite
all, Naghiyev managed to keep an eternal sign in the history and memory
of Azerbaijani people with the constructions, built by him, intelligent generation that had grown up in Baku in a short time thanks to him and other
Azerbaijani philanthropists and his positive actions (Suleymanov 1989: 172).
There is such a point in the book of Roman Emperor, Marcus Aurelius
“Talking to myself”: “Everyone’s value is measured by what he endeavors
to do”. Agha Musa Naghiyev’s attempt for charity and humanity throughout
his lifetime was his life-credo. It is impossible to compare his value with
anyone and anything in this sense. Such a worthy person, A.Naghiyev constructed 98 unique buildings in Baku, along with a number of charitable
deeds. Each of these unique buildings, considered to be the mirror of Baku,
is indeed a great piece of art from architectural point of view and history.
History is never removed from the memory of the generations. At present
the buildings, which are described as examples of Azerbaijani architecture
in many prominent places of the Baku, were built mainly on the basis of
A.Naghiyev’s personal funds and proposals (Suleymanov 1994: 35).
One of the most painful points of Agha Musa Naghiyev was the problems
in the health system of Azerbaijan of that time. Agha Musa Naghiyev, who
lost his dear 27-year-old son, Ismayil because of low-level health system
and dwelt ever the pain of this loss in his soul, carried out valuable work
on building hospitals for other people’s avoiding a child pain, strengthening
their material-technical base and training medical specialists. Three large
hospitals, which are in comparatively equipped in Baku for that period at
the expense of his funds: presently, the hospital named after Agha Musa
Naghiyev (named after Semashko during Soviet occupation), the hospital
named after Emin Afandiyev (in the Soviet time it was named after the most
cruel and stubborn enemy of the Turkish nation, Stepan Shaumyan), Mother and Child Protection Institute (OMD) were built and put into operation
(Naghiyeva 2010: 248).
Agha Musa Naghiyev dedicated all his work to the name of Azerbaijan,
Azerbaijani people and Azerbaijanis. Baku millionaire spent his last money for this nation and people. The development, prosperity and wellbeing
of a country called Azerbaijan was of great importance of all for him. His
purpose, goal, and meaning of life were mainly this. Arrogance was far beyond its spiritual realm. This great man was able to establish friendly relations with people with different ages. Agha Musa stepped almost shoulder
to shoulder with one of the most esteemed persons of the time ever in
this sense, i.e. Haji Zeynalabdin Tagiyev, listened carefully to his advice and
helped to realize his ideas (Photo-album 2014).
Water supply of Baku is related to Haji Zeynalabdin Taghiyev’s name in all
historical data and even in sources. But in fact, 75% of the money required
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for the implementation of such a charity project was paid by Agha Musa
Naghiyev (Mammadov 2007).
Agha Musa Naghiyev, as a strong patron, did not only approach his memories, i.e. his buildings in Baku with euphoria, for but also perceived the
necessity of enlightenment. An obvious example of this is the Naghiyev’s
buildings, which is known presently as Economic University, but previously
“Real school”. Naghiyev personally addressed to the governor of Baku with
a letter in 1907 and got permission to undertake the construction and supply of the “Real school”. This initiative was even welcomed by the Russian
emperor in those years and was rewarded twice with orders and medals.
Naghiyev built “Real School” and took over the payment of tuition fee of all
school students. So, the school was fully sponsored by A. M.Naghiyev since
1908. Archive of the State Historical Archive of the Republic of Azerbaijan:
311, 372, 385, 475, 145, etc.
The image of Agha Musa Naghiyev, who built educational, health and
cultural centers for the people of Motherland, beautified and enriched Baku
City with unique architectural monuments and numerous residential buildings set before modern generations with pride and magnificence. Naghiyev
did not hesitate to spend his honest money earned through his intelligence,
ability and savings for the sake of the Azerbaijani people. Another philanthropist called Gulbekyan functioned in the same period with A.M.Naghiyev.
He never lived in Armenia and continued his life as a duke. He enjoyed his
life in Iraq, France, Australia and Russia. One of the first steps of the government’s brisk officials as Armenia gained independence was to immortalize
the name of this patron. According to some information, his magnificent
statue was erected long ago in one of the central streets of the capital to be
recognized in the world. But noble Agha Musa becomes one of the victims
of Armenian violence, barbarism and proletarian persecution (aul.az).
He put patronage to an end in Azerbaijan in 1917. Philanthropists turned
out to be the enemy. The following merciless year of 1937 trampled other
national bourgeois representatives under the same name with their horrors,
and exposed them to various worriness and drove to ice-covered corners.
Their inferior, fading families were exposed to the persecution of eternal
kickbacks. But all secrets are somehow revealed. The reason for untimely
death of Agha Musa, whose wealth lost as many millionaires and shared
among population of Russia drown in famine and misery, was mainly injustice and basically, the plunder of “Shedevr” (manuscript), by Armenian robbers which was erected to the memory of his only son Ismayil (Suleymanov
1994: 35).
Thousands of Azerbaijanis were looted and slaughtered as a result of the
barbarism of Armenian dashnaks within 4 days on March 15, 1918, during
the storming of Armenians under the leadership of Lenin and Shaumyan
in Baku (also Shamakhi, Guba, Goychay, Aghsu and other regions). Main
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purpose of Armenian dashnaks was to cause physical and moral damage to
the Azerbaijani people. The organization of majority of Baku Soviet members of Armenians was also a stimulus for this plan’s implementation. There
were archive documents of Azerbaijani intelligentsia in the basement of “Ismaillia” building at that time. Basic purpose of Armenians was to destroy
this masterpiece building along with capture of the archive and obtaining
gold in house foundations. They exposed Ismaillia to the gunfire from the
roof of former Metropol Hotel, i.e. present Nizami Museum to this end. The
bearer of Agha Musa’s surname and heir, Faraj’s memory: “My father used
to say that each bullet on that building was first fell into Ismail’s, and then
to my heart”. So, despite Agha Musa was totally healthy, he caught heart
disease because could not tolerate Ismaillia’s pillage and passed away on
March 4, 1919, at the age of 70. The aggression of the “Red Empire” seized
the whole treasure of Agha Musa, like other noble millionaires and caused
his abandon in poverty and misery. Bankrupted millionaire was removed
from the grave four times owing to Bolshevism claims and finally, on July 23,
1998eternally buried at Bilajari grave in initiative of philanthropist Akhund
Haji Avaz (Naghiyeva 2010: 248).
There are also positive features of the discoveries, except disadvantages. Thanks to that, Naghiyev’s granddaughters Dilara and Solmaz khanum
gained the opportunity to work hard and earnestly for immortalizing and
returning right of their grandfather. These heirs, who could not even dare to
pronounce their surnames in the Soviet era, could felt proud of their own
roots due to our independence.
Even the millions of Agha Musa Naghiyev could not help his hard fate,
since he lost both of his children at early ages. After his 27-year-old son,
Ismayil died of tuberculosis and his 19-year-old daughter Ummulbanu
(Shamsi Asadullayev’s eldest daughter-in-low), died when her first child was
born, his elder brother Agha Ali gave his fifth son, Alasgar, to Agha Musa
to relieve his child’s pain. Agha Musa changed the child’s name and called
him Faraj. The goal was to help him to forget grief and find joy with this
child. However, little Faraj’s being a millionaire heir led to his exposition of
misfortunes. This kind person served in the world of art, was a prisoner of
his surname- Naghiyev and lived in exile for many years (1929 - 1952), and
refused his legacy reached from Swedish bank in 1938-1940 and donated
the funds to orphanage. His life spent with difficulties and pursuit’s failed to
separate him from the theatre world. But the stamp of the “Capitalist heir”
shattered his art and his services were not adequately assessed. Despite all
of this, he was commemorated worthily in the heart of his five children and
those who knew him. Archive of the State Historical Archive of the Republic
of Azerbaijan: 311, 372, 385, 475, 145, etc.
If oil millionaire Agha Musa Naghiyev knew that Faraj would be the exile
of his surname, he perhaps would not have declared him a “heir”. Faraj
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Naghiyev (1903-1973) had always been proud of his surname and descendants, in spite of all disadvantages he encountered.
Oil millionaire A.M.Naghiyev was attached to the history and culture of
his people and nation by all means despite his joyful, sad, contradictory and
tragic life. Though being illiterate and young, he met fully the demands of
life and afforded to spend treasure accumulated in troubles for purposes
“where, why and for what” (Naghiyeva 2010: 248).
Throughout the life span between birth and death, everyone has a distinctive line of their own life. We say goodbye to life as time comes, like we
were born. But everything is not limited to these. Because each person goes
to that world in different way. There are people who pass away as pure, innocent, a pious Muslim as they were born, the spirit of peace mercies for
years and their work done is commemorated with gratitude. One of such
figures is Baku millionaire Agha Musa Naghiyev, the eldest son and pride of
the Azerbaijani people.
The great German philosopher Carlo Thomas has the following phrase:
“The more people there are on the earth, the more the nations are hiding
behind its glory (Suleymanov 1989: 172).
The name of millionaire Agha Musa Naghiyev, philanthropy epitome of
the Azerbaijani people can be proudly cited amidst these less heroes existed
in the history.
He was immortalized in the history for his actions. Such happiness is not
bestowed on everyone. We might at least to cherish the names and please
the spirit of our zealous entrepreneurs, who did not hesitate to spend their
wealth for the sake of the nation as Agha Musa, even though their lost rights
were not recovered.
Agha Musa Naghiyev was always confident and believed that our people
are grateful, even if there are thousand bruises, black winds blow, nevertheless kindness and good deeds will receive worthy value. It would not have
been difficult for a millionaire, who enriched Baku with gigantic monumental buildings in all senses, to construct a mausoleum-tomb, but he relying
on his trust, could built a monument in the soul of our nation. It should never be forgotten that, such persons as Naghiyev, Taghiyev, Asadullayev and
Mukhtarov protected our spirituality and preserved our state as a whole in
early nineteenth century. The nation which Agha Musa Naghiyev had spent
his wealth for, should not forget its past on the face of Naghiyev, remembered his past.
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SHAKI KHAN PALACE AS SAMPLE OF HISTORICAL-CULTURAL HERITAGE, THE ROLE OF SCIENTISTS AND YOUTH IN IT’S POPULARIZATION
AS TOURIST FACILITY
INTRODUCTION
Azerbaijan is one of most ancient centres of world civilization. This fact
is proved by number of material culture samples, found while archeological
exavations, carried out in the historical territories of Azerbaijan. Here very
interesting exhibits, e.g. remains of ancient architectural memorials, toreutics and ceramic works were found. Besides, in the territory of Azerbaijan
numerous cyclopean buildings and constructions were discovered also. The
artists, who lived in ancient Azerbaijani states, such as Manna, Midia, Atropatena, Albania erected here most beautiful ziggurates and temples
in I-III millenium b.c. One of such buildings was erected in Akbatan (capital
of Midia) in territory of modern Southern Azerbaijan and the information
about that palace is confirmed by Herodotos in his historical books.
In different historical periods Azerbaijan was governed by Achaemenids,
Sasanids dynasties of Parsee and Indian origin. Then, (after VII century)
Arabian caliphates, Seljuks (XI century), Mogols (XIII-XIV centuries) invadors adopted rich and ancient Azerbaijani culture, and some of Azerbaijani
habits and traditions. E.g. after conquering Midia, Achaemenids asked to
build their famous palaces “Persepolis” to Midians and Egyptians.
In Azerbaijan for centuries many magnicient palaces were erected by
Azerbaijani
masters. The architectural complexes “Rubi-Rashid” and
“Shambi-Gazan” near Tabriz (XIII-IV centuries), “Ali Gapi” (XVII century, period of Shah Abbas I governing), palace “40 Pillars” ( period of Shah Abbas II governing) are best samples of that activity.
At the end of XVII –beginning of XVIII century in Azerbaijan period
of khanates began. Each khan had the aim to build his own palace.
“Bayil castle” erected for Shirvanshah dynasty, “Shirvanshah’s palace” architectural complex (XIII-XIV centuries), “Agdam Shahbulag Palace” (1751),
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“Irevan Khan Palace”(1578), “Ganja Khan Palace” (XVIII century), “Shusha
Khan Palace” (1751-1822), “Nakhchivan Khan Palace” (XVIII century), Khan
Palaces in Derbend, Guba, Baku (XVIII century), Shaki Khan Palace can be
included in group of such architectural memorials.
METHODS & METHODOLOGY
I, Kubra Aliyeva and would like to present you my new special project.
Being an expert of art history I together with my doctoral candidate Gulshen Gasimzadeh basing on world tourism practice have the aim to spread
the fame of Shaki Khan Palace (Shaki, Azerbaijan) as object of tourism. Such
work is carried out in different regions of world, in which ancient palaces
are used as tourism centres. We would like to do them more attractive
for tourists. It means, that in the yard of Shaki palace special atmosphere
must be created. In this atmosphere tourists will be able to relax, and to
widen their knowledge about Azerbaijani history and culture, and be acquinted with national hospitality much closer.
Nowadays, Shaki Khan Palace distinguishes by it’s original architecturaldesign decision.
Theshort history of Shaki. Shaki is one of ancient historical centres
of Azerbaijan. For centuries Shaki was the centre of handicraft and trade,
and one of main centres of national culture also. The town Shaki was the
capital of Shaki khanate and played very important role in development
of Azerbaijani art. Shaki is placed at the foot of Caucasus and distinguishes
by it’s colourful landscape. In this territory the river Gurjana and handmill
channel flow. So, the general achitectural idea and plan of Shaki town is
formed in accordance with that river and channel.
The old town Shaki was destroyed by river Kish and the town had to
move to new place in hill-side. New Shaki is placed in Southern hill-side
of Caucasus mountains. Here many interesting architectural memorials
are placed, and Shaki Khan Palace is of special importance among them.
It’s rightly considered to be masterpiece of midcentury Azerbaijani
architecture.
Nowadays, it’s known quite exactly, that the name of Shaki existed in
IV-III centuries b.c. and it’s connected with the name of Turkic-ScythianSaka tribes, which lived in one of Midia provinces and were in hegemon
position there during 125 years. It’s also known, that nomadic cattlebreeding Scythian-Saka tribes were in wars in horseback and had high-level, perfect battle tactics. These tribes always gave their own names to the
places, which they conquered. So, modern Shaki was named “Sakasena”
in Greek. Alexander the Great admired by battle tactics of Turkic-Scythian-Saka tribes. It’s the reason, that Alexander the Great, who fought
against Turkic-Scythian-Saka tribes in Iran, in period of Darious III governing,
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appreciated afterwards their military skills and they conquered many countries together. The inhabitant, live nowadays in Shaki, is descendant of Turkic-Scythian-Saka tribes.
Midians Scythians didn’t differ by their battle tactics only. They also
liked free and beautiful life, the golden things with definite plot, in which
their mode of life was reflected. Later, all those beautiful things TurkicScythian-Saka tribes ordered to craftsmen from ancient Azerbaijani state
Manna. When Manna joined to Empire of Alexander the Great, all those
things were ordered in Greece. The descendants of Scythians, live now in
Shaki, are skillful in creating of most beautiful things, best works of art. It’s
the reason, that in XVIII century, in period of khanates in Shaki grandiose
Khan Palace, famous by it’s artistic peculiarities was built. Shaki Khan Palace
differs from other Azerbaijani palaces of feudalism period by it’s high artistic
peculiarities.
It's quite natural, that famous Russian poet A.S. Pushkin in his letter
to his close friend, general N.N.Rayevski described Shaki Khan Palace
in the grand style, admired it. A.S. Pushkin wrote: "the camp in which I
live, is placed in two route marches from town Shaki (Nukha), the centre of
Shaki khanate. As a matter of fact, Shaki Khan Palace is the highest stage of
Bakhchisarai (Crimea). Here 14 000 habitants live, the town consists of 3000
houses, placed at the foot of mountain. Here the last Shaki khan built the
significant palace, it pushes into background even famous Bakhchisarai
palace. (1).
Turkish poet Nazim Hikmet admired the beauty of Shaki Khan Palace.
When visiting that palace, Nazim Hikmet said: “if in Azerbaycan weren’t any
other archiitectural monuments, the Shaki Khan Palace would be enough
to be demonstrated to all world.” (2)
Shaki khanate was created earlier than other Azerbaijani khanates. The
foundation of khanate was laid in 1743 by Haji Chelebi Khan. The Palace of
Shaki Khans and fort walls, surrounding it were built in period of Mammad
Huseyn Khan. (His governing lasted for 22 years: 1758-1880). The area side
of inner yard is 0,5 hectares.
In the Palace, specially built by taste of Mammad Huseyn khan for
windows “shebeke” (net) in each square meter 5.000 small pieces of
wood were used. All those pieces were set in each others by special technology without nails and glue.
The palace is surrounded by 2 fortresses. One of them is inner, another
one is outward one. In general, Shaki Khan Palace was planned as summer
palace-pavilion. Besides, another two-storeyed residential building is
saved till our days. The summer pavilion is placed in the centre, among
many buildings.
The facade of this two-storeyed building is directed to South. The architectural plan of both floors is similar. Both floors consist of three large
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halls, separated from each others by entrance doors. The main halls on
both floors are decorated by deep archs with alters in back wall. The
deepest alter is placed on the ground floor and it’s meant for foreign
guests. The ground floor isn’t connected with first one directly. So,
one can go to the forst fllor through rooms, placed on the ground floor.
Through the same rooms one could also get to the winter palace .
Such plannig divides the palace into two parts. The central part was
meant for receiving of foreign guests. So, the “official” part of palace
was quite independent. The main facade of building was directed to the
town. That facade is almost completely covered by stained-glass windows
(shabaka). The patterned shabaka, formed by coloured glasses full the window shabaka. So, it was very original architectural idea, because of which
the facade is more attractive and bright. That part of palace is formed by
synthesis of three elements.- shabaka of “lace” form, ornamental walls
from both sides and beautiful portals.
As a result, the general artistic design of facade completes it’s internal
constructuve decision. The walls in main hall of palace are very original and
unusual. These walls are completely decorated by passages with mugarnas (stalactites), beautiful plafonds. Besides, the walls are decorated using
the tempera.
The pictures on walls are divided into two parts and decorated by geometrical and floral patterns, e.g. trees, flowers, petals, etc. Plot motives,
floral motives, pictures of birds and animals are the main in that decor.
All these pictures of four kinds are presented in different compositions.
These pictures of panel character full the niches. In decoration of walls on
the first floor the scenes of hunting, the battles, the colours are bright and
shining, and are used in friezes of first floor. All colours are of local character, egg colour- tempera- was worked out on gypsum (alabaster).
It was mentioned above, that the general territory of fort walls
is 0,5 hektares. The fort is built from rough stones of different forms, it’s
surface consists of spongy cogs. The bottom of fort wall is wider than
upper part, it’s stones are boasted. It’s made in order to have opportunity
to inspect all territories beyond the fort. There are two exits in fort. Both
gates are of speary form, one gate is some bigger than the other (Northern) one.
The fort is of rectangular form, it’s stretched from North to South. The
fort consists of two terraces. On the first one the palace itself, pool is placed,
two grandiose sycamores (chenars) grow. On lower terrace big garden was
placed at the proper time. The upper terrace is connected with lower one by
stone steps. The walls around the palace aren’t very high, there are two exits from Southern and Eastern direction. The Eastern entrance is completed
by smaller gate. The upper part of gate was of spherical form and bordered
by narrow frame. The border is decorated by brick patterns, typical for
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Shaki architecture of XIX-beginning of XX century.
The Eastern gate is directed to the upper terrace, from that point beautiful panorama of Shaki Eastern hill-side is seen clearly.
The lower gate is placed in Southern wall at the end of Eastern side.
The gate is bordered by speary arch and is decorated by brick pattern.
The architectures and decorators of Shaki Khan Palace, it’s present-day condition
Plot pictures and ornamental design, decorated internal walls on the
first floor of Shaki Khan Palace were created by painter Abbas–Gulu,
who fixed his name on the plafond of palace. To architectures’ mind, the
building of palace was also erected by Abbas-Gulu. The wall pictures on
the ground floor were created in 1895-1896 by painter from Shamakhi
(Azerbaijan) Mirza Jafar. The wall patterns on the first floor were done by
painter from Shusha (Azerbaijan) Ganbar. Ganbar’s name is fixed in one of
niches on the first floor. Besides, in decorating of Shaki Khan Palace two
other painters from Shamakhi took part also. One of them is “usta”(master)
Aligulu, another one- Gurban-Ali. Their names are fixed in last room.
In soviet period the internal decoration of building was restored in 1967.
The last restoration was peformed by German painter in 2010-2012. (3)
According the knowledge, inside the fort walls except Khan Palace zenana (or harem), horse barn, the house for servant, house for guard, storehouse, etc. were placed, but they aren’t extant. (2). So, in yard of Khan
Palace on first terrace only one big pool and two sycamores are saved. But
Sjaki Khan Palace itself is restored completely and is one tourism centers in
Azerbaijan. We ‘ll try to increase the number of touristsm visiting Shaki and
this interesting and original project is aimed to it.
The project, put forward by us, will be used on second terrace and is
supposed both for local citizens and foreign tourists. The main aim of project is to demonstrate temple Kish- the town, where in medieval period the
Christianity expanded from. In Shaki all peculiarities, the styles of medieval
national architecture are saved very well. So, residential houses, caravansarais, Islamic memorials, and above all, Shaki Khan Palace, it’s unique appearance must be demonstrated and the comfort conditions for tourists
must be guaranteed also. Besides, being special Azerbaijani phenomenon
Khan Palace must be a point, in which tourists could increase their knowledge about our country, it’s culture and history. All these factors will guarantee the influx of tourist in Azerbaijan.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In most countries of world tourism is one most parts of economics and
culture. The development of tourism plays serious role in development of
all social life. E.g. the smallest country of world- Andorra hasn’t anysea
borders, it’s the micro-state, placed between Spain and France. In spite of
little light and food industry, little stockbreeding and agriculture, Andorra
compensates shortcomings of resources and even lives in main part on account of tourism. Every year Andorra get big profits from tourism service
sector - 10 mln.USD. (https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/Андорра
As for Azerbaijan, the development of tourism began here from Azerbaijan Republic “Tourism Act” ratificated by national leader Heydar Aliyev in
1999 and the application of that law. Having the aim to develop the tourism
in Azerbaijan, and to use the resources of tourism in our country President
of Azerbaijan in 27 August, 2002 confirmed by special order “The State
Program of tourism development in Azerbaijan Republic in 2002-2005”.
At the beginning of XXI century in Baku, Ganja, Nakhchivan and other
regions of Azerbaijan a number of hotels for foreign tourists functined already. Those hotels were quite modern and could guarantee tourists highest level service. Nowadays, in all regions of our republic more than 100
tourism firms function. These firms receive foregn tourists and give service
to local citizens also. 149 hotels are registered oficcially, there are more
than 5000 hotel beds in all those hotels. In regions, adantegeous for tourism privatized treatment centres and recreation centres are put in comission. The number of foreign tourists, visiting Azerbaijan overtop 1 million.
In 2008 the number of foreign tourists was more than 1 million 300 000.
"The State Program on development Azerbaijan Republic health resorts in
2009-2018" creates the basis for further planned development and rational, productive use of tourism sphere in Azerbaijan in near future. (https://
az.wikipedia.org/.../Azərbaycanda_turizm)
It should be pointed, that in many state and private institutes of Azerbaijan “Tourism and hotel business” faculties function. In these facultiers
during last 10 years specialists on tourism business (bachelor degree) are
prepared. These specialists work now in different spheres of tourism sector. But, in general, in spite of all achievements got last years, there is also
necessity to spread norms and laws of tourism business, used in world
practice. In this regard in tourism centers, placed in different regions of
Azerbaijan, serious ans active educational activity must be carried out.
E. g. in most regions of Azerbaijan 50% of inhabitant was formed in
soviet period and is under the impression of soviet sistem laws and service
norms. So, these people consider the tourism as source of personal
incom first of all. E.g. in soviet period I spent several days with my
mother in Sukhumi (Georgia). In small cafe we asked little nash. The waiter
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brought salads, we didn’t want and said, that we must eat them, because
they are included in menu card.
We had to pay for salads. As for Shaki town, such occassions are norm
here. E.g. if you want to have tea in caravansarai, you will be said, that
you’ll have to have different sorts of Shaki pakhlava (national sweet), and
they don’t sell a tea separately. As a result, the tourists or Azerbaijani
citizens, who have not enough money, are forced to abandon the tea, etc.
Such cases can be the reason of dissatisfaction among tourists.
The reason of it, is the incorrect position of persons, who work in service sphere. Tourists, facing with such incorrect behaviour, decide to leave
that place and never return here. As a matter of fact, these persons block
the development of tourism sector, even bring to decline tourism sector.
The other reason of such situation is the increasing of hotels and separate
houses for tourists.
Another sample from my personal experience: when being in USA, Chicago with my son, daughter-in-law and granddaughter we stayed in motel
for 10 days and payed 220 USD only. When we left that motel, the innkeeper said: “if you stay 10 days more, I would take less money”.
We asked the reason of such approach and he explained: you will anyhow spend money while staying in our city. It will bring profit to my city.
-But what benefit will you have personally?-I asked him.
- All money spent here will come in my pouch. I will discount the payment in order and you’ll come in my motel second time. (Chicago, June,
2012).
CONCLUSIONS
The source of main idea, aim, and prescription of building, supposed
for second terace in Shaki Khan Palace in perspective
That idea engendered for a first time when I saw the design of Ambras
palace in Innsbruck (Austria). It’s known, that Ambras, surrounded by high
walls and wood, is the place of maximal influx of tourists. I visited that
palace for several times in order to look at works of art, exhibited in that
palace and paid attention to accessorial buildings in the palace yard.
These buildings are meant for rest of coming tourists. The tourists can
relax here, have water, juice, rolls, look through books and buy souvenirs,
so that place became very comfortable space for tourists. The ways, leading to that palace are very hard and tiring, so the tourists need the opportunity to rest, and this point is particularly important part of service. Such
accessorial buildings, kiosques are used in Topgapi Palace (Istanbul) and
in new building of Carpet Museum, built in Baku by Austrian architect.
The project, put forward by us now, will be placed on second terace of
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Khan Bagi (Khan Garden) and is meant both for Azerbaijani and foreign
tourists.
The main aim of project is to demonstrate temple Kish- the town, where
in early medieval period the Christianity expanded from. In Shaki all peculiarities, the styles of medieval national architecture are saved very well. So,
residential houses, caravansarais, Islamic memorials, and above all, Shaki
Khan Palace, it’s unique appearance must be demonstrated and the comfort conditions for tourists must be guaranteed also. Besides, being special
Azerbaijani phenomenon Khan Palace must be a point, in which tourists
could increase their knowledge about our country, it’s culture and history.
All these factors will guarantee the tourist traffic in Azerbaijan.
The main condition of project is using light and mobile constructions
without changing the main architectural style of Shaki Khan palace. According that project, the total area of new construction will be 760 square
meters. In the centre of garden disclose library-café and entrance hall (46
M2) will be placed. All construction will consist of separate library and closed
café (270 M2), kitchen (38M2), cash-desk and administrative zone (16 M2),
two sanitary conveniences (both-24 M2), book-shop with additional entrance (47 M2), souvenirs and gifts shop with additional entrance (38M2)
and open terrace (290M2).
It will function the year round and is supposed to be built of mobile metal constructions and extendible mirror- glass materials. All these materials
must form synthesis of library-café and garden- landscape of palace yard.
As a result of all those actions, the impression of Shaki Khan Palace, it’s
general architectural artistic-aesthetic design will be much deeper, and the
beauty of new construction will be organic “included” in all view of complex. So, tourists will be able to enjoy the beauty of nature, architecture,
have a cup of coffee or tea, taste original Shaki sweets, national cookeries.
All these aspects must be also provided.
General style of interior will be modern and ethno-style. Together with
modern style ancient traditions, typical for Azerbaijan and Shaki especially
will be used also. By this means we’ll do the interior much brighter and
demonstrate the justifiability of that style using in modern interior. Modern
textile, lighting, accessories will be used together with materials, produced
by local masters.
While having tea or coffee tourists also can look through albums and
catalogs,inform about Azerbaijani history, architecture, art, music, ethnography, literature, etc. If they want to buy some of those books or souvenirs,
they can do it in small shops, placed beyond that area, close to entrance.
The main condition, we need to achieve all these aims is to find sponsor
and to realize this project in shortest time. Mobile café- library, function all
year round, will provide comfort and good service for foreign and local tourists and can increase tourist flow in this region.
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Azerbaijan, Shaki. External view of Palace of Shaki Khans

Interior of Consultation room of Palace of Shaki Khans
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Interior of Consultation room of Palace of Shaki Khans
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ABSTRACT
Having the ancient history the cultural heritage of Azerbaijan nation is very rich
and colorful. In the article it is said about the cultural heritage in Azerbaijan heroic
eposes, the problems of gathering the national-spiritual values of the heroic eposes
being the heirs of such unmovable wealth turning the part of common Turkic culture are mentioned.
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One of the interesting genres of Azerbaijan oral folk literature is epos.
The literary monuments of this genre reached nowadays with the ancient
examples sounded even with the events of the 10th – 11th centuries are also
existed. The heroic eposes consisting one of the branches of Azerbaijan
eposes are the artistic-literary examples sounded with the different mythical thoughts, the heroic tales, the most ancient legends and rumors. They
have been used and being polished has become richer in a great historical
level. “The eposes form in the connection of the spiritual world, the native
nature, country and the national fate of the nation… By means of these
eposes and sagas the nation finds a sign in each small stone and rock of our
country” [5, p.119]
Some eposes such as “The Book of Dede Gorgud”, “Shah Ismayil”, “Koroglu”, “Gachag Nabi” reflect the material and spiritual cultural monuments
included the cultural heritage of the nation.
In these eposes the information about the history of Azerbaijan, the architectural monuments, music, dances, the different music instruments, the
fight art, arm and fight kinds, the battle clothes of the heroes, the national
clothes, sewing-knitting art, sport kinds, the nature monuments is given
figuratively.
Today from the heroic eposes taking place in the cultural life of Azerbaijan Turks one can hear the voices of the dancing people, the roar of the
young knights contending with one another, the deafening neigh of the
horses.
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The battle of Gazan khan with Alp Aruz, the fight of Koroglu with Arab
Reyhan, Shah Ismayil Khatai’s meeting with Yavuz Sultan Salim have been
reflected in the heroic eposes. The fight tactics of these heroes in order
to defeat the enemy are the most beautiful examples reflecting our fight
culture.
The epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud” witnesses the interesting stages
reflecting the open fight or the square battle tactics of the Oghuz Turks.
From the epos it is clear that in any case the open fight rules consist of from
the unchangeable battle tactics and the definite rituals. “The heroes preparing for the attack from the right, left and centre join the prayer ceremony
before the battle… Then the troops are formed and the banner is hoisted.
Usually the banner is in the centre… The commander ruling the troop attacks from the centre. Before the attack the warlords fight with the enemy
warlords face to face”. [1, p.7]
As in all Turkic nations in Azerbaijan nation the instrument “saz” (an
Azerbaijani folk musical instrument like guitar) is a lovely musical instrument and the main means expressing the heroes’ thoughts. The way of saz
beginning from the “gobuz” (an old Azerbaijani musical instrument) has
created the culture of “ozan-ashug” and has become the inseparable part
of the cultural heritage of the nation. “Ashug art, ashug activity, it means
ashug’s instrument, voice and word have passed the regular development
process even with different names till the epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud”
or later”. [4, p.4]
The epos “Koroglu” created in the 16th century gives information that
there was also an instrument “saz” with one brace. The master of the instrument “saz” named Yagub lived in Istanbul and he often prepared such
instrument “saz” for Koroglu. Koroglu used to open the hooks of the instrument “saz” and put them into his pockets, and when he wanted he connected the hook and played the instrument.
In the epos “Shah Ismayil” Khatai acts as an ashug, he calls his enemies
to the battle both with his instrument “saz” and his sword. Folk poets such
as Gurbani, Miskin Abdal, etc. lived and created in his palace, they were also
in fights and battles together.
Koroglu being one of the main heroes of the epos “Koroglu” has roared
with his instrument “saz” both in the battles with enemy and informing
about his love to Nigar khanum. Koroglu’s poetical ashug activity being connected with the nation very closely shows the strong aesthetic and the spiritual influence to his supporters. This poetry educates the humanity in the
spirit of the hate to the social unjustness, the devotion to the folk work
and the struggle for its freedom. I would like to note that “… since the centuries the themes of heroism and love have been the main themes of the
Azerbaijan ashug literature… There are fifteen saz melodies about the epos
“Koroglu” and sixteen saz melodies about the epos “Asli and Karam”. [4, p.8]
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The heroic eposes have been heritage to each Azerbaijanian and express
the behavior culture directing his life style. To show the respect to the older people, parents, to listen their advice are the valuable traditions of our
nation.
The kinds of clothes of Azerbaijan Turks stayed in heroic eposes and used
in the daily life, in the battles reflect the development way of our ethnic
history. In the epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud” the information about the
Azerbaijan man and woman clothes of the middle Ages is given in details. In
the epos the names of some clothes such as “don” (dress), “sarig” (wrap),
“chalma” (turban), “nigab” (veil) are also given.
During the 14th -15th centuries the serious changing happened in the
Azerbaijan folk clothing. From the epos “Koroglu” it is known that in the 16th
century the red, pudgy turbans, including the simple, without decoration
turbans were also used. The turbans used in those periods were usually in
white color. But the king, the vizier or the honorable confessors used to put
on their heads the green turbans.
It is possible to get the information from the oral folk literature examples
about the arm history, arm and fight kinds being the inseparable part of our
cultural heritage. From the epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud” it is clear that
“Basat’s bow is from the horn of the goat. The bow, the arrow, the spear and
the sword take the special place among the weapons, but the typical spear
is from the trunk of the thick cane; the arrow with the iron pointed, the steel
sword are introduced as the acutest, the sharpest weapons for that period”.
[6, p.121]
In the epos in the part “Dash Oghuzun Ich Oghuza asi oldugu boy” as
the fight face to face is the ancient fight style of the Turk Gazan khan fights
with Aruz face to face. Firstly, the rivals fight with the sword and then they
wrestle. Who wins the fight, the other side is considered to be defeated.
The powerful rival’s choosing the weak one is unacceptable in the fight.
Koroglu’s sharp sword has been still living in the memories and pages
of our heroic eposes. “The weapon names of “Koroglu” are the followings:
“mizrag” (dart), “sheshper” (javelin), “okh” (arrow), “galkhan” (shield),
“gurz” (bludgeon), “emud” (mace), “cida” (lance)… The expression of the
military conceptions take a great place in the epos: “goshun” (troop), “ordu”
(army), “jeng” (fight), “dava” (brawl)” [2, p.424]
The heroic eposes created by Azerbaijan nation give the information
about its rich cultural heritage. Each epos has become the cultural monument of all Turkic world. The epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud” being the
mirror of the social-political and cultural life of Azerbaijan nation during the
initial middle Ages plays the important role in immortalizing the nationalcultural heritage and educating of the new generations in the Azerbaijan
statehood spirit. Paying attention to the importance of the epos in 1997 the
1300th jubilee of this immortal art monument was held in the UNESCO.
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The epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud” being the general work, including
as the valuable cultural heritage is also a national monument of the Turkic
nations. The epos “The Book of Dede Gorgud” being the ancient source of
Azerbaijan culture is not only in its created period, but also in our modern
period it is the idea foundation of our national morality, literature and art.
This great monument gathering all national-spiritual values of Azerbaijan
history is such energy source that it is impossible to imagine our modern
national spirit and culture history without it” [3, p.3].
The epos “Koroglu” doesn’t live only in the memory of Azerbaijan nation;
it also lives in Azerbaijan music, cinema and fine arts. The founder of the
national opera Uzeyir Hajibeyli writing the opera “Koroglu” has presented
the world popularity to the epos.
The works done in the branch of protecting and developing the oral folk
literature and material-cultural heritage the First Visa-President of Azerbaijan Republic, the goodwill ambassador of UNESCO AND ISESCO Mehriban
khanim Aliyeva’s and Haydar Aliyev Fund and Azerbaijan Culture Fund are
irreplaceable.
Now many monuments of our cultural heritage such as mugham, ashug
art, mastery art of “tar”, carpet, “kalagayi”, the traditional horse sport kind –
the game “chovkan” and others are protected by UNESCO as the high values
of the humanity.
These monuments have appeared among the folk and have stayed in
the pages of the heroic eposes, in the historical memory giving the information from the life style, from the material-cultural examples used during the
thousands of years by the people turned to the historical personalities. They
have collected this great treasure and transferring them from the century to
the century have immortalized for the future generations.
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INDEPENDENCE OPENED WIDE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF AZERBAIJANI CULTURE
ABSTRACT
After the independence of the Republic of Azerbaijan, innovations in the culture
sphere have been demonstrated. Thus, since the early 1990s, state care for the
development of culture was strengthened. According to the decree signed on November 10, 1997, individual scholarships were awarded to prominent literary and
art figures, young talented writers and poets. Decrees issued on May 22, 1998, “On
Honorary Titles in the Republic of Azerbaijan”, on June 11, 2002, “On Private Pensions” . Presidential scholarship determined to 150 person on June of 2002.
During the years of independence, new schools were built and their material
and technical base was strengthened. June 13, 2000 dated decree of Heydar Aliyev
“On Improvement of the Education System in the Republic of Azerbaijan” was a
document that ensured the development of education, science and culture in Azerbaijan. Guarantee for the development of our language is ensured by the decree
issued on June 18, 2001, “On Improving of the State Language Application “ and the
Decree on the Transition of the Latin Graphic .
The President of the country, Mr Ilham Aliyev, emphasized the importance of
holding events dedicated to the educator press agencies, which contributed to the
development of Azerbaijani culture in the early 20th century. Thus , he signed an
order on the 100th anniversary of the Molla Nasreddin magazine on January 23,
2006. As a result of care for the development of culture, art centers such as the
Baku Municipal Theater, Theater of Criticism and Agitation, National Stage Theater,
Azerbaijan State Youth Theater, Yugh Theater, Baku Camera Theater, Pontomim
Theater were organized. Since 2000, there were 26 state theaters in the republic.
In 1997, “Koroglu” opera of U.Hajibayov was performed at the Opera and Ballet
Theater, “Farhad and Shirin” play of S.Vurghun, and «O olmasin, bu olsun» Musical
comedy was performed at the Musical Comedy Theater in 1998. The VIII symphony
of composer C. Hajiyev “Onu zaman sechib (Time Chose him) “ and the composer
Sardar Sardarov’s “Boyuk Vatandash (Great Citizen)” were dedicated to President
H. Aliyev. The “Garabagh” oratorium of composer V.Adigozalov composed in 1997,
reflected the Garabagh cries in it.
Despite the economic difficulties in the republic, ways to get the Azerbaijani
cinema out of crisis were searched. “Azerbaijanfilm” studio has been funding again
from the state budget since 1994. A state cinema fund was created for the collection, reproduction and rational use of films produced in the country.
Documentary film such as “General”, “First “, “Moscow-Kremlin”, “Leader”, “Tale
(Fate)”, “ About real Love”, “History of One Envy” (Director V.Mustafayev), talked
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about the life of national leader Heydar Aliyev and these films were a complete
record in the history of the Azerbaijani cinema.
Only this should be remembered that in Azerbaijan, up to recent time Azerbaijan had a total television and radio broadcasting, now it has 11 radio broadcasts,
9 television channels and 14 regional television channels. All these achievements
show that, independence has opened wide opportunities for the development of
Azerbaijani culture.
Key words: Azerbaijan, culture, development, media

As it is known after the independence of the Republic of Azerbaijan the
process of innovation has been expanded in this area. The state care for the
activity of intelligentsia and unions has strengthened. On the 10th of November in 1997 the President of Azerbaijan Republic signed a decree about “Increasing state care for literary and art figures in the Republic of Azerbaijan”.
The individual scholarships were awarded to the prominent literary and art
figures, young talented writers and poets. On the 22nd of May in 1998 the
decree “About honorary titles in the Republic of Azerbaijan” and on the 11th
of June in 2002 the decree “About establishing the individual scholarships
of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan” were signed. In June 2002,
about 150 people having great services in science, culture, art, education
and in different branches were nominated for the President’s scholarship.
This process was continued in the following years, too.
With Heydar Aliyev’s arrival to the government science, education, culture began to revive gradually. The powerful education system created by
Heydar Aliyev during the Soviet period had given opportunity to create the
human resources. At all times when he was in power, Heydar Aliyev paid a
special attention to education. The new types of schools were built, were
provided with books and the material-technical base was strengthened.
Unfortunately, in the first years of our independence, a strong blow to
our education was pushed through the leadership of the government, so
we could not escape from this effect for several years. Again Heydar Aliyev
rescued our education from the danger of collapse. The teachers increased
their enthusiasm to their profession.
The decree signed by honorable Heydar Aliyev on the 13th of June in 2000
“About improving the education system in the Republic of Azerbaijan” is a
document providing the development of education, science and culture in
Azerbaijan. Basing on the national heritage, international standards and experience of advanced countries Azerbaijan education develops day by day.
Taking into the consideration in the new state of the state language, Heydar Aliyev always paid special attention to his native language from the day
of his coming to power in Azerbaijan and on the 18th of June in 2001, in the
decree “About improving the application of the state language” and about
the transition to Latin script, about the state language, the guarantee given
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to the development of our language in 2003 Law of the Azerbaijan Republic had been reflected. In the document dated on the 18th of June, along
with the achievements gained during the historical development of our language, the problems appeared from the state language during the period
of our existence were widely analyzed and the ways of solving these problems were shown. In the decree it is said: “The experience of the ten-year
development way of Azerbaijan Republic shows that, as in other branches
there are still many works in investigation and applied spheres of our native
language”. In this historical document the tasks are shown definitely and the
future jobs are explained. In that decree the teaching problem of the native
language is shown particularly: “It is necessary to improve the teaching of
the Azerbaijani language according to the modern world standards, requirements of our national-cultural development history in secondary and high
schools of our country”. The decree is a legitimate continuation of the great
events realized about the national language undertaken by national leader
Heydar Aliyev since 1969, when he headed Azerbaijan.
During the reign of Heydar Aliyev, the prohibition was taken from the
word “South Azerbaijan”. The close contact formed among the poets from
the south. All this was the result of Heydar Aliyev’s care for the intelligentsia. As the continuation of this care, Heydar Aliyev had signed decrees during last ten years about increasing of the salaries of pedagogical employees
and the teachers having special services had been awarded with the prizes
and honorary retirements, and it had created great enthusiasm in their
activities.
The owner of the following words “I will give the rest of my life to my
people” kept his promise. He thought about his nation until his last breath,
sacrificed himself for them and demonstrated his iron will to all mankind.
And he became the symbol of independent Azerbaijan. And it has become a
smile of independent Azerbaijan. His prize was to live eternally in the heart
of the nation and to become the statue of true humanity.
The national leader Heydar Aliyev’s greatness was that he could return
the lost faith of the nation. In his any action he repeatedly mentioned that
he was supported by the nation. In one of his talks he said the following
words: “Everything done by me is very valuable for me. Everything such as
a factory, a plant, an electric station, a way, a bridge, a house, a building, a
palace and so on… But the most valuable thing in my life is my nation, my
native land and my country”.
Our grateful nation does not forget it and will not forget it, either. Today
we do not believe in his absence. In fact, he is with us. Because he has created a perfect legal state for us. It is a state that no one can destroy it.
They say that the greatest consolation is to pride in looking at the actions
done by the deceased people. But the greatest consolation of the Azerbaijani people is the election of Ilham Aliyev as the president. It means, the
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actions of the great son of the nation live and the dreams come true. Nation
trusts in it. Today’s development dynamics, constructive works and improvement of the welfare of the people from day to day show the development of
an independent Azerbaijan state founded by national leader Heydar Aliyev.
Taking into account the role of cultural life and the role of literary-political thought in the national self-determination, President Ilham Aliyev signed
an order on the 23rd of January in 2006 about the 100th anniversary of the
journal “Molla Nasreddin”. The Head of State mentioned the importance of
preparing events dedicated to the other literary press organs, including the
journal “Molla Nasreddin”, which contributed to the development of Azerbaijani culture at the beginning of the 20th century.
Some theatres such as “Baki Belediye teatri” (“Baku Municipality Theatre”), “Tengid-Teblig teatri” (“Criticism-Propaganda Theatre”), “Milli Dastan
Teatri” (“National Epos Thetre”), “Dovlet Genjler teatri” (“State Youth theatre”), “Yug teatri” (“Yug theatre”), “Baki Kamera teatri” (“Baku Camera
theatre”), “Pontomim teatri” (“Pantomime theatre”) were organized. In
2000 about 26 state theaters acted in the republic. Some art works such as
the opera “Koroglu” by U.Hajibayov, the musical comedy “Arshin mal alan”,
the work “Farhad ve Shirin” by S.Vurgun in the Natonal Dram Theatre were
staged, but in 1998 the musical comedy “O olmasin, bu olsun” was staged
on the Musical Comedy Theatre. In 1996 the opera “Solgun chichekler”
(“The faded flowers”) by S.Alasgarov was staged. Reflecting the dramatic effects, the nations’ hope and belief, devotion with the music language the 8th
symphony named “The period has chosen him” by J.Hajiyev and the work
“Great citizen” by the composer S.Sardarov have been devoted to the President Heydar Aliyev. The art work “Garabag” composed in 1997 by the composer Vasif Adigozalov reflected Garabag scream in itself.
Though there were economic difficulties in the republic, in order to get
Azerbaijani cinema out of crisis the ways were looked for. The cinema-studio
“Azerbaijanfilm” began to be financed from the state budget since 1994.
A state cinema fund was created for the collection, reproduction and rational use of films produced in the country. Azerbaijan cinematographers
began to create the high feature films such as “Ehli-kef” (“Merry-maker”),
“Fransiz” (“Frenchman”), “Her shey yakhshi olajag” (“Everything will be
fine”) (producer V.Mustafayev), “Yarasa” (“A bat”) (producer A.Salayev),
“Hem ziyaret, hem tijaret” (“Both pilgrimage and commerce”), “Yerle goy
arasinda” (“Between the sky and the earth”) (producer R.Ojagov), “Uchurulmush korpu” (“The destroyed bridge”), “Ozge vakhti” (“The other time”)
(producer H.Mehdiyev), “Bekht uzuyu” (“The wedding ring”) (producer
R.Azizbayli). There were also films devoted to Garabag war. In the cine-films
such as “Ag atli oglan” (“The boy with a white horse”) (producer A.Abluj),
“Faryad” (“Scream”) (producer J.Mirzayev) the episodes about Garabag war
were also used.
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The documentary films such as "General", "Birinji" ("First"), "MoscowKremlin", "Leader", "Fate", "About the real love", "The history of an envy"
(producer V.Mustafayev) about the life of national leader Heydar Aliyev is
a complete chronicle in the history of Azerbaijan cinema. The independent
Azerbaijan cinema has ways to the world screens. The feature film "Yarasa"
("A bat") was honored with the name "The best feature film of Europe" in
cinema-festival held in France in 1996 and the highest award in Egypt International cinema-festival. The film "Ozge vakhti" ("The other time")" was high
awarded in Madrid International cinema-festival in 1997. The film "Javan gadin uchun kishi" ("A man for a young woman") (producer M.Ibrahimbayov)
was awarded with the bronze prize in the capital of Colombia in Bogotá in
1997. In 2001 the documentary film "About the real love" won three prizes
in Moscow Eurasia tele-forum, but the film "The history of envy" won a prize
in 2002.
The innovations in the tele-radio space can also be regarded as one more
address of the great achievements of our country in recent years. In order to
imagine the scale of successes in this area, it should be remembered that in
Azerbaijan, which had only a television and radio broadcasting, now it has
11 radio stations, 9 television broadcasts and 14 regional television channels. As it is seen, there are enough many-colorings in Azerbaijan broadcast
space. In short, its capabilities, as well as the boundaries of our broadcasts,
are quite broad.
All these achievements also prove that the successes in the development
of Azerbaijani culture have reached a new, higher stage of independence.
Independence has created enormous opportunities for the activities and
comprehensive development of the creative people.
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PERFECTION IN SERVICE AND CUISINE: REVIEW OF MICHELIN STAR
RESTAURANTS IN EUROPE
Abstract
Tourism has seen constant growth globally in the period of past few decades
and in the competitive tourism market restaurant offer enrich the stay in tourist
destinations. Relevant literature related to tourism and hospitality shows, that
tourists when traveling to destinations tend to visit restaurants, and that was
always been regarded as an integral part of the tourist experience. There are
number of tourists daily travelling and visiting various places and sites all around
the world. For better navigation and discovering new places some of these
tourists use travel guides and one of the oldest travel guide is Michelin guide. In
this guide the most significant restaurants are grade from one to three stars. The
main purpose of this paper is review of Michelin star restaurants in Europe. The
paper covers the historical development of the Michelin guides, the criteria for star
grading of fine dining establishments and anonymity of Michelin inspectors. Table
showing number of star restaurants by country, prices of menus and comparation
of restaurant offer is also presented. Research methodology and secondary data
sources is used by consulting official web pages of restaurants and Michelin guides.
Concluding remarks are regarding the structure, differences and similarities of the
Michelin star restaurant offer in Europe and opportunities for opening this type of
restaurants on the territory of Balkan countries.
Key words: Michelin guide, star restaurants, service, cuisine, Europe.

The beginnings and definition of guidebooks
Tourism is inextricably linked to the trips yet back in the ancient times,
organized for various reasons, such as religious, health, sports, shopping
etc. As part of the literature, guidebooks appeared as early as in the ancient
times in Greece and the Roman Empire and served as an additional material for travelers1. Most often, they contained maps, description of roads
and facilities, ports, distance between settlements, etc.Due to the fact that
the authors in the field of tourism did not consider the trips in the past as
tourist movements, guide books appear much later2. In 1749, Thomas Nugent published one of the first tourist guides “the Grand Tour” containing
1 Kish, G. (1978) A Source Book in Geography. Cambridge: Harvard University Press.
2 Методијески, Д., Голаков, К. (2016) Преглед на позначајните туристички водичи.
Зборник на трудови од Прва меѓународна научна конференција ФИЛКО - Филологија,
култура и образование. Штип, 18-19 Март
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an exact description of most of the cities and other remarkable places of
Europe. His guidebook intended for tourists was dedicated to the following countries: Holland, Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Poland, Italy,
France, Spain and Portugal3. This guidebook contains detailed information
for the travelers, such as: transport and roads, accommodation and food
facilities, attractions and other interesting places, legal regulations, currency exchange, luggage transport and other useful information. The first
guidebooks for tourists appear in 19th century due to the industrial revolution and the increase in travelers taking trips. The pioneers in publishing
guidebooks were John Murray and Karl Baedeker4. Baedeker issued the first
guidebook in 1827 for Germany and later on for other European and world
countries as well. Those guidebooks contained various information for the
travelers, such as accommodation places and places of interest, natural and
anthropogenic attractions and high quality and accurate maps5. Thomas
Cook, one of the pioneers of organized trips, also published guidebooks for
several countries in the second half of the 19th century6.
A guidebook7 is a book that gives tourists information about a place, such
as geographic explanations, what could be seen and visited there (natural,
cultural and historical attractions), the accommodation facilities, the transport that can be used, food and entertainment facilities, etc. Guidebooks
contain addresses, telephone numbers, web pages, maps, etc. Guidebooks
are published in different languages, depending on the language region and
the target market of tourists.
Guidebooks are the most frequently and largely used medium by tourists, prior to their trips or during their stay. As previously mentioned, they
contain places of interest and activities indicated by the authors and make
an impact on the image of the destination8.Their purpose is to facilitate the
stay of tourists at an unknown destination. Guidebooks may be classified according to several different criteria9. According to the format in which they
may be found, there are two types, electronic or hardcopy. According to the
3 Nugent, T. (1749) The Grand Tour. London: Ave-Mary-Lane.
4 Sharma, K.K. (2006) Tourism and Travel Industry. New Delhi: Sarup & Sons.
5 Butler, R., Russell, R., eds. (2010) Giants of tourism. Oxfordshire: CAB International.
6 Watson, N., ed. (2009) Literary Tourism and Nineteenth-Century Culture. Hampshire:
Palgrave Macmillan.
7 Методијески, Д., Голаков, К. (2013) Толковник на поими, термини и имиња од областа
на туризмот (англиско-руско-македонски). Скопје: Современост.
8 Dimitrov, N., Metodijeski, D. (2017) Historical review of travel guides in the Republic of
Macedonia. Horisons, International Scientific Journal - Social Sciences and Humanities, 20
(10). pp. 305-316.
9 Dimitrov, N., Metodijeski, D. (2017) Historical review of travel guides in the Republic of
Macedonia. Horisons, International Scientific Journal - Social Sciences and Humanities, 20
(10). pp. 305-316.
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types of tourists for which they are intended, they can be family-focused
guidebooks, guidebooks for low budget trips, for people with special needs,
for elderly people, 18-30 club, etc. According to the topic, guidebooks may
be related to specialized forms of tourism such as urban, monastery-related, wine tourism, gastronomic tourism etc. According to the territorial
coverage, there are local, regional, national and international guidebooks.
However, despite the increasing importance of international tourism, little
attention has been paid to the guidebooks in the academic literature and
they are only parts of just a few books and articles10.
World’s most important guidebooks
Worldwide, guidebooks are published most frequently by national tourist organizations as a part of their promotional campaigns and in such cases,
they are free-of-charge. Study finds interest in the private companies that
are professionally engaged in publishing this type of literature, not only for
promotional but also for commercial purposes and they are intended for
the wide variety of tourists.The focus is put on the relevant guidebooks with
longer tradition, recognizable in the market.The Michelin guidebook is of
primary interest for this study because nowadays, travelers are more experienced, have more disposable income and more leisure time to travel, so
tourism allows them to escape the daily routine of their usual environment
and immerse themselves in a world full of freedom and novelty. Today, more
and more tourists in the world are looking for specific learning experiences,
and in this endeavour the gastronomic experience, in many different ways,
is playing an increasingly prominent role11.
Table 1.World’s most important guidebooks

Publisher
Michelin Guides
Blue Guides
Footprint
Fodor’s
Let’s Go
Insight Guides
Lonely Planet
Dorling Kindersley
Bradt
Rick Steves
Rough Guides

Year
1900
1918
1924
1949
1960
1970
1972
1974
1974
1979
1982

Source: Official publishers’ websites

website
michelinguide.com
blueguides.com
footprinttravelguides.com
fodors.com
letsgo.com
insightguides.com
lonelyplanet.com
dk.com
bradtguides.com
ricksteves.com
roughguides.com

10 Weeden, C., Boluk, K., eds. (2014) Managing Ethical Consumption in Tourism. New York:
Routledge.
11 UNWTO (2012) Global Report on Food Tourism. Madrid: UNWTO.
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Even though various guidebooksdiffer in terms of the content, the style
of writing and the manner of presentation, they still contain the most important data necessary for the tourists during their stay, all of which is substantiated with photos and maps. A tendency has been observed of following
certain patterns in the writing of such guidebooks, which vary depending on
the company publishing the guidebooks. Most of the companies that publish guidebooks worldwide, have many years of experience in this industry
which constitutes a certain authority and provides confidence and reliability
for the users of guidebooks, such as Lonely Planet12.
History of the Michelin guidebook
As with all great inventions that have changed the course of history, the
Michelin guidebook didn’t start out as the iconic dining guide it is today
esteemed to be internationally. In fact, its roots were far more humble: the
little red guidebook was originally conceived simply to encourage more motorists to take to the road.It all started in Clermont-Ferrand in central France
in 1889, when brothers Andre and Edouard Michelin founded their eponymous tyre company, fuelled by a grand vision for the French automobile
industry at a time when there were fewer than 3,000 cars in the country.In
order to help motorists develop their trips - thereby boosting car sales and
in turn, tyre purchases - the Michelin brothers produced a small guide filled
with handy information for travellers, such as maps, information on how to
change a tyre, where to fill up on petrol, and for the traveller in search of
adventures of the day - a listing of places to eat or take shelter for the night.
The first Michelin guide (also called the red guidebook due to its red color)
was published in 190013.
These guidebooks were free for two decades, but a brand new Michelin
guide was published in 1920, and sold at seven francs. For the first time,
it included a list of hotels in Paris, lists of restaurants according to specific
categories, as well as the abandonment of paid-for advertisements in the
guidebook.

12 Peel, V., Sorensen, A. (2016) Exploring the Use and Impact of Travel Guidebooks. Bristol:
Channel View Publications.
13 Ottenbacher, M., Harrington, R. (2007) The innovation development process of Michelinstarred chefs. International Journal of Contemporary Hospitality Management, 19 (6), pp.
444-460
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Figure 1. Michelin guidebook in 1900 and 2018

Acknowledging the growing influence of the guide’s restaurant section,
the Michelin brothers also recruited a team of mystery clients or restaurant
inspectors, to anonymously visit and review the restaurants. In 1926, the
guidebook began to award stars for restaurants, initially marking them only
with a single star. Five years later, a hierarchy of zero, one, two and three
stars was introduced, and in 1936, the criteria for the starred rankings were
published. During the rest of 20th century, thanks to its serious and unique
approach, the Michelin guidebooks became best-sellers without equals. The
Michelin guidebook extended its activities from France to Europe, so the
first Michelin guidebookfor Italy was published in 1956, for Great Britain14
in 1974, for the United States in 2006, Japan in 2012, etc. The guidebook
now rates over 40,000 establishments in over 24 territories across three
continents, and more than 30 million Michelin guidebooks have been sold
worldwide since.Today, the remarkable prediction of the brothers Michelin
has given the company a vocation that is as relevant in 2016 as it was in
1900 – namely, to make driving, tourism and the search for unforgettable
experiences available to all. According to a number of authors, the Michelin
stars are the oldest and the most valuable international system of categorisation of quality in restaurants and their cuisine15.

14 Bucak, T., Kose, Z.C. (2014) The Aplication of Michelin’s Star Standarts in Restaurant
Business; HamburgLe Canard Sample. Journal of Tourism and Hospitality Management, 2
(2), pp. 21-35
15 Maravić, М.А. (2016) Restaurant quality: the case of central Slovenian region. Tourism
and Hospitality Management, 22 (1), pp. 87-104
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Figure 2.Meaning of Michelin stars

Besides the awarding of stars, the guidebook Michelin provides useful
written information about other objects that are not starred as: ambient,
type of cuisine and specialties, wine list etc. Also, the guide has information
for readers referring to accommodation facilities, taking into account the
level of service, décor, cleanliness and the environment16.
Anonymity of its inspectors
All restaurants in the world that have been awarded with Michelin stars
are judged by anonymous Michelin food inspectors.The guide always keeps
really secret and hidden its inspectors, no one knows who they are, how
they look and when would they come in to experience what the restaurant
is offering17. Often inspectors do not visit the same restaurant, just to avoid
the risk of being recognized because they want the restaurant to treat them
just as they would treat any other customer. They usually dine in pairs as
couples or people on a business meeting. They try their best to hide their
true identity and purpose for visiting the restaurant.The anonymity of these
inspectors is stretched to such a length that even most of the executives
of the company do not know them at all.There are a few hundred of these
Michelin mystery inspectors worldwide and in their hands, they hold the
success or failure of a restaurant.These inspectors earn their living by travelling around the world, visiting restaurants and they keep their identity and
profession anonymous even from their families.Michelin inspectors are fulltime employees at the Michelin Group who regularly eat in dining facilities
in order to give the best customer recommendations for the experiences
they have gained in hotels and restaurants. Most of them have studied in
the best educational institutions in the field of catering and tourism in the
16 Eren, S., Güldemir, O. (2017) Factors affecting the success of internationally awarded
Turkish chefs. Journal of Human Sciences, 14 (3), pp. 2409-2416
17 Johri, F.L. (2013) Stress in Michelin restaurants. Vaasan: Vaasan ammattikorkeakoulu
University of Applied Sciences.
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world, they have traveled, lived and worked in different countries around
the world.Inspectors are collectively responsible for rating over 40,000 hotels and restaurants in over 24 countries across several continents.In order
to maintain their opinion independent, the inspectors always dine anonymously, pay for their meals, and then rate their experience according to the
five publicly recognized assessment criteria:
The quality of the products;
Master the cooking techniques and taste;
The chef personality in the kitchen;
Value for the money;
Consistency between the visits
Food trends and food technologies come and go, but for over a century,
Michelin has been firmly committed to its mission to encourage a culture of
travel and dining in catering facilities, and to promise that it will help people
make the right choice, based on six basic values:
Anonymity: although the inspectors are working for Michelin, they
are still customers, like everyone else, consuming at restaurants completely
anonymously to ensure they do not receive any special treatment;
Independence: all inspectors working for Michelin always pay their
meal at the restaurants to ensure they do not receive any special treatment;
Expertise: the inspectors are experts in the field of catering with
previous work experience in the field;
Confidentiality: the different categories assigned by the guide are
never a result of a single person’s rating; they are formed based on a collective decision resulting from a long process;
Passion: what would be the point of so much work and so strict approach if the inspectors do not enjoy their meals?
Quality: the guide could recommend every restaurant if the food is
of high quality.
Geographical distribution of Michelin-starred restaurants
In 2017, 497 new restaurants in Europe received stars — 20 threestarred, 91 two-starred and 386 one-starred restaurants. These restaurants
are located in over 44 major cities in 20 European countries18.Full lists of
the new facilities included in the Michelin guidebook, published at the end
of each year, and valid for the next year are expected by the public and
of course by the main restaurants’chefs. The biggest challenge restaurants
face is not getting the star by the inspectors, but keeping it.This is a major
pressure on the head chefs to keep the stars they’ve got with a quality offer keeping the level of service unchanged throughout the year. One of the
18 https://guide.michelin.sg/en/europe-s-2017-michelin-guide-reveals-497-restaurants-withstars
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oldest restaurants that have got a star and kept it for a long time is the restaurant L’Auberge du Pont de Collonges19, located close to the city of Lyon
in France. Head chef in this restaurant is Paul Bocuse, and the restaurant
holds three Michelin stars maintained since 1965. The table below provides
an overview of the Michelin star restaurants in Europe organized by country where the restaurants are located. Twenty countries are represented,
mostly in Western, Central and Southern Europe. It can be noted that there
are 2029 Michelin star restaurants in Europe — 66 three-starred, 271 twostarred and 1692 one-starred restaurants. France has the most Michelin
star restaurants followed by Italy, Germany, Spain, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands etc.
Table2.Michelin star restaurants in Europe for 2016

Country

one-starred

two-starred

t h r e e - Total number of
starred
restaurants
Greece
3
2
/
5
Italy
288
37
8
333
Hungary
5
/
/
5
Austria
9
3
/
9
Poland
2
/
/
2
Czech Republic
3
/
/
3
Switzerland
95
18
3
116
Germany
241
39
10
290
Luxemburg
11
/
/
11
Belgium
106
20
3
129
Netherlands
85
20
2
107
Sweden
20
4
/
24
Denmark
19
2
1
22
Norway
4
/
1
5
Finland
4
/
/
4
France
492
82
26
600
Spain
146
20
8
174
Portugal
11
3
/
14
Great Britain*
139
20
4
163
Ireland*
9
1
0
10
Total
1692
271
66
2029
Source:http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/maps-and-graphics/map-michelin-starrestaurants-countries-with-the-most/ ; *data available for 2017

In addition to European countries, Michelin guidebook has also included
countries from other continents such as North and South America and Asia.
The geographical distribution of Michelin-starred restaurants on the other
continents is as follows20:
148 restaurants in North America, i.e. the United States;
19 https://www.bocuse.fr/fr/
20 https://www.viamichelin.com/web/Restaurants/
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18 restaurants in South America - Brazil;
528 Michelin-starred restaurants are found in Asia: Japan-419 restaurants, Singapore-38 restaurants, China-30 restaurants, South Korea-24
restaurants and Thailand-17 restaurants.
If we take a look at the cities with the most Michelin stars in the world,
the list looks as follows21:Tokyo (Japan), Kyoto (Japan), Paris (France), Osaka
(Japan) and New York (USA). An interesting fact is that in the top five cities
in the world with the most Michelin stars are three cities from Japan, one
from France and one from the United States.
Table 3.The world’smost-received Michelin stars chefs

No.

Full name

Sex

Nationality

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Joël Robuchon
Alain Ducasse
Martin Berasategui
Thomas Keller
Yoshihiro Murata
Gordon Ramsay
Heston Blumenthal
Carme Ruscalleda
Anne-Sophie Pic

male
male
male
male
male
male
male
female
female

France
France
Spain
USA
Japan
Great Britain
Great Britain
Spain
France

Michelin
stars
31
18
7
7
7
6
6
6
5

Source: https://trulyexperiences.com/blog/2015/03/decorated-michelinstar -chefs-still-business/
As we can notice in Table 3, there are only two women in the group of
those who received the most Michelin stars in the world. Although cooking
is considered a feminine competence, when it is considered a professional
jobthen, men take the position as head chefs and managers22. Studies show
that there are gender barriers for women to achieve chef positions in the
culinary field. On the other hand, the first woman that holds three Michelin
stars is Eugénie Brazier from France. She received them in 193323.
According to Vic Keller, there are six principles of work noted in a Michelin
star restaurant that can be applied in other businesses as well. This article is
based on a case study using the Joël Robuchon restaurant, the only threestar Michelin-rated restaurant in Las Vegas, USA. Below are the six principles
of work that can be applied in other businesses24:
-

Visible, clean and transparent workplace - the full equipment and

21
http://www.businessinsider.de/cities-with-the-most-michelin-stars-in-the-world-201612?op=0&rand=9mwlkt#/#5-new-york-city-usa-99-stars-14
22 Haddaji, M., Albors-Garrigos, J., Garcia-Segovia, P. (2017) Women Chefs’ Access Barriers
to Michelin Stars: A Case-Study Based Approach. Journal of Culinary Science & Technology,
15 (4), pp. 320-338
23 Brazier, E. (2016) La Mere Brazier: The Mother of Modern French Cooking. London:
Quadrille Publishing Limited.
24 https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/244298
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the process of cooking in the kitchen can be seen by the guests;
Professionalism - all employees wear appropriate uniforms and there
is excellent communication between the staff during the cooking process;
Devotion to the product - the deliverables are impeccable, all the
ingredients are fresh and nothing leaves the kitchen unless it is perfectly
prepared and artfully displayed;
A perfected process - the prepared dishes and the level of quality
of service stay unchanged, that is, the customers always receive the highest
level of service;
Passion - employees work with love and joy and provide services
with pleasure;
Innovation- the chef is constantly changing his menu to try new
things as consumer tastes change,but the innovations stay within the style
of therestauranti.e. the proposed cuisine (in our case, the classical French
cuisine).
The Michelin stars help the chefs to get cultural status in society, honor
and social excellence in the global hierarchy of culinary organizations. The
head chef job in these kinds of restaurants is not easy and requires physical, psychological, social and financial effort in order to achieve the goal.
The head chefs build and nurture their relationships with the employees,
customers, critics, suppliers and financiers in the dynamic competition to
reach perfection.
Table 4. An overview of the Michelin star restaurants menus in Budapest

Restaurant

web page

Menu

Main dish prices

Onyx

onyxrestaurant.
hu

3- or 4-courses, and 6-courses
menus for lunch(starter, soup,
main dish, dessert)
6- or 8-courses menus for dinner
(starter, soup, main dish, dessert)

Starting
from
€ 80
a 15% service fee

Costes

costes.hu

Starting from €85

Borkonyha

borkonyha.hu

3-, 4-, 5-, 6-or 7-courses menus for
dinner (starter, main dish, dessert)
Starters, soups, main dishes,
desserts, salads, beverages, daily
menus, tasting menus

Starting from €20

Source: Official restaurants’ websites(December, 2017)
The table presents three one-starred restaurants located in Budapest,
Hungary. The analysis shows that two of them offer the table d’hôte menus,
that is, a multi-course mealscharged at a fixed total price, and one restaurant offers à la carte menu. Due to their Michelin-starred status, the menuprices in these restaurants are higher than those of their competition.
Studies of the relevant literature show that Michelin star restaurants offer
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higher prices because they have to maintain the high level of quality of service25. Customers have different opinions about the Michelin star restaurants prices. The results of a research conducted in Germany and the UK,
i.e. in Europe, show that most of the clients of these restaurants do not
complain about the prices of the services26. Another research based on customer online reviews about restaurants in Hong Kong (China) and New York
City (USA), shows that most of the negative reviews - 60% for restaurants in
Hong Kong and 35% for restaurants in New York refer to the high prices of
services27.
Conclusion
There are several relevant publishers who only publish guidebooks
that serve as an additional material for the large number of tourists daily
traveling around the world. The Michelin guidebook contains information
especially about accommodation and food facilities. When it comes to categorizing therestaurants and their offer, it is the most accepted guidebook
at the international level. The best restaurants in this guidebook are rated
on a system of one to three stars by Michelin inspectors paying anonymous
visits to restaurants and rating these facilities according to preset criteria.
The Michelin guidebook coversover 20 countries across several continents
around the world, especially European countries. Although cooking is considered a feminine competence, when it is considered a professional jobthen, men take the position as head chefs and managers. The Michelin stars
help the chefs to get special status in society and honor in the global hierarchy of culinary organizations and gastronomy. The head chef job in these
kinds of restaurants requires physical, psychological, social and financial
effort, and the head chefs build and nurture their relationships with the
employees, customers, critics, suppliers and financiers in the dynamic competition to reach perfection. The analysis of the menus of three one-starred
restaurants located in Budapest, shows that two of them offer the table
d’hôte menus, that is, a multi-course mealscharged at a fixed total price,
and one restaurant offers à la carte menu. Due to their Michelin-starred
status, the menuprices in these restaurants are higher than those of their
competition.
The purpose of this paper is to review the Michelin star restaurants in
25 Snyder, W., Cotter, M. (1998) The Michelin Guide and Restaurant Pricing Strategies.
Journal of Restaurant & Foodservice Marketing, 3 (1), pp. 51-67
26 Lane, C. (2014) The Cultivation of Taste: Chefs and the Organization of Fine Dining.
Oxford: Oxford University Press.
27 Vásquez, C., Chik, A. (2015) “I Am Not a Foodie…”: Culinary Capital in Online Reviews
of Michelin Restaurants. Food and Foodways, 23 (4), pp. 231-250
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Europe and to show the principles on which these stars are based. The research showed that there are 2029 Michelin star restaurants in Europe —
66 three-starred, 271 two-starred and 1692 one-starred restaurants. France
has the most Michelin star restaurants followed by Italy, Germany, Spain,
the United Kingdom, Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands etc. The modern and international culinary trends represented in the Michelin guidebook
indicate a constant increase of the geographical and territorial scope of the
guide, so it is expected that in the future, the guide might include part of the
Balkan countries. Currently, Greece is the only Balkan country that is included in the Michelin guide. There are five Michelin star restaurants in Greece,
three of them are one-starred and two are two-starred. The question arising
from this study is the following: is the restaurant and culinary offer of the
Balkan countries sufficiently competitive with the Western European offer
in order to be included in the Michelin guide? When it comes to Macedonia, we could give the following recommendations regarding this issue:to
enhance the social image of the head chefs and their profession;to increase
the quality of professional culinary educational programs; to bring together
head chefs in specialized culinary associations;to improve the restaurantrelated laws and regulations; to introduce the modern culinary trends and
restaurant management to the chambers of commerce; to organize international gastronomic competitions and festivals; to promote and popularize
culinary and gastronomy by government institutions; to shape the culinary
and gastronomy development strategies at the national, regional and local
level etc.
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Abstract
In the middle of much natural hidden richness in Albania, undoubtfully counting many Albanians all over the world, diaspora, whom continually contribute and
take care of the well being of their homeland and its people. Countries in this region
including Albania for centuries have been characterized for migration, which does
not affect the region but now internationally. One of the oldest Albanian diasporas
is the Arberesha community in Italy, which still preserves culture and language.
Diaspora had an enormous effect socially and individually. As it occurs in these communities is seen as necessary to, regulate, manage, and improve migration on an
international, regional, and domestical level, intertwining laws. These laws are necessary to determine rights and obligations that a migrator has as a subject of migrator legislations, with the balance of state power and obligations of the foreign. The
purpose to balance states interests with those individuals. The regular migration its
a diaspora.
Starting from this balance the purpose of this work is to determine the importance of diaspora in the place of origin. It’s fit with the welcoming countries its
training neighbor country Italy. The completion of the catalog for political rights
related to Albania’s origin and its increasing.
Key Words: Diaspora, management of migration, diaspora organizations, migration, strategic planning, the study of diaspora, country of origin, welcoming country.

Introduction
The diaspora is largely regarded as a factor which could exercise its influence in more than one way in the country of origin, and not only. It has
played a crucial role in inspiring a wide range of policies which have resulted
in the drafts of national strategies on the issue of migration. Moreover, we
can attribute to the diaspora a leading role in the drafting of the legal instruments for the protection of their own rights.
Though the term “diaspora” dates back to 2500 years ago, it has had different definitions in different periods of time. Therefore, by diaspora we are
to understand a concept which by no means is rigid and immune to change.
The diaspora refers to a large community of immigrants whose identity
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differs in time. Thus, it is not easy to define the exact number of immigrants
for each historical period. This is especially true for the early stages of migration when the recording infrastructure was very scarce to say the least.
Nonetheless, it is generally agreed that the migratory movements are
an ever present reality. There are very few countries that have not been affected by migration, whether source or destination countries.
According to the statistics, there are currently 192 million people living
away from their birth countries. In other words, one in thirty-five persons
is an immigrant.1 These are also the levels of the phenomenon of migration
in Albania.
It is hence necessary to make reference to the definition of the term
“diaspora” in the Albanian legislation, “Diaspora is a community of migrants permanently settled in another country from the one in which they
were born, but who preserve the ties with their origin country by staying
frequently in touch.2” A “representative of the diaspora” is a person who
comes from a community of immigrants that have permanently settled in
another country, but who still keep contacts with their country of origin.
Considering that the concept of diaspora is inseparately connected to
the phenomenon of migration, it is necessary to provide the definition for
migrant. “A migrant3, is a person who for personal reasons and upon his/her
free will, choses to move away from his/her country a specific destination,
without having been forced to do so.”
The definition emphasizes the “free will” of the movement as a basic
criterion. The term comprises those who do it in a regular way as well as
the ones who lack all the required documentation such as visa, residential
permits, work permits and the like. The persons who travel abroad for vacation, business trips, medical treatment or pilgrimage, are not referred to as
immigrants. Even though they also voluntarily choose to move, they do not
intend to settle for a rolonged period of time in their destination country.
A migrant can be either an immigrant or an emigrant. They are referred
to as emigrants in the origin country and as immigrants in the destination
country.
If the migrants will be consented to stay, they will either for new diaspora units or they will attach themselves to their existing respective diasporas, of course if they chose not to assimilate fully with the population of the
host country.4
1 “Essentials of Migration Management” Migration and Hisotry” pg. 13, botime IOM (2004)
2 Fjalorth i terminologjise migratore, botuar nga IOM, variant ne shqip 2007
3 Kapitulli ku sqarohet ne gjuhen shqipe terminologjia “migrant”: “megrim”: “ migracion”
ku keta te funditpo perdoren rast pas rasti ne vend te njeri tjetrit, per te ju referuar te njejtit
fenomen.
4 Per me shume Essentials of Migration Management, respektivisht ne kapitullin 1.4 “Authority
and Responsibilly of States” dhe kapitulli 1.5 Rights and Obllgations of Migration.
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What are the factors that influence the migratory movement
it is not difficult to identify the reasons why people leave. The factors
that influence the migratory movements fall into two major categories: the
driving factors and the appealing factors. They are commonly known as the
push and the pull factors.5
Some of the main driving factors which are largely highlighted in the
studies are:
A slow economical growth combined with a stark inequality in the
distribution of goods and assets.
Overpopulation.
High unemployment rates
Excessive distress related to the ownership on the land and/or the
conditions of the urban environment.
Armed conflicts and/or ethnic cleansing.
Abuses with the human rights, discrimination, inhuman and degrading treatment.
Persecution or fear from persecution on the basis of race, nationality, political views, religion or affiliations with a specific social group.
Natural catastrophes and ecological degradation.
Inneficient governance.
Some of the main appealing factors which are largely highlighted in
the studies are:
Safety and economical prosperity in the destination country.
Possibilities for employment.
Possibilities to obtain legal documents.
Possibilities of integration.
The distance with the destination country and the existence of the
migratory networks.
The migratory movements in Albania are relatively new, but due to their
vast dimensions, they have turned into a phenomenon which greatly effects
every aspect of life in the country. A study conducted by the World Bank
shows that the number of the emigrants equals 47% of the population.6
As far as the gender distribution is concerned, it is estimated to be 75%
men and 25% women. Due to the massive and irregular character of the
5 Profili I Migracionit, Republika e Shqiperise, fq 22, botuar nga IOM, REFERUAR Banka
Boterore 2007, Vleresimi i Varferise ne Shqiperi.
6 Shih Strategjia kombetare per Migracionin fq 11.
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Albanian migration, there are no accurate official figures concerning the distribution of the Albanian emigrants. Nevertheless, the experts of the field
have afforded approximate figures to shed light on the distribution of the
Albanian emigrants in the destination countries. The great majority lives in
Italy and Greece (one million). A considerable part prefers to immigrate in
the Former Yougoslavian Republic of Macedonia. According to the statistics
of the World Bank “Migration and Remittances factbook”7 FYROM is one of
the top ten destination countries for the Albanians. The migratory movements in the country have been influenced by numerous factors similar to
those identified in a global level. The most significant factor to cause the
massive movements after the 90-s, was the downfall of the Socialist Regime
in the Central and Eastern Europe which gradually extended to Albania.8
If we refer to the data in the National Strategy for Migration, the massive emigration that marked the post-communist period started in July 1990
with the great exodus towards Italy through all kinds of means.
In March 1991, a huge number of Albanian citizens entered in the port of
Durres, seized the ships of the commercial fleet and headed off to the ports
of South Italy.
The second massive immigration wave started in 1997 following the
bankruptcy of the pyramidal companies. In the recent years there was a
considerable decrease in the illegal immigration due to the improvement
of the border control, the intensification of the fight against the traffic of
the human beings and the improvements of the social conditions in Albania
which was accompanied by an increased stability in the politics and public
order.
Among the causes of the migratory movements of the recent years, e
can count higher wages, financial support of the family, better working conditions, better living conditions, better education for oneself or for one`s
family members, and the security level and public order in certain periods
in the country.
As far as the selection of the destination country goes, it is affected by
factors such as: the access to employment; the geographical closeness; the
difficulty level of gaining access to the host country; relatives living there;
information on the possibilities to boost one`s education and professional
skills; the possibility to work in one`s profession with a considerably higher
payment.

7 World Bank, Migration and Remittances Factbook, 10 vendet kryesore te destinacionit
8 Referuar ne Strategjine Kombetare per Migracionin, Pjesae Pare “Migracioni ne kushtet e
Shqiperise “, fq 9-18, botuar ne 2005.
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THE ROLE OF THE DIASPORA IN ALBANIA (the origin country)
The migratory movements have always had a considerable effect in the
Albanian society. The main influences manifest themselves in the following
aspects:
a. Emigration and demography. According to the National Strategy of
Migration referred to in the data of the National Institute of the Statistics,
the general number of the Albanian Population has decreased considerably.9 The age group from 20 to 40 year old constitutes the greatest number
of emigrants, which has affected the changes in the age group structure of
the population and in the birth rate.
b. The affect of emigration in the economy of the country. Emigration has a crucial influence in the economy of the country as a result of the
money sent back home by the emigrants. Around 68.6% of the migrants
send money to their families, parents, spouses and children. The deliveries
are used commonly for the daily expenses, contruction, renovation work,
house furnishing etc.10 It is assumed that the deliveries are three times as
substantial as the direct foreign investments and twice as much as the official developments funds granted to Albania.Due to the large number of
the migrants, the majority of the deliveries are sent from Greece, 30%, Italy
with around 60%, and the rest comes from the USA, Germany etc.
It is important to mention that the emigrants have preferred the informal channels to send their remittances. They have opted to bring the money themselves or to entrust such task to their relatives. The reason is that
banks and other financial institutions are either not very popular or their
services are way too costly.11 Nevertheless, recently there is a growing trend
in the use of the formal channels through the money transfer agencies, especially in the case of Italy and Greece.
c. The affect of emigration in the labor market
As it is pointed out in the National Strategy of Migration,12 employments
in the advanced economies of the host countries, instills in the emigrants a
new culture of managements, a new work ethics, knowledge on new sectors
of the economy and knowledge on the latest technology. From this point of
view, the return of the immigrants in Albania would signify the import of
their newly acquired skills into our country.
9 Strategjia Kombetare e Migracionit, fq,19, referuar te dhenave te marra nga INSTAT-i.
10 Instituti I Politikave Sociale;Raport per iniciativat ekzistuese mbi investimet ne Shqiperi
fq.30
11 Remittances: strategic and operational considerations, http://www.ifad.org/ruralfinance/
pub/remittances.pdf
12 Strategjia Kombetare per Migracionin, fq.11
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The emigrants in general do not work in their professions. If we refer
to Italy, the majority of the Albanian emigrants work in the contstruction
industry, in agriculture and in the hospitality business.
An inconvenience lies in the fact that a considerable number of emigrants work in the agriculture sector while the agricultural production in the
country has decreased, and Albania in a significan importer of agricultural
products in the region.
d. The affect of emigration in the internal politics13
The emigration phenomenon affects the level of the emigrant`s involvement in the political developments of the country. Even though they make
up for a great number of voters, they cannot participate in the electoral process because they are not provided with this possibility in their host countries neither in the Albanian consulates nor in the electronic form.
Therefore, if they will to exercise their right to vote, they must pay for
the costly travel.
Considering the huge number of the emigrants, not having them vote
naturally affects the elections` result and nullifies their political engagement
in general.
We must highlight the fact that emigration positively affects the economical stability of the country. It also helps in keeping the unemployment
rates low and buffering the people`s dissatisfaction with the difficicult social
and economical conditions.
Emigration plays a key role in shaping the political culture of the Albanian emigrants because they grow accustomed with the political pursuits of
their host countries. The transmission of such culture into Albania is a side
effect of the return of the Albanian emigrants.
e. Emigration and foreign policies14
There is a strong connection between the process of integration in the
European Union and the Albanian emigration. This process plays a crucial
role in drafting and advancing the policies on the emigration issue.
The public opinion is highly sensitive to issues such as: the conditions of
the Albanian emigrants in the host countries, the guarantee of the rights
of the Albanian citizens abroad and the facilitation of the Visa application
processes. As a consequence, they are considered as a high priority mission
of the Ministry of the Diaspora, of the diplomatic services of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and the Albanian Government in general.

13 Po aty, pjesa e pare “Migracioni ne kushtet e Shqiperise”, fq 10-18, botuar 2005
14 Po aty, “Strategjia kombetare per Migracionin”fq.18-26
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The Organization of the Diaspora in the Host Countries
As far as the host countries go, in more concrete terms Italy, our research
is focused on the issues of integration that the Albanian diaspora faces. The
Migrant organizations are very important for the immigrant communities.
They help the young immigrants to adapt themselves to the new environment by softening the impact of the cultural changes. If we refer to the
past, the organizative structures such as the Association of the Albanian
Immigrants, and the religious entities (the Church) were able to provide the
immigrants with all the necessary religious, social and cultural services.
The organizations of the migrants of the diaspora fostered the preservation of the cultural capital of the immigrants. They have specifically helped
to build both the individual and the collective identity as well the identity
policies.
Furthermore, they have boosted the social capital of each member by
encouraging networking.
It is important to mention also that these organizations have actively
promoted the integration of the immigrants in their host countries by advocation for their interests in a large scale.
In the same way, they have functioned as spokesmen for the politics and
the administrations by serving as a communication bridge between the immigrants and the decision-making structures in the host countries.15
The necessity of the creation of such organizations by the diaspora
groups – in Italy and in the other countries likewise – is fundamental for the
well being of the immigrants in their new host countries.
As we mentioned before, the role of the diaspora does not extend only to
the host countries and the communities of the immigrants there. It touches
upon the countries of origin through the mediation as well as the transmission of values, norms of behavior and social capital to specific religious or
political groups.
In the last twenty years, the importance of the organizations of the diaspora has been accepted by the national and international political institutions. The European Commission mentions them in the first annual report
on Migration and Integration in 2004.
The migration organizations or the diaspora16may be defined as volunteer associations based on secondary contacts as far as the connections between relatives are concerned, and as non-voluntary organizations when
it comes to regulationg the relations with third parties such as the public
institutions. The diaspora organizations constitute a part of the Civil Society
in the context of non-profit and non-governmental organizations.
15 Migration and international legal norms, by asser press,2009
16 Permbledhje Aktesh Juridike ne fushen e Migracionit, IOM 2005,fq.57
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Taking into account what has been presented so far, we come to the
understanding that the connections of the immigrants with their country of
origin not only didn`t thin out with time, but on contrary, they have been
preserved and cultivated within the community of the migrants which by
now are more financially stable and better educated.
The organizations of the diaspora can engage themselves in several social, economic, political, religious and cultural fields. If we turn back in time
in the early 90-s, the Albanian diaspora back then was much more focused
on the political dimension due to the situation in the country of origin. At
present, they are more focused in the social and economical level.
The organizations of the diaspora play a crucial role in the creation, promotion and dissemination of the rights of the broad groups of migrants that
constitute the diaspora. The migrants are naturally entitled to all the human
rights provided in the relevant international instruments. The human rights,
due to their nature, cannot be taken from one person and transferred to
another. Therefore, they are a must for all the persons that dwell in a given
country including the immigrants that are part of the Albanian diaspora,
regardless of the fact whether they possess regular documents or not.
In the recent years, we witnessed a growth in the recognition and acceptation of the rights of the migrants which resulted in the creation of a new
structure within the framework of the UN, the Special Reporter on the Human Rights for the Migrants. Moreover, there were a series of declarations
and treaties which specifically target the migrants` rights.17
So far we elaborated on the importance of the organizations of the diaspora, but in order for such organizations to function properly in their relationship with the state and the political institutions, they must secure the
support of their members. This means that the organizations of the diaspora have to deal with the expectations of both their origina and destination countries while operating in a very complex field compound of local,
national and supernational actors.18
The role and the importance of the diaspora is not equal in all countries.
Some groups of emigrants decide to forget their national identity altogether
and embrace the identity of the host countries. In doing so, they perfectly
illustrate that the national identity and the membership in the organizations
of the diaspora is a question of will and rational choice. We can find a clear
example in the Nordic countriessuch and Finland and Sweden, but the phenomenon is spreading widely also in the USA.

17 Konventa Nderkombetare per Mbrojtjen e te Drejtave te Gjithe Punetoreve Migrante dhe
Anetareve te Familjeve te tyre, pjesa tre, nenet 8 e vijues.
18 http://ec.europa.eu/justice_/doc_centre/docs/acquis_1008_en.
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THE INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS THAT CONCERN THE MIGRANTS`
RIGHTS
The migration issues have lwyas been dealt with at a national level,
which renders the migration legislation an interior affair. As the migratory
movemenets grew larger, it became clear that domestic legislation was not
enough to regulate it and a concerted effort was emergently needed.
This situation led to the drafting and the pproval of the international
acts on migration. The international migration right is grounded upon the
international accountability of the state. As such principle confines their
traditional authority when it comes to the migratory issues; it is commonly
acknowledged that the international rights stands higher than the national
one in terms of priority.19
The international migration right is defined as that part of the right
through which each country will manage some aspects of the migration on
an international level.20 At the foundation of the normative system of the
international right there are the principles of the international right upon
which the policy makers rely when it comes to approving, amending or dismissing parts of the migration right.
Among the main principles we count the following:
The right to movement
The lack of discrimination
The principle of respecting the private and family life
The principle of the state`s obligation to accept back its citizens etc.
If we shift our focus to the specific instruments which concern the migration issues, we could mention the following conventions:
The International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all the
Migrant Workers and their Family Members (1998)21
The International Convention for the Protection of the Rights of all the
Migrant Workers and their Family Members reaffirms the basic human
rights provided in various acts, and it further consolidates them by binding
them together in an entire instrument which is specifically dedicated to the
migrant workers. This category often finds itself in a vulnerable and unprotected position, especially with the increase of the clandestine movement
19 Burimeve të së drejtës ndërkombëtare shih nenin 39 të Statutit të Gjykatës Ndërkombëtare
të Drejtësisë
20 Essentials on Migration Management, Vëllimi I, Seksioni 1.6 fq.8.
21 Neni 2 e vijue I Konventes, hyre ne fuqi ne korrik 2003, aktualisht ka 37 shtete anetare
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or the phenomenon of “labor smuggling”. The convention is a milestone in
the progress of the international community towards the recognition and
promotion of the migrants` rights. It systematically sets the minimum standards of protection in the framework of the civil, political, economical, social
and cultural rights of the migrant workers, including those who do not hold
regular documents. The convention is the very first document of its kind
in the frame of the migrants` rights. The purpose of such instrument is the
juristic protection of migrants (the Albanian diaspora) – be them regular or
nor – in the host country.
The European Convention on the Legal Status of the Migrant22
The Convention places its emphasis on the equal opportunities which
must be offered to the migrants by the public services of employment. It
also includes the right of the religious faith and the right to meet the obligations which the migrant is due in his/her country of origin.23
The Convention states that the migrant workers must have the same
treatment as the local citizens when it comes to housing, general education
and professional training. The host country must take the necessary measures to facilitate the learning of the language through training courses, and
create opportunities to carry out the equivalency of the diplomas through
the bilateral/multilateral agreements between the host countries and the
countries of origin.
The Article 15 of the Convention states that measures must be taken to
facilitate the apprehension of the mother tongue in the host country.
CONCLUSIONS
Taking into account the analysis that we made on the Albanian diaspora
up to this stage, it is important to focus on the role that the Albanian diaspora is expected to play in the future and on the concrete steps that are
being taken in order to improve the situation. The role of the diaspora has
undergone a lot of changes through the years. If in the past the Albanian
diaspora was less educated, nowadays it boasts outstanding skills which are
quite rare both in Albania and in the host countries. For instance, we could
mention the Nobel prize winner, Ferid Murati, and many celebrities of the
fields of sports and arts.
Before the 90-s, a very limited number of the Albanian diaspora had
higher education. Nowadays, there are about 30,000 university students in
Italy alone, 40,000 in Switzerland the USA and a great many are scattered in
different countries of Europe.
22 http:www.conventions.coe.int/Treaty/
23 Shih neni 13;14 I Konventes
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These facts clearly suggest that the Albanian diaspora has both the intellectual and economical capacities to develop their country of origin. Yet, the
remittances are largely sent through informal channels and they are used to
cover the living expenses.
This research suggests that one of the preconditions of the Albanian diaspora to contribute in the development of their country depends from the
Albanian state.
It is therefore necessary to create the adequate structures – or at least to
create the conditions for the diaspora to create its own structures – in order
for the resources to be channeled properly not only towards the material
well-being, but also in the political field by providing the diaspora with the
opportunity to vote.
Among the steps to be taken in this direction, we could mention the
creation of a database for the diaspora; the promotion of the diaspora in
the cultural stage; the preservation of the Albanian language and culture;
the student exchange programs and the innovative use of the social media.
The Albanian state is about to initiate this project through the new proposed law “The Foundation of the National Agency of the Diaspora”.24
This institution will be responsible for the collaboration and the protection of the rights of the Albanian citizens in their host countries. Another
responsibility of the agency will be the registration of the Albanian communities worldwide in order to enable them at a later stage to vote from
their residence country. Furthermore, the agency will collaborate with the
organizations of the diaspora in order to preserve the national and cultural
values and to disseminate information on the political processes in Albania.
The strategy that Albania is about to implement through the foundation of
the National Agency of the Diaspora, is an effort for the identification of an
action plan to acknowledge and validate the importance of the diaspora.
We maintain that if the different governments will continue to foster
proactive policies and if the new generations will be more involved, the diaspora will afford great potentials – which have not been exploited before
- in favor of the social and economical development of the country.

24 Neni 6 i Ligjit Nr.115/2017 ‘Per Krijimin e Agjensise Kombetare te Diaspores”
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Miyase Çağdaş
KONYA ÇEYİZ ÇAKMA GELENEĞİNDE KULLANILAN
EV TEKSTİLİ ÜRÜNLERİNDEN
İŞLEMELİ PEŞKİRLER
ABSTRACT
Teknolojinin hızlı gelişmesi ve ülkeler arası iletişimin kolaylaşarak artması,
insanların yaşam biçimlerinde çeşitli değişimlere neden olmuştur. Bu değişim ile
birlikte bazı gelenek ve görenekler daha az uygulanır hale gelmiş ya da uygulamalarda çağa uygun değişimler yapılmış, bazı gelenekler ise tamamen unutulmuştur.
Konya düğün kültüründe yer alan çeyiz çakma geleneği, günümüzde unutulan ve uygulanmayan geleneklerdendir. Geçmişte evlilik ve sünnet düğünlerinde
uygulanan çeyiz çakmada kullanılan ürünler, o döneme ait el sanatları örneklerini
barındıran ev tekstili ürünlerinden oluşmaktadır. İşlemeli peşkirler, çeyiz çakmada
kullanılan en önemli parçalardandır. Peşkirlerin el tezgahlarında dokunmuş olması,
süslemelerinin evlerde kadınlar tarafından elde veya aile tipi dikiş makinelerinde
yapılması ve günümüzde el sanatı ürünü peşkirlerin üretilmiyor olması, konunun
önemini ortaya koymaktadır.
Bu araştırmanın amacı; Konya’da geçmişte uygulanan ve unutulan çeyiz çakma
geleneği ve bu gelenekte kullanılan peşkirleri, tanıtmak, yeni nesillere aktarmak ve
peşkirleri inceleyerek özelliklerini belirlemektir.
Kültürel değerlerin unutulmaması ve belgelenmesi, tasarımcıların kültürel
değerleri barındıran çağdaş tasarımlar oluşturmalarına ışık tutması açısından bu
araştırma önem taşımaktadır.
Tarama modelinde olan bu araştırmada; Konya merkez ilçelerinde ev kadınları
tarafından yapılan işlemeli peşkirler, araştırmanın çalışma evrenini oluşturmaktadır.
İncelenen peşkirler arasından; evreni temsil ettiği düşünülen farklı renk ve motif özelliği taşıyan beş adet peşkir, örneklem olarak ele alınmış ve incelenmiştir.
Peşkirlerin incelenmesinde, araştırmacı tarafından peşkirlerin özelliklerine uygun
olarak geliştirilen gözlem fişleri kullanılmıştır. İncelenen örneklerin her özelliği, gözlem fişlerine işlenmiş ve bu bilgiler ışığında bulgular oluşturulmuştur. Peşkirlerin
genel görünüş ve detay görsellerine yer verilmiştir. Bulgulardan elde edilen veriler
ışığında sonuca ulaşılmaya çalışılmış ve bazı önerilerde bulunulmuştur.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Çeyiz, gelenek, peşkir

INTRODUCTION
Dowry is used in the sense of “bride’s properties.” “Jahiz” or “Jahez
(property)” in the Ottoman language is known or expressed as “çehiz” in
the public language (Kademoğlu, 1999:31, Çiğdem, 2007:52). The change of
lifestyle has also caused a change in the dowry tradition, so the properties
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and traditional practices in dowry have changed or some have disappeared.
In the past, the tradition of dowry displayused to decorate the bride’s room
and the embroidered peshkirs used as dowry items are also forgotten today.
The tradition of dowry display followed in the past in many provinces of
Turkey has a particular significance in Konya. The bride’s room is decorated
with embroidered dowries in the big “gift-giving” ceremony attended by
the bride and groom’s close relatives and friends. In the circumcision wedding, a dowry is also displayed on demand. This practice is carried out by
the dowry women who have professed the dowry displaying. Items such
as ground cloth or peshkirs are held together with needles and they are attached to the wall with small nails. Symmetry is essential while decorating
the corners of the room. The entire room used to be decorated in the past,
but now only some parts of the room are decorated and this tradition has
now almost disappeared. The tradition of dowry display was abandoned
and then it disappeared in the cities in the 1970s and in the villages in the
1980s (personal interview with Arzı Çağdaş, 10.10.2014). Also, the embroidered peshkirs used only in the dowry display lost their functions and took
their place in the chests.
In Turkish dictionary, peshkirs is defined as a cotton or linen cloth, napkin
(1796, 1988; http://www.tdk.gov.tr) in the shape of a large handkerchief
which is used at dinner tables and for drying hands and face. However, they
are usually rectangular. The shape remains the same although the sizes of
the peshkirs used for different purposes vary.
When we say peshkir, the first thing that comes to mind is the small
towels that are used for drying hands and face.The second area of use is
traditional floor dining tables. These peshkirs are woven in a way to match
the tablecloth and are used instead of today’s napkins. They are usually
patterned with small squares. These two kinds of peshkirs are hand-woven
linens or cotton fabrics.Embroidery is usually not applied. The most commonly applied technique is to decorate the short sides of the peshkirs with
flat or hand-tied fringes. Sometimes, simple embroideries are also applied.
It is essential to embroider the peshkirs that are made to be presented as
dowry and used in dowry display. These peshkirs are decorated with various
techniques. It is seen that embroidery techniques made by hand were applied in the earliest examples while family sewing machines were used for
the later ones.
Peshkirs also hold a special and important place in Konya’s traditional
weddings. In the tradition of “dürü” which is a gift exchange between the
bride’s and groom’s families (Halıcı, 1985:589; Çağdaş et al., 1996:48),
peshkirs are always present in the dowry bundles. In today’s tradition of
dürü, the towels have replaced peshkirs. In the past, peshkirs used to be
tied to the cars that participated in “fetching the bride” ceremony. The most
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beautiful of the peshkirs was chosen for the father-in-law’s car. Today, textile products such as towels and hand-painted kerchiefs are used instead of
peshkirs. In the past, peshkir was commonly used during the gift exchange
among people, yet it has been replaced by towel today; (personal interview
with Kozlu, 10.10.2017; personal interview with Birtek, 12.11.2017).
The embroidered peshkirs woven in Konya, one of the important weaving centers of Anatolia, (Çağdaş and Yayla, 2012:237) are now forgotten as
dowry display is no longer performed today. The topic is worth exploring in
terms of introducing these cultural heritage handicrafts which have been
forgotten and kept in the chests to the new generations and using them as
a source of inspiration for contemporary designs.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to introduce the tradition of dowry display
which was once followed in Konya but is now forgotten and to introduce
a home textile, peshkir, used in this tradition, to transfer them to the new
generations by identifying and documenting their properties, and to make
them be used as a source of inspiration in the designs to be created in various areas of contemporary life by raising awareness on this subject.
Significance of the Study
The study has significance for taking the tradition of dowry display and a
material cultural asset, peshkir, from past to the present day through documentation and thus offering designers an insight into the creation of contemporary designs that embrace cultural values.
METHOD
The study used survey design to collect data and a review of literature
was conducted. Source persons were contacted personally to obtain information on the topic.
Population and Sample
The population of the study was made up of hand-loomed embroidered
peshkirs which were woven in Konya by housewives in their homes and
available in private collections in the central districts. Of these peshkirs,
those with different colors and motifs that were thought to represent the
population were sampled and examined.
Data Collection and Instruments
The sampled peshkirs were arranged from simple to the complex one,
taking into account their embroidery features. Based on fabric and embroidery features, properties of the peshkirs were determined using observation
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sheets developed by the researcher. Results were presented in the light of
the data related to their properties.
RESULTS
In this section are presented the findings obtained from the examination
of the embroidered hand-woven peshkirs sampled in the study.
Sample: 1

Photo: 1-A, An overall view of the peshkir

Photo: 1-B, Fabric details

Photo: 1-C, Embroidery details

The size of the peshkir is 136cm by 47cm and the material of the fabric is
linen. The fabric of the peshkir was woven on the traditional handloom and
the plain weave technique was applied. The color cream was preferred for
the warp thread of the fabric and the colors of cream and pale orange were
picked for the weft thread. By using two colors in the weft yarn, thin and
thick lines were formed in the center of the peshkir.
Two short sides of the peshkir were densely embroidered with silk yarn,
and the colors chosen were oil green, dark green, purple and mustard yellow. Herb embroidery (branch, grape leaf, grape bunch) was selected as the
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theme and naturalist style was exhibited. In the embroidery, Chinese needlepoint was applied with machine.
The embroidery was done with a family sewing machine. It was found
that the peshkirwas made in the early 1940s and added to collection as a
legacy from her mother-in-law’s dowry. The peshkirused in the dowry display in 1954 had a small cross-section area which was later sewn by hand.
(Personal interview with Melahat Çağdaş, 10.08.2017).
Sample: 2

Photo: 2-A, An overall view of the peshkir

Photo: 2-B, Fabric details

Photo: 2-C, Embroidery details

The peshkir has 55+58=113cm length and 47cm width and the material
of the fabric is linen. Plain weave technique was applied to the hand loomed
fabric. The color cream was chosen for the warp thread and the colors of
cream and pale orange were picked for the weft thread. The thin and thick
lines in the center of the peshkir fabric were formed using two colors in the
weft yarn.
Two short sides of the peshkir were densely embroidered using silk yarn.
The colors chosen were pistachio green, grass green, purple, yellow and orange. Herb embroidery (branch, leaf, pansies) was selected as the theme
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and naturalist style was exhibited. In the embroidery, Chinese needlepoint
was applied with machine.
The embroidery was done with a family sewing machine and it was made
by shaking an embroidery hoop. The peshkirwas made in the 1940s and
added to collection from her mother’s dowry. It was used in the dowry display in 1954 and cut into two parts of equal size due to the symmetrical wall
decoration (Personal interview with Ayşegül Kazanç, 15.09.2017).
Sample: 3

Photo: 3-A, An overall view of the peshkir

Photo: 3-B, Fabric details

Photo: 3-C, Embroidery details

Linen is the fabric material of the peshkir which is 61+64=125cm long
and 47cm wide. Fabric of the peshkir was woven on the handloom using
plain weave technique. The cream color was used for the warp thread and
the colors of cream and straw yellow were preferred for the weft thread.
The thin and thick lines were created in the center of the peshkir using two
colors in the weft yarn.
Two short sides of the peshkir were decorated densely and silk yarn was
used for embroidery. Pistachio green, walnut green, grass green, lilac and
sugar pink were the colors preferred for the embroidery. Herb embroidery
(branch, leaf, bud and flower) was selected as the theme and anti-naturalist
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style was exhibited. It was embroidered on the machine using Chinese
needlepoint.
The embroidery was done with a family sewing machine and by shaking
an embroidery hoop. The peshkirwas made between 1950 and 1954 and
added to the peshkircollection from her mother’s dowry. It was divided into
two parts as it was exhibited on two separate walls during the dowry display
in 1956. (Personal interview with Saniye Dil, 12.08.2017).
Sample: 4

Photo: 4-A, An overall view of the peshkir

Photo: 4-B, Fabric details

Photo: 4-C, Embroidery details

This peshkir has a size of 119 cm by 47 cm and the material of the fabric
is linen. Fabric of the peshkir was woven on the handloom using plain weave
technique. The cream color was used for the warp thread and the colors
of cream and milk coffee were preferred for the weft thread. The thin and
thick lines were created in the center of the peshkir using a second color in
the weft yarn.
It has a dense embroidery on both short sides and silk yarn is used for
the embroidery. Dark green, lilac, sugar pink purple and yellow were picked
for the embroidery. Herb embroidery (branch, leaf, bud and flower) was
selected as the theme and anti-naturalist style was exhibited. It was embroidered on the machine using Chinese needlepoint.
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The embroidery was done with a family sewing machine. The peshkirwas
made in 1940s and added to the peshkircollection from her mother’s dowry.
It was exhibited during the dowry display in 1952. (Personal interview with
Emine Dedeoğlu, 05.09.2017).

Sample: 5

Photo: 5-A, An overall view of the peshkir

Photo: 5-B, Fabric details

Photo: 5-C, Embroidery details

The size of the peshkir is 57+65=122cm by 48cm. Linen is used for the
fabric of the peshkir. It was woven on the handloom using plain weave
technique. The cream color was used for the warp thread and the colors
of cream and milk coffee were preferred for the weft thread. The thin and
thick lines in the center of the peshkir were formed using two colors in the
weft yarn.
Two short sides of the peshkir were embroidered densely and silk yarn
was used for the embroidery. Duck-head green, light green, vermilion and orange were the colors selected for the embroidery. Herb embroidery (branch,
leaf, bud and flower) was chosen as the theme and anti-naturalist style was
used. It was embroidered on the machine using Chinese needlepoint.
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The embroidery was done with a family sewing machine and by shaking
an embroidery hoop. The peshkirwas made between 1945 and 1950 and
added to the collection from her mother’s dowry. It was concluded that
this peshkirused during the dowry display in 1951 was exhibited in different
parts of the dowry room as it was divided into two parts. (Personal interview with Ayşe Arıkan, 09.09.2017)
CONCLUSION
The size of the peshkirs examined in the study ranged between 113136cm (length) and 47-48cm (width). It was evidenced by source persons
that the peshkirs consisting of two parts were cut in half to ensure symmetry in the decoration of the room. This practice also reveals the importance
given to aesthetics in Turkish culture.
The linen fabric of the peshkir was woven on the handloom using the
plain weave technique. It was seen that a second color was used for the
weft yarn together with the use of cream color for the warp and weft yarns
in all of the examined peshkirs. Pale orange (%40) and milk coffee (%40)
were the second color preferred in the peshkirs. The use of second color
created thin and thick lines in the center of the peshkir. In Konya’s traditional hand weavings, the cream color was used as the main color in the
crimped fabric (Çağdaş et al., 2012:124). This information is in consistent
with the main color used in the fabric of peshkir.
It is noteworthy that a variety of colors were used with various shades of
green for the embroidery and the colors of purple, lilac and vermilion were
predominantly preferred. Purple and lilac were the colors that were highly
popular and commonly applied in the 19th century (Barışta, 1988:58).In the
light of this information, it can be said that the 19th century was influential
in the choice of colors used in the embroidery of peshkirs. It was found that
herb embroidery was chosen as the theme in all the peshkirs densely decorated on two short sides, and 60% of them exhibited anti-naturalist style. It
was seen that the silk yarn was used in the embroidery and Chinese needlepoint was done on the machine.It was concluded that the embroidery was
done with a family sewing machine by shaking an embroidery hoop.
It was found that 80% of the peshkirs were added to the collection from
the mother’s dowry, and this finding shows that no peshkir has been made
for daughter’s dowry in recent years. Thus, it is understood that peshkir, a
traditional home textile product, is now an ethnographic artwork. It was
seen that 80% of the peshkirs were made in the 1940s, and all were used
in dowry displays in1950s. This finding indicates that embroidered peshkirs
were produced and used in the 20th century. By presenting images of the
peshkirs from 16th and 19th centuries, Apak et al. (1984) point out that the
embroidered peshkirs were also used in these centuries (1997:53-55).
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Accordingly, it can be said that the use of embroidered peshkirs is a tradition from the 16th century.
Based on the results of the study, it is suggested to preserve handcrafted
peshkirs, to conduct further research into the types and features of peshkirs
used for purposes other than dowry display and to utilize these ethnographic artworks as a source of inspiration in the contemporary designs of various
areas.
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Emine ESİRGENLER1
GELENEKSEL KIRKPARE TEKNİĞİ VE GİYSİ TASARIMINA İLİŞKİN ÖRNEK
UYGULAMALAR
PRACTICAL PRACTICES ON THE DESIGN OF TRADITIONAL KIRKPARE
(PATCHWORK) TECHNIQUE AND CLOTHING
ABSTRACT
Due to the poverty during the war time in Turkey, the raw material shortage and
economic difficulties in the clothing sector paved the way for creativity in Turkish
women. Old garments have been recycled by re-grooming their worn out parts or
by patching and repairing.
In our traditional handicrafts, the technique called “patchpack, patchwork,
kırkpare” does not mean anything alone and is transferred to the whole which is
then going to make sense.
The designer can use the patchwork economically under the influence of historical events or cultural and traditional habits along with the expectation of consumer.
Besides this work can function as a bridge between the past and the future of our
country.
The purpose of this research; is to raise awareness about unconscious consumption resulting from technological, economic and social development and contribute to reduction of these wastes by creating environmental sensitiveness or by
making wastes a part of the production process again. In addition, with the traditional patchwork technique, to extend the life span of the clothes and fulfill its
sustainability.
The research is in survey model. In the scope of the research, the literature
review is made and many samples from Konya province made with patchwork technique were examined. With the inspiration of these samples clothes designs were
created. While designing the clothes, an ultimate attention was shown to recycling.
Key Words:Waste, patchwork, clothing design

GİRİŞ
Giyim; insanoğlunun kendini koruma ihtiyacı ile birlikte varoluşunu ilk insandan günümüze kadar korumuştur. Önceleri koruma ve örtünme amacıyla
kullanılan giysiler, sonra modanın etkisiyle güzellik amacıyla da kullanılmaya
başlamıştır.
İhtiyacımız olmayan, uzaklaştırdığımız ve kullanmadığımız her çeşit
malzemeyi atık olarak tanımlamaktayız. Günümüzde üretim esnasında ortaya çıkan atık malzemelerin çevreye zarar vermemesi, ekonomik katkı
1 Öğr. Gör. Selçuk Üniversitesi Sanat ve Tasarım Fakültesi, Moda Tasarımı Bölümü, Konya,
eesirgenler@selcuk.edu.tr
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sağlaması, kontrol edilmesi ve yönetimi gerekmektedir. Atık; ana ve ara
malzemelerin etkin ve doğru kullanılmaması sonucu; kumaş kesiminden
kalan parçalar, düğme, iplik, fermuar ve giysinin modeline ve cinsine göre
aksesuarlardan oluşmaktadır.
Ayrıca kullandığımız ürünlerin modasının geçmesi, kalitesinin yetersizliği,
uzun süre kullanılmış olması veya giysinin hasara uğraması (renk açıcılarla
lekelenmesi, yanma, yırtılma), kullanan kişinin ölçülerindeki değişiklik vb.
sebeplerden elden çıkarılmak istenir.
Üretim planlamasındaki yetersizlikler, gelişmiş teknolojinin veya kalifiye elemanın olmaması, yanlış hesaplamalar, kalite sorunu atık miktarını
artırmaktadır.
Bu atıklar; eskicilere satılıyor, ısınmak için sobada yakılıyor, temizlikte
kullanılıp atılıyor ya da kırkpare çalışacak, kilim dokutacaklara satılmakta
veya hibe edilmektedir.
Atık azaltılması, kirlilik önleme, geri dönüştürme, yeniden kullanım,
ürünün çevreye daha duyarlı tasarımı gibi konular üzerinde yapılan
araştırmalar hızla artmıştır. Ürün ve hizmetlerin ardında daha az artık ve
atıklar bırakarak üretilmesine başlanmıştır (Yücel ve Ekmekçiler, 2008: 325).
Cuc ve arkadaşları (2011) açıkladığı gibi sürdürülebilirliğin temel amacı,
yaşam sürelerini uzatarak ürünlerden azami ölçüde fayda sağlamaktır. Ekonomistler ve çevreciler çalışmaları sonucunda; sürdürülebilirliğin teknik ve
ekonomik gereksinimlerinin yanı sıra, atık önlenmesi ve geri dönüşüme olan
ihtiyacı ortaya koymuştur (Aktaran: Eser ve ark., 2016: 51)
Tekstil ve giyim sektöründe tüketim fazladır. Savaşlar sırasında çekilen
eziyetler, kıtlık, ekonominin çökmesi atıkların değerlendirilmesini öğreterek
halkı bilinçlendirmiştir. Yeniden kullanım ve geri dönüşüm en fayda sağlayan
atık değerlendirmedir.
Küçük kumaş parçalarını, kullanılmış giysilerin yıpranmış kısımlarını bertaraf ederek sağlam yerlerini, üretim sonrası iplik, fermuar, düğme, süsleme
atığı malzemelerin doğru hesaplanmaması sonucu atıklarından faydalanarak geleneksel kültürümüzde kırkpare, kırkyama, yamalı bohça denilen
el sanatı doğmuştur. “Kırk” ve Farsça “pare”nin birleşmesinden meydana
gelmiştir. Kırk dilimize yerleşmiş bir kelimedir. Kırk yıl hatırı olan kahve, kırk
yılda bir görüşmek, kılı kırk yarmak, kırkı çıkmak, kırk dereden su getirmek
gibi… Halk arasında çocuğu yaşamayan annenin yedi Memet adlı denilen
kumaş parçalarını Memet bulunan evlerden alarak, dikilen zıbın, gömlek vb.
giysilerin çocuğa giydirilmesi yaygındır. Geleneksel kültürümüzde pek çok
parçadan oluşan bugün eklentik moda adı verilen giysilere rastlanır.
Tasarımcı; tarihsel olaylar, kültürel ve geleneksel alışkanlıklardan etkilenerek kırkpare giysi tasarımlarını tüketici beklentisini dikkate alarak
ekonomik, kullanılabilir örnek uygulamalarla ülkemizin geçmişi ile geleceği
arasında köprü görevini üstlenir.
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ARAŞTIRMANIN AMACI
Bu araştırmanın amacı “Geleneksel Kırkpare Tekniği ve Giysi Tasarımına
İlişkin Örnek Uygulamalar” olarak planlanmış ve yürütülmüştür.
Günümüzde teknolojik, ekonomik ve sosyal gelişmenin etkisiyle
kaynakların şuursuzca tüketilmesi sonucu meydana gelen atık ve artıklar
konusunda duyarlılık, çevre koruma bilinci oluşturarak atıkları en aza indirmek ya da atıkları tekrar üretim sürecine katarak değerlendirilmesine
katkı sağlamaktır. Geleneksel kırkpare tekniği ile, giysilerin yaşam sürelerini uzatarak, ürünlerden azami ölçüde faydalanıp sürdürülebilirliğini
gerçekleştirmektir.
ARAŞTIRMANIN ÖNEMİ
Hayatın sürdürülebilmesi için doğal kaynaklara ihtiyaç vardır fakat
sınırsız değildir. 21. yüzyılda temel sorunlarımızdan birisi doğal kaynakların
hızlı tüketimidir. Gelişen sanayi nüfus artışı artan talepler tüketimin hızla
artmasına neden olmaktadır.
Atık; kullanılmış, artık istenmeyen ve çevre için zarar oluşturan her
türlü maddedir. Sanayide, üretim ve hizmet faaliyetleri sonucunda evde
kullandığımız ürünlerden, malzemelerden artakalan atıkları çevre ve insan
sağlığını korumak amacıyla etkin ve düzenli bir şeklide doğadan uzaklaştırmak
şarttır. Bu anlamda atıkların sınıflandırılması, kaynağa göre ayrılması önemlidir (Uzunoğlu, 2014: 26).
Atıklar geri kazanım ve dönüşüm ile yeniden üretime girebilir.
Gerçekleşemeyeceği durumlarda ise bertaraf edilmektedir. Atık miktarını
azaltma ve geri kazanım konusunda bilinçlenerek duyarlı davranmak gerekmektedir. Atık ve artık ayrımı iyi yapılmalıdır. Atıklar ve artıklar yeni ürün
tasarımlarıyla değerlendirilir, Pazar ve marka olma yolunda toplumsal
duyarlılığı artırıp, bütüne hizmet etmelidir.
Topluma, yöneticilere, AR-GE birimlerine, çevreye duyarlı sivil toplum
örgütlerine, ekonomimize yön veren kurumlara konunun katkısı aktarılır.
ARAŞTIRMANIN YÖNTEMİ
Araştırma tarama modelindedir. Araştırma kapsamında Konya ilinden
çok sayıda kırkpare tekniğiyle yapılmış örnek incelenmiş, bunlardan esinlenerek giysi tasarımları oluşturulmuştur. Giysilerin tasarlanmasında atıkların
değerlendirilmesine özen gösterilmiştir.
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BULGULAR
Türkiye’de savaş yıllarındaki yokluk nedeniyle hammadde sıkıntısı giyim kuşamda da ekonomik zorlukları yaratmıştır. Bu durum kadınlarımızda
yaratıcılığın önünü açmış, eski giysileri elden geçirerek yıpranmış kısımlarına
yeniden işlerlik kazandırmak veya sağlam yerlerinden yamalar, onarımlar
yapılarak ya da giysiler ters yüz edilerek yeniden kazanılmıştır. Tasarruf, sabır,
tasarım, ustalık, yoktan var etmenin harmanlandığı el sanatına sahip çıkılarak
bugün tek başına anlam ifade etmeyen atıklarla yapılan giysi tasarımları ile
kuşaklar arası sürdürülebilirliği sağlamak, farkındalık yaratmaktır.
Ürünün tamiri ve temizliği yapılarak yeniden kullanımı sağlanabilir. Bu,
ekonomik ve çevresel yönden tasarruf sağlamaktır. Evlerimizde rahatlıkla
YENİDEN KULLANIM yöntemi uygulanabilir. İkinci el ürün olarak satılmasını
sağlayarak ürünün kullanım ömrü uzatılabilir.
GERİ DÖNÜŞÜM atıkların fiziksel ve kimyasal işlemlerden geçirildikten sonra ikincil hammadde olarak üretim sürecine sokulması işlemidir
(Karagözoğlu ve ark., 2009: 3). Geri dönüşümde ürün ve bileşenlerin özellik ve fonksiyonları kaybolmaktadır (Karaçay, 2005; Aktaran: Öktem, 2016:
139). Geri dönüşüm uygulamalarında amaç; atıklardan kullanılabilir hammadde elde etmektir. Buna hızlı endüstrileşme sebeptir.
Savaşlar sırasında çekilen eziyetler kıtlık, ekonominin çökmesi atıkların
değerlendirilmesini öğreterek, bizi bilinçlendirmiştir.
Yeniden kullanım ve geri dönüşüm en fayda sağlayan atık değerlendirmedir.
Anadolu’da “Yamalı bohça, Kırkpare, Kırkyama” adıyla üretilen örtülere
Selçuklular döneminden beri rastlandığı görülmüş, bugün de halk sanatı
ürünü olarak sürdürülmektedir. Giysi kesiminden artan parçaların geometrik
biçimlerde kesilerek bir modül oluşturulması ve geometrik bir düzenlemeyle
bir araya getirilmesi ile kırk parça yamadan oluşturulan kumaş yüzeyleri yorgan yüzü, bohça, seccade gibi çalışmalarda kullanılmıştır.
Kırkparenin gelişmiş örnekleri Anadolu’da Selçuklulara kadar uzanan
geçme işi ile diğeri de Osmanlı döneminde Banyaluka yöresinin adını taşıyan
bir el işi ile bilinmektedir. Önceleri kumaşların yan yana getirilerek dikilmesiyle oluşturulan örtülere daha sonra desenler ve şekiller verme ihtiyacı
duyulmuş, zamanla emek isteyen bu iş, sanata dönüşmüştür (http//www.
modagezgini.com.moda_tasarimbilgiler/erişim tarihi: 25.10.2105).
Orta Asya’dan geldiği bilinen bu sanat yamadan sanata, parçadan bütüne,
bütünden parçaya dönüşmüştür.
SONUÇ
Küreselleşmenin meydana getirdiği hızlı değişimle unutulmaya yüz
tutmuş değerlere sahip çıkmalıyız. Atıklardan oluşan kaynaklardan geleneksel
kırkpare tekniğiyle yapılan giysi tasarımları oluşturulmalı, marka yaratmalı,
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değerlerimizin yüceltilmesine katkı sağlamalı, konuyla ilgili bilinç düzeyi
yükseltilmelidir. Gerekli bütçeler kamu kurum ve kuruluşları çalışmalarıyla
desteklenmelidir. Yeniden kullanım ve geri dönüşümle ilgili konferanslar verilmeli, sempozyumlar düzenlenmeli, bilboard ve afişlerle bütüne yansıyan
çalışmalar yapılmalıdır.
Sürdürülebilir Tasarım
Sürdürülebilir Üretim
Sürdürülebilir Destek
Sürdürülebilir Tüketim
Ve
Sürdürülebilir YAŞAM
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Burhanettin ŞENLİ Ph.D.
TRACES OF ATATURK IN THE BALKANS

ÖZET
Atatürk ün aile büyükleri Anadolu’dan Konya’dan Balkanlara gelmiş Bu günkü
Makedonya’nın Kocacık köyüne yerleşmiştir. Aile daha sonra Selanik’e göç etmiştir.
Atatürk Balkanların karıştığı bir dönemde Selanik’te dünyaya gelmiştir. Selanik’te
ilk modern Türk Okulu olan Şemsi Efendi’nin okulunda ilkokulu modern bir şekilde
okumuş karakteri burada oluşmaya başlamıştır. Ortaokulu Selanik Askeri ortaokulunda okumuş askerlik mesleğine ilk adımını burada atmıştır. Askerlik mesleğinde
olgunlaşmaya Manastır askeri lisesinde başlamıştır. Harp akademisinden mezun
olmasından sonra üç yıl süren Şam sürgünün ardından iki kez Selanik’e görevli olarak
gelmiştir. Balkanlardaki son görevi ise Sofya’da Askeri ataşelik olmuştur. Balkanlar
Atatürk’ün hayatında çok önemli yer tutmuştur.
SUMMARY
Atatürk’s family elders came from Konya to the Balkans and settled in Kocacik,
Macedonia. The family then moved to Thessaloniki. Atatürk came to the world in
Thessaloniki at a time when the Balkans were in turmoil. At the school of Şemsi
Efendi, the first modern Turkish school in Thessaloniki, the character school that
has read the elementary school in a modern way has begun to form here. He has
taken his first step into the military profession, which he studied at the secondary
school Thessaloniki Military Secondary School. He started to mature in the military
profession at the Monastir military school (Bitola). After his graduation from the
War Academy, he came to the city of Thessaloniki twice, following the exile of Damascus for three years. The last task in the Balkans was military attaché in Sofia. The
Balkans have a very important place in Atatürk’s life.

1. Introduction:
The founder of the modern Republic of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk,
was born in the last quarter of the 19th century. In this period, the “Oriental
Issue”, aiming at the disintegration of the Empire from all directions and
aiming at the expulsion of Turks from Europe, even from Anatolia, gained
momentum. The empire faced challenges threatening its existence, such as
securing the sovereignty areas of Asia, Europe and Africa, protecting political borders, fighting against internal riots, and preventing the dissolution of
the country. The state has entered into massive reform movements in each
of the arenas in order to overcome these problems.
The Ottoman economy became dependent on the economies of the
European states (Balcioglu, 2003, pp. 1)
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Four cities are very important in Atatürk’s life and upbringing. Istanbul,
Thessaloniki, Sofia and Monastery. (Kocak A., Agacik M., 2017, pp. 17)
When Atatürk’s Balkan policy is examined, some spiritual elements must
be taken into consideration, apart from political and political elements.
Atatürk was born in Macedonia, and lived in the bustling atmosphere of
Macedonia, the golden years of his childhood, youth and military officers.
He first fell in love with the Monastery in the balkans. (Koçak, Agacik, 2017,
pp.48) Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, who had made military attaches in Bulgaria
before World War I, gave a special importance to the Balkans for this reason.
Thessaloniki, where Atatürk was born, was one of the most wealthy,
most developed and oldest cities of the whole empire, not only the Balkans, but perhaps the first, at the beginning of the 20th century. It was a
500-year-old Turkish city, seized in 1374, 79 years before Istanbul. It was a
soldier city with a high level of life created by economic and cultural vitality,
and a military center with a qualified political mobility. Political and cultural
organizations, newspapers and magazines, intellectuals, soldiers, officers,
troops and tools of war were the natural texture of the city.
The small Balkan states, who know the opportunity of the state to become weak and who take the support of the West behind them, have stared
at Thessaloniki, trying every possible way to seize it. The brutality of the
Bulgarian or Greek gangs, who use every inch of lightning or terror, leaves
a deep impression on the Muslim Turkish people, and intellectuals who are
concerned about the future of Thessaloniki and the empire come together
to discuss and organize. The unchanging theme of wineries, schools, family
or friends’ meetings, the bad situation in the country and the future are the
things to do. Everyone can see the negativities that the Turkish people live
and will live in, it can not bring a clear and feasible proposal to the majority.
This is the general situation of Thessaloniki where Mustafa Kemal was born
and grew up. (Aydogan, 2017, pp. 30)
Ataturk was born in Thessaloniki. Professor Vasilis Dimitriadis, who had
been working in the Greek Archives for many years, had discussions with
more than 80 Ottoman and 16 Greek archive documents he had used in
his book, although he had occasional discussions about the house he was
born in Thessaloniki. Selanik Ahmet Subaşı Neighborhood, Numan Paşa
Street, where Ataturk was born, which will be known as Pembe Ev, is the
first to be found in the house records of number 6 in 1875. this house was
bought by Atatürk, his father Aliriza lord and his mother Zübeyde. Thus,
this house ownership belonged to the property of lumberjack Alirıza Efendi
and his wife Zübeyde Hanim. The new number is 38 in the street where the
mansion is located. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk came to this world in this house
(Dimitriadis, 2016, pp. XX)
In the register book dated April 13, 1887, it is recorded that son of Ahmet, Alirıza Efendi passed away. Alirıza inherited as a legacy of 35010 cents
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worth A house in the neighborhood of Koca Kasim Pasha, a jacket worth
forty-five cents, 1 vest, 20 cents worth of pants, 40 cents worth of coat, 20
cents worth of 1 crate and 5 cents worth of “Lügat- i Osmani “(Ottoman
Dictionary). Zubeyde Hanim sold the little house. The big house, the Pink
House was rented and she went to his brother who lived in a village in the
Langaza district. Later, Zubeyde Hanim sent her son Mustafa to her mother Halil Ağa’s daughter Ayşe. The house of Atatürk’s grandmother, (Ayse
Hanim), was near Pembe Ev and Ahmet Subaşı neighborhood. Zübeyde
hanim moved to Pink house again in 1908 and lived in this house until 1912.
(Dimitriadis, 2016, pp. XXI)
According to the book of Dimitriadis, information about the family of
Atatürk is given according to Ottoman archive documents. Mustafa’s father’s name is Ali Riza, according to the records of the Ottoman martyrs.
Ali Riza Efendi’s father is Ahmet. Ahmet’s father is Mustafa. Mustafa Kemal
was given the name of his great-grandfather. Feyzullah’s father’s name was
Ibrahim. The mother of Zübeyde Hanim is Ayşe Hanim (the daughter of Halil
Aga). The great mother of Zubeyde Hanim is the Emine Hanim. (Dimitriadis,
2016, pp. XXI)
There are some Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman works in the city of
Thessaloniki. Among them are the White Tower (Beyaz Kule), which was
built in the first half of the 16th century by Süleyman the Magnificent and
became the symbol of the city. (Dimitriadis, 2016, pp. XXIII)
White Tower Beyaz Kule), due to fierce debate in restaurants located
around it, is considered as the place where the foundations of the Republic of Turkey discarded. It is also an important representative structure for
Turks.
We can add this modest and simple house, the house where Mustafa
Kemal Atatürk was born, with this striking construction which is of great
importance in historical terms. This house symbolizes the birthplace of the
founder of the Republic of Turkey. “Pink House” has taken its place among
the most famous monuments of the city by name.
After the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923, the house was transferred to the
Greek state and was given to a Greek family until 1937, later bought by
the Municipality of Thessaloniki and awarded to Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.
Today, in the Ayiou Dimitriou neighborhood, on the Apostolou Pavlou street
at number 75, the house was transformed into a museum in 1951. “Ataturk
was born in Thessaloniki in 1881. The historic house where he was born,
where he spent part of his childhood and youth days, and his friends decided to go to a free administration regime, was built as a museum today
(Atatürk Evi) and opened to visit. There is a Turkish Consulate next to it.
(Dimitriadis, 2016, pp. XXIII)
The mother of Atatürk is Zübeyde Hanim, the daughter of Sofi Zade Feyzullah Efendi who emigrated from Anatolia to Rumeli. Zübeyde Hanım was
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a clever, discreet, religious and tradition-bound woman. “The family had
three disasters that left deep traces on the parents before Mustafa’s birth:
three children, Fatma, Ahmet and Ömer, came to the world, but Zübeyde
and Ali Riza lost their children (Balcıoğlu, 2003, pp. 10)
Numan Kartal, Sevket Süreyya Aydemir, Yrdc.Doc. Dr. Ali Güler, Altan Deliorman, Fazıl Senai Erdemgil, Hüseyin Sekercioglu, Kemal Vatan, Mehmet
Ozel, Prof.Dr. Dr. Muzaffer Tufan, Many writers and researchers such as Yusuf Hamza, Ilhan Selcuk, Ali Oz-Sayra Oz, Altan Arasli, Burhan Goksel and
Ercument Isleyen have made extensive explanations in their writings that
illuminate the father of Atatürk and his family is of Kocacik origin. Famous
writer Falih Rıfkı Atay stated that Atatürk’s father was from Kocacik in the
first printing of his work called “Cankaya”. (Kartal, 2012, pp.44)
In the Kocacik region, there were five full wars between the Turks and
Iskender Bey(Alexander). These wars were between 1443-1448. İskender
Bey has triumphed four times and has become a guardian of the Europeans
by becoming giant in the eyes of Europeans. Numerous writings about him
have shown him to be the savior of Christianity and European civilization.
Earlier successes of Iskender Bey every success of the Sultan Murad II pissed
off, it gave birth to want to take revenge of the defeat. Ottoman Sultan Murat II came to Kocacik and personally became the head of the army. The last
great battle İskender Bey made with the Turks in this region was carried out
between 19 March 1447 BC and 6 March 1448 BC on the large plain near
the Kocacik Kale called “Erenler” or “Great Martyrdom” and the war victory
of the Turks .
During this conquest, “Konyarlar” (Bardak Gazileri, Akıncılar) from Anatolia’s Konya-Karaman region, Aydin and Söke provinces joined the wars under the command of Isa Bey and more than three thousand martyrs were
killed during this very harsh battle. Today, the “Erenler” (Grand Cemetery),
the place where more than three thousand martyrs are buried, carries the
memory of the tough “Kocaceng” (Great War) .The Sultan Murad II, after
the war, who gave the war survivors the war zone as a gift and they settled
here and formed a Turkish settlement in Kocacik. (Kartal, 2012, pp. 33)
2.Primary school
Mustafa Kemal, in which the great civilizations of the West began to infect the world with all the splendor of the world, colonized a large part of
the world. He came to the world at a time when Abdulhamit restricted human freedoms, and that westernization rapidly continued and every nation
struggled to find its national identity. (Balcioglu, 2003, pp. 5)
His father, Alirıza, wanted to give his son to the newly opened Şemsi
Efendi elementary school; his mother wanted to give him to a traditional
neighborhood school. Atatürk: “Finally my father came out of this business
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with a cunning. I started the mosque taditional school first. After a while I
went out in Şemsi Efendi elementary school. “ (Balcioglu, 2003, pp. 11)
The most distinctive feature of Şemsi Efendi’s educative personality was
that he was innovative, entrepreneurial, populist, bold and patient in every
way. In addition, unlike traditional schools, he adopted an education system
based on research and inquiry, not memorization. (Koçak, 2000, pp. 69)
Şemsi Effendi tried to convey the ideas of innovation, liberty and constitutionalism to his students, including Ataturk. Şemsi Efendi, a freelance
teacher, attended the demonstrations with his students in Thessaloniki on
23 July 1908 after the Second Constitution was declared. For the first time
in his school he opened the girl’s room. The most important effect in the
formation of the idea structure of Atatürk is evaluated by Şemsi Efendi.
(Koçak, 2000, pp. 87) Because there was no difference between the schools
of the period of the Thessaloniki military ranch where Atatürk went. Teachers were military and formally disciplined. There was no modern education
in primary school.
Şemsi Effendi tried to convey the ideas of innovation, liberty and constitutionalism to his students, including Ataturk. Şemsi Efendi, a freelance
teacher, attended the demonstrations with his students in Thessaloniki on
23 July 1908 after the Second Constitution was declared. For the first time in
her school she opened the girl’s room. The most important effect in the formation of the idea structure of Atatürk is evaluated by Şemsi Efendi. (Koçak,
2000, pp. 87) Because the Atatürk’s Thessaloniki Military secondary school
was no different from the school of its time. Teachers were military and
formally disciplined. There was no modern education like in primary school.
His father, Ali Riza Bey, died when he was still in primary school; Mustafa
was orphaned at a very young age. Since the family did not make a living,
Zubeyde Hanim took her son from school and went to his brother’s farm
on the sides of Thessaloniki, Langaza. His uncle decided to raise Mustafa in
farm work. He helped farm jobs for a while. When this issue is expressed
during the presidential period and one of the listeners does not believe,
Atatürk:
Yes, it is true. I was born and grown like everyone else. If there is a
privilege in my birth, it is said that I should be born as a Turk.
Mustafa was getting used to farm life; but her mother, Zübeyde, felt sorry that she could not send her child to school. They sent him to a Christian
place in a church near Çaliftlik, so that at least he was a joke. This school has
not lasted long. (Aydemir, 1999, pp. 48)
3.Middle School - Military Middle School
On an autumn day, while visiting the meadow with his uncle, he called
Mustafa home. In Salonika, he decided to take the child with him to send
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the aunt again. The mother, worried about her son’s education, sent Mustafa to Thessaloniki with her aunt. Mustafa registered here at the Mulkiye
secondary school.
One day, an Arabic teacher named Kaymak Hafiz, saw Mustafa fight with
a child and beat him to leave him in the blood. Mustafa came home; He insisted on not returning to the school again because he could not afford the
injustice of the teacher. (Balcioglu, 2003, pp. 12)
Mustafa on his bad memories he had left school to never return. This
was a turning point in his life. This time he entered the profession of military
service to his qualifications to reach his final rank. In 1894, he was admitted
to the Thessaloniki Military Academy. Looking at the success of the exam,
he started from the upper classes of this school. (Balcioglu, 2003, pp. 13;
Aydemir, 1999, pp.52)
Mustafa, with a great enthusiasm for his studies in this school he loves.
She was very curious about mathematics. So much so that the teachers who
saw the supremacy in mathematics were looking at him like a friend, not a
child’s eye anymore. One day the mathematics teacher:
- My son is yours, Mustafa, me too. This is not the case. It must make a
difference. After that, we will call you “Mustafa Kemal”. (Balcıoglu, 2003, pp.
14; Aydemir, 2011, pp. 64 )
Mustafa Kemal, after graduating from the military middle school with a
very good grade, went to the Monastery Military High School( Bitola) with
three friends. It was a boarding military high school. He describes his early
times in high school as: “Mathematics came to me very easily. I gave myself
this lesson. But I was back in French. When I came to Thessaloniki to spend
the first three months’ holiday, I kept secretly going to the French school. I
advanced my French. I have never been interested in literature. Ömer Naci,
a poetry enthusiast who came to our school from Bursa, influenced me.
Then I learned that it was something like literature. I enthused the poet. But
the new comrade, he said to me: ‘Such things will take you away from the
military.’ Though I left the poem, I now had the urge to write beautifully. “
Now he’s a lad. It’s the age to see. Since Serbs and Bulgarians wanted
to get these lands from us, they were gangsters in the monasteries and in
the villages and often attacked the Turkish peasants. Mustafa Kemal’ın for
the first time in the monastery collapsed the anxiety of the motherland. He
perceived the danger of circulating around the nation’s lands and freedoms.
( Aydemir, 1999, pp.67)
Mustafa Kemal also lives his first love here. Young people want to get
married, but they can not marry after Eleni’s family’s opposition. There remains a letter describing this love behind.
To Kemal Ataturk,
somewhere and sometimes!
There have been so many years, and I still, every day, wait a word from
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you. If you ever receive this letter, remember me, and see the tears on the
paper.
The years pass by.
I have heard so many things about you.
Something is going on!
If you read this letter while you are kissing another woman, tear it apart
and ask her if she believes that some Eleni Karinte from Bitola, spent all her
life for a man that she was with, only for one day?!
But, if you love her, as much as I love you, don’t tell her anything, and let
her be happy as you are!
But, if you still remember the girl from the balcony, and you don’t love
anybody else, know that I’m still waiting for you, and that I will be waiting
for you, for the rest of my life! I know that you will be back, that you haven’t
forgotten me!
My father died!
It’s been a year since the day he snapped me from you, locked me up at
home, and didn’t let me out for a month. I haven’t cried because I knew that
all the padlocks and prisons can’t change anything. The man that he wanted
me to marry, I saw only once, and
he asked me if I could love him. And I told him ”No, I love my first love!”
And I never saw him again.
My fathers never forgave me, and neither did I!
I’m not young and beautiful, as I used to be…
All life in one day!
Eternally loves you and will always wait for you,
Yours Eleni Karinte. (Kocak, Agacik, 2017)
Mustafa Kemal stayed at the Monastery Military School for three years.
He got good results from his examinations and came to Istanbul to go to war
school. Omer Naci became a close friend of Mustafa Kemal in the monastery. It is a fact that Mustafa Kemal’s love of literature and rhetoric helped
him to develop or develop these abilities. Omer Naci, Mustafa Kemal both,
in fact, enjoy the feelings of patriotism, living and growing the freedom of
homeland and freedom to meet with the works of Namik Kemal has provided. (Aydemir, 1999, pp.69) The military school will prepare him as an officer.
He will also develop his feelings of homeland and freedom and raise him as
a rebellious against the administration of oppression,
Mustafa Kemal graduated from the War Academy in December 1904
with the rank of captain captain.
4.Activities in the Balkans as an Officer
After three years of exile in Damascus, the place where he was born in
1907 was appointed to Thessaloniki. Mustafa Kemal, who was distributing
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duties to his future companions, who talked about the emancipation of a
Turkish state from the establishment of the republic in the conversations he
made with his friends in Thessaloniki, could not match the leading figures of
the new era. (Aydemir, 1999, pp. 97, Balcıoglu, 2003, pp. 38)
Mustafa Kemal was sent to Trablusgarp in late September 1908.
(Balcıoglu, 2003, pp. 39) On 13 January 1909 Mustafa Kemal was appointed
Chief of Staff of the 3rd Army Thessalonica Division. (Balcioglu, 2003, pp. 41)
In 1913, Mustafa Kemal was sent to Sofia as a military attaché. (Balcıoğlu,
2003, pp. 67) This was his last trip to the Balkans. He never saw the lands he
grew up, the lands he grew up.
Conclusion:
Family elders of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk came to the Balkans as a result of
wars. The Balkans have always held an important place in his life and have
never seen the land where he grew up. He always carried his longing to the
Balkans and Thessaloniki. He has always been in battle in the lands he grew
up in, and in his professional life. After a war that established the Republic
of Turkey with a splendid victory. The most important issue after the war
has been the provision and maintenance of peace. The most important saying of Ataturk in this matter was : “Peace at Home, Peace in the World”. He
was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize by Greek Prime Minister Venizalos, who was one of his most important opponents and enemies during the
War of Independence and had to resign from his post because of Ataturk.
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THE PUBLICATIONS OF “THE BOOK OF DEDE GORGUD”
IN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
As we know, “The Book of Dede Gorgud”, the great monument of Turkic
world is the epos which was the focus of attention throughout history. This
rich treasure dealing with the history, culture, social thought of Oghuz fondle our spirit over the years. It is known to everybody that this monument
had been involved to the investigation by European orientalists before it was
known to the Turkic-Azerbaijani science. Generally, the translation of Azerbaijan folklore samples into the foreign languages has a great importance in
terms of the recognition of the spiritual heritage. It gives a large chance to
the recognition of Azerbaijan culture. The translation of “The Book of Dede
Gorgud” into the foreign languages has a great importance. Generally, during the 200 years that the epos was known to the world of science the epos
and its different songs were translated into the Turkish, Russian, Persian,
English, French, Hungarian and other languages. It is a known fact that for
the first time German orientalist Fridrix Fon Dits gave information about the
epos. So, F.F.Dits found out the manuscript of the epos in 1815 in Drezden
and he translated and published “The song of Basat’s killing Tepegoz”. Of
course, there are some mistakes here. The famous folklorist M.H.Tahmasib
emphasized so: “As Dits couldn’t read the manuscript well, he made some
mistakes; sometimes he misinterpreted some words, sometimes the whole
sentences, and thoughts” (Tahmasib, 1972:5).
The other German orientalist Teodor Neldeki copied the manuscript in
1859, translated into the German language, but as he faced with some difficulties he couldn’t finish this work. The orientalist scientist V.V.Bartold was
also familiar with this unfinished translation, copied the manuscript again
and prepared some parts together with their translation for edition. After
the death of the scientist the whole text was found from his archive and the
same translation was prepared for the edition by Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences Institute of Language and Literature named after Nizami in
1950. The prose-writer Kilisli Rifat published the epos in Arabic alphabet on
the base of Drezden manuscript in Turkey.
The Italian scientist Ettore Rossi found out the copy of epos consisting of
six songs in 1950 in Vatican library and published its translation in Italic in
1952. The copy of Drezden consists of the introduction and twelve songs,
but the copy of Vatican consists of the same introduction and six songs.
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We must note that, for the first time the epos was translated into the
German language in 1815. This translation consists of only one song. But the
whole translation to the German language was done by Y.Heine in 1958. The
other German scientist Hans-Peter-Ahmed Shmide published the whole text
of the epos in the German language in 1995. The researcher Flora Mustafayeva-Alimirzayeva who was familiar with these versions noted the great
work of three prosaists. Specially, she emphasized Y.Heine and H.A.Shmid’s
preserving the national artistic features of the epos. Talking about the successes of the translation of H.A.Shmide, the researcher noted that a lot of
Azerbaijani words were kept in order to protect nationality (AlimirzayevaMustafayeva, 1999:11). We must note that, in Azerbaijan the research of
the translation of the epos into the German language was successfully done
by the scientist Flora Mustafayeva.
The translation and publication of the epos to the Russian language is associated with V.V.Bartold. First of all, he published four songs from twelve. It
coincided with the end of 19th century. Though the whole translation of the
epos was finished in 1922, it was published much later, in 1950 in Baku. We
must note that, the specialists considered this edition perfect.
The translation to English of the epos was begun after 60-ies of last
century. The translations into English deal with the names of Faruk Sumer,
Ahmet E.Uysal and Warren S. Walker. The translators, who wrote a large
introduction consisting of 23 pages introduced “The Book of Dede Gorgud”,
gave the detailed information about its history, geography, at the same time
about the origin, settlements, the communicating nations of Oghuz. But
the information dealing with the Oghuz Turks consisting of 24 tribes was
given in the Introduction. The translators presented this epos to the Englishspeaking readers as “Turkish epic”. In a word, the epos was considered the
first full edition in the English language. Some historical events, the explanations dealing with the personalities and the places where the events took
place were given at the end of the book.
The other translation of “The Book of Dede Gorgud” into English deals
with the name of Jeffrey Lyuice. The experts considered this translation version publishing in 1974 very successful and close to the original. J.Lyuice
successed to maintain the language and spirit of the epos. The translator
used both manuscripts and chose the parts which he considered it perfect
and translated. So, the spiritual wealth of our nation was delivered to the
world by using all the richness of the English language.
It must be noted that, J.Lyuice had a great interest to learn the Eastern world, the Eastern nations, the Eastern languages. For a while, he even
gave lectures on the Turkish language and literature in Oxford University.
It was one of the main factors that the translation was successful. Shahin
Khalilli also considered this edition a more successful in comparative with
the edition of Faruk Sumer, Ahmet E.Uysal and Warren S.Walker translated.
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According to him, this translation to English can be considered a vivid example of this magnificent monument (Khalilli, 2002:135).
The other translation of the epos into English was done in 90-ies years of
last century. This edition deals with the name of Pol Mirabile. In the explanation part which the author prepared consisting of 64 pages a large analysis
was held dealing with the identity of Dede Gorgud, the history of the epos
and so on. We must say that, in this translation edition the introduction of
the epos was not given. It is interesting fact that, the translations of the
epos into English were published several times in Turkey. The translations of
Pol Mirabile are examples to it. So, in 1990 “The Book of the Oghuz Peoples
or legends told and sung by Dede Korkut”, in 1991 “The Legends of Dede
Korkut”, again in 1991 “More Legends of Dede Korkut” were published.
The translation history of “The Book of Dede Gorgud” in French has not a
long history. According to Hamlet Goja, for the first time “The Book of Dede
Gorgud” was published in French in 1998. Though there were some investigations in France and in French till the years we mentioned, this translation
is considered a complete variant. The Turkish scientist Yashar Kamal wrote
the introduction to this edition which Lui Basen and Aitan Goyalp prepared
and the translators expressed their thoughts and opinions about this epos.
From the Eastern languages the epos for the first time was translated
into Persian in 1978 in Tabriz in Ibn Sina Press. This translation was done by
Fariba Azabdaftari and Muhammad Hariri Akber, the specialists from Tabriz.
Vagif Arzumanov and Sigitas Gyada published the epos in the Lithuanian
language in 1978. According to the gained information, this edition was intended for high school students. That’s why, some incomprehensible phrases, some parts were abbreviated, but the classic style of the epos was kept.
The translation of the epos to the Serbian-Croation languages was in
80-ies years of last century. This edition deals with the name of Slavolyub
Yindich, the translator and professor of Belgrade University. We must note
that, Yugoslavian scientist wrote the detailed foreword to the book.
In the 21st century, in 2002, “The Book of Dede Gorgud” was translated
to other foreign languages ─ to the Greeks language by Yusif Nevzat, the
professor of the Bucharest University. The well-known researcher Shamil
Jamshidov wrote a foreword to the book and he gave the detailed information about the history, songs of the epos.
In 2008, “The Book of Dede Gorgud” was translated into the Hungarian
language and published on the initiative of our embassy in Hungary.
Generally, the translation of this monument to the various languages of
the world is the prove of the greatness of this epos. It is a good example
that time by time European and the Eastern countries had a great interest
to this epos. We hope that, in the nearest future this great monument will
be translated and published into other languages.
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ABSTRACT
When considering the history of development of Azerbaijani music science, we
can see that Karabakh khanende art school plays an important role in the development of our music, its representatives made great contributions and had invaluable
services in the world of our music. These artists whose names are commemorated with great respect generally left an indelible mark in the history of Azerbaijani
khanende art history. Formation of khanende art schools that operated in the XIX
century and distinguished by peculiar characteristics played an important role in
the development of Azerbaijani khanende art. Though khanende art schools at cultural centers of Azerbaijan, such as Baku, Shusha and Shamakhi had individual performance characteristics, common aspect united them. It was related to improving,
enriching and delivering mugham to future generations which forms the peak of
professional art based on oral (folk) traditions.
Key words: Khanende, art, school, Azerbaijan, Karabakh

Though the history of khanende art in Karabakh, especially in Shusha,
was directly related to ancient music traditions of Azerbaijan, researchers
relate its formation just as a school with mugham educational institution
found by Kharrat Gulu. Among these schools, mainly, Kharrat Gulu’s school,
Mir Mohsun Nevvab’s school gave a great impetus to the development
of Karabakh khanende art. Before the establishment of such schools, the
names of singers (khanendes) such as Yusif, Hasanja, Shukuroglu Karim can
be mentioned who are popular among the people by performing folk songs
created orally. A systematic teaching method of this school was launched
after the establishment of music school by Kharrat Gulu. Graduates of such
schools opened a new page in the Karabakh music history; they became
popular not only in Karabakh, but also in the whole Azerbaijan and had a
great reputation. Among them, artists such as Mashadi İsi, Haji Husu, Abdulbagi Zulalov, Malibeyli Mashadi, Keshtazli Hashim, Kechachioglu Mahammad, Mashadi Mammad Farzaliyev, İslam Abdullayev can be mentioned.
I’d like to note that at the beginning of XIX - XX centuries, well-known
khanendes and sazendes (saz performers) of that time took part in mugham
assemblies in Karabakh, especially, in Shusha, they became experiences and
further enriched as a result of interaction. Azerbaijan’s khanende art always
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created a turning point in the development of mugham performances
through certain stages. So, in the middle of the 19th century, the notion of
school was formed in the art of khanende in connection with the formation
of mugham performance schools, and at the next stage, the formation of
the generation of khanendes was widespread as a result of mugham assemblies. Just at this stage, the creativity of several well – known khanendes
(mugham singers) had an importance of school and the development of
mugham art reached to the higher level.
The names of Jabbar Garyaghdioglu, Seyid Shushinski and Khan Shushinski who were the followers of such master artists were written in golden
letters in the history of our culture. M.M.Navvab’s name, who was a great
musicologist, scientist, is especially noted in the history of development of
music in Azerbaijan. He made a contribution for artists’ growing by establishing “Majlisi Uns”.
A new and higher stage of Kharabakh khanende art schools related to
Jabbar Garyaghdioglu. His creativity was multipurpose. Jabbar Garyaghdioglu along with being an active participant of folk festivals, mugham assemblies and the first “East concert”, he was also became popular as the first
khanende whose voice was recorded on the gramophone. In addition, it
should be noted that the mugham trio established by him (together with
tar player Gurban Pirimov and kamancha player Sasha Oganezashvili) performing successfully in many foreign countries played an important role in
the promotion of national music, and also had made a special effort in the
creation of our mughams, national opera art and their finding a way to the
stage.
When talking about Karabakh khanendes, it should be noted that Jabbar
Garyaghdioglu performed mugham – sets in a unique way and gave contribution to their improvement. He was the founder of new variants such as
“Rast”, “Chahargah”, “Segah”, “Mahur” mughams (new corners and points
have been added), a number of tasnif and songs (hereinafter known as
folk songs). One of innovations brought by Jabbar Garyaghdioglu the art of
khanendes the use of “gezels” written in the Azerbaijani languages. Regarding this, Bulbul wrote in his article entitled “Azerbaijani singing school” that
“Jabbar Garyaghdioglu was one of the first singers who started performing
folk songs of Azerbaijan and got away from Persian-language text. It was
quite brave step for that time, so that, the singer could lost his auditorium
as a result of it. It was not so due to the fact that he gained fame and love of
the broad masses with his artistry”. Among his students, Seyid Shushinski,
Bulbul, Zulfi Adigozalov, Surayya Gajar, Yaver Kalantarli and others successfully continued the way he set.
And also, Jabbar Garyaghdiogluis the first actor of our opera scene. He is
the only singer who cannot be compared with any other khanende. Bulbul
said: “Jabbar Garyaghdioglu is a singer with two octave sound range”.
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Composer Suleyman Alasgarov wrote about Jabbar Garyaghdioglu: “No
any singer sang for 70 years in the history of world vocal school. I’d like to
note one more unique feature of Garyaghdioglu that he sang only in the
tune of tar until his 84. And it was an unbelievable courage, skill and miracle
in the world of performance”.
It should be noted that Jabbar Garyaghdioglu became popular with
mughams “Shushtar” and “Kurd Shahnaz” performed by him at his 16. The
role Majnun created by Jabbar Garyaghdioglu in the musical scene entitled
“Majnun at Leyli’s grave” developed by Abdurrahim bey Hagverdiyev in
1897 is the first Majnun in the Azerbaijani scene. The first Eastern concert in
Azerbaijan was organized in Shusha in 1901. Gezels sang by Jabbar Garyaghdioglu at that concert amazed all artists, mugham lovers and ordinary audiences. The performer of the role of Farhad in the opera “Farhad and Shirin”
was Jabbar Garyaghdioglu at “Nikitin Brothers’ theater” in Baku in 1911.
One of the artists whose name is written in golden letters in the history
of Azerbaijani music is Seyid Shushinski (1889-1965). Seyid Shushinski, who
was originally from Shusha, was born in Horadiz village of Fuzuli region. Jabbar Garyaghdioglu called him “the pearl of Eastern music”.
Famous composer Fikrat Amirov wrote: “If Jabbar Garyaghdioglu is the
thinking brain of folk music, Seyid Shushinski is its beating heart. I can say
with pride that Seyid Shushinski helped me much when I wrote symphonic
mughams “Shur” and “Kurd ovshari”. Seyid Shushinski, along with knowing
the Eastern music, was also a caring teacher and wonderful person”.
Seyid Shushinski’s teacher who was firstly M.M.Navvab’s student
was Jabbar Garyaghdioglu. He would sing “Jahangah” which is a complex
mugham type with great skill, and also he was always beginning it not from
“maye” but “Mansuriyya”, trilling in high - pitched sound, he was descending to “maye” later. Along with Hafiz, Fuzuli, Seyid Azim Shirvani’s gazals,
Seyid Shushinski also used Javid and Sabir’s poems. He was singing Sabir’s
poem “Millat nece tarac olur-olsun ne ishim var” in “Mukhalif”. He was a
friend of artists such as Mirza Jalil, Abdulrahim bey Hagverdiyev, Huseyn
Javid and Huseyn Arablinski who were the well-known intellectuals of that
period. Even he provided financial assistance for the issue of several numbers of Molla Nasreddin Magazine.
Seyid Shushinski was a great performer of mughams such as “Mahur”,
“Nava”, “Masnavi”, “Mani”, “Arazbari”, “Heyratu” in addition to “Jahargah”.
He, along with being a novator artist, combined a number of mughams and
song them in a new variant. (“Rust – Humayun”, “Gatar – Bayati”, “Shur –
Shahnaz”) “Dilkesh” was performed by SeyidShushinski for the first time in
“Rast” and “Kurdi – Shahnaz”.
We wouldn’t be mistaken if we say that Khan Shushinski (Isfandiyar
Aslanoglu Javanshir) (1901 – 1979) has a special place in the history of Azerbaijani music. He was born in Shusha. He is an irreplaceable follower and
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protector of Jabbar Garyaghdioglu and Seyid Shushinski’s school. He sang
the solo part in symphonic mughams by the accompaniment of symphonic
orchestra for the first time. The first duet in our music history is also related
to the name of this artist. The first duet was played by Shovkat khanum
Alakbarova and Khan Shushinski in the history of Azerbaijan music.
It is said that at the age of 16, at one of the assemblies, he performed
the mugham “Kurd Shahnaz” in such a mighty and amazed manner that the
master khanande (mugham singer) Islam Abdullaev gave him the name of
Khan Shushinski to him.
The main aspect peculiar for Khan Shushinski’s creativity was his unique
performance style.
His feature that distinguished him from most contemporaries was his
strong and rarely tone of voice and his skillful mastering of vocal technique.
Along with mughams “Mahur – hindi”, “Bayati-Gajar”, “Gatar” in his repertoire, rhythmic mughams “Arazbari”, “Heyrati”, folk songs and tasnifs
occupied a wide place in his creativity. Khan Shushinski was not only the
connoisseur of mugham, but also the performer of a number of folk songs.
He further enriched folk music with his own songs. Khan Shushinski also
gave a place for composer songs in his creativity. He was mainly the first performer of songs composed by Uzeyir Hajibeyov. Khan Shushinski dedicated
more than 50 years of his life to the creative development of mugham.
Khan Shushinski, who took part in the artistic Olympiad held in Tbilisi in
1934, was awarded the first prize. This great artist with rich and multilateral
music creativity founded “Mugham” studio under Azerbaijan State Philharmonic Hall in 1960 and taught his art to youth with enthusiasm.
Khan Shushinski with wide range of voice sang “Mirza Huseyn segahi”
and “Karabakh shikestesi” with special skill and enthusiasm. Now, when we
listen to his tape recordings, willingly or unwillingly, the mountains of Karabakh, Turshsu, the Spring of Isa (Jesus), rock Arimgaldi, Gargar River, Jidirduzu and Topkhana forest reviving in front of our eyes. You feel yourself in
the narrow streets of Shusha. These lines of Samad Vurghun’s poem written
with great love are echoed in our ears: “Let the voice of Khan, “Karabakh’s
shikeste”, sound”. Indeed, Khan’s voice was Karabakh’s atmosphere and
Shusha’s breath.
Today, Yagub Mammadov, Bakir Hashimov, Mutallim Mutallimov, Islam
Rzayev, Sara Gadimova, Ildirim Hasanov, Alibaba Mammadov, Arif Babayev,
Mansum Ibrahimov who are Jabbar Garyaghdioglu, Seyid Shushinski and
Khan Shushinski’s successors and others can be mentioned among the artists who further developed the khanende art of Karabakh.
In the end, I would like to note that unique style of performance of master artists and the artists who have own way created original schools in the
mugham art of Azerbaijan. Mugham assemblies of Shusha, Baku and Shamakhi operating in different regions of Azerbaijan aimed to improve, enrich
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and deliver mugham by master artists to future generations which forms
the peak of professional art based on oral (folk) traditions. Undoubtedly,
each of these mugham assemblies has contributed to the development of
mugham art. They have left an indelible mark on the preservation, promotion and survival of mughams, tasnif and folk songs.
The art of khanende has also been confirmed in International Festival
“Mugham World” and competitions held in Azerbaijan in recent years.
Unique vocal qualities, unusual singing style, voice-management ability of
Azerbaijani khanendesgives grounds to talk about the high level of performance in our national music.
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Доц. д-р Горан Стојанов

Филозофијата на историјата во Македонија

Apstrakt
Со овој стручен труд ќе се обидеме да ја промовираме и да ја афирмираме
филозофијата на историјата (како филозофска дисциплина) во Македонија.
Во таа насока, ќе укажеме дека филозофијата на историјата ја поима
историјата, пред сî, како незавршена универзална динамика којашто сî уште
трае, т.е. ќе објасниме дека филозофијата на историјата е насочена, пред сî,
кон универзалната вистина на историјата. Исто така, ќе објасниме дека во
филозофијата на историјата постојат најразлични стојалишта, но дека две
стојалишта се издвојуваат како главни стојалишта, т.е ќе објасниме дека
едното е она коешто тврди дека историскиот процес е линеарен и дека има
свој крај, т.е. цел, т.е. смисла; а ќе објасниме и дека другото е она коешто
тврди дека историскиот процес е цикличен и дека нема свој крај, т.е. дека
нема своја цел; т.е. дека нема своја смисла.Ќе нагласиме и зошто за нашиот
стручен труд најклучно е токму линеарното стојалиште, а потоа ќе видиме и
дека линеарното стојалиште ги опфаќа најзначајните - линеарни - теории - во
- филозофското - поимање - на - историјата; т.е. најзначајните - филозофски
- теории - на - линеарното - поимање - на - историјата; т.е. најзначајните филозофски - поимања - на - историјата - како - линеарен - процес. Ќе
подвлечеме и дека срцевината на линеарните теории во филозофијата на
историјата е нивната цел, односно смисла, а и дека токму таа срцевина, т.е.
цел, т.е. смисла - е суштинскиот предмет на нашето истражување.
Значи, со овој стручен труд ќе се обидеме да ја промовираме и да ја
афирмираме филозофијата на историјата (како филозофска дисциплина) во
Македонија; а низ промовирање и афирмирање на линеарното (филозофско)
поимање на историјата, т.е. низ објаснување (толкување, познание итн.)
на најзначајните линеарни (а филозофски) поимања на историјата, т.е. низ
објаснување на најзначајните линеарни теории во филозофијата на историјата.

Клучни зборови: Филозофија, историја, филозофија на историја, линеарни
теории.
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Вовед
Филозофијата на историјата е една од најзначајните и најкрупните,
но, во последно време, е и една од најактуелните и најинтересните филозофски дисциплини. Но кај нас не е така. (Се разбира, со овој труд ќе
предложиме и кај нас да биде така како што треба да биде.)
До сега се напишани неколку убави текстови во Македонија од областа на филозофијата на историјата. Овој стручен труд, пак, е мала афирмација и промоција на мојот докторски труд (одбранет на 7 октомври
2014 год.) со наслов Линеарните теории во филозофијата на историјата1, којшто е прв докторски труд во Македонија од областа на филозофијата на историјата (а којшто наскоро треба да биде и официјално
објавен и публикуван). И токму затоа во процесот на истражувањето и
пишувањето (лиењето) се чувствувавме како младиот ѕвонолиец Борис
од чудесниот филм од 1966-тата година: Андреј Рубљов на Андреј Тарковски. Имено, во сцената на ѕвонолиењето...
...се претпоставува дека младиот Борис е упатен во тајната на
претопување на металот. Но, во еден момент камерата радикално
ја поместува рамнотежата. Додека камбаната одекнува на општо
задоволство од сите, Борис му исповеда на Преподобен Андреј
Рубљов дека никогаш не ја знаел тајната формула и дека сî сам
смислил следејќи ја сопствената интуиција или раководството на
извесен бестелесен ангел чувар.2
*
Со оглед на тоа дека филозофијата на историјата е преширока
тема, се одлучивме, токму за истражување на, според нас, најзначајниот дел од филозофијата на историјата, односно, се одлучивме за
истражување на стојалиштето коешто тврди дека историскиот процес
е линеарен и дека има свој крај. Се разбира, и вака формулираното
стојалиште (како линеарно) е во смисла на општа определба. Всушност, ова, како што го нарековме линеарно стојалиште, ги опфаќа
најзначајните-теории-на-линеарното-поимање-на- историјата.
Најзначајните (филозофски) теории на линеарното поимање на
историјата (т.е. најзначајните линеарни теории во филозофското поимање на историјата, т.е. најзначајните линеарни теории во
1 Mojot doktorski trud so naslov Linearnite teorii vo filozofijata na
istorijata e prv doktorski trud vo Makedonija od oblasta na filozofijata
na istorijata. Go odbraniv na Institutot po filozofija, na Filozofskiot
fakultet vo Skopje, na 7 oktomvri 2014 god., pred Komisijata: prof. d-r.
Ivan Xeparoski (mentor), prof. d-r. Branislav Sarkawac, prof. d-r. Ana
Dimi{kovska, prof. d-r. Denko Skalovski i prof. d-r. Violeta A~koska.
2 Otec Stefan Sanxakoski, Bogomislie, Metaforum, Skopje, 1993, str.
167.
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филозофијата на историјата) се оние коишто, всушност, ако подобро
се погледне, биле најиновативни линеарни теории во своето време.
А токму најиновативните линеарни теории, најмногу придонесоа во
обликувањето и утврдувањето и на самата филозофија на историјата
како посебна филозофска дисциплина. Срцевината, пак, на линеарните
теории во филозофијата на историјата е нивната цел, односно смисла.
И токму таа срцевина, т.е. цел, т.е. смисла - беше суштинскиот предмет на нашето докторско истражување, а важноста на тој суштински
предмет,со овој стручен труд сакаме дополнително да ја истакнеме.
Значи, нашето објаснување на линеарното (филозофско) поимање
на историјата беше, всушност, објаснување (толкување, познание итн.)
на најзначајните линеарни (а филозофски) поимања на историјата,
т.е. беше објаснување на најзначајните линеарни теории во филозофијата на историјата, т.е. беше објаснување на линеарните теории на
најзначајните и највлијателните филозофи на историјата, кои, пак, се
најзаслужни и за втемелувањето и афирмирањето на филозофијата на
историјата како посебна филозофка дисциплина.
Клучните филозофи, според наш избор, беа: Августин, Хегел, Маркс
Берѓаев и Фукујама (како најпопуларен “филозофско-историски претставник” на времето во коешто живееме). Исто така, важно е да се укаже дека постојат и други филозофи кои се значајни за филозофијата на
историјата, но сепак, овие петмина се издвојуваат од другите. И затоа,
кога ќе се спомне филозофија на историја, првата природна асоцијација
се токму петте филозофи кои ги спомнавме, а овие филозофи, патем, се
застапници токму на линеарното филозофско-историско стојалиште.
Значи, ние се определивме да зборуваме за филозофијата на историјата, преку линеарните теории во филозофијата на историјата, сметајќи дека токму линеарните теории во филозофијата на историјата ја
сочинуваат суштината на филозофијата на историјата. Треба да се укаже
и дека, покрај тоа што самите линеарни теории меѓу себе имаат многу
сличности; тие имаат и навистина многу разлики.
Краток преглед на филозофијата на историјата
Спомнавме дека, општо земено, во филозофијата на историјата
постојат две главни стојалишта, т.е. спомнавме дека едното е она коешто тврди дека историскиот процес е линеарен и дека има свој крај, а
дека другото е она коешто тврди дека историскиот процес е цикличен и
дека нема свој крај. Во таа насока, може да се додаде и дека линеарното (филозофско) поимање на историјата е како права, т.е. “...стрела...”3,
т.е. линија, т.е. како неповторлива еднонасочност (насочена кон својот
3 Ivan Xeparoski, Filozofski prikazni, Magor, Skopje, 2001, str. 22.
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крај, т.е. кон својата цел, т.е. кон својата смисла); а цикличкото (филозофско) поимање на историјата е како тркало, т.е. круг, т.е. како повторлива кружност (без крај, т.е. без цел, т.е. без смисла).
Важно е да се истакне и дека постојат (помали или поголеми) сличности, но и (помали или поголеми) разлики меѓу самите линеарни
теории. Исто така, постојат (помали или поголеми) сличности, но и (помали или поголеми) разлику меѓу самите циклички теории. Но и покрај
тоа што се сосем различни теории, понекогаш постојат некои сличности
помеѓу линеарните теории и цикличките теории, т.е. постојат некои
сличности помеѓу некои линеарни теории и некои циклички теории.
Со други зборови, во некои линеарни теории може да има нијанса
кружност (или, пак, нијанса спиралност, или, пак, некоја сосем друга
нијанса); како што и во некои циклички теории може да се случи да
има нијанса линеарност (или нијанса спиралност, или, пак, некоја сосем друга нијанса). Но, нас нe интересира генералната нијанса, т.е. генералната карактеристика, а таа е најважна, и сепак, а и пред сî, таа е: или
линеарна или цикличка.
*
Филозофијата на историјата и во филозофијата на Августин и во филозофијата на Хегел и во филозофијата на Маркс и во филозофијата на
Берѓаев, а може да се каже и во филозофијата на Фукујама: зазема клучно место. И така, Августин најчесто се зема како прв филозоф на историјата, а филозофијата на историјата, кај него - како што укажавме - не
е нешто споредно, туку е клучна. Потоа, Хегел, на пример, е големиот
обновувач на филозофијата на историјата, без кого ќе згаснеше филозофијата на историјата; но токму благодарение на Хегел, филозофијата
на историјата не само што не згасна, и не само што се обнови, туку и
стана една од најзначајните, а и една од најинтересните филозофски
дисциплини. И кај Маркс филозофијата на историјата не е додавка или
споредно прашање, туку е суштина на неговата филозофија воопшто. И
кај Берѓаев е слично. И кај него филозофијата на историјата е клучна. А
и кај Френсис Фукујама, филозофијата (вака-или-онака сфатена) на историјата зазема централно место. Исто така - од Августин, преку Хегел
и Маркс до Берѓаев, па и до Фукујама, и покрај тоа што творат во различни периоди и епохи, а и покрај сите нивни меѓусебни разлики, сепак
- може да се забележи некоја (можеби како конец тенка, но) многу интересна меѓусебна поврзаност. Во таа насока, во кратки црти, ќе укажеме на следното: Августин, на пример, е татко на официјалната (западна)
филозофија воопшто; и е голем афирматор и бранител на рациото. Хегел, пак, е уште подисциплиниран афирматор и уште подисциплиниран
бранител на рациото. И така низ еден филозофски рентген, сепак, може
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да се забележи значајното присуството на Августин кај Хегел (а и не
само кај Хегел). Маркс, пак, е голем критичар на Хегеловството - но без
Хегел - Маркс не може целосно да се сфати, а без Маркс, пак, не може
целосно да се сфати не само официјалната филозофија на историјата,
туку не може целосно да се сфати ниту официјалната филозофија воопшто. Потоа, Берѓаев е голем критичар и на Хегел и на Маркс, но исто
така е и голем почитувач и на Хегел и на Маркс. Фукујама, пак, преку
Кожев, често употребува (иако на поинаквен и редуциран начин) дел
од Хегеловата и Марксовата терминологија. А и најчесто споменувани
филозофи во клучното дело на Фукујама се токму Хегел и Маркс (а по
малку и: Платон и Ниче).
Со овој стручен труд сакаме тивко и ненаметливо да го промовираме
и афирмираме погоре спомнатиот докторски труд. Во таа насока сакаме да објасниме дека филозофијата на историјата ја поима историјата,
пред сe, како незавршена универзална динамика што сe уште трае, т.е.
сакаме да објасниме дека филозофијата на историјата е насочена, пред
сe, кон универзалната вистина на историјата.
Значи, во филозофијата на историјата постојат најразлични стојалишта, но две стојалишта се издвојуваат како главни стојалишта. Едното е она кое тврди дека историскиот процес е линеарен и дека има свој
крај, т.е. цел, т.е. смисла; а другото е она кое тврди дека историскиот
процес е цикличен и дека нема свој крај, т.е. дека нема своја цел; т.е.
дека нема своја смисла. За нашето истражување најклучно беше токму
линеарното стојалиште. Линеарното стојалиште ги опфаќа најзначајните - линеарни - теории - во - филозофското - поимање - на - историјата;
т.е. најзначајните - филозофски - теории - на - линеарното - поимање
- на - историјата;т.е. најзначајните - филозофски - поимања - на - историјата - како - линеарен - процес. Срцевината на линеарните теории во
филозофијата на историјата е нивната цел, односно смисла, а и токму
таа срцевина, т.е. цел, т.е. смисла - беше суштинскиот предмет на нашето истражување.
Нашето објаснување на линеарното (филозофско) поимање на историјата, беше, всушност објаснување (толкување, познание итн.) на
најзначајните линеарни (а филозофски) поимања на историјата, т.е.
беше објаснување на најзначајните линеарни теории во филозофијата
на историјата, т.е. беше објаснување на линеарните филозофско-историски теории на најзначајните и највлијателните филозофи на историјата, кои, исто така, се најзаслужни и за втемелувањето и афирмирањето
на филозофијата-на-историјата како посебна филозофка дисциплина.
Со овој труд сакавме да нагласиме дека (општо земено) линеарното
(филозофско) поимање на историјата е како права, т.е. линија, т.е. како
неповторлива еднонасочност (насочена кон својот крај, т.е. кон својата
цел, т.е. кон својата смисла); но сакавме да укажеме и дека (конкретно
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земено) меѓу самите линеарни поимања на историјата постојат многу
големи сличности, но и многу големи разлики.
Заклучок
Значи, може да подвлечеме дека Августин, кој “...станува вистински
татко на филозофијата на историјата...”4 ја поима историјата како еднонасочен и универзален процес којшто претставува реализирање на
Божјата држава. Хегел, пак, ја поима историјата како еднонасочен, универзален, дијалектички, и панлогистички процес којшто претставува
...напредување во свеста за слободата...5 Маркс ја поима историјата
како еднонасочен, универзален, дијалектички и општествено-економски процес којшто претставува реализирање на општество без класи; а
комунистичката револуција е таа којашто “...ја отстранува работата и го
укинува владеењето на сите класи со самите класи...”6 Берѓаев ја поима
историјата како еднонасочен, универзален и динамички процес којшто, од една страна, претставува завршување на светот на објектите; но,
од друга страна, што е поважно, претставува и почеток на “...Царството
на слободата.”7 Фукујама, пак, ја поима историјата како еднонасочен,
универзален и идеолошки процес, којшто претставува реализирање на
либералната демократија којашто, како што вели, е “крајна точка на
идеолошката еволуција на човештвото.”8
Ете, низ овој стручен труд се обидовме да направиме една мала, едноставна и ненаметлива афирмација, промоција, а и популаризација на
мојот пообемен труд од 2014 год, а насловен како Линеарните теории
во филозофијата на историјата. На радио тукушто почнува Абер дојде,
Донке од “Леб и сол”.

4 Otec Stefan Sanxakoski, “Avrelij Avgustin - filozof na istorijata”,
Pogovor kon: A. Avgustin, Za dr`avata Bo`ja, str. 301 - 310.
5 Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Filozofija povijesti, Naprijed, Zagreb, 1966, str. 24.
6 Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Nemaćka ideologija, (K.Marx, F.Engels, Rani radovi),
Naprijed Zagreb, Sloboda, Beograd, 1973, str. 420.
7 Nikolaj Ber|aev, Za ~ovekovoto ropstvo i slobodata, Kultura, Skopje, 1996,
str. 312, 313.
8 Frensis Fukujama, Krajot na istorijata i posledniot ~ovek, Kultura, Skopje,
1994, str. 5.
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Topic : General and universal matter communication over global society
Social activity is simultaneously a commentary activity.
The term communication (lat. Communicatio, -nis) means “participating
(participating): communicatioutilitarum” “profit parteciption(participation)
”communicare1. Do in common; 2.Comment (comment); 3.participate, to
share something with someone; 4.connect, unit, add: comunicarepecaniam
cum dotibus “add cash dower”. (Look: Henrik Lacaj-Filip Fishta, Latinian-Albanian dictionary, Editorial Saraçi, Tiranë, 2004, p.125).
More clearly with regard tothe base form of the word and consequently
of the term: communication atteststo the condition that from the root form
another series of important words for the process of commentary or communication as: group or community (lat.communio,-nis); common, general,
public; 2.usual, random, good, get along with, (lat.communis,-e); group,
community; 2.relationship; 3.social life; 4.humanity, 4.courtesy, politeness
(lat.communitas,-atis); together with; 2.generally, in general (lat.communiteradv.). (Look: Henrik Lacaj-Filip Fishta, Latinas-Albanian dictionary, Editorial Saraçi, Tirana, 2004, p.125).
The core of the word or the term commentary or communication is to
convey information to a group or community through social and or collective means. This concept is gaining ground, today, in terms of global society
through that commentary or communication is maybe the first and simultaneously the main process between people in small communities (local,
state and national) and large communities (interstate and international).
Just to mention that in all job requests the criteria of to be communicative
is basis.
Communication is not only a learned quality within the family, simultaneously with language, but can be studied and taken as a profession as well.
It has long been studied in the western world and has become a necessity in
developing countries, including Albania, Kosovo and else.
In modern world the communication (interpersonal) and being polite are
qualities of human relations; not only a personal quality but also the official
goodwill and informal. Since the states have been formed, the diplomacy
and public offices which have become functional, basis maybe stereotyped;
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they use titles such as honored Mr. /Mrs, Sir/Madam, your Majesty, your
Highness, Prime Minister, et al, to communicate ranking and honor of the
position they hold in society, worldwide.
The core of communication (Albanian: of commentary) is expressing,
the news about something, therefore Aristotle defined it with three words
closely related among them: clear thought - clear word - clear commentary.
The adjective communicative (fr.comunicatif) has been used in the
French languagedating back to 1282 and has basically one of the abovementioned meanings: from Latin comunicativus(=suitable) having the main
purpose(fr.comunicatif= suitable for statements and lectures). An edition
from1370 stated that since that time the communication was defined the
most likable mean of creating a social relationship (look: Le Robert, 1998,
p. 819).
From this point of view communication is first and foremost a lecture.
Through lecture occurs a transmission from A to B even in the form of a
greeting.
However, communication cannot be unanimous because it would imply
a soliloquy (speech you make to yourself). Speaking as a means (and aim)
of communication is always a collective act; A- an act that anticipates at
least two participants, a speaker and a listener or a sender and a receiver;
B- the lecture between two participants is undoubted the communication
(Albanian: commentary). Every science has a certain field to which it refers
to. It also includes the respective terminology: Archeology, History, Geography, and Chemistry etc. Even Sociolinguistics composed from two different
roots (socio “society, social” + linguistics “language”)1 has its own field of
study which implicit from its terminology have not one but several fields of
study that go in different directions, but connected among themselves: society, social group and language or lecture. This branch which is positioned
in the middle of two directions of study: the linguistics to which the object
of study is language and the system of social aspects of the language, more
clearly the study and evaluation of extra linguistic factors of spoken and
written language of a certain society. Scientific study of Sociolinguistic does
not deal with the society structure but with the language within the society.
Sociolinguistics describes the linguistic characteristics which are formed
and reflect social pressures. Otherwise it is said: diversity and lecture variations which appear in language due to a reflection of social and extra linguistic factors. People speaking different languages been, and is still the
1 The term linguistics (in Albanian language) is a word formed on the basis of Latin:
Language that means language. When linguistics began to evolve, the language linguist (17th
century) and later linguistics (18th century) were formed. Until recently we have used the
term linguistics as an international term), from which later, especially in the second half of
the 20th century, a number of cross-disciplinary languages would be born, as well as names
which contain exactly the term linguistics as their second part: ‘socio-’, ‘neuro-’, ‘pragma-’,
‘ethno-linguistic’).
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main purpose of study of Linguistics, a term that is traditionally and internationally known. Meanwhile, since the creation of language as a form of
communication and expression with various meanings in different places,
languages have and continue to have a vast quantity of variants; according
to a large number of social and extra linguistics factors like: the person who
speaks, his/her qualities and characteristics, his/her social environment or
the place and time when the communication process is executed: as well as
other factors, always in weight gain, for the sake of which no language has
been and cannot be one-variance. The necessity of seeing, describing and
studying the language of any given community in its endless variety, in time,
along with traditional linguistics and its branches, such as dialectology, phonetics, grammar, lexicology, lexicography, brought to the stage the “hybrid”
discipline, now known as the Sociolinguistics.
Sociolinguistics is a discipline that is concerned with the diversity and
variety of language structures and social structures. Generally, it can be
said that it studies in particular the variety of language that appear in the
geographical and socioeconomic differences of individuals in relation to
different communication situations. The field of linguistic study is the human language.2 The language term is often used to name the animal and
birds communication, which is also metaphorically defined as a romance
language (e.g. the language of bees and birds), but this issue will not be
treated here.
Communication is a fundamental aspect of being human
In any interaction, whether active or passive, we find ourselves communicating with other close, distant, loving and desired people, or not, but in
any case, in relation to and in relationship with them: for reasons concerning
work, play, pleasure, etc. Even if we live separately from other people, we
“talk”, formulate different stories and sayings, we create to ourselves and
for ourselves, but according to a “social code” and to one language that belongs unique to us and in our mother tongue. What is also said in the phrase
as old as the hills: “I speak to myself.” Human communication is inevitable.
There is no doubt in this fact considering how many times we intentionally
communicated with someone during a normal day, while working, studying,
shopping, or completing any other daily tasks. Most people spend from 80
to 90 percent of the hours they stay awake by communicating with others.
By means of communication we convey to others and to ourselves what we
are. As the well-known sociolinguist Anne Morrow Lindberg states; “Good
communication is as stimulating as black coffee and just as hard to sleep
after.”3 In its wider sense, communication is the process of action over the
2 Look: La Sociolinguistica (a cura di) Roberto di Molfetta.
3Comments, statistics, and illustrative examples are extracted from the Support @ jstor.org
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information; in the sense that someone does or says something, but others
think or do something else to the response of the action or words as how
they do understand that.
Communication is one of those key words that it may seem surprising
for us, why it should be formally defined. A team of scholars counted up
to more than 126 definitions published. Some scholars ask the question of
whether any human behavior is truly communication. The answer is this:
When someone crosses their arms while listening to someone else describing his day, this behavior can tell the latter that the fellow is not interested
in what is being said. On the other hand, this reaction may be just because
the listener is cold. While every human expression has the potential to communicate a message, it does not mean that an idea or emotion is deliberately expressed. Submitting to someone information does not mean that a
communication process is happening. Everyone has heard, “But I told you
what to do. Why you did not do what I asked to? Here it is written on the
program.”These types of communicators predict (presuppose) that if they
send a message, others will understand. However, communication does not
operate as a simple linear (straightforward) process, where what it-sendsis-what-it-gets. Not always are the messages (announcements, news) that
we express interpreted accurately. This superficial observation has its deep
implications and significances. One of the reasons why we attend communication courses, university departments which are focused on communication and people, who hold doctorate degree in communication, is exactly
the challenge we face when we understand each other.
In order to reformulate our definition about communication, we can say
that human communication is the process of understanding the world or
reality and sharing this meaning with others through verbal and nonverbal
messages. We understand the meaning of reality through such senses as
listening, seeing, observing, tasting, touching, and smelling, and then sharing this meaning with others by means of nonverbal words or expressions.
Relying on the Albanian Language Dictionary (Tirana, 2006), the verb
communicate (derived from the noun communication) has this explanation:
“Communicate to the 1st; announce: I communicate the dismissal. 2.intrasitive. interconnect, getin touch with someone; I agree with someone:
know how to communicate; communicate by letter (by telephone); communicate with the reader / passive, to be communicated
Communication, (s) 1. Act by verb. 2. what is communicated; the way of
communication; proclamation.
What does it mean to comment (communicate) effectively?4 Does this
mean that you are able to present a good lecture or can you continue a
great conversation with someone else?
4 Sciences Academy of Albania, Institute of Linguistics and Literature, GA: Jani Thomaj etc.
Fjalor i gjuhës shqipe, Tiranë, 2006, f.479.
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Being an effective communicator is more than just holding unmistakable
lectures or being able to interact with others separately or in a group. A
well-organized message does not mean it is automatically effective. Communication that works in a context may not be effective in another context.
Although it is difficult to identify the fundamental principles that make effective communication in all situations, it is thought that certain communication objectives serve as a measure of its effectiveness, regardless of context.
Three questions can help to measure effectiveness in each communication:
• To what extent the sent message (news, news) is identified (identified)
with the received message? In essence the first question is: Is the message
understood?
• Does the announcement reach the targeted effect of the announcer?
• Is it Ethical Communication?
We often communicate to achieve a certain target (or output). Typical
public speaking objectives are: to inform, to obey, or to entertain. In small
groups, people often communicate to solve problems or to make decisions. In our relationships with others we usually communicate to foster
confidence, to create closeness (intimacy) or simply to enjoy one’s society.
Therefore, another criterion to judge the effectiveness of communication
is to evaluate whether the purpose of the message is achieved.When we
communicate with others, we do this for a specific purpose: but since different objectives require different strategies to succeed, being aware of
your purpose can improve the probability of expecting it. The opportunity
to communicate is ubiquitous. People even before waking each day, react
to movements and sounds.With our first cry, we begin the process of announcing that we are here, we exist. As well as establishing contacts with
others we communicate by the end of our lives. Although many of our messages are non-verbal, we intentionally and (sometimes unintentionally)
send them. Some scholars are skeptical about communicating unintentionally. About what experts agree is that “Communicating with others plays an
ever-present role in our lives” We spend a lot of our time awake thinking
or interpreting messages received from others. Even while we are waiting
silently in row in front of a supermarket cashier, the lack of visual contact
toward others who are waiting in row sugests that we are not interested to
start a conversation. So, even our “unspoken” nonverbal message can provide data for others to react to.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES OF STUDENTS SELECTED COMPARISON
OF THE EFFECTS ON MOTOR FEATURES
ABSTRACT
This study implementation in primary grades 4 and 5 of the physical education
classes selsected to determine the effect on motor characteristics and accordingly
was done in order to examine differences between students. The study sample
group 2 hours per week on a regular basis the physical education teachers at the
side of the course as a practical involved 35 students (G1) and pyhsical education
classes classroom teachers under the supervision of regularly participating 35 (G2)
primary 1 and 2 in step read 70 students who voluntered to participate. To achive
the purpose of there search volunteeers who participated in the study with physical
measutrements of flexibility, armmovements, speed, balance, standing long jump,
armstrenght, sit-upsand speed such as motor characteristics were measured.
Keywords: Physical education, Classroom teacher, Motoric feature

INTRODUCTION
Humans are in constant movement while they are continuing their lives
as living organisms. Astrand stated that human organism was created for
movement. Movement is defined as the change of the position of one part
of the body or the body as a whole. Games constitute the most effective
learning process for children and are directed or not directed for a certain
purpose, may include or exclude rules, but in any way, children take part
willingly and with desire. They also constitute the physical, psycho-motor,
emotional, social, mental and lingual development bases and are a part of
the real life. Children find the opportunity of creating their own personal
values by recognizing the world, and acquire their true identity and know
themselves in this way. There is the aim of acquiring movement skills in the
very heart of the game concept. Humans need to move in order to continue a healthier and more qualified life. Physical education is the process
of creating deliberate bodily, emotional, social and mental changes that are
proper for the targets of the physical education by participating in physical
activities. Physical education, which is the supplementary and indispensable part of general education, is extremely important in terms of the bodily
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development of children based on the integrity of the organism, the development of movement skills, the development of nerve-muscle coordination,
and for ensuring personal and social agreement (personality education).
Physical education is an activity system that teaches how to move organs in
a methodical manner by ensuring the bodily and structural development;
how joints and muscles are developed in a controlled and balanced manner,
and how the physical power that is spent during work and social activity
periods after school age is used in an economic manner. Movement education develops the locomotor and balance skills of children. Meanwhile,
this basic education also contributes to the physical fitness of children, to
the perceptional-motor development, social-emotional development, and
to the learning capacity development; and thus enables children to acquire
new habits to spend free time activities in the best manner and in a positive
way. It is necessary that the movement education programs to be applied
have the quality of developing the physical fitness, perceptional motor and
social-emotional properties of children. Physical Education includes basic
movement knowledge and skills, translatory motion techniques, balancing
movements, the movements that require controlling objects, and the combined movements in which these activities are merged. It is expected that
these skills are developed in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Grades at primary school
level. This study was conducted to determine the effects of Physical Education classes applied to 10-year-old female and male students on selected
motoric properties.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
The study was conducted with 35 students who studied at 5th Grade at
HUSEYIN SEVIM KOROGLU SECONDARY SCHOOL, and 35 students who studied at 4th Grade at ZEKI ALTINDAG PRIMARY SCHOOL in the 2nd Semester in
2013-2014 Academic Year. The reason why 4th Graders were also included
in the study was that the basic health rules acquired at Physical Education
classes in the first semester, knowledge, skills, attitudes habits, cooperative
learning and competitive learning methods are ready for use by students in
this semester; and in this semester, for the first time, they have a unit in the
curriculum, which is Volleyball-Basketball. In addition, this grade is a transition grade between classes (Physical Science, Social Sciences, Religion and
Ethics), and the students are at a level which enables them to take duties
and responsibilities about their developmental stages are also among the
reasons why 4th Graders were chosen. However, the main reason was that
Physical Education classes are taught by class teachers at 4th grade in primary
schools. The 5th graders were selected because it was desired that the participating students were from the same age group. The physical measurements like heights and body weights; and motoric properties like flexibility,
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arm movement speed, balance, standing long jump, arm strength, sit-up
and speed of the participating students were measured.
Height and Body Weights: Identity information was taken as the basis
to determine the ages of the volunteering participants. The heights of the
participants were measured with measuring tape, and recorded as cm; and
the body weights were measured with electronic scale and recorded as kg.
Flexibility Measurements: In flexibility measurements, sit-stretch test
was used. The length of the testing tool was 35 cm, width 45 cm, and height
32 cm. The upper surface length was 45 cm, and with 45 cm. The upper
surface was 15 cm outside the surface to which the legs were based on.
The 0-50 cm measurement tape was defined with parallel lines that were
5 cm far from each other in the upper surface. The children sat down and
laid their naked feet to the testing tool in a smooth manner. The body was
leaned forward, the knees were not bent, and the hands were in front of
the body, students stretched forward as far as they could, and pushed the
ruler slowly. They were kept waiting for 1-2 seconds without bending forwards or backwards. The test was repeated twice, and the highest value was
recorded.
Arm Movement Speed: In order to measure the arm movement speed,
touching the disks test was applied. The subject touched the 20-cm-diameter A and B plastic disks placed 80 cm away with the dominant hand with
the highest possible speed within 30 seconds. The number of the touches
was recorded.
Balance: The Flamingo Balance Test was used to measure the body balance. A 50-cm long, 4-cm high and 3-cm wide iron bar was used for the
measurement. The participating student tried to stand on the balance iron
for one minute, and the number of the trials was recorded as the test result.
Standing Long Jump Test: For the standing long jump test, the participant student stood feet next to each other, the tips of the toes were kept
before the jumping line; and jumped forward as far as s/he could by swinging hands to and fro and by bending the knees. Two trials were made, and
the best value was recorded.
Core Muscle Endurance: Sit-up measurements were made to record the
core muscle endurance of the subjects. To do the movement, the subject
lay on supine position, held both hands on the nape, pulled the knees to
the stomach, knees in 90o position; the soles of the feet lay on the mat.
While moving upwards, the subject touched the knees by bringing his/her
elbows to the front. Within 30 seconds, the subject did the movement as
fast as s/he could, and the number of the movements was recorded as the
test result.
Hand Power: In order to measure the hand power of the subjects, the
Hanging on the Bar with Bent Arm Test was applied. The subject stood below the horizontal bar, and held the horizontal bar at the shoulder length
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with regular grip. The subject pulled himself/herself upwards until the chin
reached over the bar. The subject kept this position as much as s/he could
without touching the bar. When the subject could not keep the position and
when the eyes came to the level of the bar, the test was ended. The time
was recorded as seconds.
Speed: The speed was measured with the help of a chronometer in 30-m
distance in the speed hall.
The tests were repeated twice, and the best values were recorded as the
test results.
FINDINGS
The parameter results are as follows according to the genders of the 4th
Graders:
In male and female students; height 144.33 ± 7.59 and 142.64 ± 6.44
cm, body weight 39.79 ± 7.61 and 35.63 ±5.00 kg, flexibility 8.90 ± 3.37 and
11.42 ± 3.10 cm, balance 6.57 ± 4.05 and 7.71 ± 4.28 min/pcs, arm movement 8.44 ± 1.5 and 8.34 ± 1.03 s, sit-up 12.14 ± 3.41 and 9.57 ± 3.95 s/pcs,
speed 5.94 ± 0.52 and 5.78 ± 0.38 s, long jump 148.05 ± 17.21 and 142.29
± 17.3 cm, hand power 26.2 ± 19.27 and 18.4 ± 16.54 seconds, respectively.
The parameter results are as follows according to the genders of the 5th
Graders:
In male and female students; height 147.45 ± 5.87 and 140.93 ± 6.95 cm,
body weight 42.44 ± 10.43 and 34.7 ± 4.98 kg, flexibility 8.95 ± 4.85 and 11.0
± 3.61 cm, balance 9.0 ± 4.97 and 8.57 ± 6.58 min/pcs, arm movement 8.22
± 1.12 and 8.43 ± 1.40 s, sit-up 11.1 ± 3.14 and 9.57 ± 4.16 s/pcs, speed 5.84
± 0.49 and 5.99 ± 0.53 s, long jump 143.40 ± 22.05 and 141.93 ± 21.17 cm,
hand power 18.01 ± 17.73 and 18.94 ± 16.27 s.
No significant differences were detected between the students who participated in the study from 4th and 5th grades and who had Physical Education
classes 2 hours a week regularly (5) and the students who did not have regular Physical Education classes (4). However, at the end of the study, when
the differences between the female and male students who participated
in the study were considered for 4th Graders, it was determined that body
weight, flexibility and balance values were significant in female students;
and these values were determined to be significant in male students only at
sit-up. When the 5th Graders were considered, it was determined that height
and body weight values were significant in female and male students, and
these values were found to be significant only for boys at sit-up.
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DISCUSSION
In some previous studies, the effects of Physical Education classes included in the curricula of primary schools on the Physical development of students were investigated, and it was reported in many of these studies that
the Physical Education activities did not cause any significant developments
in students at the desired level. In some other studies conducted so far,
analyses were made on students from different cities, and it was reported in
some of these studies that one group of students was more successful when
compared with the other group in physical skills. It was also reported that
the reason for this was that leisure activities in Physical Education classes
were better in terms of quality and quantity.
In some of the previous studies conducted to compare the status in our
country and in other countries, it was observed that the Physical activity
levels were lower in the children in our country when compared with other
countries. The reason for this was considered to be the low Physical Education class hours per week in which Physical activities were performed. As a
result of a literature review, it was observed that regular physical activities
contributed to the development of children in physical, physiological, psychological, sociological, and motoric properties.
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COMPARISON OF ANAEROBIC CAPACITIES OF TAEKWONDO AND
KARATE PLAYERS
ABSTRACT
This study was conducted to compare the capascity of taekwondo and karate athletes vertical jump. The study sample who regularly practice, 8 karate and
taewondo 8 in total constitutes 16 male athletes. The height of the athletes who
participated in the study from the walls and the ability to reach a maximum vertical jump measurements were taken. Height in cm lengths were measured by the
meter, vertical jump data are recorded in the meter. The results showed a significant difference between the maximum variable branch extends the capacity of the
wall of the athletes were observed (p=0.342). In addition, athletes in taewondo
and karate branch was found to be asignificant difference in the vertical jump test
(p=0.008). Taekwondo athletes vertical jump branches in average (x=46.75) than
the average athlete in karate branch (x=32.25) were found to be high. After reviewing the studies, it was determined that in light of the literature and the athletes
vertical jump test data on the results of measurements made taekwondo athletes
in karate insurance is higher then industry.
Keywords: Karate, Taekwondo, Anaerobic Power, Height Development

INTRODUCTION
The work done by skeletal muscles during maximal and supramaximal
physical activity by using anaerobic energy transfer systems is called as «anaerobic capacity. The value of this work at per unit time is called as «anaerobic power. Anaerobic work is the physical type of activity which means that
the explosive power is revealed; a work load is performed above the anaerobic threshold value, and shows itself with weariness. Anaerobic activity
cannot be sustained for longer durations, because skeleton muscles work
with anaerobic metabolism that is much above the steady-rate oxygen metabolism. In such a situation, the lactate level rises in the muscles and in the
blood. The buffering of the accumulated lactate increases the elimination
of carbon dioxide from the lungs. Due to pH decrease (pH=6,4), weariness
occurs in the muscles. It is extremely important to perform an anaerobic
power assessment in weight lifting, standing long jump, high jump, shot
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put, javelin throw, speed departures, and in short-lasting, intense or sportive exercises in football, volleyball, basketball, for the purpose of increasing
the performance. In maximal activities that last less than 10 seconds, the
required energy is provided by the phosphagen system. In sportive activities performed within 4 seconds like weight-lifting and serving in tennis, the
muscle tissue uses the stored ATP. The main biochemical processes in the
anaerobic energy formation occur within seconds. Many studies conducted
on sports focus on children and sports. Many factors motivate the participation of children and young people in sportive events. Some genetic factors
like the muscle structure and body construction may be known beforehand
to a certain extent. However, there are some psychological factors that have
equal importance as previously-known factors. The most important part of
motivation consists of psychological factors.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
In this context, the purpose of the present study is to determine the
motivations that make the young study population become active in Taekwondo, Karate and Judo branches, and to reveal the differences in terms
of gender, age, branch and starting the sport periods. 8 Karate players, and
8 Taekwondo players, a total of 16 male sports players from Konya Metropolitan Municipality Sport Club, who did regular training, participated in the
present study.
The height values of the individuals were measured and the vertical
jump test was performed. The height values were measured with a sensitivity of cm± 0,1 mm. The measurements were made without shoes or trainers
and with standard sports clothes. The vertical jump test was performed as
follows; the participant was asked to jump to the highest possible point with
both feet in front of a platform that hung on the wall. Before the test, the
maximum stretch points of the players were determined in front of the test
platform. The difference between the jumping distance at the end of the
test and the stretching distance in front of the platform was determined,
and the vertical jump distance was recorded as cm. The test was repeated
three times for the participants.
FINDINGS
The mean heights of the Taekwondo and Karate players who participated
in the study were determined to be 167.75 cm and 164,87 cm respectively.
The average values of the Taekwondo and Karate players in vertical jump
were determined as 46,75±8,69 and 35,25±5,77, respectively. The anaerobic power comparison of Taekwondo and Karate players were determined
as 132,37±27,85 kg/min and 94,12±16,94, respectively.
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The vertical jump results of the taekwondo players were higher than the
karate players. When the vertical jump results of the Taekwondo and Karate players were compared, it was determined that the difference between
these data was significant ( t=3.116; p=0.008, p<0.05). It was determined
that the difference between the anaerobic power comparison of the Taekwondo and Karate players was significant according to the P<0.01 significant
value.
DISCUSSION
In previous studies, when the vertical jump values were compared in
individuals from the same group who did and who did not do sports, it was
reported that the difference between these groups was significant. Similar results were reported in studies that were conducted to compare different sports branches at the same time. Again in many previous studies,
the leg force, flexibility and anaerobic power were measured separately or
together. It was observed that the measurement results were affected by
age, gender, muscle type, muscle mass, and genetics. It was also reported
that the vertical jump average values were higher in successful individuals
who did regular sports. In our study, when taekwondo and karate players
were compared, it was determined that the anaerobic power properties of
taekwondo players were more developed. Meanwhile, similar results were
obtained in vertical jump measurements.
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CLASSIFICATION OF HOTEL ESTABLISHMENTS: THE CASE OF
MACEDONIA
Abstract
Tourism is one of the largest and fastest growing sectors in the world economy,
and the hotel industry is one of the key segments within contemporary international tourism. The subject of this paper is the classification of hotel establishments
in Macedonia. The paper presents basic data on the distribution of tourism and
hotels in the country. The Tables show the criteria for classification and categorized
hotels according to the presented official statistical yearbooks. For the purpose of
the paper, a research methodology and secondary data sources have been used by
using relevant literature, statistical official yearbooks and rulebooks for the classification of accommodation facilities in Macedonia. An analysis and review of hotel
classification has been made, based on a systematic evaluation of its current content. Concluding observations refer to the structure, differences and similarities of
categorized hotels and the prospects and directions for tourism development in the
regions of Macedonia.
Key words: hotels, star classification, Macedonia.

INTRODUCTION
Tourism is one of the largest and fastest growing sectors in the world
economy that plays an important role in job creation and economic benefits in destinations (OECD 2018). According to the United Nations World
Tourism Organization (UNWTO 2018), the arrival of tourists in 2017 internationally reached a number of 1,323 million. The tourist consumption was
$ 1.340 billion, and the tourist industry participated with 10% of the global
gross domestic product. Every tenth employee in the world is employed in
this sector.
The hotel industry is one of the key segments within the modern international tourism and in an unbreakable connection with it, that is, we cannot
talk about developed tourism if there is no developed material and technical
base for accommodation of tourists. Hotel services date back from ancient
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times, and their appearance is related to the needs of a shelter and food
for people who were traveling (Stamov, Aleksieva 2006). The hotels first appeared in Paris in 1669 and then in England in 1760 as a result of the growing interest in international tourism and commerce (Medlik, Ingram 2000).
A new stage in the development of hotel business is taking place at the
end of the 18th century, after the great geographical conquests and technical progress of transport. It sets the foundation of modern tourism, the
number of trips is increasing - first aristocracy and later merchants, bankers, industrialists. In the first half of the 19th century, in the United States
were opened the first luxury hotels - “Branums city hotel” in Baltimore in
1825 -. and the famous “Tremont hotel” in Boston in 1829which is considered the first “modern” hotel (Sherman 2007). In the past, the technical
progress in the world has always found its application in the hotel industry
and also reflected the quality of service in this activity: central heating was
introduced in the rooms in 1846; in 1859 a lift; in 1881-electrical lighting;
in 1907- phone in the room; 1927 - radio in the room; 1940 - air conditioners etc. (Bardi 2007). Hotel base after the World War II at a global level
is constantly increasing, most of the hotels are located in Europe and the
United States, and in 2000, there were around 16.3 million hotel rooms in
the world (Pizam 2005).
In the beginning, hotel business involved an activity related to offering
conditions for overnight stays, but today this term has a much wider definition that includes the whole industry of hospitality for tourists, as well as
offer of additional services, in order to satisfy their desires and needs in the
best possible way. In modern conditions of intense technical progress, the
material base of the hotel industry is rapidly developing and constantly improving and modernizing, which contributes to creating a great competition
in this market, which with globalization and global flows becomes hyper
competitive.The development of tourism and hospitality leads to the emergence of hotel chains (Ivanova, 2016). These are specialized companies that
deal with hotel business and operate more hotels, united under the joint
name of the company. Their development is result of the movement of free
capital in the world, which is looking for sectors of the economy that guarantee earnings (Bachvarov, Tonchev 1996).
From a terminological point of view in this paper, under hotel management we mean the totality of all accommodation facilities. The aim of this
paper is to conduct research related to the categorization of hotels in Macedonia. For the needs of this paper, an exploratory (qualitative) research was
done, which contributed to gaining insight into the essence of the problem
in order to better understand the regional policy of tourism development.
The exploratory research is in the category of research that results with descriptive results (Budinovski 2010). Part of the research consists in collecting appropriate and relevant literature and using secondary sources of data
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as annuities from the Statistical Office and Rulebooks for categorization in
Macedonia and their analysis.
DISTRIBUTION OF HOTELS IN MACEDONIA
There are eight statistical regions in Macedonia: Vardar, East, South-East,
Pelagonia, North-East, South-West, Polog and Skopje.
Table 1. Capacity of accommodation facilities in Macedonia for 2016 by
statistical regions
Regions

Vardar region
East region
South-West region
South-East region
Pelagonia region
Polog region
North-East region
Skopje region
Total

Accommodation
facilities
24
40
134
80
101
52
18
125
574

Number of
rooms
699
669
16 472
2 443
3 417
1 142
361
3 102
28 305

Number of
beds
1 818
1 985
42 105
6 438
10 078
3 507
727
6 510
73 168

According to the data presented in Table 1, most accommodation facilities, number of rooms and number of beds are in the South-West region,
followed by Skopje, Pelagonia, South-East and Polog, and least in the East,
Vardar and North-East region. Also, the number of overnight stays and tourist arrivals in these regions is the lowest. The South-West region of Ohrid
Lake is one of the most popular tourist destinations in Macedonia, followed
by the Skopje region with the city of Skopje, which is mostly visited by foreign and business tourists, the South-East region, which is characteristic of
Dojran Lake and casino tourism in Gevgelija, as well as the Pelagonia region
due to Prespa Lake.
Table 2. Tourist arrivals and overnights stays by types of business units in
Macedonia in 2016
Business units

Number

Tourists

Nights

Hotels (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 *)

230

632 657

1 253 495

Hotels *****

20

151 225

288 176

Hotels ****

61

273 516

543 106

Hotels ***

67

137 666

281 919

Hotels **

48

54 098

107 370
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Hotels *

34

16 152

32 924

Pensions

3

965

1 738

Motels

19

11 659

16 081

Tourist apartments

1

1 563

4 122

Nightclubs

24

10 735

17 666

Spa Centers

6

28 276

227 919

Hiking or hunting homes and
houses
Workers resorts

3

1 152

1 537

44

13 842

46 505

Children’s resorts

16

11 214

55 153

Camps

13

11 947

39 845

117 039

762 544

591

2 112

1

2 617

2 617

93

12 586

29 826

574

856 843

2 461 160

Houses, holiday apartments and
rooms for rent
Temporary accommodation
facilities
Sleeping cars
Uncategorized accommodation
facilities
Total

118
3

From the realized overnight stays of tourists by type of business units in
Macedonia for 2016, it can be noted that the most numerous are overnight
stays in the hotels, followed by houses, holiday apartments and rooms for
rent, spa treatments, children’s resorts, etc. (Table 2).
CATEGORIZATION OF ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES
The categorization of accommodation facilities with stars is first encountered in Mariana Starke travel guidebooks at the beginning of the 19th century; later the guides from Karl Baedeker and John Murray took this practice,
firstly, using it for sites of interest for tourist, and later for hotels. Michelin’s
guides in the early-20th century introduced the categorization of stars for
restaurants.
The categorization of accommodation facilities with stars is officially introduced for the first time by the Swiss Hotel Association in 1979 (Tashkov,
Metodijeski 2018). Since then, the categorization with stars begins its use
across the world. In Europe, although several efforts have been made, there
is still no single categorization system for accommodation facilities, but each
country has its own categorization (in some countries it varies from region
to region or city to city). In some European countries such as Finland, there
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is no categorization system, it takes into account online hotel reviews (Foris 2014). In other countries (like Macedonia), categorization is mandatory
under the law, and in third countries there is a categorization, but it is not
obligatory (most often done by national hotel associations). There are also
countries in which the state submits the competencies of categorization to
national associations. In Romania, for example, the accommodation facilities in rural tourism are self-categorized by the owners, and after a certain
time, the Categorization Commission checks whether the category is suitable for the facility (Metodijeski 2012).
The definition of categories aims to emphasize the advantage of one facility in relation to another, so that the client can get an idea of the quality level of that facility. There are various criteria for categorization in the
world, and generally accepted by most of the countries are: material-technical base, equipment, personnel, additional services, etc. There are about 30
categorization systems in Europe, but the most common are the following
(ECC Net 2009): the European system - the system of stars, the system of letters, the system of “crowns”, the system of levels. There is a categorization
on the basis of diamonds, which is carried out by the American Automobile
Association. Table 3 presents the categorization systems of the countries of
the European Union (Foris 2014).
Table 3. Systems of categorization in the countries of the European Union
Categorization system
Compulsory
categorization system
Voluntary
categorization system
No categorization
system

Country
Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Hungary
Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
France, Germany, Latvia, Luxembourg, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Sweden

Total
16

Finland

1

11

Of the 28 countries in the European Union, 27 countries have accepted
some kind of categorization system, and only Finland has no such system. 16
countries have a compulsory categorization system (for the most part, Hotel
star), and 11 countries have a voluntary categorization system.
CATEGORIZATION OF HOTELS IN MACEDONIA
In 1923, a rulebook on work and stay of foreigners in hotels was adopted
in Macedonia (Tashkov, Metodijeski 2018). The first categorization of hotels
on the level of the former Yugoslavia is from 1946 (Frlic 1949), and in Macedonia, as part of Yugoslavia, the Tourism Committee carries a Rulebook on
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categorization in 1973 (Cickovski 1980). The Rulebook on categorization of
hotels, motels and pensions from 2013 (OGRM 2013) gives the following
criteria for categorization of hotels in Macedonia: building, furniture and
equipment, service, leisure activities, schedule of offers and conference facilities. The rulebook is based on the Hotel star criteria.
Table 4. Criteria for categorization of hotels, motels and pensions
Area
1. Building

2. Furniture /
equipment
3. Service
4. Free activities
5. Schedule of
offer
6. Conference
rooms and
premises in the
building

Criteria
Cleanliness; hygiene; general impression; reception; rooms;
public spaces; premises for disabled persons; parking for
cars; other
Sanitary comfort; sleeping facilities; equipment in the rooms;
deposit / safe deposit box; noise / air conditioning control;
entertainment electronics; telecommunications; various
Cleaning the rooms / replacement of bedding; drinks;
breakfast; food; reception; laundry and ironing services;
payment; various
Home equipment and additional activities; Spa Beauty
Center; various
System for complaints and compliments, HASSAP and ISO
certificates, booking by Internet
Rooms; telecommunications; equipment / technology.

The corresponding criteria set out in the table above, carries a certain
number of points, and for obtaining the appropriate category, a certain
number of points are necessary. The maximum number of points is 860.
Table 5. Minimum sum of necessary points in the categorization of hotels
Hotels
Appendix
superior *

One *
90
170

Two *
170
250

Three *
250
380

Four *
380
570

Five *
570
650

* Superior are those hotels that have more points than necessary for their
category and whose impression exceeds the expectations for their category.
For receiving the category, an appropriate request is submitted to the
Ministry of Economy, followed by a process of visiting the facility by the
Commission for categorization and determining the category. According to
the Register of categorized hotels, run by the Department of Tourism and
Catering at the Ministry of Economy (ME 2016), in Macedonia in 2016 there
were 279 categorized hotels. 17 from them are with five stars, 70 with 4
stars, 85 or most of them are with 3 stars, 64 are with 2 stars and 43 are
with 1 star.
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Table 6. Overview of categorized hotels in Macedonia in 2016 by regions
Star Category (*)
Vardar region
East region
South-West region
South-East region
Pelagonia region
Polog region
North-East region
Skopje region
Total

*
3
3
6
4
5
3
6
13
43

**
3
7
24
5
5
6
2
12
64

***
4
6
28
1
7
13
1
25
85

****
2
3
18
4
5
6
2
30
70

*****
1
1
3
4
/
1
/
7
17

Total
13
20
79
18
22
29
11
87
279

From Table 6 we can notice that, the largest number of categorized hotels
are located in the Skopje region or 87, followed by the South-West region
with 79, Polog with 29, and the least categorized hotels are in the NorthEast-11. Most hotels (7) with five stars are located in the Skopje region, due
to the business tourism developed in this region.Only three five-star hotels
are located in the Ohrid Lake region, which is a small number considering
the attractiveness of this destination in the summer. Four five-star hotels
are located in the South-East region, where the casinos are located (due to
the proximity to the border with Greece) and the potential of casino tourism in the country.
CATEGORIZATION PROCEDURE
The categorization procedure is as follows: the catering facility submits a
Request for Categorization with the necessary documentation to the Ministry
of Economy. The fee for categorization is in the amount of: 100 EUR in MKD,
for the category of a hotel facility with one star, 200 EUR in MKD, for the category of hotel facility with two stars, 300 EUR in MKD for the category of hotel
facility with three stars, 400 EUR in MKD for the category of a four-star hotel
facility and 500 EUR in MKD for the category of a five-star hotel facility. The
cost of categorization of the hotel facility is settled by the hotel.
The categorization of accommodation facilities is carried out by the
Commission for categorization of hotel facilities established by the Government of the Republic of Macedonia.The Commission works with 13 members, out of which three representatives are from the Ministry of Economy,
three representatives from the Office of the Prime Minister of the Republic
of Macedonia, one representative from the Cabinet of the Deputy Prime
Minister of the Republic of Macedonia responsible for economic affairs and
coordination with one economic representative, one representative from
the Ministry of Finance, one representative from the Ministry of Transport
and Communications, one representative from the Ministry of Environment
and Physical Planning, one representative from the Ministry of Culture, one
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representative from the Agency for Promotion and Support of Tourism and
one representative from the State Market Inspectorate. Members of the
Commission have their deputies. Members and deputies of the members
of the Commission need to have university degree in the fields of construction, architecture, economy, tourism and hospitality and law, depending on
the competencies of the state administration bodies from which they are
proposed.
The President of the Commission shall be elected from the members of
the Commission for a period of one year, according to the principle of rotation. For the work in the Commission, the members and deputy members
are entitled to compensation. The manner of work of the Commission is
more closely regulated by the Rules of Procedure, which is adopted by the
Commission with a majority of votes from the total number of members.
Professional and administrative-technical matters for the Commission are
carried out by the organizational unit responsible for the affairs of tourism
and catering in the Ministry of Economy.
The Commission has the power to categorize catering facilities for accommodation. For the performed categorization, the Commission prepares
a report with a proposal for a particular category of the catering facility,
within 30 days from the day of submitting the request for categorization.
The report is prepared on the basis of an immediate direct inspection by
the Commission in the catering facility which is subject to the categorization
request.An integral part of the Report is a photographically documented
material that is used as proof of fulfillment of the conditions and standards
under which the categorization is carried out, as well as the proposed category for the catering facility and the manner of voting of each member
of the Commission, individually, with an appropriate explanation for the
proposed category.The report is adopted and signed by all members of the
Commission and shall be submitted to the Ministry of Economy within 3
days from the day of its adoption.
Based on the Report, the Ministry of Economy, within 15 days from the
day of receipt of the Report, submits it to the Government of the Republic
of Macedonia with a proposal for determining the category of the hotel facility. The Government of the Republic of Macedonia shall adopt a decision
for determining the category of the hotel facility with a period of validity of
three years. Supervision over the work of the Commission for categorization
and supervision over the maintenance of the criteria on the basis of which
the appropriate category has been obtained by the hotel, is carried out by
the Commission for Supervision established by the Government of the Republic of Macedonia.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, a research was conducted related to the categorization and
distribution of hotels in Macedonia. For the needs of this paper, exploratory research was conducted, which contributed to gaining insight into the
essence of the problem in order to better understand the categorization of
hotels. Appropriate and relevant literature was gathered, and through the
use of secondary sources of data as annuities from the Statistical Office and
Rulebooks an analysis was made for categorization of hotels in Macedonia.
The hotel industry is one of the key segments within the modern international tourism and in an unbreakable connection with it. The categorization
of the accommodation facilities with stars is first encountered in the guidebooks for tourists in the early 19th century, using it for places of interest for
tourists, and later for hotels. The categorization of accommodation facilities
with stars is officially introduced for the first time by the Swiss Hotel Association in 1979, and since then, the categorization with stars has started to
be used throughout the world.
In Macedonia in 2016 there were 279 categorized hotels. 17 from them
are with five stars, 70 are with 4 stars, 85 or most of them are with 3 stars,
64 are with 2 stars and 43 with 1 star. The largest number of categorized
hotels are located in the Skopje region or 87, followed by the South-West
region with 79, Polog with 29, and the least categorized hotels are in the
North-East - 11. Most hotels (7) with five stars are located in the Skopje region due to business tourism developed in this region. Only three five-star
hotels are located in the Ohrid Lake region, which is a small number considering the attractiveness of this destination in the summer. Four five-star
hotels are located in the South-East region, where the casinos are located
(due to the proximity to the border with Greece) and the potential of casino
tourism in the country.
For the needs of this paper, a review of the categorization procedure is
given, which we consider to have a large volume of members (13 persons)
coming from various state institutions. The recommendation of the authors
based on this conclusion is the reduction of the number of members of the
commission and the introduction of members from the Hotel Associations
as well as educational institutions from the field of tourism and hospitality.
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“MUGHAM-DASTAN” BY YASHAR KHALILOV
ABSTRACT
The article describes the works of “Mugham-Dastan”and Yashar Khalilov written
on the basis of mugham.
The composition consists of 4 parts. In a work like the composer in the performance of mugham on the tar and the orchestra creates your Dastan: the Name
“Dastan” has a conditional value, it is accepted as a concept. In the article each part
of the works depicted and teaches about the innovations of the composer.
Key words: Yashar Khalilov, Mugam-Dastan, concept, dastan, deramed, maya,
tasnif

Yashar Khalilov is a composer who is always in search, and writes interesting works covering new history, literary and religious topics.
He wrote “Mugham epos” for Orchestra of Folk Instruments in 1995. It
was first performed by conductor, People’s artist, Aghaverdi Pashayev in VIII
convention of Azerbaijan Composers’ Union in Azerbaijan State Philharmonic in 2007. The composer wrote one more work “Mansuriyya” for Orchestra
of Folk Instruments in 1996. That is, the composer addresses to the same
type genres repeatedly, and his works are widely used in mughams.
However, to name it “Mugham epos” is very interesting. From its name
it can be understood that the composer wrote an epos based on such types
of mughams.
“Mugham epos” is a composition of 4 parts:
I part is called as “Daramad”, II part “Maya”, III part “Tasnif”, IV part
“Rang”. In this work tar performs as a soloist. It was performed both in
ACU’s VIII convention and arising great interest furthermore, in the competition by the orchesta in Child Music School in Ordubad city, as well as in the
composition by Nakhchıvan State OFI (Orchestra of Folk Instruments).
The work as a whole resembles a concert composed for tar and OFI
based on mughams. In a 18-minute work an interesting approach by the
composer is noticed. Here “mugham-epos” conveys a conditional concept.
The composer mentioning “mugham-epos” considers relating mugham
world through the work written based on mughams. Here “epos” finds reflection as a “concept” - “notion”.
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Each part stands out by its interesting melodic language and in each part
suitable condition is created by the composer for a speacial improvision for
the tar.
The composer composed based on mughams as clear in its name
“Mugham-epos”. In this view, the notion of mugham stands in the front
plan.
Mugham is a music genre conveying complex, idea-emotional meaning,
expressing deep and perfect thinking, and the development of artistic excitement and characters of different musical images. In this point, all the
features of mugham finds reflection throught the work.
The I part of “Mugham-epos” is called “Daramad”.
As known, Daramad - is a genre of instrumental music in Azerbaijani music and a kind of color. It is performed in the beginning of Dastgah music,
and has the importance of the instrumental introduction. Daramadin is directly related to mugham musical language features, and is based on the
establishment of mugham and takes its name: Daramads are distinguished
from colours by their volume and structure. Daramad is bigger by its volume, music sections cover all referance-support steps and condention and
intonation features of mugham. Daramads were created with colourful musical themes related to each by mugham performers.
In the work all the features referring to Daramad are fully realised. In
“Mugham-epos” the theme of “Daramad” starts with clarinet and the continuation is performed with the tar. The theme resembles the first steps of
(“Don’t let Leyli go to school”) “Girls’ choir” sung on Samayi-Shams percussion-mugham from “Leyli and Majnun” opera by Uzeyir Hajibayli xatırladır.
I part, which is simple – in the measure of 2/4 from rythmic point of view is
felt like a knid of colour-dance genre being very playful.
II part is called “Maya”. Maya is the main constant scene of magam. The
other steps of magam are concentrated around maya tending towards it
“Maya” means foundation, core.
Muğam dəstgahlarının I and the most important part of mugham dastgah is referring magam to maya and it is called “Maya”.
In mugham performance as a rule, dastgah starts from maya (core) passing through from one section to another reaches culmination – pitch maya
(core) (octave of the core) in the development process. Maya (core) of the
mugham keeps its gravitation from the start of the dastgah till the end and
in the conclusion the development of music again returns maya (core) and
complets in maya (core) scene.
The composer wrote as if instrumental, rhythmic mugham and chooses
“Maya” (core) part after “Daramad”
II part, which starts in a high spirit commences with a solo of the tar
and the clarinet the other instruments make a rhythm in the background.
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The measure of the work stays unchanged (4/4) and even it is not free in
mughams, and is formed arranged to a certain rhythm. From playwright
point, in the work 2 features are reflected. According to I feature, melody in
a gentle way deals with something, interprets, on the other hand, melody
becomes turbulent, and dynamic.
III part is called Tasnif.
Tasnif is a vocal-instrumental genre. Tasnif is a completed work having a
complete form. Lyric sometimes has a playful character. Tasnifs mainly, are
performed inside mugham dastgahs, increase impact of the mugham, make
a contrast among the sections of the mugham, connect mugham sections
with one another, and create constructive strictness from metrorythmic
point in mughams. Tasnifs differ for their place in mugham dastgah: tasnifs
performed at the beginning of the dastgah have significant importance in
“maya” (core) section, and functions as daramad. Tasnifs performed among
the sections of the dastgah join together main musical theme of mugham
section and main features.
IV part is called “Rang” (colour).
Rang is an instrumental musical genre. It has an accurate metrorythmic size, colourful melodic structure and musical theme. “Rang” (colour)
is performed both as an independent play and in content of mugham dastgah. “Rang” (colour) has several functions in mugham dastgah: performed
among the sections of the mugham, creates a condition to conclude one
section and a passage to the next section, makes dastgah composition colourful, and enriches emotional content of the mugham. “Rang” (colour)
also accepts the main content of the mugham sections, melodic and cadans
features and conveys their names. It is written in march type, dance and
lyrical.
In Yashar Khalilov’s work “Rang” (colour) is an independent play and it is
the most interesting, the densest culmination containing the IV part of the
work.
It is also logically true that the work is called “mugham-epos”. Because
here the composer makes an epos performed with the tar and interprets it
in the performance of the orchestra. Here although the name of “Dastan”
is conditional, and the concept is accepted as a notion, a suitable name was
chosen according to the composer’s imagination.
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RECOVER “CHATAN”- ONE OF MOST ANCIENT HANDMADE GOODS,
WHICH ARE IMPORTANT SAMPLES OF AZERBAIJAN MATERIAL
CULTURE
ABSTRACT (SUMMARY)
The main aim of this article is to include this sort of textile product in modern
everyday life as sample of material culture of our people, to keep alive this branch
of our culture. As a matter of fact, this branch of material culture is almost lost. But
nowadays we must save all kinds of our material culture, all samples of it, reconstruct and pass to new generations. Really, chatans are ecologically friendly and
healthful product. Besides, it can be used as decor element, fashionable accessory,
interesting for modern minimalist interior. In my presentation I’ll demonstrate very
interesting samples of chatans.
Key words – Azerbaijan, Chatan, material culture.

INTRODUCTION
In the territory of Azerbaijan the development of different branches of
culture began much earlier than our era. In the territory of modern Azerbaijan different ancient states were placed, e.g. Aratta, Manna and others.
In Manna state, placed near the lake Urmiya since the end of III millennium
B.C. urban culture was formed and different spheres of art, such as architecture, sculpture, toreutics and ceramic developed highly. In 857, 856, 844,
835, 810, 774 B.C. Assyria and Urartu states attached these territories and
evacuated golden dishes, worked in animalist style, decorations and adornments, even sanctuary sculptures, made from gold and other precious metals. In the same time, the invaders evacuated flocks of sheep and cows from
this country. Conquerors took local craftsmen in slavery and used them as
labor force in erecting of architectural complexes in their country.
In the middle of I millennium B.C. new state Midia was established. Midia conquered Manna and transformed into grand country. Both in Midia and
Manna religion of Zoroastrizm was spread.
In Northern part of Azerbaijan at the end of me millennium B.C. Albania
state was formed. Albania in III-IV centuries adopted Christianity, the town
Gabala later Barda became the capital of that state. The Catholicos also was
placed in capital. So, Azerbaijani Albania was one of countries, which first
adopted Christianity. In that period in many regions of Azerbaijan Christian
churches began to be erected. These churches were built in two formswith domes alike basilica and in cross form. Now such churches are met in
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Kelbajar, in Gakh, Ilisu, in Kish village of Shaki, in many villages of Zagatala
region in Azerbaijan. In Albania state Christianity spread gradually and existed together with ancient religion and convictions. As a result, urban culture
developed here very quickly. In Azerbaijani Albania and Midia ancient Turkic
tribes, such as the Huns, Scythians lived.
These tribes were busy by cattle-breeding and partially by agriculture.
(Nowadays in Azerbaijan there is also enough number of tribes, busy by
sheep-breeding.). These Turkic tribes lived in Azerbaijan territory earlier
than VII millenniums and had their own original traditions, habits and religion. According the information, given by historians, the first regions of
their settlements were cyclopic buildings and caves in Karabakh mountain
parts of Shirvan and Mugan. While archeological excavations carried out in
different regions of Azerbaijan, in cyclopic constructions great number of
sheep bones was found.

Azərbaycanın Hacıqabul rayonu Üzərində runi yazılar olan tavadaşı (inter. res.)
e.ə. III minilliyə aid siklopik abidə (inter. res.)

This fact proves that native inhabitant was busy by sheep-breeding and
lived nomadic mode of life. It means they changed their dwellings in summer and winter.

Akhsu region of Azerbaijan. A flock of sheep in winter camp (internet
resource)
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These tribes lived nomadic mode of life and were known by name
“tarakama” or “elat”. These tribes worshiper to definite objects and animals
as totem, respect to soul of their ancestors and saved the signs of shamanism till our days. 90 % of things, used by these socium in everyday life are
made by their own hands.
One of such thing is “chatan”, used as building material for covering of
“deye” (dwelling) in period when tarakama lived in mountains (June, July,
August, September). Chatans were also used in kitchen, in everyday life and
as most ancient kind carpet product. This kind of product is made from reed
and wool or cotton threads.

Azerbaijan, Barda region. The reeds, growing

The reeds, put on covers for sheep in summer house on

bank of Kur river. (internet resource)(internet resource)

The reeds, pun on sheep stall roof in summer camp
(internet resource)

The fense made from reed.
(internet resource)

The “chatan” manufactured products, which is talked about is widely used by this community. Thus, tarakama women, who often used wild
plants, e.g. reeds, growing in lakes or other places abound with water, gather them and dry in the shade until the end of May. Most of them are mainly
used as cover for sheep, goats and lamb folds. Besides, they are also used to
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cover the “kuzu” (“kuzu” the hollow in the ground, where newborn lambs
are stored.)
So, the reeds are cut and cleaned in equal size and then put together, side
by side in a special form, combined and tied them with ropes. The tarakama
women call these things “chatan”. These “chatans” were set horisontally in
tent and used in temporary dwelling as floor cover. Shepherds put the “chatans” along all perimeter of tent in order to keep it warm and prevent the
penetration of insects in tent. So chatans are also peculiar barrier of dwelling.

Azerbaijan, Barda region, Boyahmadli village. Wedding ceremony, 1984.
(the photo belongs to author of artcile). On the right of picture structure, in
which chatan was used as building material is seen clearly.

It must be also pointed out, that the tarakama living in Azerbaijan tie the
reeds in a very simple form. The reeds are put in a horizontal direction and
are tied by rope. The ropes connecting them are tied separately to each
reed in 3, 4, 8 or 12 points vertically, depending on the size of the reed.

The sample of chatan, used as colander . 1986 ( is woven by author herself).
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As a result rectangular “chatan” is formed. It is used as a strainer to dry
the sheep wool after washing and keep it for winter. Besides, when the cold
winds blow on mountains, the dishes called “khangal” and the rice “pilaff”,
popular in tarakama cuisine, are cooked by filtering the rice from “cheten”.
At the same time, cheten was used as forlding screen separating the stored
part of dwelling from the common space. So, one side of cheten is fixed in
ground, and it’s top covered by coat, which women decorate by pileless
shawl.
On that cover the bags woven by means of pileless carpet technique are
hung, in them wooden spoons are put. The examples of chatans, mentioned
here are included in group of simple chetens. But we want to re-establish
the forgotten secrets of this complex art . As a matter of fact, the complex
chetens, woven by terekeme are of décor character and are mainly used in
the artistic design of the tents and dwellings. It must be also pointed out,
that the oldest musical instruments, such as pipe, widely used by shepherds are also made from reeds.

Ornamental chatan with complicated composition, used for decor of tent.
It’s woven by tarakama of Qazakh region of Azerbaijan. Size 8,50x1,18 (EF 5269)
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To do this, the hundreds of cleaned and cut reeds of the the same size
are placed next to each other. On their borders heavy iron or stones are
put in order to fix them. The contour lines of the prospective composition
are painted by pencil or coal piece on the reeds, placed side-by-side. Then,
wool or cotton threads of different colors, in accordance with this composition, are tied separately on each enumerated reed and placed in it’s own
position. Separate reeds with beautiful patterns are tied till the end by
wool threads. Then, the decorated reeds are attached in each 10 sm by one
passed warp thread. As a result, very beautiful and unusual work of art is
created.
30-40 years ago, I worked as teacher in Azerbaijani State University of
Art. I desided to do the best in order to keep this ancient kind of art and
taught my two artists-students – Garib Ibrahimov and Tariyel Bashirov – all
secrets of the technology of carpet weaving. Nowadays, various compositional carpets created by these artistis are exhibits of many museums both
in Azerbaijan and Russia.

Exampleof chatan with complicated composition. Author Tariel Bashirov, 1985.
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Chatan with complicated composition named
“Bahar” (Spring). Author Garib Ibrahimov 1980
is kept in personal collection

Chatan with composition “Buta”.
Author Garib Ibrahimov1980, is kept in
personal collection

In addition, I also taught the secrets of this art to Klimov, who worked as
artist in Mechanical Carpet Factory in Ganja, Azerbaijan. We have worked
with Klimov for many years. I gave Klimov the names and photos of different
Azerbaijani carpets, and the products of factory were based on our national
traditions. Later, Klimov put them into production by mechanic machinery.
Klimov also studied the method of weaving chatan by artificial silk threads
and developed highly his creativity in this sphere.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (the topicality of work)
The topicality of work is that such good was found for a first time while
investigation, carried out in summer months in different mountainous regions of Azerbaijan and we studied the technological peculiarities of found
material. In 1970-1980th I taught those technological peculiarities in Azerbaijani University of Art and Culture to my students- young artists Tariel Bashirov and Garib Ibrahimov. Later, we demonstrated the samples of chatan,
created by them in exhibitions and tried to rebirth that ancient art. Such
wish was quite natural, because this kind of art is ancient part of our national material culture. In archeological excavations the samples of this art were
found in Jalilabad region and in Kultepe in Nakhchivan region of Azerbaijan.
The samples, found in Nakhchivan were dated IV-V millennium B.C. Later,
we studied the peculiarities of “chatan” manufacturing technology from
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tarakama tribes in Kelbajar, Barda and Agdam regions of Azerbaijan. All information, got from weavers Latifa khanum, Gamar khala and Arife khala
was analyses in book “Azerbaijani pile less carpets” (Baku), published in
1988. This kind of art isarchaic one. While investigations, carried out in USA,
I understood that products alike Azerbaijani “chatan” were widely used in
everyday life of American Indians of pre-Columbian era. One sample of such
chatan was demonstrated in Nelson-Atkins museum in exhibition of ancient
Indians art. The techological equipment of this art consists of two things-of
reed, collected in May and dried in shade and silky and cotton threads.
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CONCLUSION
The main aim of this article is to include this sort of textile product in
modern everyday life as sample of material culture of our people, to keep
alive this branch of our culture. As a matter of fact, this branch of material
culture is almost lost. But nowadays we must save all kinds of our material
culture, all samples of it, reconstruct and pass them to new generations.
Really, chatans are ecologically friendly and healthful product. Besides, it
can be used as decor element, fashionable accessory, interesting for modern minimalist interior.
So, 19-21 March of 2018 in Gegeli village of Akhsu region of Azerbaijan
folk festival “Tarakama chershenbe” (chershenbe-Tuesday, Az.), organized
by MIRAS - Social Organization in Support of Studying of Cultural Heritage
was carried out. In that festival I took part and gave master-class lessons
to local people and taught them some secrets of this ancient art. I demonstrated them samples of ready-made works - ornamental chatans, made
by Garib Ibrahimov. The pictures, given below shows master-class lessons,
conducted in that festival.
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PATRIOTIC CANTATAS IN THE CREATIVITY OF
AZERBAIJANI COMPOSERS (1990-2000)

ABSTRACT
The article considers character and content, features, dramatic principles of choral works, especially cantatas belonging to 1990-2000 years. Due to bloody, tragic
incidents took place in Azerbaijani history; patriotic-heroic topic assumes special
importance and finds a wide interpretation in the works of this period.
Key words: oratorio, cantata, subject of patriotism, Azerbaijani composers,
requiem, choral music.

Patriotism takes an important place in the creativity of Azerbaijani composers, especially in choral music in the 90s of the 20th century. Chorus culture is distinguished by social inclination. Besides, the most urgent agenda
issues are reflected in such genres as oratorio and cantata, which are part
of vocal-instrumental music and this is connected with democracy of these
genres. In addition, addressing this topic comes from many reasons. Starting from 90s of the 20th century, Azerbaijani history experienced bloody incidents. It is almost 25 years that beautiful land of Azerbaijan-Karabakh is
under the occupation of the enemy. Political, public figures, artists make
speeches and create works reflecting their citizenship position. Azerbaijani
composers also express a definite opinion on this tragedy. Our contemporaries - heroes, martyrs, Motherland, Bloody January and Khojaly genocide
are reflected in different genres.
As a result of formation, we see coordination between the music of dramatic spectacles, films and oratorio, symphony in the cantatas of 20th century. But in the progress of oratorios we observe approximation of operas
and cantatas. The role of people, chorus shouldering main dramaturgical
function in the cantatas reflecting patriotism, heroism; opportunities like
enrichment with intonation, pathos and declamation (elegy, satirical songs
and etc.) from national sources are remarkable features.
In the 80s and 90s, J.Jahangirov, Y. Adigozelov, R Mustafayev, A.Alizadeh,
S. Ibrahimova and etc. performed with shining examples in oratorio-cantata
genres. It must be noted that, though patriotism and heroism is one of the
global topics, it makes up a separate branch in the works created during the
past 20 years as mentioned above, especially in chorus in Azerbaijani music.
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Here we can include V. Adigozelov’s “Land of Fires”, “Karabakh Shikestesi”,
“Chanakkale”, “Caravan of grief” oratorios, later created “Natavan” opera;
Ramiz Mustafayev’s patriotic-heroic “Salatin” oratorio and “Truth is with
you, Azerbaijan” cantata, Agshin Alizadeh’s “Motherland” ode, Azer Dadashov’s “Motherland” cantata-apotheosis, “This homeland can not die” cantata-oath. We should mention that, other composers addressed this subject,
too and created very valuable examples. We would like to tell some of these
examples: Oktay Kazimi’s “Live long my republic” cantata and “Murovdagh
songs” oratorio, Mobil Babayev’s “Don’t cry my land, don’t cry” oratorio
and “My hometown” cantata, Mammad Guliyev’s “Requiem” dedicated to
the martyrs of 20 January genocide, Musa Mirzeyev’s “Native Azerbaijan”,
Rashid Shafag’s “Mother land Karabakh” vocal chorus series, Sevda Ibrahimova’s “Motherland martyrs”, Jalal Abbasov’s “Bravery” cantata, Abdurrauf
Aliyev’s “Roads to freedom” ode and “Karabakh memorial”, Tahir Akbar’s
“Azerbaijan” epic poem, Mammad Jafarov’s “Do not sleep Oghuz oghlu”, “I
said homeland” cantatas and “Martyrs” poem for mixed choir and piano,
I. Guliyev’s “Homeland” cantata for choir and fortepiano and etc. The list
is quite large. Each of these composers has some works on patriotism and
heroism. So that, the most of the cantatas belonging to 90s of the 20th century, had been dedicated to this topic.
Besides with symphonizing of oratorio-cantata genre, the composers address the different intonation struck areas in musical dramaturgy
(J.Jahangirov’s “40th anniversary of the victory” and etc.).
In order to give more dynamic form to music or explain different plans
of dramaturgy, in some cases, soloist is theatricalized (V. Adigozelov,
R.Mustafayev, O.Rajabov and etc.). When we look at the features of oratorios and cantatas, we should talk about typical principles such as posterity
(A.Dadashov’s “Astonishment” cantata-poster), oratorio-memorial (“Caravan of grief”). If we look at the feature of the works, it is noticeable that new
genres occur in choir music. “Hybrid genres” manifest signs of symphony,
oratorio, vocal series, religious musical genres and etc and activates synthesis process of the genres.
Some interpretation principles of choir music arouse interest. This manifests itself in cantatas and oratorios within chamber music on the basis of
lawfulness and synthesis of symphonic music and etc. Nowadays, composers develop choir music in three directions:
1. Use of choir and its development principles in chamber music.
2. Synthesis of choir and its development principles with the principles
of symphonic music.
3. Interpretation of choir in large-scale vocal instrumental music.
The works are divided into several parts according to their content:
1. Choral works are based on well-known programming, dedicated to specific heroes, and it also manifests itself in the names of works
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and parts (R.Mustafayev’s “Salatin” oratorio, O. Rajabov’s “Chingiz”
symphony-requiem).
2. Describing the tragedy of Black January, Khojaly and Karabakh incidents, choral works discloses a definite scenario (M. Babayev’s “Don’t cry
my land, don’t cry” oratorio).
3. Keyword-epigraph that describes the main idea, as well as dedication.
4. Being presented as a memorial, mourning requiem and elegy, patriotic, heroic choral works reflect the connections with religious funeral music
(K.Ahmadli’s “Requiem”, A.Mirzeyev’s “January elegies”).
Cantata creativity of Azerbaijani composers appears in different content
and character. As in the world practice, it manifests itself in cantatas for
soloists and orchestras (S.Ibrahimova’s “To the homeland martyrs”), cantatas only for acapella choir (C.Abbasov’s “Bravery” cantata), cantatas that
reminding more songs and smaller in size, consisting of 3, 4 paragraphs
(A.Dadashov’s “This homeland can not die” cantata-oath and etc.) and etc.
Patriotic works is reflected in the creativity of several composers. For
example, S.Ibrahimova didn’t stay indifferent against the tragedies of the
motherland and expressed her citizenship position in several works: “I miss
you Shusha” (1999) for tar and stringed orchestra, “Motherland thoughts”
(2001) for stringed orchestra, “Karabakhname” concert (2006-2007) for orchestra with tar and etc. From this viewpoint, S.Ibrahimova’s “To the homeland martyrs” cantata has great importance. This cantata was written in
1990. Literary text of the work is based on M.Dilbazi and M.Ibrahimov’s
poetries. The cantata has been considered for solo soprano, solo baritone
and combined orchestra.
A.Dadashov made changes in choral music of Azerbaijan, expanded the
range of genres of cantatas: cantata-poster, cantata-apopheosis, cantataoath, cantata-epitaphia. For example, “This homeland can not die” cantata-oath (1999), “O truth, live” cantata-epitaphia (2000) for singer, chorus
and symphonic orchestra. “This homeland can not die” cantata-oath was
written by the composer in 1999. The work is based on Ajdar Olu’s “Azerbaijan” poetry and has a patriotic content. R.Mustafayev’s cantata-oratorio
creativity is large from the point of genre, character and topics. Here, along
with the personality of Azerbaijani authors, we should note “Truth”, “My
coeval” oratorios dedicated to the great leader Heydar Aliyev, “Salatin” oratorio dedicated to the national hero Salatin Asgarova and “Truth is with you,
Azerbaijan” cantata (1993).
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